
Another i1nporta.nt feature of the Price-Anderson Act ifl the monetary 
limitation on J,Jability. To the extent that damagea exceed ..::he amount of 
coverage requi.r:d by the Act, all responsible partieoa e.re relieved of further 
liability; Conr,L~ss is then required to investigate the incident and take 
appropriate acL?n. 

The Price- tnderson Act provides for liability ,:,,verage through a system 
of priv.A.te insuJ:ance and government indeiiUlity. Unri l" the Act's private 
insurance sy,tem, utility owners of large NRC-lice-m~d coiJDTiercial nuclear 
power reactors are required to maintain the maximu 'i ~mount of insurance 
avdlable from private sources (currently, $160 mi.d ·ion). Should claims 
arising from a nu.·lear incident (related to the acti. !ties of such NRC 
licensees) ~~ceed the amount of primary insurance, a!l licensees o£ large 
nuclear power reactors would be assessed up to $5 m:Ulion per reactor. With 
98 largeo reactors now licensed to operate (as of January 1986), a second layer 
of coverage is provided in the amou.nt of $490 million. Both forms of (:overage 
provide a total of $640 million in thq event of ~ serious n~clear incident at 
a nuclear power plant or an incident occurring in th.a couru of transportation 
to or from such a facility. 

The Price-Anderson Act also authorizes the DOE to enter into indemnity 
agreements with its contractors for activities, under contract and conducted 
for the benefit of the United States, that involve "the risk of public 
liability for a substantial nuclear incident." The indemnity coverage under 
such contracts provides that, in the event of a nuclear inci.dant arising out 
of, or in connection with, a contractual activity, the contractor and any 
other person who may be liable would be indemnified by the DOE, up to the 
statutory limit of $500 million. Indemnity coverage under DOE agree~nts 
further extends to nuclear incidents arising in the course of transportation 
to or from contractor locations. The DOE does not require contractors to 
carry additional liability insurance because the cost of any such insurance 
would be passed on to the DOE. Since the enactment of the Nuclear Waste 
Policy Act, the DOE has indicated that indemnity agreements based on the 
Price-Anderson Act will be included in ita contracts for the operation of any 
DOE facility associated with the waste-management program (e.g., a geologic 
repository and MRS facility, if approved by Congress). Under the indemnity 
agreement, the DOE is to indemnify the facilities' operating contractor and 
any other person who may be liable for a nuclear incident arising out o£, or 
in connection with, radioactive waste management. Coverage for 
waste-management activities would extend to transportation to or from a 
waste-management facility. 

Congressional review of the Price-Anderson Act is now under way and ia 
expected to be completed by 1987, when the Act will expire uqless 
reauthorized. The DOE has offered recommendations to Congress pertaining to 
the Act's contractor indemnity system and the application of that system to 
activities conducted under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. Such recommendations 
include the following: 

• Extended liability covecage. While a limitation on liability is 
supported, the DOE h~s recommended that the extent of coverage under 
DOE indemnity agreements be comparable to that afforded by large 
commercial utilities. 
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• Explicit ccverage of activities conducted undg! the Nuclear Waste 
Pol..i£I. Act While the DOE believes that the present laJJguagl:l of the 
Price-Ando~·son Act is sufficient to permit inrlflnmification coverage 
for nucletn~ waste operations, explicit coverA!"i' under the Act is 
supported. 

• Applicati.~.!l of END provisions to waste-manage>.. ·~r.,t activitie_!. The DOE 
supports the extension of the Act's END provi. trJns, with the related 
waiver of defenses, to incidents connected ~{t.' the transportation, 
storage, and dispOsal of civilian and defens ~tgh-level wante. 

• ~~· of funding. The DOE supports the provit-{on of liability 
coverage for waste-management activities conducted under the Nuclear 
WaRte Policy Act through expenditures of the :~aclear Waste ~und. (which 
h1 turn is financed through fees paid by the generators and owners of 
radioactive waste). 
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Appendix B 

AVAI4ADILITY OF REFERENCE& 

B.l REFERENCES CITED IN AV EAs 

The references cited in all of the draft and 'h.t: final environmental 
assessments (EAs) are available far· public revieloo' l .. t UOE reading rooms at the 
fallowing locatio~. s. 

U.S. Department of .Energy 
Public R~ading Room 
FOI, Room lE-190 
1000 Independ~n~e Avenue, S.W, 
Washington, DC 20585 

Albuquerque Operations Office 
National Atomic Museum 
Kirkland Air Force Base Eaijt 
Albuquerque, NM 87116 

Chicago Operations Office 
9800 South Cass Avenu~ 
Argonne, IL 60439 

Idaho Operations Office 
550 Second Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 

Nevada Opet•ations .Of.fic~ 
2753 Soulh Highland Drive 
Las Vegl'!.!!>, NV, 8n09 

Oak Ridge Uper,at.iJ;:.ns Offlc~ 
Federal ~uilding 
Oak Ridge, fN , .~7830 

Richland Operat'iOnB ofhce. 
Federal Building 
Richland, WA 99352 

San Francisco OperaM.Qf\~1 Of-U.c~ 
Wells Fargo Building 
1333 Broadway 
Oakland, CA ?5.612 

Savannah River Operations O,ff;lpe: 
Savannah River Plant 
Aiken, SC 29~0~ 

8.2 REFERENCES CITED r:N THE EA FOR THE BASALT (HANFOR,D) ~ITE 

' The references cited in the EA for the Hanford site are available ,f9f. 
public review at the follow!ng_locations: 

Boise Public Lib~ary and 
lnforill8tion, pent~~;,· 

715 Capitol Bo~levard 
Boise, ID 83702 

Lewiston City Library 
428 Thain Road 
Lewiston, ID 83501 

Idaho 
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Coeur D'Alene Public Library 
703 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur D'Alene, ID 83814 

University of Idaho Library 
(Federal Depository) 
Moscow, ID 83843 



Portland State University 
(Federal Depos:!.i.ory) 
Bradford Price '1illar Library 
9.34 Southwest ifarrison 
Portland 1 OR ·;.·720 7 

Oregon 

UmatillP County Library 
214 Norr.h Main Street 
Pendleto·n, OR 97801 

Washington 

University of Wa.:.hington Libraries 
M-171 Libr~(y, FM-25 
Seattle, WA 98195 

Central WashinSton: University 
D and 11 Street 
Ellensburg, WA 9892'6 

Washington State i.lbra·ry 
(Federal Depository) 
Temple of Justice 
Olympia, WA 98504 

Pasco Public Library 
1320' West'Ub'iJkins' ' 
Pasco, WA 99301" ~ 1 ~ '' 

Seattle Public Library 
1000 Fourth Avenue 
Seattle:,' WA 98·104 · 

' ,. 

Fort Vancouver Regi6rl~1 Lib:i:-ary 
1007 East Mill Plain Boulevard 
Vancouver, WA 90663 

Prosser PU.blil": I;ibrary 
902 Seventh Street 
Prosser~ WA 99350 

State of Washington Dept. of Ecology 
Off.jce of High-Level Nuclear Waste 

Management 
Referenc·~· Cc!hter 
5826 Pacific Avenue 
Lacey, WA 98504 

:· ,"-,•' ' 

B-ci 

Eastern ~ashington university 
John Ji'. Kennedy Memorial 
Cheney ... WA 990d4:' ' · 

Washinrs-ton State urirvbr'S
1

it)' L,ibr~~)' 
Holland 'Library/• RoOin,~~~l' · 
Librarr Road ·· 1

' ' 

Pullmar, 1 WA 99164-5610 
I' ' , ' 

Mid-Columbia 'tibr8ry 
405 Sou til" Dayto:h ., 1 

Kennewick, Wlr.1 9
1
9"336. 

Richland PUbliC'· Lib:i-at'y' 
Swift and Nor'tf!'g'At~ •'· 
Richland, WA 993··5'2' 

Spokane Public 1.ibrai-'y 
Comstock Building t'ibrary 
West 906 Main: 'Avenue' 
Spokane, WA 99201 

Walla Walla Public Library 
238 East Adler 
Walla Walla, WA 99362 

: ,,. I !:.: 

U.S. Department of Energy 
REading Room, Hanford' SCiEm·ce 

center ' 
825 Jadwin Avenue 
Richland, WA 99352 

., '' 

'' 

': ··'·' 

Yakima Valley Regional' Lib'i.iity 
102 North Thidf' Street"' '!: 
Yakima, WA 98901 I,: i! 

',·- ·' 

,, '·' 



8.3 REFERENCES CITED IN THE EA FOR THE SALT SITES 

The refenmces cited in th(l EAs for the Davis ~anyon, Ut~h, Deflf Smit):l, 
Texas, and Ric:.:Hon, 1"1ississippi, are available for ·,ublic review at the 
following loca.t ions: 

LouiSiana 

Minden Nuclear Waste Information Office 
221 Main Street 
Minden, LA 710CJ 

Webster Parish Library 
521 Ea-~t and West Streets 
Minden, LA 71005 

Bienv 1 '!_,~ Pari~):l Library 
604 Sot1 ·h Maple 
Arcadia, LA 7lOOi 

Mississippi 

Richton Nuclear Waste Information Office 
103 Dogwood 
Richton, MS 39476 

Pine Forest Regional Library 
Main Street 
Richton, MS 39,47~ 

Jackson Metropolitan ~ibrary 
301 North State stre'et 
Jackson, MS 39201 

Hattiesburg Public Libfary 
723 Main Street 
Hattiesbur~, MS 39401 

Jones County Jurll~'~·:coflege' J..ibury 
Front Street · · 
Ellisville, MS 39437 

Deaf Smith County Library 
211 East Fourth Street 
Hereford, TX 79045 

Swisher County Library 
127 Southwest Second Street 
Swisher County,Me~Orial Building 
Tulia. TX 79088 

Canyon Publit LibrarY' 
301 16th Street 
Canyon. TX 79015 

0 0 0 

Texas 

I 

JackRon-George Regional t'ibr8.ry' 
32,lf', P"!',D~.I;uroufa ~tre.eF 
Pasc·agoUra: MS' 395'67 

Harriette Pef'~'6~ .MCin9f-b,l Lt"ll'r'8;-y' · 
College' S~'reet' · 
Port Gibson, Ms' 39150 

; I ' 'j 'Oj' ;ofJ"' 

Laurel-Jone.s. tfo~.~'~;y, Pu~~·~P 1 L.~~!:~rU 
530 Connerce Street .. , ,,:• 1 , , •. 
Laurel, MS 391,40 · ·· ' '· · 

.'( 

1.·' . 
Rhoads Memodal Library-
103 Southwest Second Street 
Dimmitt, TX 79027 

Ausi:in Pitblib; !}ii:\'raty 
800 Guadalupe Street 
Austin, TX. ,7,8,7§8 

4 
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texas (continued} 

&narillo Public Library 
413 East Fourt~1 Street 
Post Office Bm· 2172 
Amarillo, TX 7~H89 

Texas Nuclear Wast~ Programs Office 
Sam Houston Offi~e Building, Room 204 
200 East 14th St~eet 
Austin, TX 78111 

Tulia Nuclear Waste Information Office 
Griffith Estate Building 
100 S.E. Second 
Tulia, TX 790e8 

Moab Nuclear Waste Information Office 
471 South Main Stree't No, 3 
Moab, UT 84532 

Monticello Nuclear lo/'aate Information 
Office 

San Juan County Co,vrthouse 
117 South Main st.i-'eet, Room 12 
Monticello, Ut 84,535 . 

Gr_~;L~d County Public Library 
25'· S'ou'th First Stree·t Ea'et' 
Moab, UT 84532 . '' . 

Grand County High School Library 
300 South 100 East 
Moab, UT 84532 

San Juan County Library 
266 North Main Street 
Monticello, UT 84535 

Utah 

University of Texas General Library 
Post OH 1 t':e Box P 
Austiu TX 78712 

Heref1 c•·i Nuclear W1:1.ste Information 
Off:~.! 

115 East First Street 
Hereford, TX 79045 

Monticello High School LibrarY 
Media Center 
55 North Second Street West 
Monticello, I'OT 8'4535 

San Juan County Libr'8ry 
SO Weat First Street South 
Blanding t u-T 84'!i'35 

Mesa County Public Library 
530 Grand Aven1,1e 
Grand Jund:ton, CO · 81501 

Salt Lake city 'Pu'blic Libra'ry 
2197 East 7000 SoutP 
Salt Lake City, UT- 84121." 

University of Utah 
Marriott Library 
Salt Lake City, UT 84112 

&.4 REFERENCES CITED IN THE EA FOR THE TUFF SITE 

The references cited in the EA for the Yucca Mountain she ~te available 
for public review at the following locations: 

Amargosa Valley Cotrlll~nity Li.9rary 
Star Route 15 
Box 40-T 
Amargosa Valley, NV 89020 

ll n,n O'S' 

~-6 

Beatty Community Library 
4th and Ward 
P.O. Box 128 
Beatty, NV 89003 
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Clark County l.i •)rary 
1401 E. Flnmin~·~ 
Las Vegas, NV 89109 

Lincoln Count.}" Library 
P.O. Box 330 
Pioche, NV 89043 

Nevada State Lib.~ary 
401 N. Carson 
Capitol Complex 
Carson City$ NV 89710 

University of Nevada at Las Vegas 
James R. Dickinson Library 
4505 Maryland larkway 
Las Vegas, NV 89154 

United States Department of Energy 
Nevada Operations Office 
Public Reading Room 
2753 South Highland 
Las Vegas, NV 89109 
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Law Llbl·ary 
Nye County Courthouse 
P.O. BC\: 393 
Tonopa~ . NV 89049 

Nevada '.egis !a ti ve Counci 1 Bureau 
Resear·. ~ I.ibrary 
Legis'6 .ive Building 
Capib l Complex: 
Carson tty, NV 89710 

Northern Nevadti Ccilll\unity College 
Learniq; Resource Center 
901 Elm Street 
E1ko, N'l 99801 

University of Nevada at Reno 
Ge tcheli Library 
Reno, WJ 89557 

W4shoe County Library 
301 Center Street 
Reno, NV 89502 
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Appendix C 

C.l INTRODUCTION 

This appen,tf.:x re&pr,mds to the issues raised by ;;'(tderal, Stat:e, and local 
governments, afi~cted Indian Tribes, private citiz~-s, and other organizations 
on the dr.aft en·y·iroMiental assessment (EA) that we& ''repared pursuant to 
Section 112 of the Nuclear W~ate Policy Act of 198 {the Aet). In addition to 
presenting the issues raised in the conwents and tt"e responses, it describes 
where changes wen made in the tina! EA. 

C .1.1 THE COMMENT PROCESS FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSf:HSMENTS 

A notice of availability of the draft EA Rppearad in the f~l Register 
of December 20, 1984. This notice requested interesud parties to review and 
comment on the draft EA, allowing 90 days for the comment period. The notice 
also announced an extensive series of public briefings to be held in each of 
the six States containing potentially acceptable sites for the first 
repository. These briefings were conducted solely to provide information on 
the draft EAs, not to solicit: comments. Several wee~a after the briefings, 
the DOE held hearings in which the public was invited to submit: testimony for 
the public record. 

Comments on the draft EA ~ere in the form of letters addressed to the 
U.S. Department of Energy and of ot·al statements presented at 19 public 
hearings conducted in February and March 1985. Each comment letter or the 
recorded statement of each hearing participant was given a 
document-identification number and examined to identify comments. The 
commente in each letter were numbered sequentially. Copies of the comments 
and letters can be seen !n the public reading rooms at DOE Headquarters and 
the Project Offices. 

Each comment was classified according to subject area and assigned a 
classification number that corresponds to a section of the Comment Response 
Document. By referring to the index at the end of this section, each 
commenter can find the section of the appendix where the issues raised by the 
comments are addressed. 

The subject matter of the comments fell into aeven different areas: 
policy issues; siting process and decisions; data base, proposed activities, 
and repository deaign; postelosure performance; preclosure radiological 
safety; environment, socioeconomics, and transportation; and ease and cost of 
siting. construction~ operation, and closure. The last four groups correspond 
to the division of technical areas in the general siting guidelines (10 CFR 
Part 960). Each group is further broken down into more specific topic areas 
shown in Section c.1.2. Where appropriate, Section C.l.2 shows the section of 
the EA to which the comment referred. 

C.l-1 
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Within each t >pic area the the individual comments were screened to 
determine the spth,lfic issues they addressed. Responses were ·;,:hen prepared 
for each issue. ~Jitorial comments (e.g., spelling and grammatical errors, 
incorrect cross-n.1erencing, and errors in tables and figures) -were considered 
during the pre.J?arntion of the final EA, and the appropdate changes were 
made. Such commt:·.1ts are not specifically discussed in this appendix. 
Responses tD tectu.-dcal issues identify how and to wh" ., degree the issue has 
been incorporr1ted into the final EA. Where possible the response identifies 
the places in the final EA where the change was mad~. For technical comments 
addressing concern.'J outside the scope of the documv 1t ~ a statement is made to 
that effect. 

C.l.2 CLASSIFICATION OF COMMENTS 

C.l.2.1 Policy and programmatic issues 

Section C.2 summarizes and responds to comments that are concerned n•inly 
with policy and programmatic isaues. Most of these comments do not address 
siting decisions or the evaluations reported in the EAs. The exceptions are 
general comments on transportation, many of which are directed at Appendix A 
of the draft EAs. 

Classification 
number 

C.2.1 

c.2.2 
C.2. 3 
c. 2.4 

C.2.5 
c. 2. 6 

c. 2. 7 
c.2.s 

C.l.2.2 Siting process and decisions 

Subject 

Public involvement and institutional 
issues 
Legal and regulatory issues 
Program management, costs·,. and schedules 
Transportation~ retrievability, and· 
second repository 
Other waste-management activities 
Types of waste to be received at a 
repository 
The draft environmental assessments 
Miscellaneous 

Section c.3 addresses questions on the siting process and decisions. 
Many comments on siting decisions are closely related to technical evaluations 
of baseline conditions at the sites and of site suitability on the basis of 
the technical guidelines. Comments that primarily address site-suitability 
evaluation~ or supporting information are not included in this section; 
comments that address the application of suitability evaluations in the 
rankings of sites are included in this section. 

a. t-2 
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Classification 
nwnber 

C.3.1 

C.3.2 

c.3.3 

C.3.4 

Subject 

Site screening and guidelines issue ... 

Evaluation of disqualifying conditi·na 

~valuation of the geohydro1ogic s~LI lng 

Nomination and recommendation of a t·::s 
fnr characterization 

C.l.2 .• 3 Data. base, proposed activities, repository_desisn 

M section 

1. 2, 2.2 

2.3 

1. 3' 2.4 

7.1' 7. 2' 
7.3 

Section C.4 addresses comments on the accuracy or adequacy of the 
baseline information about the repository system, si.te characterization 
activities, and the site itself that is used to evaluate site suitability and 
the impacts of developing the site. 

Classification 
number 

C.4.1 

C.4.2 

C.4.3 

Subject 

Baseline conditions at the site 

Activities propoaed for site 
characterization 

The repository (including the waste 
package 

C.l.2,4 Postclosure performance 

~section 

3.2, 3.3 

5.1 

Section C.5 includes comments on the condition and performance of the 
repository after it is closed-and sealed. 

Classification 
number Subject EA section 

C. 5 .I Geohydrology 6.3.1.1, 5.2.2 
' ,.-

c.5.2 Geoche-mis·try 6.3.1.:2, 5.2.1,· 

C.5.3 Rock cha·racteristics 6.3. 1.3, 5.2.1, 

c.s .4 CliiDBte changes 6.-3.1.4, 3.4.3 

c.s.s Erosion 6.3.1.5, 5.2.1, 

C.l-3 
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Classification 
number 

C.S.6 

c.s.7 

c.s .8 

c. 5. 9 

c.5.10 

C.5.11 

§ubject 

lJ~saolution 

To.ctonics 

ltuman interference 
(natural resources) 

Poe,tclosure site ovnership and cont.t·J_ 

Postcloaure system guideline 

Assessment of poatclosure parformanc~ 

C.l.2.5 Preclosure radiological safety 

.¥.A section 

6.3.1.6, 5.2.1. 

6.3.1.7, 5,2.1, 

6.3.1.8, 5.2.1, 

6.2.1.1, 3.4.1 

6,3.2 

6.4.2 

Section C.6 addresses comments on the behavior and effects of 
radionuclide releases during repository operations. 

Class if !cation 
number 

C.6.l 

C.6.2 

C.6.3 

C.6.4 

C.6.5 

C.6.6 

Subject 

Population density and distribution 

Site ovnerahip and control 

Meteorology 

Offsite installations and operations 

System guideline 

Assessment of preclosure performance 

C.l.2.6 Environment, socioeconomic~ and transportation 

EA sectiqn 

6.2.1.2, 5.4.1, 
3.6.1 

6,2.1.3, 3.4.1 

6.2.1.4, 3.4.3 

6.2.1.5 

6.2.2.1 

6.4.1 

3.2 

3.2 

3.2 

Section C.7 addresses comments on (1) the environmental, socioeconomic, 
and transportation-related effects of repository development and site 
characterization; (2) the techni~al guidelines for socioeconomics, 
transportation, and the environment; and (3) the use of tho~s guidelines in 
evaluating the relevant system guideline. Most coanents in this category are 
concerned with the characteristics of the repository before it is closed and 
decormdssioned. 
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Classification 
number 

c. 7 .1 

c. 7. 2 

c. 7. 3 

c. 7. 4 

c. 7.5 

Subject 

~pected effects of site 
:;~~aracteriza tion 

'.,nvironmental quality 

Expected effects of transportation 

EY.pected effects on socioeconomic 
co11di tiona 

System guideline 

~A section 

6. 3. 5 

6.2.1.6 

5.3, 6.2.1.8, 3.5 

6.2.1.7 

6.2.2.2 

C.l.2.7 Ease and cost of siting, construction, opexation, and closure 

Section C.B addresses comnents about the problems and costs of siting, 
constructing, operating, and closing the repository. 

Classification 
number 

C.B.l 
C.8.2 

C.8.3 
C.8.4 
c. 8 .5 

Subject 

Surface characteristics 
Rock characteristics 

Preclosure hydrology 
Preclosure tectonics 
System guideline 

C.1.2.8 Project-specific miscellaneous 

EA section 

6.3.3, 3.4.1, 5.1 
6.3.3, 3.2, 5,1 

6.3.3, 3.3, 5.1 
6.3.3, 3.3i 5.1 
6.3.4 

Section C.9 addresses site-specific issues that are not addressed in the 
technical sections of the document. 
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C.2 POLICY ISSUES 

Many of thtl <:oJI'IDenta on the draft EAa were con(~·~rned with various policy 
issues, which are addre1sed in thiY section: public involvement and 
institutional h!-~..'.es (Section C.2.1); compliance wit\ Federal and State laws 
and regulations, including interpretations of the NudP.ar Waste Policy Act 
(Section C.2..2.h program managGment, costs, and schef•t•:.es (Section C.2.3); 
policy issues rv,Lated to waste management, such as :&nsportation~ 
retrievability, monitored retrievable storage, and ;.,;~nt-fuel reprocessing 
(Sections C,2,4 and C.2,5); and the types of waste t 1 be received at the 
repository (Sectic-n C.2.,6). Also included in this B•·1ction are direct comments 
on the draft EAa (Section C,2,7) and miscellaneous l. .'Aues (Section C.2.8). 

C. 2.1 PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT AND INSTITUTIONAl, ISSUES 

Thh aectic.n addrf.lsaea coiiiD8nta on public involvement and institutions::.. 
issues. These issues are divided into five categor:·ea: conduct of the 
public-participation process; interactions with States, affected Indian 
Tribes, and local communities; working with Federal agencies; working with 
other countries; and socioeconomic impacts. 

0.2.1.1 The DOE's public participation process 

Comments on the DOE's public-participation process were concerned mainly 
with reviews of, and hearings on, the draft ~a. Other issues in this 
category were related to the DOE's relations with the public and access· to 
information. 

0.2.1.1.1 Public review of the draft environmental assessments 

Many commenters said that the 90-day comment period for the drBft EAs was 
not long enough for a thorough review. Others complained about delays or 
difficulties in receivins copies of the draft EAs and suggested that the 
docua~enta should have been available in public libraries:. 

Many commenters said that the 90-day public comment period did not permit 
a thorough review of the lengthy and technical draft EAa, especially since the 
beginning of the comment period coincided with the year-end holidays. 

Response 

l~e DOE issued the draft EAa for public comment in th~ inte~est of 
expanding public participation in the site-selection proceoa. The iaauance of 
dt•aft EAa was not required by the Act, and it entailed significant penalties 
in schedule. The DOE decided to accept these penalties because it deemed this 
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opportunity fot· J-'Ublic involvement to be important. Futhermrn·e, in response 
to public commen .. s on the draft Mission Plan (DOE, l984a) thE· DOE extended the 
planned EA coJTUTied period from 60 to 90 days. One c:f the purposes of this 
extension waa t~ compensate for potential delays in ~he mailing and 
distribution of dte documents during the holiday sec.:on. 

To help Uw public understand the draft EAs, t,~ll DOE conducted a series 
of interact!.ve 't1riefings in January 1985 and 19 pul~ -I.e hearings in February 
and March 1935 in the six Statee containing the Rit,s and in an adjacent 
State. 

In revising ~he EAs, a special effort was mad'd ··;o conaider comments 
received afl.ar the March 20- 1985, deadline. The H .. al EAs reflect comments 
received as late as August 30, 1985. 

DOE representatives allegedly had promhed thil.t the connent period woc.ld 
be extended, but it was not. 

The DOE did not officially extend the public-comment period. However, as 
explained above, the DOE made every effort to consider comments received after 
the deadline, and, as mentioned above, the final EAs refl~ct comments received 
up to 5 months after the deadline. 

Because the 90-day comment period began before his term, the new Governor 
of Utah had less opportunity for involvement. 

Response 

The State of Utah submitted supplementary comments. 
received on May 1, 1985, and were considered in revising 

These comments were 
the EAs. 

Some persons said they had experienced difficulty in obtaining copies of 
the draft EAs or felt that the DOE's response to requests for copies was very 
slow. 

Response 

To facilitate requests for the draft EAs, the DOE 1st up toll-free 
telephone numbers for use by the general public during the 90-day comment 
period. Despite some initial difficulties, the toll-free system worked well 
as a means for requesting the EAs. However, the DOE recognizes with regret 
that some person• may have axporianced delays in receiving the EAs. The 
demand for the !As was great, and over 5t000 copies were di1tributed. 
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Some commer> . ..:ers said that docwnents like the lilo should be available in 
libraries to fac.llitate timely reviev. One party <:o•plainad that access to 
the rehrence dc·rr;uments for the EAs was very poor h, t.he local libraries. 

Response 

Copies ,)f the draft EAs were placed in thE! pubdc libraries of local 
conmunitiels closest to the potentially acceptable ·l~.t.es. In addition, copies 
were available in DOE public reading rooms, vhich ,_,r~ open during normal 
business hours ant.l have copies of all ava.Uable prot ·.·aa-relatod materials, 
including modt of the reference documents cited in the EAs. Moreover, the 
draft EAs and the reference docWllents were available in the DOE public 
information Dffices tn cmmunities near all the potentially acceptable sites. 

Issue 

One conmenter recornnended that in soliciting c>>mments the DOE ohould give 
a name to whom to write, rather than 11 comnents." 

Response 

In the Federal Resister notice that announced the availability of the 
draft EAs, interested parties were requested to send comments to 
"Coaments--EA," vhich was a special mail stop set up to receive coDDents 
letters. The names of several DOE officials were also given for further 
information on specific draft EAs. The intent was to facilitate the 
comment-response process by not overloading any single individual or mail stop. 

C.2.l,l.2 Hearings 

Several commenters complained about the public bearings on the draft EAI; 
they said that the DOE had not adequately notiHed the public about the 
hearings ant.l that the hearings were scheduled at inconvenient times and 
locations. Others said that there were problems with the conduct of the 
hearings themselves: that unreasonable limits were plnced on the scope of the 
subject matter and on the time allotted each speakeri that the hearings became 
an exchange of misinformationi and that panel members did not adequately 
represent the views of the co~m~unity. 

Some comments alleged that tbe public vas not adequately notified·about 
the hearings. 

Response 

Notices abou~ the public hearings were published in the Fede!al 
Resister. In order to reach the general public that does not have ready 
access to the Federal Register, the DOE also issued press releases from the 
DOE offices in Washington, D.c •• as vell as the DOE Project Offices 
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responsible fm: investigating the three types of host rock (basalt, salt, and 
tuff). In addition, the Prdject Offices mailed O::::(":tlies of t.he Federal Resister 
notice of the ·~'vailability of the draft &As and t::t~ announcements of. the 
public briefint-4 and hearings to more than 4,000 pRrson.!l and organizations 
that had in th~ past commented ont or inquired ab~ •• t, various aspects of the 
DOE's geologic·~repository program. The DOE Office of Consumer Affairs made a 
similar maHin!l'. to approximately 200 consumer and ,.ublic-interest groups, and 
the DOE Office for Congressional, Intergoverrunent:.: and Public Affairs 
notified the offices of U.S. Senators and Rep1·esaw.atives. In addition, news 
releases were issued, paid advertisements were n:1 ~.n many local newspapers, 
and notices were posted in the public buildings c,' ~he local communities. In 
January 1985, th;, DOE held intvractive briefings fL· State officials and for 
the public to provide information on the EAs and the public-c~mment process; 
the dates and locations of the hearings were publicized during these briefings. 

Some persons objected that the schedules and the locations of the public 
h111:arings were i:neonvenient. 

Response 

The hearings were scheduled to begin more than 6 weeks after the d~aft 
EAs were issued on December 20, 1984, and several weeks after the briefings 
held to provide information about the EAs. This schedule allowed several 
week~ for preparing comments before the hearings and also Cime for preparing 
written comments after the hearings. The written comments were accorded the 
same importance as the oral testimony. 

During February and March 1985, 19 public hearings were held in the s:f.x 
States containing the sites under consideration and in 1 adjacent State. The 
hearinge were scheduled for both day and evening hours to accommodate as many 
people as possible. They were held in major cities that are readily served by 
all modes of transportetion as well as in the local communities closest to, 
and moat likely to be affected by, a repository at a particular site. 

Commenters said that unreasonable limitations were placed on the scope 
and tha procedures of the hearings, undue time limitations were placed on 
speakers, and the ground rules of the hearings were ohansed at the last minute. 

Response 

Although the DOE had hoped that the public would address the draft EAs in 
ita comments. no attempt waa mad~ to limit the scope of the hearings. 

In the notices of the public hearings, the DOE requested all people who 
wished to testify to register in advance. The agendas of the hearings were 
baaed on this preregistration. However, the DOE made it clear at each hearing 
that every person .wishing to apeak would have an opportunity. This was 
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accomplished by tdjusting the time allotted each spealter. by e·-.tending the 
length of a sestnon where necessary, and by holding an additiDnal hearing in 
the State of Waskl.ngton. 

Hearing pro1;edures were discuued at the public- briefings the.t pnceded 
the hearings, e:~~:.)lained during registration, and as~~'.n 'lllCplained at th-e 
beginning of ea.l b. session. They included time limi .1, which wete necessary to 
give all intereated parties a chance to speak. Ho,.. ·vcr, it was made clear at 
each head·og that, to acconnodate all speakers, ttu eession would be extended 
or additional hearings would be held, In additior 1 ::he public was reminded 
that written com11nts were welcome and could be B\.)f,u.tt;.ed after the hearings, 
thtough March 20, 1985. 

According to some coanenters, public hearings thould be forums for the 
DOE to educ:ate the public rather th.an public exchanges Qf raiainfo.rJD~~tion. 

Response 

The purpose of the hearings was to sive the public an oppo~tunity ~o be 
heard. The DOE uses other forums to supply information; -an example is the 
series Qf briefina.a held during January 1985 to explain the· draft EAs and th.e 
siting process and to answer question&. The hearing i1 th.e citizens' forum 
for educating the DOE about their needs, concernR, perceptions, and ideas~ 
The DOE did not present information, nor did it discuss, except to clarify, 
the con111ents received at the bearings. 

Some parties felt that "coamunity representatives" on the hearing panels 
did not always accurately reflect the views of the eommunity; in aQme cases, 
the presence of a particular individual could have been considered a conflict 
of interest. 

Response 

The role of th~~ panelists was to clarify the testimony for the record, 
not to represent the community. Although the non-DOE panelists were selected 
by the DOE 9 they were not selected to represent any specific viewpoint. 

S9me commenters aU11ested that the DOE should open eacb 
testimony on all of the sites rath.er than one specific site. 
the public to compare the sites. 

Response 

public. ~earina to 
This., wou.ld belp 

None of the public .hearings was reatricted to tbe discussion of a 
particular site. Chapter 7, wh:l.ch presents a comparative evaluation of tbe 
site8 a1ainst the siting guid~linea, is common to all of tbe EAa, and to 
provide th.e reader with a basis for the comparison. the draft EAa for all nine 
sites were available as a· pac-kage·. 
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C,2,1.1.3 DOE re\ations with the public 

Coml'lents on · ... he DOE's relations with the public: t:overed a variety of 
topics, ranging 1.' _•om recommendations for a public referendwn on waste disposal 
to complaints abc:ut the DOE's attitude toward the p1fJ~Uc. They also included 
requests for an tarly announcement of the sites to br r.ecommended for 
characterhatiotl, 

Some commentM'S suggested' that there should b~ J. public referendum on the 
issue of rad'.oactive-waste disposal. 

Responsf. 

The American political process provides cit·izl&t!s with meveral 
opportunities tr1 make their views known at the local, State, and Federal 
levels. In 1982 1 the U.S. Congress, the elected re9resentatives of the 
American people, found that 11high-level radioactive waste and spent nuelear 
fuel have become major subjects of public concern, and appropriate precautions 
must be taken to ensure that such waste and spent fuel do not adversely affect 
the public health and safety and the environment for thia or fu~ther 
generations" (Section lll(a)(7) of the Act) and therefore enacted the Nuclear 
Waste Policy Act of 1982. The Act stipulates the technical and public process 
that the DOE haa been following since January 1983. 

A COD'IIlenter requested that the EA emphasize the "development of 
appropriate mechanisms to achieve public consensus" mentioned in a report. 

Reapona!_ 

The progress report referred to a series of socioeconomic studies that 
will be undertaken throughout the repository-siting program. The development 
of public c?nsensua is one of the objectives for the socioeconomics portion of 
the siting program. 

Some commenters felt that the DOE haa a negative attitude toward the 
public. Several people said that the public-involvement process was carried 
out solely for the sake of appearance, public comments were not taken 
seriously, attd· lor:al sentiments vill not really be c:onsidered in .. making the 
final decision. 

Responee 

The coDEents of the public have been, and will continue to be, seriously 
considered in the decisionmaking process. The comments of the public vere 
considered in revising the siting guidelines, and issues raised in the EA 
&coping hearinss vere considered in preparing the draft EAs. Substantive 
comments on the draft EAa have been conaidered in producing this appendix and 
the final EAs. Furthermore, the DOE believes that local citizens have 
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legitimate and vital interests in the repository progJ:am and has sought to 
learn their att·. tudes and concerns through meeting1i and work,ihops. Any 
appearance that the DOE has a negative attitude to~~rd local citizens is 
unintended and dearly not in the interests of the flOE. 

The DOE was accused of not being honest with ·lfi public, both in the 
context of t.he general prosram and on specific issurJs. For example, some 
persons felt that the presence of a drill rig at h~ Hanford site sussests 
that the DOE is 1.1lready comitted to that site. 

~a pons a 

The perception of dhhonesty may stem from two sources: ongoing changes 
in policy direction and inadequate information. Changes in policy direction 
are the by-product of a procese that involves many people on all levels of 
government and the private sector. They result fr1lm chaaging circumstances, 
long time spans, improving data, and program grovtt. and developmen.t. Although 
the unfortunate result may be the appearance of a r.overup of facte as poliQy 
direction changes, the only alternative is an unacceptable rigidity. 

To improve the problem of inadequate information, the DOE is committed to 
provide a full and timely flow of information about program activities to all 
affected parties and to provide frequent opportunities, both fonaal and 
informal, for the fullest possible participation in program activities. 
Accomplishing this depends on developing and maintaining information and 
interaction programs that meet the needs and address the concerns of States 
and Indian Tribes, local governmerits, affected citizens, the general public, 
ond other interested parties. Detailed plana for achieving these goals are 
discussed in Part I of Volume I of the Mission Plan (DOE, 1985a). 

Contractual arrangements for a drill rig at the Hanford site were made 
before the pao~age of the Act, but the rig has not been used at the site since 
the Act was passed and will be used only if Banford b one of the si·tes 
recommended and approved for site characterization. The DOE is not committed 
to the Banford site or any other site. 

Commenters said thAt the public has not been fully informed about 'the 
site-selection process, particularly for the Deaf Smith and the Swisher sites 
in Texas. 

Response 

The potentially acceptable sites in Swisher and Deaf Smith Counties, 
Texas, we~e identified in the repo~t ~tification of Preferred Site1 Within 
the Palo Duro Basin (DOE, 1984b) which was issued in draft furm for comment in 
March 1984. The final report vas released in November 1984. The boundaries 
of the sites in the final report were revised on the basis of comments on the 
draft report by the State of Texas and other parties. Both the draft and the 
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final report& were broadly distributed and made ava:ilable :l.n local libraries 
and informatio~. offices. Further, after the draH reports, the DOE held 
briefings to ,·~lain the site-selection process. 

Some per:•c.ns folt that a general mitigation ;··ll.icy of indemnifying local 
citizens agaiu.~t the burden of uncertainties shou:. 1 be developed. 

Response 

Tha DOE can.,ot eliminate uncertainty. 
inform lace{ citizens about its activities 
representatives·in the siting process. 

Howev~!r, it is taking steps to 
and to involve both State and Local 

A number of coDJDenters requested early announ<·.ement of: the aites to be 
recommended for charactet·iaation. They aeid that tb~ DOS should remove as 
soon as possible the ~orry of repository siting fro~ the areas not ·being 
recon~~~ended. 

Response 

The DOE is acutely aware of the apprehension that citizens of the States 
with potentially acceptable sitea are experiencing. However, the 
announcement• of the sitea nominated and recommended for characterization had 
to await the completion of the final comparative evaluation of the sites and 
the publication of the final EAs, the multiattribute utility analysia of the 
nominated sites, and the recoiiiJlendation by the Secretary of Energy of 
candidate sites. 

C.2.1.1.4 Access to·information 

Many parties felt that opposition to the ~sate-management prog·ram results 
from misinformation about, and exaggeration of, the possible adverse effects 
associated with a geologic repository. They suggested that an improved 
program of public information and education would increase underBtanding and 
thereby the acceptance of the program. Several commenters recommended 
improved information programs because informed consent by the public depends 
on the availability of accurate, intelligible information. Othets offered 
specific recommendations or complaints. 

The DOE should establ-ish a major information program,: ·including· ( 1) a 
constant flo~ of information that is timely, accuratet andl·easily. undei'&.tood· 
and (2) more-frequent hearings and iniorma.tion sessions. 
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Recognizir.~; that public information iB crucial to the success of the 
repository pro&:.:-a.m, the DOE is committed to a thorr:ngh program of public 
participation. Its plans for public information a•:-' outreach are described in 
Chapter 4 of Pa·rt I of Volume I of the Miuion Plar ~l)OE, l985a). Valuable 
contributions -~ .J the development of these plans h.•r 1\ come from States, 
affected Indiat1 Tribes, and thit public. The DOE w. ·.:t continue to seek 
information from interested parties on developing ,..·:ys to identify public 
concerns, to provide information that llddresses t. e),,l concerns~ and to involve 
the public in th~ decision process. 

Scone corrmenters alleged that the DOE will disclose infonMtion only -under 
a formal request under t.he Freedom of Information A\;t. 

Response 

The DOE routinely shares program infor~tion with all of the affe~ted 
parties and public and has specifically established information offices for 
that purpose. Information is disseminated through responses to letters, news 
releases, public announcements, and technical reports. Other V$hlclea for 
sharing information are exhibits, briefing•, workshops, and meetinss. In some 
cases, States and citizBns bave used the Freedom of Information Act as a means 
to obtain specific data or copies of letters. 

Some persons felt that the DOE'R ability to supply information to the 
public will be limited by the acceptance of defense waste in the repository. 

Response 

The acceptance of defense waste for disposal (see Section C.2.6.1) will 
not affect access to information or opportunities for public comment. 
Information on the quantities, characteristics, and environmental impacts of 
the defense waste is not clasaifiGd. 

Issues 

Persons gatbering information about the sites allegedly did not idQntif,y 
themselves as DOE employees or contractors. 

Response 

The DOE's policy is for its employees and contractors to clearly i·dentify 
themselves when requesting information. The DOE or :l,ts contractors. have not 
deliberately misrepresented t!le objectives of gathering info~tio.n an" ,would 
appreciate being informed directly of the specific datos and ovents ...-hen. such 
misrepresentations were ~de, 
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C.2.1.2 Inte~_!Jytions with States, affected Ind:hlo:..Tribi!!...L_llnd local 
£.2_~:!J:..!!!! 

C.2.1.2.1 Inte:,actions with States 

A number of corrmenters said that the DOE need:• to set up better 
mechanisms for "IOrking with States and notifying t'":ll:l about the program. 
Others asked h~"~ll the DOE intends to comply with e}l Hing State regulations. 
In addition, the DOE was uked to give Oregon aft~c'.ed-State status. 

Commen~~rs said that the DOE needs to develop hetter mechanisms for 
working with States, rather than simply assuming th<t States will ngree to the 
DOE' a su.gges tiona. 

Response 

As explained in Chapter 4 of Part I in Volume I of the Mission Pl.un (DOE, 
19B5a), the establishment of mechanisms for working with States is an 
important objective of the DOE's institutional program. The DOE has worked 
closely with the representatives of every State that has a potentially 
acceptable site for the first repository. Futhermore, informal meetings with 
first-repository States and discussions with the second-repository States have 
been initiated. These meetings are intended to give the States additional 
opportunities to express their concerns and to participate in the development 
of the rapository program. The DOE will continue to attempt to secure smooth 
wor.king relationships. 

Some States contended that they have not been notified in sufficient 
time, are not consulted, and their requests for information are not 
acknowledged or satisfied. 

Response 

Since the identification of the States with potentially acceptable aites 
for the first repository, the DOE has tried to consult with them on various 
siting issues. An example is the extensive consultation process on the siting 
guidelines, which involved both meetings with individual states and plenary 
sessions with the first- and second-repository States as well as the submittal 
of several drafts of the guidelines for State review. This process is 
described in the "Supplementary Information" for the DOE's siting guidelines 
(DOE, 1984c). 

Although the DOE has made a concerted effort to provide full information 
to the States, it recognizes that information has not al~ays been provided 
promptly. The DOE is trying to improve its capability to provide timely 
responses and is developing program data bases specifically for that purpose. 
If the States so desire, procedures for providing information may be specified 
in consultation-and-cooperation agreements. 
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Consultation 11nd cooperation between the DOE and States h a dynamic 
procesa; it will n•,t be limited to activities specified in the 
consultation-and-c.'operation agroementa. Further infc:i:'mation about the 
consultation-and-<."10peration p.rocen can be found in Chapter 4 of P~~ort I of 
Volwne I and in Ct':apter 3 of Part II in Volwne I of t:·, ~ Hh&ion Plan (DOE, 
1985a). 

One party recommended that the DOE conclude co, s.tltation-and-cooperation 
agreements with St;(·tes to provide a formal structurt. ?or information and 
comnent. 

Response 

To ensure that States are actively involved in thE~ prograiP, a formal 
consultation-and·~cooperation process will be eatablhhtd through the written 
agreements provided for in Section ll7(c) of the Act. High priority has l)een 
placed on concluding these agreements promptly. No formal 
consultation-end-cooperation agreements havn yet been eigne~ with any State, 
although negotiations have been initiated with the State of Washington. 

In the absence of a consultation-and-cooperation agreement, the DOE will 
continue to provide both information and opportunities for comment. 

Some commenters felt that the States should have been part of the EA 
process from the beginning and that the EAs could have benefitted from their 
involvement. 

Response 

The States with potentially acceptable sites were asked to pa~ticipate 
very early in the EA proceas 1 starting with the seeping hearings held early in 
1983. Subsequently, the DOE shared various drefts of the EAa with these 
States. The EAs did indeed benefit from the careful reviews performed by the 
States, and the DOE is grateful for their thoughtful comnents, 

Some States expressed concerns about the DOE's plans for compliance with 
State regulations in the siting process. 

Response 

The DOE intends to comply with the substance of any applicable State and 
local regulation& that are consistent with it& responeibilities under tne Act. 

The applicable regulations will be identified in consultation with the 
affected States and local governments. One of the objectives of the 
consultation process (see Section C.2.1.2) will be to ~dentify which State or 
local regulations are applicable to a particular siting, construction, or 
operation activity and are consist.eQt with the DOE's reaponsibilitiea under 
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the Act (i.e., dCJ not include onerous reporting requirements or entail 
unacceptable deli.JS). Another objective will be to &gree on the mode or the 
extent of compli1l.o1ce. For. the repository program, ~hia consultation process 
is to begin illlntJrtiately after the Presidential approval of the three nites 
recommended for .::t~at<ae!terizstion, 

Several States oppose the siting of a repositor..,r within their bord.ers. 

Response 

The Act outlines the process to be followed in t.ne event that the 
Governor or the legislature of the State opposes the selection of a site in 
its boruers for development as a geologic repository, The Act encourages the 
DOE to work closely with States in advance of reco~nendation and to develop a 
technical program that is credible to the State. Hc)W6Wer 1 the Act also 
provides the OPl·ortunity for the State to issue a nr,~tice of disapproval, with 
explanation, at the time that a site in that State ~.s recoD!Iended fot· a 
repository (Section l16(b)(2)). Such disapproval o.Qn be overridden only by a 
joint resolution of Congress. 

Some States felt that they should have the right to comment or concur on 
the DOE's plans without losing their rights to issue a notice of disapproval. 

Response 

The Act empowers a State with a site selected for a repository to submit 
a notice of disapproval to Congress. This risht is not affected by previous 
comments on the site-selection process. Indeed, States are encouraged to 
submit co~m~ents throughout the process and to provide suggestions to improve 
the technical quality of the program. 

Some comments urged that States be given the authority to monitor and 
review activities at every step of the process. 

Response 

The DOE has been encouraging States to participate in the siting process 
for more than 5 years through regular interactions with designated 
representatives, Consultation-and-cooperation agreements will allow each 
State and affected Indian Tribe to identify and describe in more detail the 
rights and responsibilities of the parties to each agreement. The agreements 
can include proviSi'ons for States to monitor and review program activities. 

The State of Louisiana expects the DOE to honor the memorandum of 
understanding that grants the State veto power over any DOE plans for a 
repository. The agreement was signed ·rebruary 27, 1978. 
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Response 

The DOE has &Lways maintained the position that the mamorandum of 
underatanding betki.ien the DOE and the St.ate of Louisin<1a is valid consiAtent 
with the providoma of applicable law. However, if V f ~herie Dome in Louisiana 
were clearly the ·,est site, the DOE, being cormoitted ~c implementing the Act, 
would recornnend t·he site to Congress for development ;,s a repository. At that 
time, Louisiana, like any other State, would have tht i.1pportunity to issue a 
notice of disapproval. The memorandum of understan--H·· g was signed before th ... 
enactment of the Act, which gave States the opportu:. i~J to veto the selection 
of a site within their border&i the Act supersedes r,r·~)r agreements. 

One commenter pointed out that a request by the Washington· State 
legislature that granite be considered for the first repository was ignored by 
the DOE. 

Response 

The Act required the DOE to identify the potentially acceptable sites for 
the first repositary within 180 days after the Act vas passed. Studies of 
granite had not progressed to the point where the DOE could identify 
potentially acceptable sites in granite for the first repos:l.tory. Granite is, 
however, being considered for the second repository. 

The DOE vas asked how it would respond to such State initiatives as 
Mississippi's statement that it is the policy of the State that radioactive 
waste may not be stored in Missi&aippi or the Oregon measure, passed by a 
ballot, requiring that there be no postcloaure releases of radioactive 
material. Similarly, several comments from communities in Nevada said that 
their governing bodies had passed resolutions voicing opposition to waste 
transportation through these communities and to the siting of a repository in 
Nevada. 

Response 

The DOE intends to comply with all State regulations consistent with its 
responsibilities under the Act. Howevert in some instances State or local 
legislation that attempts to directly regulate the repository program may not 
he permissible under the u.s. Constitution. 

According to some comments, Oregon should be recogniBed aa an affected 
State and be accorded the righta and privilegea of an affected State because 
of its proximity to the Banford site and to the potentially affected Columbia 
River. 
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Because ncr·e of the potentially acceptable sites is located within its 
borders, Oregor. is not eligible under the Act for t1'!e rights and privileges of 
an affected Sta-~e. Nonetheless, Oregon has particlp1ted actively in the 
site-selection ·.)recess. It has appointed both a H·H.ford repository• review 
com-nit tee compu~ed of State officials and a citiz£ h9 advisory c:orrrnittee to 
provide review from a public perspective. Recognl ing the hlgh level of 
interest aml.lng local citizens, the DOE held a put•l:: hearing on the EAs in 
Portland on March 11, 1985 1 and will continue to ucot·k connent from the State 
of Oregon. 

C. 2 .1. :1.. 2 Interactions with affected Indian Tribe,q. 

Some conuenters said that the DOE had not conijidered the religious 
attitudes of the Indians toward their land and the effects of site 
characterization on Indian lands., The Western Shoshone Indian Nation 
requested that it be declared an affected Tribe and that its tribal council be 
consulted before the start of any site-characterization activities at the 
Yucca Mountain site in Nevada. 

Response 

The DOE recognizes the importance of Indian religious and cultural 
reso~rces and has specifically included proximity to significant Indian 
resources, such as major religious sites, as a potentially adverse condition 
in the siting guidelines. 

The Western Shoshone Indian Nation requested affected-Tribe status 
because it claimed ownership of the land on which the Yucca Mountain site is 
located. The Federal Government's position that the Shoshone Tribe does not 
own the land was upheld by the Supreme Court (United States vs. Mary Dann and 
Carrie Dann, 105 U.S. Supreme Court 1058, February 20, 1985). The Tribe will 
be able to interact with the DOE through the public comment and interaction 
process. 

C.2.1.2.3 Working with local communities 

Several comments suggested that local communities should have more input 
and involvement in the siting process and in the development of the 
waste-management program. 

Response 

The DOE plans to continue working with both State and local governments 
during the siting process. The ~OE ~ntends to continue holding public 
meetings and outreach programs for local leaders and the general public in the 
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vicinity of poU•;1tial sites and to keep State officials infon1ed of such 
activities. Although not required by the Act, procadure:J for local-govenunent 
representation c.1uld be included in consultation-and-cooperation agreements. 

The DOE plJJ,)S to encourage the participation o'f local cornnunity 
representatives in assessing the potential socioecou .. ~mic impacts of a 
repository, in tbveloping plans to avoid or mitiget·:: significant adverse 
impacts, and in .•reparing the impact-identification •oport that the State is 
to submit with : ts request for mitigation sssistsnc " Statas will be 
encouraged to p~ovide for and support such local P•t,icipation. 

The DOE is developing policies for providing ·,: i•!~Jncial aasistance to 
support local participation in tbe program either th· >Jugh the State or, if 
necessary, by diruct means. If the State government bas established 
mechanisms fur direct local participation and finanl."'.i&l support for local 
efforts, the DOE will provide adequate f.unding to the State agency responsible 
for implementing local participation. Where the State government does not 
provide for direct local participation and support, the DOE vill work directly 
with local representatives to assess potential impacts and may provide direct 
funding to units of local government. 

The DOE meets frequently with local officials atW other interested 
parties for exchanges of views and information. 

DOE information offices in communities near the 1ites under consideration 
are walk-in sources of information. They provide answer• to questions and 
educational materials. These offices also serve sa librarie~ for public 
documents and short films, as well as places for the publie to submit comments 
and questions about the program. (See Appendix B for the locations of these 
offices.) 

Moat people in Beatty, Nevada, want ~ucca Mountain to be the selected 
site because of the economic benefits to the area, but the Governor responded 
negatively, overriding the desires of the citizens closest to the potential 
site. 

Response 

The DOE is aware that the interests of local citizens and the State may 
conflict, but will not intervene in intrastate political or economic 
disputes. Nonetheless, the DOE welcomes the inp~t of local citizens in the 
waste-management program and will seek their participation through provisions 
in consultation-and-cooperation agreements with the States and through the 
socioeconomic impact assessments that will be conducted concurrently wit-h site 
characterization. 

C.2.1.2.4 Financial assistance 

Several Statea and localitiea requested information about the 
distribution and availability of financial assistance. Some States complained 
that the grants thay received for EA review were late; others requested funds 
to conduct independent technical studies. Several eaiiiDeD.ts were; concerned 
with grants to local communities or private organizations. 
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The DOE shi"Jld provide info:r:mation about the r;urpose, timing, and 
distribution oC grants. 

Response 

The Act a\:thorhes the DOE to provide financit assistance to States and 
affected Indian Tribes for (1) participation in t··e repository program and for 
facilitat.i.ng ftfhctive public participation (2) p~ ::\.l.cipation in the 
consul tation-and-oooperation process (see also Sec·~ m C. 2 .1. 2.1); and ( 3) the 
mitigation of soc.;,oeconomic impacts. To date, all s~x States considered for 
the first r~pository and three affected Indian Tribes have been awarded grants 
for participation in the progrSJII. In fiscal years \983 and 1984 a total of 
$2,157,.101 and $4,590,356, respectively, was awarded. Grants also have been 
extended to the 17 States being considered for the ~econd repository to enable 
them to participate in site screening. In fisca.l ye.srs 1983 and 1984, thase 
awards totaled ~'930,376 and $2,942,186, respective!~'· Grants allow States and 
affected Indian Tribes to review and comment on documents, like the technical 
reports, the siting guidelines, the draft EA, and tile Mission Plan and to 
participate in program meetings and workshops. 

Tbe nature and level of grants for the mitigation of socioeconomic 
impacts will be largely based an the sociaecono1oic-impact reports that States 
or affected Indian Tribes will submit and on discussions and negotiations 
between the DOE and States, affected Indian Tribes, and communities. Both 
financial and technical support will be provided for the development of such 
reports. This support can assist States and affected Indian 'fribes in 
examining the public health and safety~ environmental, social, and economic 
impacts of a repository. Also provided for the mitigation of fiscal impacts 
will be grants equal to the taxes that would be collected if the repository 
were a commercial project. (See Section C.2.1.5.1 for comments and responses 
on the mitigation of aocioeconomic impacts.) 

The DOE will work with States~ affected Indian Tribes~ and localities to 
develop impact-mitigation plans in response to the siting of a repository. 
These plans will address ways to augment community services as well as ways to 
minimize socioeconomic disruptions and maximize the benefits of new economic 
activity related to program activities. 

Some State grants for the review of the draft EA were allegedly late, and 
they were smaller than requested, 

All requests for financial assistance from States or affected Indian 
Tribes are reviewed for conformance to the DOE guidelines on financial 
assistance. These guidelines ensure compliance with the requirements of the 
Act au well aa consistency and equity among States and Indian Tribes. Once 
the DOE has reviewed the request, negotiations with tha State can begin. 
Sometimes these n•gotiations can be lengthy. Delays bava occurred when a 
request lacked key information or when .. States requested funds for activities 
outside the scope of the Act or the DOE financial assistance guidelines. 
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The amount of fl grant is decided case by case, but. each rec1uest is 
evaluated against ,1 milar requests from other States a.n.d Indian Tribes. 
tbe DOF. obtains all the information necessary and discunses it with the 
adequate funding !e--els are determined and awarded. In ·.erim funding is 
extended if a arant :h delayed. 

Once 
State, 
often 

Issue 

Several States asked for funds to conduct indepe:1C .JOt technical 
assessments, both for developing new information and ·or checking the DOE's 
analyses. Some Statl('fil alleged that requests of this t' ··-e were turned down by 
the DOE. 

Response 

The Act requires the DOE to provide financial assistance to States or 
affected Indian Tdbes "to engage in monitoring, testing, or evaluation 
activities with respect to site chat"acterization progr;?JP& with respect to such 
site." The DOE's guidelines on financial assistance also extend this fundiog 
to phase II (i.e., States and Tr.t.bes that have potentially acceptable sites, 
but have not yet been notified of their status as candidate sites). The DOE 
had interpreted. the Act to mean that activities thus funded should focus on 
iodependent monitoring, testing, and eval\~tion of DOE data. 

On December 2t 1985, the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit ruled 
that the DOE is required under the Act to fund States and Indian Tribes to 
conduct pre-site characterization studies involving primary data collection if 
such studies ''would be essential to an informed statement of reasons 
explaining why [the State/Indian Tribe, if on tribal land] disapproved the 
recoouend.ed repository sites" and if the ability of the studies to contribute 
to the statement of reason "depends on their being initiated prior to site 
characterization" (State of Nevada vs. Berr:J.ugton, (No. 84-7846). The DOE h 
revising its financial assistance guideline in accordance with this ruling. 

Local communities want to share in the grants available undet" the Act. 

Response 

Financial assistance to local governments is addressed in Section 4.12 of 
Part I, Volume I, of the Mission Plan (DOE, 1985a): 

The DOE will continue to provide grants and other financial 
assistance, as appropriate, to States, affected Indian Tribes, 
and others to facilitate effective public participation in the 
program. In addition, the DOE will seek ways to encourage the 
involvement of other interested parties through grants and other 
technical or financial assistance •••• The DOE will also seek 
ways to facilitate effective participation by units of general 
local government that may be affected by program activities. 
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As already r·,entioned, the DOE is developing policies fot· providing 
financial assisLnce to support local participation in the program. If the 
State governnLent has established mechanisms for direct local r•articipation and 
financial suppor .. for local efforts~ the DOE will p1:.1vide adequate funding to 
the State agency r·esponsible for implementing local ~)articipation. Where the 
State governmen'; does not provide for direct local 1'\J~ticipation and support, 
the DOE dll wo1:.k directly "'ith local representativ. 11. 

One party aa\d that requests by a private org~n zation for funds to 
develop bala-.ced information have been denied by the DOE. 

Response. 

The DOE provides financial assistance to national and regional 
organbations tt:at represent an extension of State <'nd Tribal interests to 
facilitate thdr participation in the waste-managew.nt proaram. The 
organizations that have received such grants are tho National Congress of 
American Indians, the National Conference of State Legislatures, the Western 
Interstate Energy Board, and the Southern States Energy Board. Where auch 
organizations are likely to imp~ove coordination or the involvement of 
affected parties, future funding will be provided. 

C.2.1.3 Working with other Federal agencies 

A number of corranenters addressed the participation of other Federal 
agencies in the repository program. Most of them were interested in the roles 
of the Nuclear Regulatory CoQIDission and the Department of Defense. (See abo 
Section C.2.2 for comments and responses about the regulations of Federal 
agencies.) 

A commenter alleged that too many Federal agencies are involved in the 
sitinL process. Another suggested that it is vital that agencies whose 
primary concern is public safety be involved in developing the repository. 

Response 

The management of spent fuel and high-level waste requires the 
participation of many agencies of the Federal Government because of their 
regulatory responsibilities. The Act assigns lead responsibility to the DOE, 
but significant roles are expected for the fo~lowing other agencies: 

• The Nuclear Regulatory Commisoion. 
• The Environmenta1 Protection Agency. 
• The Department of Transportation. 
• The Bureau of Indian Affain. 
• The Bureau of Land Management • 
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• The u.s. G!!<•logical Survey, 
• The U.S. Ar .,1y Corps of Engineers. 
• The AdviBot"} Council on Historic Preservation. 

More-detailed \nfo~ation about the roles of thea~ agencies can be found 
in the DOE's Prcject Decision Schedule (DOEt 1985b). 

Information about the involvement and responsib ·! ... ties of the Nuclear 
Regulatory Cmrmhsion and the Department of Defense 1, !1.>1 request~;td by several 
co~~~~~entera. 

Response 

The DOE must obtain from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
concurrence on the siting guidelines, a license to construct the repository, a 
license to receive and possess the waste at the site ~i.e. to operate the 
repository), and subReque-nt license amendments for th('· closure and 
decommissioning of the repository. The NRC also will issue 
site-characterization analyses based on the DOE's sita-characcerization plan 
for each site approved for characterization. The NRC licensing process is 
based on the procedures and the technical criteria iosued as 10 CFR Part 60 
(NRC, 1983). The objective is to implement the standards set by the 
Environmental Protection Agency for waste isolation in geologic repositories 
and thus provide reasonable assurance that geologic repositories will isolate 
the waste for at least 10,000 years without posing undue risk to public health 
and safety. Since 10 CFR Part 60 was issued before the Act was passed, the 
NRC is revising it for compliance with the Act; 10 CFR Pa~t 60 may also change 
in response to the Environmental Protection Agency's final environmental 
standard (40 CFR Part 191), which was pubUshed on September 19, 1985 (EPA, 
1985). 

The Department of Defense is involved in the program through the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers, which is advising the DOE on the acquisition of 
private lands. 

One party stated that the DOE should complete consultation with the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service on threatened and endangered species before 
proceeding with site recommendation for characterization. 

Response 

The DOE has been communicating with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on 
designated critical habitats and the possibility of threatened or endangered 
species occurring at any of the sites. In response to specific concerns about 
the presence of protected species at the Davis Canyon site, the DOE 
participated with interested agencies and individual experts in a field survey 
conducted in July 1985. When a site has been selected for repository 
development, the DOE will enter into a formal consultation with the Service. 
Until then, the DOE will remain in contact with the Service and with State 
agencieA regarding protected spect4!!·s. 
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C. 2. 1.4 Work~£!_F with other countries 

Issue 

Because thf' disposal of rndioactive waste is a· i.nternational problem, 
the DOE should ~eek technical !lssistance and indepe:·Mnt scientific analyses 
from other nati.t~ns that do not have a vested inten ·t. 

It has long lleen U.S. policy to cooperate wiHl -~thet· nRtions in 
developing waste-management technology. As describe~!. in the Mission Plan 
(DOE, 1985a, Volume I, Part I, Chapter 5), the DOE actively participates in 
international cooperation and information exchange ~hrough bilatera_l 
agreements, multinational activities, and internaticnal forums and programs. 
These activiti~s are part of the DOE's overall progtam under current 
agreements wlth Belgium, Canada, France, the Federal Republic of Germany, 
Japan, Sweden, Switzerlnnd, the United Kingdom, the Commission of European 
Communities, the International Atomic Energy Agency, and the Nuclear Energy 
Agency (NEA) of the Organization for Economic Coopet·ation and Development. 
The DOE is currently most active in joint projects with Canada, Germany, 
Sweden, and the NEA. These projects include (1) an underground 
cryRtalline-rock research laboratory in Canada; (2) ongoing tests in the Asse 
salt mine in Germany; and (3) tests in the Stripa mine in Sweden, which are 
being performed in crystalline t•ock. 

C.2.1.5 Socioeconomic impacts 

This section covers two topics that drew many comments I (1) 
socioeconomic impacts and their mitigation and (2) the acquisition of laws 8nd 
effects on property values. 

C.2.1.5.1 Socioeconomic impacts and their mitigation 

Many comments, from the States, local communities, and the public, 
addressed various issues related to the socioeconomic impacts of a repository 
and their mitigation. Some of them alleged that the DOE had not adequately 
involved local communities in assessing the effects and did not undersfand 
local values. Others were concerned about the timing and adequacy of 
mitigation grants. 

Some comments said that the DOE has not adequately involved the citizens 
of local communities in evaluating the effects of a repository on local 
people, businesses, and services • 

• 
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Response 

The DOE will conduct socioeconomic studies that •rdll involve local 
conmunities and ',I{Hl collect information from local IV•urces (schools, local 
officials, etc.), These studies will be conducted cc•· . .::1Jrrently with site 
characterization ;md will be much more detailed than ··.~·1 pnliminary 
assessments inch Jed in the EAs. 

Some sodoeconomic impacts, such as increased 1e-··ands for public 
services, will affect local governments directly, ·a~ this reason~ the DOE 
~o~ill encourage the participation of local government·J in the preparation of 
the socioeconomic-i.llpact reports as early and aa full.) as possible. The DOE 
will encouras~ the States to allocate of a portion of their grant to affected 
localities. 

The DOE alle.Iedly does not understand and appreciate the values of the 
local communitiea at the sites that are being considet·ed. 

Response 

After the President approves the sites recommended for characterization, 
the DOE will begin detailed studies of the demographic and Jocial and economic 
conditions in local co~unities, collecting information from local sources. 
These ~tudhs will examine the effects of the repository on the local economy • 
community s&rvices. housing, and the like. Transportation-related effects on 
local co~m~unities will also be analyzed, Local coumunities will continue t(l 
have opportunities to be directly involved in the asseRRment of socioeconomic 
effects, and their officials will be asked to provide information not only 
about local economic and social conditions but also about the attitudes of the 
conmunity. 

The EAs should include more information in Chapter S about the financial 
impacts of site characterization and repository development on local 
communities and the gr~nt programs applicable to individual sites. 

Response 

Chapter 5 of the EAs has been revised to provide more-detailed 
information about socioeconomic effects. Information about grants is 
available in the Mission Plan (DOE, 1985a, Volume I, Part I 1 Chapter 4). 

Some persons said that there is no glwrantee that the local economy and 
local employment picture will improve because of the presence of a 
repository. On the other hand, one commenter noted the economic benefits that 
could accrue from a repository nearby and wanted aaaurances that the residents 
of the local community would have job opportunities. He said that the local 
business community saw the repository as being beneficial as long as the 
"boom-and-bust" cycle can be broken. 
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Res pons~ 

Although ti ere may be no guarantee of an impro,tements in the employment 
situation, such improvements are likely because of ~.mprovements in the local 
economy, Feder~l procurement law requires the DOE Ro advertise for, accept 
bids from, and hin contractors on the basis of COIH'.u'~titive bids. However, 
the DOE will rrw.;e available to local businesses cont.•lete descriptions of the 
required contr;Act work and will meet with local le h:r.s to describe the 
project. wt>erl':l possible, the DOE and the general s•te contractor may divide 
contracts into smaller subcontracts to facilitate bdding by local 
contractors. Th1s approach is being successfully IJ ·~od for the Waste Isolation 
Pilot Project in New Mexico. Furthermore, local reddents roay find employment 
with any ou~side contractors that may ba hired. Th& DOE will also widely 
publicize locally business and job opportunities anct work with corranunity 
leaders to provide contract-procurement workshops l".nd vocational training 
programs. 

The DOE pl~ns to take mitigative measures to reduce the impacts of the 
''boom-and-bust" eye le--the buildings and eventual t't9duct ion in local 
populations that will result from siting a reposito~y in a rural area. 

Some States and communities indicated that mitigation efforts and funds 
must precede or be concurrent with program activities to avoid adverse 
impacts. In particular, some potentially affected communities expresse~ 
concern that the need to improve community services may occur before 
impact-mitigation funds are distributed. 

Response 

The Act does not provide for impact-mitigation funds before repository 
construction begins, but the Act does allow grants equal to taxes to be 
provided to units of general local government beginning with site 
characterization. The DOE will therefore work with States, affected Indian 
Tribes, and local governments to minimize or avoid adverse impacts and to 
identify mechanisms for the timely provision of assistance within the 
authorization provided by the Act. F:tnancial assistance will be provided to 
States and affected Indian Tribes throughout the construction and operation 
phases to enable them to mitigate repository-related impacts. 

Some parties were concerned that the grants will be cut and thus will not 
provide adequate assistance (i.e., the grants will not be equal to the amount 
lost in the reduced assessments of the value of surrounding land and will not 
make up for taxes lost as a result of business relocations). 

Response 

The levels of impact-mitigation funding will be based on assessments of 
potential impacts, in which local communities will be encouraged to 
participate. The funding levels agreed on will be based largely on the 
socioeconomic-impact reports that .will, accompany the requests of States and 
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affected Indian Tribes for financial assistance. Included in the 
impact-mitigation Eisistance will be grants equal to texas. 

In general, e.f-t>lications for grants will be submitted by th~ State or the 
affected Indian Tr:i.',?e to the appropriate DOE Project CHice. The DOE will 
process these applJcations as quickly as possible undtl Federal procurement 
regulations. Wher. agreement on terms has been reache£J t..y t.he DOE and the 
State or affected l.ndian Tribe, the grant will be awe~ -~ed. 

Conunenters reqnested that the DOE furnish tempot·a. :7 housing for transient 
workers during site characterization. 

Response 

W~th the exception of the Davis Canyon site, adequate housing is expected 
to be available !~ the vicinity of the nominated siten during site 
characterization. The DOE may consider providing temt·orary housing at the 
Davis Canyon site if the site is recommended and approved for characterization. 

C.2.1.5.2 Land acquisition and property values 

The subject of land acquisition and property values was raised by many 
commenters, who expressed concern about docreases in property values, fair 
compensation for land acquired from private owners, the uncertainty resulting 
from a long site-selection process, and similar issues. 

A number of persona expressed concern about the effects of site 
characterization and repository development on property values. Some made 
suggestions about the approach to compensation; others wanted to know what the 
DOE considers reasonable compensation. Some said that the value of property 
near a site being considered for a repository has already decreased and will 
continue to plummet as the process continues, but that compensation should be 
based on the nondepreciated land values that could be expected without the 
repository project. 

Response 

The DOE recognizes that some people believe that the value of so~ lands 
at or near a potential repository site may have decreased, but there is no 
concrete evidence of such decreases. However, for the sites that are not 
recommended for characterization, it can reasonably be expected that property 
values, if decreased, will return to normal once the site is removed from 
consideration. At the sites recommended for characterization, private land 
may be leased or purchased for the characterization phase. If there is 
private land at a site selected for a repository, the DOE ~ill acquire the 
land through purchase, at fair market value. 
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All land···ucquisition activities will be perfvrmed in accordance with the 
Uniform Relocn'· J.on Assistance Act. The DOE will a&k for assistance from the 
U.S. Army Corp.~. of Engineers in the acquisition precess becav.se of its 
extensive expt~rience. The Corps will assess Lhe V\lue of the land, basing the 
assessments on LhP. value of land that is similar ln.t outside the inJnediate 
area. ·rhis apr,roach will ensure that the assessmec·t is not reduced by any 
land-value de<'.· eases that may result from the rep(~ 'ltory project. 

One comment.~r suggested tha't a one-mile buff·H zone should be established 
around the ldte, within which owners could choose t1.J \teep their property with 
compensatio •. \ from the DOE for its devaluation or sell to the DOE under the 
same terms as those offered for land at the site. 

!tespons~ 

Land values will be assessed during the studies that will be conducted 
concurrently with site characterization. At this time the DOE has made no 
decision about establishing a buffer zone or how compensation in a b~ffer zone 
will be handled. If the siting of a repository causes a clearly demonstrated 
adverse effect on the values of the surrounding land, impact-mitigation funds 
may be made available as compensatiun. 

Some felt that landowners who have already sold property at prices 
depressed by repository siting should be compensated for their losses. 

Response 

The DOE will examine case by case any claims from landowners who feel 
that they have received a depressed price for their property because the land 
is or was being considered for a repository. 

The DOE w&s asked to issue a specific statement explaining what it 
considers reasonable mitigation and compensation for relocation. 

Response 

In providing relocation assistance. the DOE ~ill follow the procedures 
l!lpecified in the Uniform Relocation Assiataoce Act. Informat·ion about 
relocation procedures has been distributed at meetings of landowners in the 
Deaf Smith site and is available from the DOE. 

Some commenters urged the DOE to decide on a site as soon as possible 
because otherwise people cannot make decide about making necessary 
improvements to their property and do not know whether their livea will be 
disrupted. One party said that the DOE should "stop casting a cloud" on land 
titles near potential sites. Anothe,r conmanter said that the DOE should 
develop 8 mitigation policy of indemnifying local citizens against uncertainty. 
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Response 

The dting of .:t repository requires extensive ana detailed ntudy to 
collect sufficient 1nformation and must follow the procsas outlined in the 
Act. Therefore, it is not possible for the DOE to dec ~~~e now which site will 
be selected. This -:hoice will be made seve1·al years f-:<'m now. However, the 
DOE believes that 'andownera should not base decf.sionp .tbout improvements to 
their property on t;he anticipation of a repository. i~ the land is acquired, 
landowners will be compensated at fair market value, it,~luding any 
improvements that have been made. 

The DOE should arrange an exchange of land with thoe Bureau of Land 
Management rather than condemning private farmland for the repository. 

The DOE recogni~ea that the acquisition of privat~ land may, have 
aignificant impacts on its owners and will follow the provisions of the 
Uniform Relocation Aaaiatance Act. However, in selecting a site for a 
repository, the ability of the site to contain and isolate the wa~te is IDOre 
important than current land use. 

C.2.2 LEGAL AND REGULATORY ISSUES 

Moat of the iasuae raised in comments on legal and regulatory .etters 
were concerned with the EPA standards for aeoloaic disposal. Other issues 
included emergency response responsibilities, liability for accidents. and the 
applicability of Federal mining regulations. 

Several commentera asked which Federal agencies set standards for 
radioactive-mat1~rial releases from the repositorY. 

Response 

The Act (Section 12l(a)) directs the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) to develop standards for protecting the general environment from 
radioactive-material releases from repositories. Responsibility for 
implementing the EPA standard is assigned to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC). 

The EPA standards were issued in final form as Title 40 of the Code of 
Federal Regulations, Part 191 (40 CFR Part 191), on August 15, 1985; they were 
published in the Federal Register on September 19, 1985 (EPA, 1985) 1 and 
became effective on November 18, 1985. The NRC criteria for implementing 
these standards were issued as Title 10 of the Code of Federal .Regulat,ions 1 
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Part 60 (10 CFi'. Part 60). They were published on June 21, ~983 (NRC, 1983). 
Since 10 CFR Pt rt 60 wa.e issued before the Act wa~: passed, the NRC is revising 
it for complin::~e with the Act; 10 CFR Part 60 may also change in response to 
the above-menti~ned final EA standard (40 CFR Part 191). 

A number t:•£ co!IIDents pertained to the postclo 11re safety of the 
repository. Some of them asked what levels of re•'l:!. .. tion are harmful and who 
detet·mines what levels are not harmful and what i c::msidered to be an 
acceptable death rate. One commenter objected thCJt in the absence of 
individual dose .•.tanda.rds, the EPA's population st111 flard is unacceptable. 

Response 

According to the National Council on Radiation Protection and 
Measurements (1974), the lowest radiation doses that produce evidence that a 
person has been affected by radiation are in the range of 75 to 125 rem, which 
is the "minimal dose likely to produce vomiting in tibout 10 percent. of people 
so exposed." The individual dose limits set by the EPA for the repository ~re 
more than 1,000 times lower. During repository operations, no member of the 
general public may receive mora than 25 millirem (0.025 rem) to the whole 
body, 75 mil.lirem (0.075 rem) to the thyroid, and 25 millinm to any other 
critical organi during the first 1,000 years after closure, the limits are 25 
millirem the whole body or 75 millirem to any ~ritical organ. The EPA 
estimates that, for the first 10,000 years, releases from a repository 
containing 100,000 MTU of waste would cause no more than 1,000 premature 
deaths from cancer, or an average of no more than one death every 10 years. 
The projections for actual repositories are expected to be about 10 times 
lower. For comparison, it is estimated that about 6,000 premature cancer 
deaths per year are caused by natural background radiation (radiation from 
cosmic rays, the rocks in the earth~ etc.). 

In its final standardq 1 40 C~~ Part 191, the EPA has included individual 
protection requirements (40 CFR 191.15), ~hich are expressed as the maximum 
permissible individual dose for 1 1000 years after repository closure. 

A few commenters questioned the 10,000-year standard for waste isolation. 

Responae 

The 10,000-year standard vas chosen by the EPA because at 10,000 years 
after repository closure the risk posed by the repository to public health and 
safety is comparable to the risk from unmined uranium ore. 

Some parties expressed concern that the final EPA standards had not been 
promulgated at the time. the draft EAs were issued. 
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Response 

As already me.ntlonedt the final EPA standards weru published on September 
19, 1985. These fi~1al standards were used in revising the EAs. 

One corrrnenter asked who would be responsible for ~~~pending to 
emergencies duri.ng repository operation and waste trons~Jortation. 

Response 

The DOE is responsible for emergency preparedness dnd response at the 
repository, as specified in DOE Order 5500.3 ("Reactor and Non-Reactor 
Facility Emergency Planning Preparedness, and Response rrogrnrns for Department 
of Energy Operations"), 

Responsibility for emergency preparedness and response in the event of a 
transportation accident involving radioactive material.1 is spread among the 
DOE, the carrier of the waste, and the Federal, State, and local governments. 
The carrier of the waste has the initial responsibility for 11onsite" 
activities to minimize the hazards to life and property from a possible spill 
of radioactive materials. State and local governments have the prima.ry 
responsibility for emergency measures tbat must be undertaken to protect 
persons, property, and the environment on lar.ds within the State's boundaries 
from the threat of harm from an accident involving the transportation of 
nondefense radioactive waste. Upon request by State or local authorities, the 
DOE and the Federal Emergency Management Agency will provide assistance in 
responding to emergency situations. (The DOE's personnel will also respond to 
emergency-assistance requests from private persons and companies, including 
transportation carriers.) 

In regard to emergency response at the Hanford and the Yucca Mountain 
sites which are Federal nuclear reservations, any onsite accidents would be 
the DOE's responsibility, not that of the State or the local jurisdiction. 

Comroenters questioned the extent of the Federal Governm~nt's liability in 
case of a transportation accident or an accident at the repository in light of 
the Price-Anderson Act, which limits coverage to $570 million. They claim 
that the sum is inadequate and that the Federal Government must assume 100 
percent liability in the case of sn accident. The failure to address this 
indicates the government's unwillingness to realistically address the risks 
associated with the repository. 

Response 

The Price-Anderson Act provideG liability for damages suffered by the 
public in the event of nuclear accidents at certain facilities, including DOE 
contractor-operated facilities. The Price-Anderson Act is now under 
Congressional review, and the Secretary of Energy has made recommendations for 
extending liability coverage for activities carried out under the Act. (See 
Appendix A of the EAs for a more detailed discussion.) 
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One conunl$r,lt !r w11nted to k.nr.~w whether DOE oont:ractors ar~ s~bject to the 
Mine Safety anc'l. .lealth Act. 

Response 

The DOE is not subject to the requirements of 1 .. h~ Mine Safety and Health 
Act but intends to comply with its pt·oviaions in tl repository program. The 
decision to '=Onstr~ct two exploratory shafts (rathe!· than one) at each site 
recorranended for characterization was based partly ·n• compliance with this 
regulation. 

Onr.. cormtenter asked whether a repository would be excluded fto~ "public 
health scrutiny" under the Atomic Energy Act of 195/J, 

Response 

Under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, all facilities in the commercial 
nuclear fUftl cycle, including repositories, are subject to licensing by the 
NRC, and for this purpose the NRC has promulgated regulati~na whose objective 
is to protect the health and safety of the public. For a repository, NRC 
licensing is also req~ired by the Act, which also stipulates that geologic 
disposal must be safe and environmentally acceptable. 

C.2.3 PROGRAM ~AGEMENT, COSTS, AND SCH~DULES 

Included in th,e connents on the draft EAa were a number of coiii!Ients on 
program management, costs, and schedules. The DOE's schedule for reposito~y 
siting and development was of concern to many parties, most of whom urged the 
DO! not to sacrifice excellence for schedule. 

C.2~3.l Program management 

The comments on program management were concerned mainly with the 
potential for conflict• of interest in DOE contractors, peer review of the 
tec.hnical program, the need for a program plan, and assurance that DOE 
contractors will. take the necessary ~easures to protect the environment. 

C.2.3.l.l Conflicts of interest 

Some commentera stated that contractors with a high financial stake in 
repository development sbould not perform analyses fo~ site evaluation. Many 
corumenters suggested that, out of the wide range of available data, the 
contractors choose to ~nalyze only the data that favorably depict the site. 
The DOE should either employ diff~r~nt,contractors for the analysia of Mit~ 
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data or allow t11e current contractors to continue with site-da.t.a analysis of 
with the stipulat·'.on that they will not be considert.~d f"or pri·.:ne-contractor 
positionu for rep--,sitory construction or operation. 

Response 

Conflict of lntere.Rt is a potontial problem in tny large program where 
individuals and f •. rganizations may have a long-term ·\ sled interest in the 
continuation of the program. However, the reposito::, program is divided into 
several major phases, and the contracts now in efft~l are limited to the 
current phase only (development and evaluation). } !J·thertnore, the contracts 
of the major suppo·~t contractors are opened for bidt; .'very 5 years. Because 
of the different skills and experience that will be x·~:.quired for repository 
construction and operation, many of the contractot·s for these phases are 
likely to be different froM those involved in site evaluation. 

There is little likelihood of biased analyses because the analyses 
conducted for site evaluation are reviewed by the nog Project Offices, pe~r 
review groups, independent experts hired by other DOP organizations (e.g., the 
Office of Environmental Compliance, which is under the Assistant Secretary for 
Environment, Safety and Health), other Federal agenci.es, and technical experts 
hired by the States. Docwnenta important to the siting process, such as the 
draft EAs and the environmental impact statement, are submitted for review by 
the public. The draft EAs wera also reviewed by the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, the U.S. Geological Survey, and the National Academy of Sciences. 
Finally, the ultimate decision on the suitability of a candidate site will be 
made by the Nuclear Regulatory Commhdon, which is continuou•ly revhwi-ng the 
DOE's work through its staff and consultants. 

C,2.3,1.2 Technical peer review 

Several comments referenced a report by the General Accounting Of.f.ice 
(GAO) report, issued January 10, 198~, that concluded that ·the -program lacks 
consistent peer review and that this lack may ultimately subject the DOE's 
technical analyses to challenges and revisions. 

Response 

Peer review is an important part of the process by wh.tcb a repository is 
sited, constructed, and operated. Peer-review groups have already 
participated in the early stages of the process. For exmuple, the DOE has 
assembled a group of independent experts, the Performance Assessment National 
Review Group, to examine the performance-assessment work of the first 
repository projects. As the repository program continues, the OCRWM expects 
to assemble similar groups to examine other parts of the work. Other DOE 
organizations--for example, the Office of Environmental Compliance--also use 
independent experts in their review of work sponsored by the OCRWM; their peer 
reviews are significant contributions to the program. The DOE Project Offices 
also employ peer review groups in many of the technical aspects of the program. 
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The Stat.es- in W"hich a repository may be locat~d also pr.ovide independent 
peer reviews; gome of the funds distributed by the DOE as financial aseistance 
to the States .,.re used for that purpose, 

Another ti0urce of independent peer revieW' is t':te National Academy of 
Sciences. This o~ganization has contributed a rev~~w of the draft EAs and is 
expected to cot·,tribute further reviews in th~ fut11•.·e, 

The ultimute peer review of the program wilJ 1·"'1 provided by the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission. Through its staff and C01'1'il·ltants, the Conuniseion will 
continuously review tb.e DOE work, as it already hM the siting guidelines and 
the draft EAs. 

C.2,3.1.3 Need for program plan 

A commenter said that the DOE needs a program "lan for waste disposal. 

Response 

The DOE issued the draft Mission Plan for the Civilian Radioactive Waste 
Management Program in April 1984 (DOE. 19848) and the revised plan in June 
1985 (DOE, 1985). the Mission Plan describes the obj6ctivea and stratesiee of 
tb.e program, summarizes current program plana. and aummarizee the technical 
status of the program, 

C,2.3.1.4 Protection of the environment 

Some commenters said that government contractors will not &pend the-money 
to ensure that the environment is protected during the construction of ,the 
repoei tory. 

Response 

The DOE will oversee all construction activities to ensure compliance 
with Federal environmental regulations. An environmental plan that SDecifies 
procedures to be followed will be prepared for the construction project. 
Potential impacts are discussed in the EAs. A more comprehensive analysis 
will be presented in the Environmental Impact Statement, which will also 
discuss measures for mitigating any significant adverse impacts. 

c.z.3.2 Program costs 

Several commenters inquired about the total cost of repository 
development, who was responsible for these coats, and whether the cost of 
defense-waste disposal would be borne by the Federal Government. 
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Co~~~~~enters askot.:l about the total costs of repository development and 
was te-rnanagement a<:t-.i vi ties. 

Response 

The costs of 't:h.e Civilian Radioactive Waste Mana& .mnt Pro@;raro are 
divided into four tuajor categories: (1) development a.;J evaluation; (2) 
geologic repository construction, operation, closure, a .. 1d deco10111issioning~ (3) 
transportation; and '4) storage. Estimates of costs ~o·r each catesory depend 
on the assumptions a·i:lout such variables as the quanti't.3- of waste to be 
emplaced, th.e m:i.nimum "age" of the waste, the host rock of each repository, 
the repository design receipt rate, the beginning operation date for each 
repository, the technology used for ~aste-transportatiu11 casks, and the basis 
for expressing costs. The figures discussed below wer~ taken from Chapter 10 
of Part II of Volume I of the Mission illan (DOE, 1985a}, which discusses in 
more detail the tot:al costs of managing COIIIDBrcial radloactive wastes. 

The costs of development and evaluation (D&E) include all the siting, 
repository design, testing, regulatory-compliance activities. and 
institutional activities associated with the repository, waste transportation, 
and monitored retrievable storage (MRS). Tha current reference case for total 
D'E costs is $7.8 billion (in constant 1984 dollars). 

Repository coats include the costs of construction, operation, closure, 
and decommissionina. Depending on the host rock, the costa of the first 
repository may vary from $6.8 billion to $10.7 billion (in constant 1984 
dollars) for the reference cases. The repository costs of the second 
repository may vary· from $5.8 billion to $6.1 billion (in constant 1984 
dollars). 

Waste-transportation costs will be derived from a unit ch.arge for 
transportation cask uB-~, shipping, and security for each potential 
transportation pathway. The pathways include transportation from the 
commercial reactors to each repository, from reactors to an MRS facility (if 
such a facility is approved by Congress and developed), and from an MRS 
facility to each repository. The total transportation coat is the aum of 
these three transportation unit costa. Estimates for transportation costa for 
the reference cases vary from $3.3 billion to $5.1 billion~ 

Current planning assumptions for an MRS facility estimate the coats at 
b~tveen $1.6 and $2.6 billion, or about 5 to 11 percent of the estimated costs 
of a waste-management syatem without an MRS facility. 

Commenters asked who is responsible for the costs incurred in 
constructing the repository. How will these costs be covered and who will pay 
for the program if the nuclear power plant industry dies out before the 
closure of th.e repository? 
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Response 

The Act I' ~quires the owners and generato.::a of conlhercially generated 
radioactive w.!hte to pay the full costs of its d:I .. Wf?OSal and established a 
Nuclear Waste ?und to ensure the full-cost-recove·."' funding of the 
waste-manageme:·.lt program. This Fund receives rev··~l?ues from an adjustable fee 
charged quart·;H·ly for all electricity generated b" (:OJmllerci.al nuclear 
facilitieo b~Ginning April 7, 1983, as well as a Be-time fee, estimated to 
produce a tot11l of $.2,3 billion, for radioactive- \<1\0te produced before April 
7, 1983. The revenues generated from these two .ourceo, in addition to 
interest earned from the investment of any surplt..i in u.s. Treasury 
securities, are depoaited in the Fund, and disburs .. menta are made to cover 
costs as tL·,e program progresses. 

ForecaQtS of futuro nuclear power generation ~re incorporated into the 
management of the Fund, Representative scenarios ;tre presented in DOE 
documents describing the adequacy of the fund (DOE, 1985c) and analyzing the 
total-system life-cycle cost for the program (DOK, l985d). 

Some commenters wanted to know who is responsible. for paying for the 
disposal of defense high-level waste? 

Response 

As stipulated in the Act, the Federal Government will cover all costs of 
defense-waste disposal through contri-butions to the Nuclear Waste Fund (s~Se 
also Seeti.on 0.2.6.·1). 

Some commenters noted the need for an independent waste-fund audit, 

Response 

As reqaired by the Act 1 the Comptroller General of the United States 
makes annual audita of the Nuclear Waste Fund and subm.its reports to 
Congress. An independent audit is also performed for the DOE by a certified 
public accounting firm. The latest audit covered the period from January 7, 
1983 to September 30, 1984, and the results are summarized in the DOE's Annual 
Report to Congress (DOE. 1985e). 

C.2.3.3 Schedule 

Many commenters expressed concern that the DOE's schedule for repository 
siting and development would adversely affect the selection of sites, the 
consultation proce£St• and the adequacy of the technical data. 
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C. 2. 3. 3. l Depcndl':lr'ce of si te-se lee tion process on sch~dale 

Many comment.'i contended that the mandated repooilory ychedule is driving 
the site-selection process. Commenters felt that the ~OE's schedule is 
inadequatE:- in that it is an unrealistic list of dates tlictated by political 
decisions rather ~·.tan by sound geologic site-screenim: criteria. They 
requested that th<:: date for the final site selection \h~ postponed and the 
number of potentinl repository sites be increaBed. (· ee aleo Section C.3.4.4 
for comments on related issues,) 

A number of commenters requested that the date for the final site 
selection. be postponed and the number of potential rtl)'Ository sites be 
increased. 

Response 

Being committed to s schedule that will lead to the receipt of waste in 
1998 for emplacement in the first repository, the DOE', will make every effort 
to meet intermediate milestones, such as the selection of the site for the 
first repository, without sacrificing technical excellence. 

As explained in Section C.3, the DOE believes that the number of 
potential repository sites is adequate and in compliance vith the requirements 
of the Act. 

A commenter requested that the DOE recommend that Consress amend the Act 
to reduce the time constraints in order to allow sufficient time for the 
entire procees. 

Response 

The DOE recognizes that ita schedule is success oriented, but it is also 
achievable. Hence, a recommendation for an amendment of the Act is not needed. 

C.2.3.3.2 Effects on the consultation process 

One co~enter eaid that the DOE could not stay on schedule and conduct a 
satisfactory program of consultation and cooperation with, States and affected 
Indian Tribes. 

Response 

As discussed in detail in Chapter 4 of Part I of Volume I of the Mission 
Plan (DOE, 1985a) 1 the DOE maintains an ongoing program of consultation and 
information exchange with the States and affected Indiatl Tribes. The aeope of 
this program is not determined ·b¥· .. the.. overall project schedule. The DOE will 
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seek to enter lnto negotiations with States for W'r1tten COhiiUltation-and
cooperation ag.,·eements(s) within 60 days after thr;.~ approval of sites for 
characterize ti• •n. 

Some c.oDm,:rnters stated that the DOE's tight: . :hedule means closed 
decisions and 110 public input. 

Response 

Recognizing that the schedule is very tight, tile DOE is nonetheless fully 
committed t~ a process of open and active consultation with all interested 
parties (sea DOE, 19B5a, Chapter 4 of Part I of Volume I). Closed decisions 
are not in the DOE's interest because the schedule can be met only if the 
States, Indian Tribes, and the public are confident: that the s:lting decisions 
are sound. 

C.2.3.3.3 Effects on the adequacy of t«chnical data 

Many co~~~nents about the schedule stated that it did not, allow time for 
adequate scientific study and hence might compromise the site-selection 
process. One commenter doubted that 5 years ~as enough ti~ for data 
gathering during site characterization. Conversely, another party noted that 
the characterization process should follow the mandated schedule so as not to 
increase costs. 

Many comments objected that the schedule does not allow suffieient time· 
for adequate sci~ntific study. 

Response 

The DOE cannot meet the schedule without adequate ccientific study 
because it will not be able to obtain an NRC license unless it can demonstrate 
that the site can meet the standards of the EPA end the technical criteria of 
the NRC. Furthermore, the DOE believes that it can meet the schedule without 
sacrificing technical excellence. 

The refereoc:e schedule doee not allow adequate .scientific analyses during 
site characteriaation. 

The DOE is confident that the schedule for site characterization is 
adequate. 

Detailed plana for the studies to be conducted will be included in the 
site-characterization plans, which ,w!H be submitted to the Nuelear Regulatory 
Commission. the U.S. Geological Survey. the States, and the public for review. 
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The Mission £1J.an (DOE, 1985a) outlinea four altet."nr:ttive cnses for site 
characterization .i 'I addition to the reference case. Each case identifies and 
discusses potent!~.~ delays. The measures that could be used to compensate for 
these delays are rl·~scussed in the draft Project Decis:!Qn Schedule (POE, 1985b). 

C.2.4 1'RANSPORTAHON, RETRIEVABILITY, AND SECOND REI' SITORY 

C,2.4.1 ·rransporta1ion 

This section presents general, rather than site-~~ecific, co~nts on 
transportl!.tion and the analyses presented in Appendix A; these co~m~ents are 
national in scope. 

Most of the d.te-specific coDJnents on tr.ansportar:ion pertain to the local 
and regional transportation impacts of repository ope~ation and are discussed 
in Section C.7.3. Typical examples of the repository-related transportation 
co~oents covered in Section C.7.3 include (1) the i~pacts of co~structing 
repository access routes, (2) the transportation impacts of reposito;ry oper
ation on the local and regional population and anvirorunent, (3) the suita
bility of candidate local and regional transportation routes, and (4) the 
compliance of the site with the conditions of the transportation guideline. 

Many commenters said that the Appendix A should contain more-detailed 
analyses (e.g., route-specific analysis) and more background information 
(e.g., legislative and regulatory history). i'he more-detaile~ analyses 
will be performed after the neceseary data are collect~d during· •ite charac
terilation; thqy will be reported in the environmental iropact statement that 
will accompany the recommendation of one site for development as a repository. 

The information provided in the EAs is believed to be sufficient to 
support preli~inary findings on tho conditions of the transportation guideline 
and to discriminate among the sites and is in accordance with the requirements 
of the siting ruidellnes (DOE, l984c). For transportation, the type• of 
info~tion that should be used in nominating sites as suitable for character
ization are listed in Appendi~t IV as follows: 

• Estimates of the overall cost and risk of transporting waste to the 
site. 

• Description of the road and rail network between the site and the 
nearest interstate highways and major rail lines; also description of 
the waterway ayotem, if any. 

• Analyses of the adequacy of the existing regional transportation 
nat,..-ork to handle waste shipments; the movement of supplies for 
repository construction, operation. and closure; the _re~oval of 
nonradioactive waste fro~ the sits; and the transportation of the 
labor force. 
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• Improvtm;·ants expected to be required in the transportation network 
and th~o~.' r feasibility, costt and environmer.1t.al impacts. 

• Compatibility of the required tr.e.nsportation-network improvements 
with th<::l local and regional transportation .~nd land-use plans. 

• Analya.' a of weather impacts on transportat ,,)_,,, 

• Analysis of emergency-response requirement. and capabiliti~s related 
to t17ansportation. 

c.2.4.1.1 Cost and risk estimates for transportati'm 

_Issue 

The trans •. ortation cost and risk analysea in t~e dr.aft EAa were generAlly 
considered inadequate by many co~ttnenters. Specifif'·ally, four main inadequa
cies were identified: (l) the methods and input• used were not valid; (2) 
food-chain and water pathways were overlooked; (3) centroids (i.e., points 
representing the geographical setting of groups of reactors) wer0 used in lieu 
of actual reactor locations; and (4) route-specific data were not used. 

Response 

The DOE believes that th~ methods and input to the coat and risk analyses 
are valid and that the results provide an adequnte buia fo1· comparing the 
transportation impacts that would result from shiping waste to each of the 
sites. However, as discussed below and in Sections C.2.4.1.3. C.2.4.1.4, and 
C.2.4.1.7, some changes in the methods end input were made. The results of 
these changes are found in Appendix A. 

The RADTRAN 11 radiological risk code was modified to include the food 
chain, though the overall impact of this exposure pathway ia minor. This 
change is reflected in the results presented in Appendix A. The relative 
importance of water pathways can be inferred from similar analyses developed 
for studies of the risk from nuclear reactors. These atudiea have examined 
hypothetical accidents with large radionuclide releases to the environment and 
have shown that water pathways on the average are small contri- butors to the 
total health risk from accidents. However, the consequence analysis included 
in Appendix A does evaluate the radiation doses received from the water 
pathway. (See also Section C.2.4.1.3.) 

In the draft EAs, which considered ehipments from reactors to repository 
only, the sensitivity of the result to the use of centroids rather than indi
vidual reactor locations should be small. However, by introducing the MRS 
facility, the sensitivity may increase. In the final !As, actual reactor 
locations were used in lieu of centroids to evaluate the fractions of travel 
in the various population-density zones because the MRS facility is now 
included in the analyses. The results in Appendix A reflect this change. 

"'I"• ....... 
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The issue ~f route-specific analyses is addresaed bela~. 

C.2.4.1.2 Rout~-specific analysis 

The transportation-risk analyses 1 which were b,,tsed on national average 
data, were chnllenged in many conrnents as being il,l~iequate and impr::~per for 
comparing the repository sites. Furthermore. som~ , :u11uenters said that such 
analyses do not highlight the special impacts on s<Ju:ts- States through which a 
large fraction of all Rhipments to the repository w:lll pass. 

Response 

The DOE believes that the general methods end national average data used 
are adequate fot· this stage of the repository-litin"1 proceu. Rout.e-specific 
analyse& and an ~valuation of the impacts on host States and States along 
transportation corddors will be included in the environmental impact state
ment. 

The route-specific analyses to be performed in the future will proceed in 
the following sequence: (l) define important parametera; (2) gather data; (3) 
develop models as required; (4) perform analysis; (5) conMider mitigating 
measures; (6) report results. Much coordination and cooperation will be 
required from State governments and Indian Tribes, parti~ularly in the early 
stages where parameter identification and data gathering will take place. 

C.2.4.1.3 Assessment of the consequences of accidents 

Numerous comments said that Appendix A should discuss the consequences of 
accidents that could occur during transport4tion and recommended that the 
analysis consider such factors as route-specific anomalios, the cost of emer
gency response and cleanup, ingestion pathways, and occupational and non
occupational exposures. 

Response 

The analyses described in the draft EAs were pl'eseuted in tenus of risk. 
which is the product of the probability of occurrence and the conseqdences of 
that occurrence. Consequence ana1yees had been performed, but their results 
were used in producing the risk values published and were not presented 
separately. 

For the final EAs, the consequences of accidents were reevaluated, con
sidering the auggestions of the commenters. The results. consisting of both 
costs and radiation doses, are in Appendix A. The potential impaeta of 
releases to the atmosphere with deposition on land and on a reservoir are 
evaluated. Also included are the estimated probabilities of the accidents. 
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Emergency-respon~.e and cleanup costs are described in detail in a study pre
pared for the N"P; ·: (NRC, L980) and thus are not included in the tinal EAs. 

C.2.4.1.4 Maxi~~ exposure of individuals 

Several commenters stated that there were plal· {~le scenarios in which an 
individual would receive rnore radiation exposure I. 1U .1 the maximum dose 
estimated in .t.~ppendix A. Othera said that Appendi .c A should include the 
maximum exposure ~eceived by an individual during Lr accident. 

Response 

Elementu of the auggestions received have been combined to define a new 
set of circwnstances for estimating the maximum expr,,sure that individuals 
might receive during shipments to a repository under normal conditions. 
Similarly, accident descriptions have been develope1 for estimating the maxi
mum radiation exposure received by a rescue worker and a member of the 
public. Theae analyses are presented in Appendix A, 

C.2.4.l.S Modal split for ahipments 

Several commenter& were confused about the percentage of ahipmenta that 
will occur by truck and by rsil. Some analyses assl~d that 70 percent of the 
shipments would be by rail and 30 percent by truck, while moat of the analyses 
assumed for 100 percent by rail or 100 percent by truck. Furthermore, earlier 
studies were based on SO percent of shipments going by rail and 50 percent by 
truck. 

Response 

Analyses have not been inconsistent. In order to calculate the maximum 
national impacts of transportation to a repository, two cases were evaluated. 
One case evaluated the impacts resulting from making all shipments by rail 
(100 percent rail) and the other from all shipments by truck (100 percent 
truck), It is expected, however, that during the earJ.y years of repository 
operations rail shipment will be used for no more than about 50 to 70 percent 
of the total spent-fuel shipments because of the lack of rail spurs at some 
reactor sites and other limitations. In later year8 it is expected that 
reactor capability to ship by rail will be improved, and the fraction of spent 
fuel shipped by rail will increase to a least 70 percent, In addition. the 
rail-to-truck ratio will vary from year to year, depending on which reactors 
are making shipments. 

Assumptions of 100 percent by truck and 100 percent by rail will continue 
to be used, except that for shipments from the MRS facility to the repository 
only the rail made will be considered. For national risk and cost impacts 
resulting from radioactive·..material shipments and directly attributed to 
transport11.tion operations, these cu-ea result in the ~imum p.redi·cted impact • 

.. . 
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C.2.4.1.6 Defense waste 

Several comn1~J.~ters stated that the volwne of dehmse waste to be shipped 
to a repository ~~s understated in the draft EAs. In ?articular, the EAs only 
considered the tra:1sportation of dP.fense high-level ww>te from the Savannah 
River Plant anC dii not consider transportation from ·!'1 ther the Hanford Site 
or the Idaho Nati1•nal Engineering Laboratory (INEL). Jae co~m~enter asked 
about shipping li~uid high-level waste. 

Response 

The final F.As consider shipments of defense high--.e:vel waste from the 
Savannah River Plant, the Hanford Site, and the INEL. Defense high-level 
waste will not be transported as a liquid nor will seoarate shipments of 
krypton-8j or iodine-129 be made. 

The transportation of defense high-level waste iii discussed in Chapter 5 
and Appendix A of the final EAs, This discussion als·J recognizes that the 
President has decided that defense high-level waste snould be shi-pped to a 
civilian repository for disposal; this decision had not been made when the 
draft EAs were issued. 

C.2.4.1.7 Monitored Retrievable Storage 

Some coi!IDenters objected that the transportation ana-lysia was inadequate 
because a facility for monitored retrievable storage (MRS) was not included in 
the waste-management system considered in the draft EAs. 

Response 

The MRS facil!·ty had not been proposed when the analyses were prepared 
for the draft EAa. Preliminary transportation analyses indicate that the 
total number of miles traveled by the cask fleet can be decreased by intro
ducing an MRS facility into the waste-management system. A description of a 
representative transportation system designed to aupport the MRS facility was 
used to estimate transportation costs and risks for a waste-management system 
with an integrated MRS facility; the results are included in Appendix A. This 
new analysis supplement8, rather than replaces, the analysis for the. reference 
case. 

C.2.4.1.8 Barge transportation 

Several commenters objected thst the use of barges had not been given any 
consideration in the transportation ri8k assessment, calling this a serious 
deficiency because barge transportation is a di9criminator among the potential 
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candidate sitest 
the Hanford sit.t , 
miles away), 

Responat! 

some of them felt that this omission was mo.:ft serious 
which is close to a navigable waterway (approximately 

for 
16 

A discuss:\ .1n of the barg3 mode is included in r p~endix A to the final 
EAs. The discu~sion is in two parts: a descriptio~ of the mode as a feasible 
alternative that can play a secondary or supplemen .. <.ry role in the transpor
tation of rad.i.oactive wastes and a synopsis of a ! ·L:k and cost study performed 
by the Argonne Ne.tional Laboratory (Tobin and Mesl;'.(j~v, 1985) to examine the 
norlll&l risk of t1:ansporting by barge and to eXAJ1line ~oats of shipment, includ
ing transfe,·s to truck or rail. The set of circumsto~~.nces considered does not 
include the shlpment of spent fuel from reactors in the East through the 
Panama Canal to the Hanford site. The discussions explain the premise that 
barge transport is not a sensitive discriminator among sitea, and it is un
necessary therefore to include an exhaustive analysis in the final EAa. 

The particular logistics for using barge to ti\anapol';"t spent fuel from 
some reactors near the West Coast to the Hanford site are discussed in the 
final EA for Hanford, 

C.2.4,1,9 Conaideration of a second repository 

Some groups were critical of the fact that the EA1 did not consider the 
implications of a second repository on transportation. They postulate that a 
two-repository system would minimize the overall coat and risk of transpor
tation. 

Response 

Favorable condition 5 of the transportation guideline is the "total pro
jected life-cycle coat and risk for transportation of all wastes designated 
for the repository site which are significantly lower than those for compar
able siting options, considering locations of present and potential sources of 
waste, interim storage facilities, and other repositories," The second
repuoltory program has not yet reached the point where potential sites can be 
identified--in contrast to the MRS facility, where an analysis is now possible 
because, since the publication of the draft EAs, potential MRS sites have been 
identified. As a result, the DOE cannot perform rigorous cost and risk analy
ses analogous to those done for the MRS case. However, certain assumptions 
about the potential impacts of a second repository can be based on previous 
studies. A discussion of the potential impacts of a second repository is 
found in Appendix A. 
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C.2.4.1.10 The w3e of existing casks in the EA analysis 

A nlUJiber of comments challenged the validity oi using the characteristics 
of currently "!Xf.l'ting and NRC--certified casks for th; transportation risk 
analysis in thE! .traft EAs. The co~~~r~enters recognh( ,1 that the design of the 
new casks to be u.sed for most shipments will reduce ·~he number of shipments 
because of h::.gh~r capacities, However, they questhJ,led that the greater quan
tities of fuel in a single cask would provide a gr st~r source for the release 
of radionuclides !.n a serious accident. 

Rel)ponse 

ThtJ risk and cost assessments for transportation have been reevaluated, 
using the predicted characteristics of the new fami.l.y· of casks, even though 
their designs are not yet available. Risks were assessed for both normal and 
accident conditions, and assumptions that would resalt in the maximum expected 
.impacts were usad. Because of the conservutism in 4-11 assumptions, tho 
impacts are similar to those calculated for exist~.ns casks, evon though the 
new casks will require fewer miles of travel and fewer shipments. The reoults 
are found in Chapter 5 and in Appendix A. 

C.2.4.l.ll Adequacy of current cask designs 

Some commenters questioned the adequacy of the design of currently exist
ing casks. 

Response 

The adequacy of caalt design is a regulatory issue, and, since the exist
ing spent-fuel casks have been certified by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
the DOE has no reason to question the adequacy of their design. The existing 
casks have carried thousands of shipments without an accident that resulted in 
the release of radioactive material. The DOE will develop a new family of 
casks because it seeks to increase efficiency, not because it is concerned 
about the safety of existing casks. The new-generation casks will also have 
to meet regulatory requirements for cask design and be certified by the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. A more detailed discussion of the new family 
of caskg is found in Appendix A. 

C.2.4.1.12 Additional testing of cask• 

Several coomenters expressed concern that casks at-e not sufficiently 
tested to ensure that the public ,is safe during transportation. Some sug
gested destructive testing of full-scale prototype caska. 
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Response 

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has specified a series of hypothetical 
accident conditi:ms that a cask must be sho\ffi to survive, Survival can be 
demonstrated thxough analysh should the designer 11:' choose or through 
testing, but de.: tructive testing is not mandatory. P.nwever, many teats, in
cluding full-tH·~:lle crash tests, have been conducter to verify analytical 
models. The rj~Sults of analyBee and experiments b. rn been quite close, and 
hence consid~rable confidence has been developed \n the analytical models used 
in des ie;n ana.tysj s. 

Casks ~eveloped for the shipments to a reposi.t •. ry will be certified by 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, The private conl:ractors chosen t.o design 
and obt.ain certificates for the casks will be allo'"''2d to choose the manner of 
demonstrating how their designs comply with NRC rez.u.lations, At a minimum, 
the DOE will use an independent testing laboratory to perform destructive 
tests of scale models for cask designs as a benchma.rk or check of structural 
performance under accident conditions. In additio·tt, nondestructive tests will 
be performed on each cask during and at the completion of manufacture, and the 
casks will be inspected before each shipment. 

C.2,4,1.13 Cask weeping 

Some cormnenters said that the phenomenon called "cask weeping" had not---
been considered in the risk assessments. 

Response 

The phenomenon of cask weeping can be described as follows: A cask that 
has been loaded or Wlloaded in a reactor storage pool becomea contaminated 
with radioactivity on its surface. Before shipment, the external surface of 
the cask is decontaminated to levels specified by regulations, but vhen the 
cask is inspected on arrival at its destination, contamination above the 
levels allowed by regulation is found. Though the actual mechanism is not 
understood9 a possible explanation is that, when a cask is repeatedly placed 
into wat~r-filled spent-fuel storage pools, it becomes contaminated over time, 
with the contamination penetrating deeper into the pores of the cask body. 
The cleaning removea the surface contamination, but the contamination that is 
deep in the pores remains. During the transportation of a loaded cask, th~ 
surface can become contaminated again as the deep contamination is driven out 
of the pores by the heat of the spent fuel inside the cask. 

However, the levels of contamination associated with the weeping phenome
non are not high enough to be factored into the risk assessment for transporta
tion, and procedures will be used to effectively preclude this problem during 
shipments to a repository. For example, wrapping the cagk in plastic before 
entry into reactor fuel storage pools is an effective practice that is cur
rently used. Therefore. weeping is not expected to be a significant contribu
tor to risk during spent-fuel transportation to a repository and is not inclu
ded in the transportation-risk_ assessment presented in Appendix A. 
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C.2.4.1.14 Adeq,.acy of NRC testing requirements 

Several CO!tf\o&nten said that the tests that c1u~:n muRt pass to receive 
NRC certificadc•r· are not severe enough, 

Responlle 

The condit.ions being challen&ed are establisheu. Oy the Nuclear Regulatory 
CoDJDission, and th<~ DOE will continue to rely on th~ .. :ommission to verify the 
adequacy of tbe test conditions. 

C.2.4.1.15 Legal impediments 

Two eommenters took exception to the DOE 1 s interpretation of State or 
local restrictions against radioactive-waste transportation as "legal impedi
ments11 in favorable condition 7 of the technical guideline on transportation 
(10 CFR 960.5-2-7). In particular, the U.S. Department of Transportation 
(DOT) commented that, since its regulation of hi&hway routing of radioactive 
materials (BM-164) has been established as valid by the u.s. Supreme Court, 
the only nle&al impediment" would be a State or local routing rule that 
renders compliance with RM-164 impossible but is found ~ to be preempted 
under provision 112(b) of the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act (KMTA). 
If such a finding cannot be made, any State or local routing rule that 
prevents or serioualy impedes compliance with HM-164 is preempted by the HMTA 
(S•ction 112(a)). 

Response 

Favorable condition 7 of the transportation guideline is the "absence of 
legal impediments with regard to compliance with Federal regulations for the 
transportation of waste in or throu&h the affected State and adjoining States." 

Insofar as the Department of Transportation is the reQponsible regulatory 
agency, the DO! defers to it.s interpretation of "legal impediment." Because 
State, local, or tribal laws or regulations restricting the transportation of 
radioactive waste that are inconsistent with either the HMTA or the DOT regu
lations issued thereunder are preempted by the BMTA, such laws or regulations 
are not considered legal impediments in tbe final EAs; a formal nonpreemption 
determination by the DOT, in response to a sepcific request, is required for 
such laws or regulations to become legal impedi~nts. The findingo in Chapter 
6 reflect this change in interpretation and appropriate rationales for the 
finding are in~luded in all EAs. A more extensive discussion of BM-164 is 
presented in Appendix A. 
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C,2,4,1,16 Stat~. designation of alternative routes 

The comnent,~n noted that in Appendix A the EAt. contain an incorrect 
statement--name·lv, thdt State designation of alterm ,~ive preferrfd routes must 
be approved by t.he Department of Transportation. T ·:y said that HM-164 does 
not require States to aeek DOT approval of alternati•'e designated routes. 

Response 

The Dep11rtment of Transportation requires, unde1· HM-164, that a 
"preferred route" be used for the transportation of t~ontrolled-quantity ship
ments of radioactive materials. Preferred routes are .interstate highways and 
State-designated alternative routes. Although the State!! and Indian Tribes 
must comply with DOT guideline8 (or an equivalent routing analysis that ade
quately considerr. the overall risk to the public) an·i consult with affected 
local jurisdictions, Indian Tribes, and potentially .,tft'ected adjacent States 
before establishing a preferred route, there is no requirement to seek DOT 
approval of alternative designated routes. The EAa have been revised to 
reflect this in Appendix A. 

C.2.4.1.17 Indian Rights 

Several Indian Tribes commented that the EAs failed to recognize the 
authority granted to tribal governments on federally recognized Indian r~ser
vations under the HMTA and the rules set forth by the Department of Trans
portation in HM-164. One Indian Tribe noted that a ban on radioactive-waste 
transportation through its reservation constituted a "legal impediment." 

Response 

Th~;~ final EAs use the DOT definition of "State routing agency." The DOT 
rules (BM-164) include appropriate Indian tribal authorities in the definition 
of "State routing agency" and, as such, allow the governments of Indian Tribes 
to exercise routing authority in a similar manner as provided for the State 
governments. 

lf a ban enacted by an Indian Tribe meets the criteria of the HMTA for 
nonpreemption, then (as in the case of any State ban) a legal impediment will 
be present. A more detailed discussion is given in Appendix A, (see also 
Section C.2.4.1.15). 
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C.2,4,1.18 Availab-llity of railroads for transporting r~dioactive waste 

Issue 

One commenter noted that, though the DOE states tn!lt rail carriers are 
available for s!lipr ing radioactive l'!aste, the willingr.r.l,.calol of the railroads to 
transport the wast\l is questionable, 

Response 

There have beet, a series of decisions by the ln'.e-e-·atate Corrmerce Com
minion (ICC), affi:t:med on judicial review, on this an,, related issues over 
the past seven.! years. The Commission has ruled that, as common carriers, 
the railroads cannot refuse to carry cask loads of sp~nt fuel and to return 
empty rail casks. Furthermore, this transport must be accompllshed in regular 
train service (as opposed to "special trains," which the CoDDDission has found 
to be n "wasteful transportation practice"), unless the DOE chooses otherwise. 

At this time uncertainty in rail transportation .t.emai.ns in the tariff 
rates. For eastern railroads, tbe Commission has upheld a DOE and industry 
challenge to the published tariff rates and has reduced and set the rate 
levels. However, for western and southern railroads, the question of rate 
appropriateness is pending before the Commission. Therefore, the issue does 
not appear to be whether the railroads will transport radioactive waste, but 
rather at what rates. 

In order to more closely work with the railroads and to understand the 
concerns that do remain, the DOE has and will continue to invite them to 
participate in all stages of the transportation program, including the 
development and testing of shipping casks. Also, the DOE and the Association 
of American Railroads are planning joint activities to resolve issues. 

C.2.4.1.19 Railroad regulations 

A commenter asked for a description of the existing regulations for the 
transportation of radioactive waste by rail, 

Response 

Federal regulations regarding the transportation of hazardous material, 
including radioactive material, can be found in Title 49 of the Code of 
Federal Regulations, Parts 174.83-174.93. These regulations ere concerned 
with the handling of placarded cars. In particular, for cars containing 
radioactive material, the regulations deal with the switching of cars, the ban 
on the use of passenger trains, and the poBition of cars in a train. A 
more-detailed discussion of rail regulations is included in Appendix A of the 
final EAs, 
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C.2.4.l.20 Dedictrt•sd trains 

Several coiJDJ.;tmts concerned the treatment of raL transportation in the 
EAs. In particul.,r, the coD'IIIanters objected that db:.:JSsions and analyses of 
rail shipments W( .ce based on shipping in general co~:~. •"lt'ce rather than by dedi
cated trains. 

Response 

Appendix A ha~ been revised to include a general discussion cf the use of 
dedicated tra~ns and an analysis of the risks associated with using dedicated 
trains for the movelllf!nt of waste from an MRS facilit:,• to a repository, 

C.2.4.1.21 Regio:1al transportation analysis 

Federal agencies as well as aeveral States and Indian Tribes criticized 
the regional traoaportation analy1ia, stating that it did not extend far 
enough from the site to include all of the pertinent impacts, such aa weather 
hazards, the cost of building access routes, the radiological risk, traffic 
hazards and increased traffic volumes on highways connecting interstate high
ways with access roada, and possible routes across Indian landa. 

Response 

The "regional" transportation analysis includes, as a minimum, the routes 
from the potential site to the nearest interstate highway or mainline railroad; 
the analysis may be extended beyond that area if the chcwnstances at the 
particular location warrant it. However, the intent of the siting guidelines 
(10 CFR Part 960) is to f.ocus on effects near the site. The estimates of the 
costs of building access routes vill be improved during site characteri
zation. Curreutly available data on road conditions (e.g., traffic volumes 
and potential hazards) are presented in the EAa. More-detailed data and a 
discussion of mitigation measures vill appear in the environemental impact 
statement. 

C.2.4.1.22 Weather. impacts 

Many coanenters criticized the way in which weather impact.s were con
sidered in the transportation ·analysis. Some gave examples of weather-rel'ated 
road closings; others asked about --the effect of weather Oti-~frequenc.y :and 
severity of accidents. 
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Response 

Weather cond tiona are considered in favorable ~ondition 9 of the 
transportation gu~.deline: "A regional meteorological history wdicating that 
significant trans,:>ortation disruptions would not be .'-~)~tine oeasonal occur
rences" (emphaaie added). This favorable condition ·-~~ concerned with the 
absence of routit~": seasonal conditions that could di11~upt repository activi
ties to the exto:nt that the annual wat~te-acceptance · ·:1te could not be met. 
Weather-related route closures are considered in the iinal EA, and the analy
sis of such closures is considered adequate for thi Jtage of the site-selec
tion process. When the number of sites has been na.r~wed and route-specific 
analyses are conducted, concerns about occasional wea her-related bottlenecks 
between speci~ic reactors and repository siteB can be addressed. 

C.2.4.1.23 Potential for human error 

Some commenters stated that the potential for human error in the trans
portatirm of radioactive waste is not treated adequately in 'Appendix A. 

The DOE has considered the potential for human error it! the assessment of 
transportation risks. A study prepared for the Nuclear Reguluatory Commission 
(NRC, 1980) analyzed detailed incidents of human error and deviations from 
accepted quality-assurance (QA) practices in the transport of radioactive 
materials. The results indicate that the risks from human errors or devi
ations from accepted QA practices are extremely small (i.e., 0.000012 
latent-cancer fatality per shipment-yeAr for packages tested to accident 
conditions), and thus it is not meaningful to include these risks in the 
radiological risk analysis for transportation. 

C.2.4.1.24 Retrieval of waste 

Commenters asked about the impacts that would result from the transporta
tion of waste retrieved from a repository should retrieval prove to be neces
sary. 

Response 

At this stage in the repository-design process, the full impacts of 
retrieval on transportation requirements are not known. If retrieval proves 
to be necessary, the spent fuel will be older and less radioactive than at the 
time of emplacement; it is therefore expected that the transportation of such 
waste ahould have less of en impact. A discussion of the retrievability issue 
in general can be found in Chapter 5. 
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C.2.4.1.25 Fli\'incing infrastructure improvement 

Several cr.-mmenters suggested that the costs o:: infrastructure improve
ments, such as tho upgrading or reconstructing of :-.:lads or. rail UnQ&, should 
be considered i• the cost analysis and that more i1€ormation is needed on how 
such improvelltt'l"ts would be integrated with local '-'· ,momic development plans. 

Response 

A preliminar·y analysis of the need for upgra~i. g or reconstJ:""ucting local 
roads .s.nJ railroads was performed for the comparative evaluation of sites. 
Related distussians can be found in Chapter 6 of th~ individual EAs. The con
dition of local roads or railroads will be established during site characteri
zation; it will be analyzed more rigorously for tho environmental impact 
statement and again before the repository besins operation, and plans for 
integration into local development plans will be dE·veloped. 

C.2.4.l.26 Adequacy of the transportation guideline 

Many commentera expressed the opinion that the transportation guideline 
is not adequate for discriminating among sites. In particular, they stated 
that the use of legal impediments as a discriminator is inappropriate, as they 
may change over time; that transportation costs should not be considered in 
the ranking because they are of minor importance in comparison with trans
portation risks to the public and the environment; and that t.he guideline 
condition discussing weather impacts on transportation in the vicinity of the 
site should be expanded to include potential disruptions between the reactors 
and the site. Other commenteJ:""s criticized the weight given to the tranaporta
tion guideline, considering the potential impact of transportation. 

Response 

The siting guidelines (DOE, 1984c) were developed through consultatiou 
with affected and interested States, the Council on Environmental Quality. the 
Environmental Protection Asency, and the U.S. Geological Survey and received 
the concurrence of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The transportation 
guideline is one of three guideliues in the preclosure sroup on environmental, 
socioeconomics, and transportation. This group of guidelines is second in 
importance to the preclosure group on radiological safety but all the guide
lines in any preclosure group aJ:""e assigned equal importance. 

,, .. 
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C.2.14.1.27 In,qdaquat:e treatn1cnt of transportation !&Rues 

Many comme~ts stated t:hat a variety of general ~ransport:at:ion !&sues 
received inadequ.-J.t£1 or no attention in either the b,~,Jy of the EA or in 
Appendix A. Alnr)·.Lg the issues listed were emergency .. -cl!sponse responsibilities, 
t:he impacts of Laing overweight trucks, rail routi1~- requirements, inspection 
and enforcementt liability, safe havens, advance n~alfication, training, 
sabotage, NRU safeguards regulations, and the resp•~aibilit:ies of the DOE ae 
the shipper of record. 

Response 

Many of the topics listed by the connenters are discussed in the EAs, 
particularly in Appendix A. Since t:he draft EAs we1:e published, additional 
policy decisions about several of the issues have bean made, and, where 
additional information is available, the discussion of the issue has been 
expanded. It should be po:l.tot:ed out, however, that n,.)st of these issues, while 
of concern in the overall context of the transportation program, have little 
bearing on the site-selection process. They were included in the EAs 
primarily to give the read~r a better understanding of the transportation 
progr~. For further information on how t:he DOE plans to interact with the 
States, Indian Tribes, .end industry to resolve these other :l.ssues, the reader 
is referred t:o t:he Transportation Institutional Plan (DOE, 1985f). 

C.2,14.2 Retrievability 

Several commenters addressed the need and the desire to retrieve spent 
fuel and high-level waste aft~r emplacement in the repository. The issues 
they raised include the view that vasteM should not be placed where they 
cannot be retrieved, the DOE'• plans for the lenst:h of the retrievability 
period, and the .ethoda to be used in retrieval. 

Some commenters said that at some point the United States may want: to 
retrieve t:he spent fuel or high-level waste to reuse some of its components or 
to take advantage of new technical developments. The wasteo should therefore 
not: be emplaced where retrieval is not possible. 

Response 

In compliance with t:he Act and t:he NRC criteria for geologic repositories 
(10 CFR Part: 60), the vaste will be retrievable for up t:o 50 years after the 
emplacement of the first vaste. The reason for retrieval would be to protect 
public health and safety. The DOE does not intend to recover the wastes for 
their economic value. The commitment to geologic disposal implicitly forfeits 
the future use of the waste in return for assurance t:hat the waste has been 
permanently isolated from the human environment. 
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A commenter '!Bked whether there is a scientifj,: s.nd political consea.wt 
about whether th~l wastes should be retrievable or permanently disposed. 

By roandatin1; geologic disposal, the Act implie~ a political consensus 
that disposal must be permanent. The concept of pe• ~nent disposal is widely 
supported by the technical collltlunity and is explic • t in the NRC and EPA 
regulations (10 CFR Part 60 and 40 CFR 191, respec·. \•.:ely). The NRC require
ment for retrievability is directed at demonstratill[J that the performance of 
the repository is adequate for permanent disposal. 

CoD'Illenters asked that the DOE specify the period during which it plans to 
be able to retriave waste. 

Response 

As required by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in 10 CFR Part 60.111, 
the retrieval of waste from a repository will be possible at any time up to 50 
years after the start -of waste emplacement. 

One commenter wanted to know how retrieval will be accomplished. 

Response 

If retrieval is necessary, it will be accomplished by reversing the steps 
taken for waste emplacement. The exact sequence and the equ-ipment -to be used 
for retrieval will depend on the design of the repository, the host rock of 
the repository, as well as the reaso·n for retrieval (e.g., degree of container 
failure). Equipment for retrieval will be designed and tested before the 
license application, and the DOE's retrieval capability will have to be 
approved by tne Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 

C.2.4.3 Second repository 

A number of comments concerned the location of the second repository and 
succeeding repositories and asked whether an indefinite expansion of the first 
repository is an alternative to constructing a second repository. Some 
parties wanted to know whether sites characterized for the first repository or 
sites not nominated for characterization for the first repository could be 
potential sites for the second repository. Others wanted to know why-crystal
line and argillaceoul! rocks were not considered for the first repository. 
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Conmenteru asked where the second repository •,rill be located and whether 
both repositor:t~:3 could be located in the same State, 

Response 

With the t!;(Ception of sites that were nominat• ; but not reco11111ended for 
characterization, the DOE may consider for the sec.; .;d repository any site 
previously considered for the first repository th,-t wao (1) not disqualified 
and (2) not s~lected for the firet r~pository. n;~ UOE is considering sites 
in crystalline-re>>:k bodies in the eastern United St. t:es and announced 12 
potentially acceptable crystalline sites as suitable for further consideration 
for the second repository (DOE, 1986), 

The Act and the siting guidelines specify that the DOE must consider 
regionality in selecting the site for the second repositOry. It i·lll therefore 
unlikely that the first and the second repository ~d.l.l be located· in the same 
State. 

A commenter wanted to know what will prevent an indefinite expansion of 
the fint repository as an alternative to constructina a ·aedond repoiit'ory. 

Response 

The Act alloWs the first repository to accept no more than 70,000 metric 
tons of uranium or the equivalent waste from reprocessing until a second 
repository is in operation. 

Commenters asked for clarification on whether sites characterized for the. 
first repository but not select-ed for the first repoaitory cil.n be ·tonsidered 
for the second repository, 

Response 

The Act specifically states that sites that have been characterized for 
the first repository and are suitable but were not chosen for the first 
repository may be considered for the second repository. It is expected that 
all three sites characterized as part of the •election proce1s for the first 
repository will he found suitable. The fact that only one of the three sites 
characterized is choaen for the first repository does not mean that the.other 
sites are significantly less suitable. 

The DOE should clarify whether potentially acceptable sites not nominated 
for characterization for the first repository can be nominated for characteri
zation for the second repository. 

" 
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Response 

The Act per:.lits the four sites designated as potentially acceptable siteR 
but not nominat'i!::: as suitable for site characterizat:\on to be considered as 
potential sites ~or the second repository. Whether ~hey survive the selection 
process for the Jecond repository will depend on th··1 merits of those sites 
vis-a-vis other potential sites. 

Sites that were nominated, but not recormnende( for site characterization, 
are not eligible to be Qpnsidered for the second 1"f3!'·lsitory. 

C.2.5 OTHER WASTE-MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES 

This section prB.sents co~m~ents and responses e>~l UIOnitored retl'ievable 
storage, which the DOE plans to propose to Congress ~s an integral part of the 
we.ste-coanagement system, the storage of spent fuel at the site of the 
reactors, and the reprocessing of spent fuel for u.e recovery of uranium and 
plutonium, 

c.2.5.1 Monitored tetri~ble storaJl2 

A number of comments were concerned with retrievable storage, the DOE 1 s 
plans for o facility for monitored retrievable storage (MRS), and the lack of 
information in the draft EAs about the role of an MRS facility in the overall 
waste-coanagement syste~. Several commenters recommended that the DOE consider 
monitored retrievable storage as an alternative to permanent disposal. Some 
commenters requested information on the possible locations of the MRS facility, 

The DOE should consider the retrievable storage of spent fuel in a 
facility where it can be monitored. 

Response 

The DOE has indeed considered of the need for, and the feasibility of, 
monitored retrievable storage, and was required to do so by the Act. The DOE 
conaidereQ alternative roles and schedules for MRS facilities and has assessed 
their value to the waste-management system. Specifically, the DOE evaluated a 
backup MRS facility to be constructed only if there is a significant delay in 
the repository program and an integral MRS facility that would receive and 
prepare spent fuel for disposal. Both options have been compared with the 
currently authorized system, which does not include an MRS facility. Early in 
1986 1 the DOE expects to propose to Congress the construction of an MRS 
facility aa an integral part of the total waste-management system. 
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Some partieo said that the draft EAs lacked information about the role of 
an MRS facility ~,~~ the waste-management system and sup:gested that the DOE 
discuss the possil~le locations for the MRS facility. 

Response 

The principal functions of an f>iRS facility would be to recei.ve and 
prepare the waste for disposal, thus eliminating thr -·t'I.Ste-preparat.ion 
fw1ctions from a rt>pository, to serve as a hub for l.r··;:nsportation operations, 
and to provide tempJrary storage. 

After issuing the draft EAs, the DOE concluded that monitored retrievable 
storage should play an integral role in the waste-maoa~ement system. Section 
3.2 of Part I of Volume I of the Mission Plan (DOE, l985a) describes this 
integral MRS concept and plans for its development. 

On April 26, 1985, the DOE selected three candi6.ate sites in Te·nnessee 
for an MRS facility (DOE, l985g). The preferred site is the site of the 
canceled Clinch River breeder reactor; alternative sites are a site on the 
DOE's Oak Ridge Reservation and the site of the canceled Hartsville nuclear 
power plant. 

The introduction to Chapter 5 of each EA has been augmented to discuss 
the role of the MRS facility, and the transportation analyses havA been 
expanded to treat the effects of using an MRS facility. 

C.2.5.2 Onsite storage 

Some commenters asked about the potential for long-term or permanent 
storage at the power plants that generate the wastes as an alternative to 
transporting wastes over long distances. Other commentera suggested that the 
DOE should continue storage in existing spent-fuel pools. 

Commenters said that the DOE should consider developing repositories near 
the reactors generating the ~~ste instead of in one or more central 
repositories. 

Respons.e 

Nearness to the reactors generating the waste is not an acceptable 
criterion for siting repositories. The principal criteria are those embodied 
in the siting guidelines: waste containment and isolation from the accessible 
environment after closure; preclosure radiological safety; suitable 
environmental, socioeconomic, and transportation conditions; and ease and cost 
of construction, operation, and closure. Even if sites meeting the siting 
guidelines could be found near the reactors. it would be imprudent and 
impractical to develop many repositori.es. In addition to requiring. very large 
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expenditures, a multiple-repository program would require acceptance of many 
States and inatvidual licenses for multiple facil.ities, l0\1g-term safety of 
each repoaitot 1--a task that is formidable even fiJc one repository. Tvo 
centralized r·t);)ositoriea, as currently planned, 1r~O'Jld be able to acco1m10d.ate 
all the waste .and would solve the national probler1 of radioactive-waate 
disposal at rtl'!.SOnable cost, 

The DOE ohould consider continuing storage · <1. nxistina: spent-fuel storage 
pool5 at reactor sites. 

Res pons~ 

In accordance with the Act, the DOE encouragen the efficient use and 
expans:l.on of at·•reactor storage. At-reactor storag-e and the expansion of the 
on site capacity for that storage are the prime responsibility of the plant 
operators and owners, and not of the Federal Government. The Federa! role is 
to encourage an.ct expedite, where necessary, the exptmslon of that storage 
capacity until the spent fuel is shipped for emplacement in a repository for 
permanent disposal. However, the Act specifies geologic repositories as the 
means for permanant disposal.and requires the DOE to site two repositories. 
Onsite storage is to be provided for a limited amount of fuel (1,900 metric 
tons of uranium) if any utility requests it and the Nuclear Regulatory 
commission determine& that the utility is eligible. The DOE's program for 
such Federal interim storage is discussed in the Mission Plan (DUE l985a, Vol. 
I, Part I, Chapter 3). 

The storage of spent fuol in storage pools at reactor sites is safe for 
the purpose for which the pools were designed. Spent-fuel pools are meant to 
provide temporary storage, not an alternative to permanent disposal. 

C.2.5.3 Reprocessing 

Some commenters asked about the f@asibility of reprocessing spent fuel, 
the use of stabilizing matrices for high-level vast~, and the possibility of 
retrieving wastes from a repository for reprocessing. Other cammenters wanted 
to know whether the vas·tea from the repository could be applied to any useful 
purpose. 

Commenters questioned whether there are ways to recycle the components of 
the spent fuel or waste to be placed in the repository or in oome vay reverse 
the process of creat~.ng radioactive materials. 

There is no practical vay known today of reversing the process that 
creates radioactive materials. The spent fuel could be reprocessed to remove 
the plutonium and uranium for use in other reactors. However, that does not 
substantially reduce the volume, heat seneration, or radioactivity of the 
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material requ:l.:rlng disposal. Currently there are no plans for reprocessing 
spent fuel. 1'h DOE is planning to accept spent f· .. el for disposal with no 
intent to retr:: .. ~ve it for reprocessing unless requ.tred to do so for the 
purposes of re(~!JVering economically valuable as re pi red by the Act. 

Both President Ford and President Carter impOH~d a ban on reprocessing 
coi!IDercial sper·:. fuel in the United States in resp M>e to concerns that the 
recovered fisslle could be diverted to foreign naL )ns or terrorists and used 
in maKing nuclear bombs. President Reagan lifted tte ban on commercial 
reprocessing on October 8, 1981, but it is curren1 tr.s. policy that the 
r.eprocessing of spent fuel from nuclear power plan~. must be a private-sector 
enterprise. Becs,we of the lack of economic incent1 .• ,..es, industry concern 
about licenei.ng uncertaintiea, and the potential fox: changes in government 
policy, thero is little industry interest in reprocd~aing. 

Commenters feared that the spent fuel and high~ level waste in the 
repository will be dug up for reprocessing and be reused. 

Response 

As already mentioned. the DOE plans to accept spent fuel for disposal 
with no intent to retrieve it for reprocessing unless required to do so for 
the purposes of recovering the economically valuable resources, as required by 
the Act. However, the Act requires the repository to be designed and 
constructed to permit the retrieval of any spent fuel emplaced in the 
repository during an appropriate pedod of operation of the facility. The 
reasons for such retrieval, may pertain to public health and safety, the 
environment, or the recovery of the economically valuable contents of the 
spent fuel. In addition, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission requires that the 
waste emplaced in the repodtory be retrievable for 50 years after the start 
of waste emplacement, and the satisfactory completion of a 
performance-confirmation program. The DOE will comply with these requirements. 

Some comments recommended that glaaa or ceramic matrices be used to 
immobilize high-level waste. 

Response 

All of the high-level waste to be accepted by the repoaitory--the defense 
high-level waste and the commercial high-level waste from the West Valley 
Demonstration Project--will be in the form of borosilicate glass. 

Some coumenters expressed concern that tbe materials in the repository 
vill be used to make bombs. 
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The nucle~:~.- materials for weapons are obtained from defense reactors 
specifically d<~dgned to produce such materials. The spent t'uel from power 
reactors is mueh less useful in the manufacture of 1~odern nuclear weapons, and 
the DOE ha.s nc~ intention of using it for this punC"ee. 

C.2.6 TYPES OF WASTE TO BE RECEIVED AT A REPOSI' Jl:~o 

A num~er of commenters asked about the nature >f the ~astea to be 
received at the repository. Other comments concerned the effects of slower or 
faster rates of waste generation and the minimum r·'·f-e of the spent fuel to be 
emplaced in the repository, 

Commenters wanted to know what kinds of waste are to be emplace~ in the 
repository. 

Response 

The Nuclear Waite Policy Act, which authorizes the const::uc.tion of the 
repository and prescribes procedures for its siting and financing, specifies 
that the repository is to ancept high-level waste and spent fuel. Thus, the 
wastes that will be accepted by the repository will consist of spent fuel from 
commercial nuclear power plants, solidified high-level waste from the 
reprocessing of nuclear fuel from defense reactors, and a small amount of 
commercial high-level waste from a demonstration facility at West Valley, New 
York. Also emplaced in the repository will be the low-level waste that is 
generated at the repository during operations. If spent fuel is consolidated 
before emplacement in a repository, the repository may also accept some or all 
of the fuel-assembly hardware that w:Ul be left by the consolidation process. 
No other low-level waste, such as the waste from research centers, hospitals, 
and general industry, will be accepted. Although the Act does not forbid it, 
the DOE does not at present plan to accept foreign wastes for disposal in the 
repository. The acceptance of foreign wastes requires a report to Congress. 

The volume of the waste will be such that two repositories are expected 
to meet the requirements for disposal well into the twenty-first century. 

Commenters wanted to know how changes in the rates of waste generation 
would affect the operation of the repository. 

Response 

The duration of operations at the repository will be determined to a 
large extent by the rate of waste. The currently projected operational period 
of 28 years for the first repository will not be affected by changes in the 
rate of waste generation because much of the waste that will go into the first 
repository will exist by the time the repository starts accepting waste. The 
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length of opera.tJ.ons at the second repository will be determhled to a larger 
extent by its pl .1nned capacity and the rate of waste generat·~.on in the 
twenty-first c6tl·.:ury. The rate of receipt of wastt:!l at the repository will 
have on impact o:.t employment during the operations phase of the repository, 
but the impact 11Ul be relatively minor. 

Issue 

The tA :&nalyses are based on 10-year-old spen~ fuel, but the DOE is 
committed to accept spent fuel as early as S yearf ~.fter it leaves the reectol:'. 

Response 

The DOE's contracts with the utilitiaa obligat.~ it to acoept spent fuel 
that is 5 years old or older. The current DOE specification of generic 
requirements for repositories shows 5-year-old fuel as the baseline for 
design. The analyses reported in the EAs are based on an earlier assumption 
that only fuel that is 10 years old or older would be emplaced in the 
repository. The DOE hae not yet performed an anal~.ds for 5-year-old fueL 
The final EAs have been revised to add a discussion that explains the DOE's 
plans to perform analyses for 5-year-old fuel in the repository. and the 
possible impact of an MRS facility on the age of the spent ~~~1 emplaced in 
the repository. 

C.2.6.1 Defense waste 

A number of co.amenters addresaed the statWI.end, potential impac.ta.of 
plans to accept defense high-level wa~te in the repositories. 

Some persons wanted to know how the decision made to include defense 
high-level waste in the repository was made. 

Response 

In compliance with the Act, the Secretary of Energy reported to the 
President, in January 1985, the results of a study sho1dne; that there are no 
clear health and safety, transportation, public acceptance, regulatory, or 
national-security advBntages or disadvantages associated with a separate 
repository for defense high-level waste and that there are clear cost 
advantages to emplacing defense and commercial wastes in the same repository. 
The President agreed with the Secretary's findings that a separate repository 
is not necessary for defense high-level waste. Therefore, in occordance with 
the Actt the Secretary of Energy is proceeding to arrange for the use of 
repositories developed under the Act for the disposal of defense waste. "rhe 
evaluation report waa released for general distribution in June 1985 (DOE, 
1985h). 
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Many comrtt!ntera felt that the subject of def;mse waste was not adequately 
covered in th~ Jraft EAa. 

Response 

The drafl: EAs did not contain much informati· , about defense-waste 
disposal in the repositories, becaose the report u.l the subj&ct (DOE, 1985h) 
was unt to the President in January 1985 (aftel' t.tl!l publication of the draft 
EAs), and tho Presidential decision to include d1.f··•nse waste in the repository 
was made after t:i.at date. 

It is important to note that defenae high-lev~! waste presents a lower 
radiological hazard per unit volume than does cotm:.brcial high-levol W"aste or 
spent fuel and a much lower heat-generation rate. The radiological risk 
analyses in the draft EAs, which are based on the assumption t~~t only 
civilian waste will be accepted, therefore overestimate the risk of a 
repository containing both commercial and defense high-level wastes. 

Some changes have baen made to the EAs to reflect the decision to emplace 
defeVJse waste. These include the addition of an entry in the tables on the 
incremental impacts of alternative ~epository designs. This new entry deals 
with the addition of defense waste, For consistency, these tables all appear 
at the beginning of Chapter 5 in the final EAs. 

Several parties wanted to know who would pay for the costa of 
defense-waste disposal. 

Response 

The Act requires that, if defenae waste is emplaced in any of the 
repositories developed wlder the Act, then a proper share of the costs of 
developing, constructing, and operating the repository is to be paid by the 
Federal Government into the Nuclear Waste Fund, which is used to finance the 
activities required by the Act. 

Some persons asked· whether the same safety standarda will be applied to 
both defense and commercial high-level wastes. 

Res ponS! 

The January 1985 report to the President on the use of commercial 
repositories for the disposal of defense high-level waste (DOE, 1985h) stated 
that all defense waste to be disposed of. will be in a form that satisfies the 
regulations governing the repository--namely, 10 CFR Part 60 (NRC, 1983), 
10 CFR Part 960 (DOE, l984c), and 40 CFR Part 191 (EPA, 1985). 
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Many commenter\J askod about the nature of defens"l high-le~~l waste and 
the effect of its ,-.mplacement in the repository. 

Response 

Defense higb··level waste results from the repro{ ·sdng of spent fuel. It 
differs signif:\.cantly from commercial high-level wasi. and spent fuel because 
it has much low1~r concentrations of radioactive fis ·i n products and hence a 
much lower rate of heat generation. The 20,000 pac: 'i,r,t~s of defense high-level 
waste expecten to be produced by the year 2020 are ~o·~idered equivalent to 
10,000 metric tons of uranium (MTU) of spent fuel. Ar the end of 1982., 
approxi~tW.<.ely 15 percent of the total radioactivity i!l spent fuel and 
high-level waste in the United States was from defen.1P. acti.vities; most of the 
remaining 85 percent was from commercial spent fuel, By the year 2.000, the 
amount of radioactivity in tho defense waste is expected to drop to 3 percent 
of that of all w~stes to be accepted by the repository. 

In his report to the President (DOE, 1985h) on che potential u~es of the 
repositories for defense high-level waste, the Secr6tary of Enorgy explained 
the DOE's interpretation of the capacity limit (70,000 MTU) imposed by the 
first repository until a second repository is in operationJ the DOE's 
interpretation is that the limit applies to total quantity of waste--that is, 
both commercial and defense waste. The analysis in the report assumed that 
the firs repository would accept the 10,000 M1~ equivalent of defense waste 
and 60,000 MTU of commercial waste and that the second repository would be in 
operation before the 70,000-MTU limit was reached. The report also said that, 
if all the defense-waste canisters expected t~ be produced by 2020 were 
emplaced in one repository with a capacity of 70,000 MTU, lt would occupy only 
about 10 percent of the volume of repository. This fact is attributed to the 
low heat-generation rate of defense waste, which allows closer apacing 
between canisters than that for spent fuel. Thus, the inclusion of 
defense-waste canisters produced by 2.020 will not necessitate any significant 
expansion of the repository, The Mission Plan (DOE, 1985a) includes a 
schedule for the acceptance of commercial and defense wastes in the fi~st two 
repositories. 

Corrmenters wanted to know about ·the origin of defense and comnercial : 
waste. 

Response 

Defense 
facilities. 
powe:r plants 

high-level waste results from reprocessing of spent fuel at .QOE 
Commercial high-level waste and spent fuel come from nuclear 
operated by electric utilities. 

Commenters alleged that the DOE withheld the defense-waste report 
(DOE, 1985h) to maka it appear that defense waste would be disposed of 
separately from commercial wastes. 
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Renponse 

The DOE wa,,. required by the Act to submit a r&port to the President on 
the feasibility of combining defense and commercial wast• in the repository. 
This report waa released before the deadline (Jan\U".i'Y 7, 1985), mandated by 
the Act. The DOE was not required to circulate thf.- t"eport for public coament 
before it was :l 1sued, but the report has been avttii ·.tble to the public on 
request since !.ta release was announced in the Fea ·::.~1 Register (DOE, 1985i). 

Sorue coiiii!entars were concerned that the reposi ory might become a 
military op .. ·ration because of the disposal of defense waste. 

Responu 

'fhe repository will not become a military oper·ation. The defense wastes 
are produced at facilities operated by the DepartmE•nt of Energy, not the 
Department of Defense. Furthermore, there are no plans at present to use 
additional security measures because of the disposal of defense waste. Normal 
security measures taken to protect spent fuel during receipt and emplacement 
will be sufficient for protecting defense high-level waste. These security 
measures will not interfere with tbe liberties of citizens in the surrounding 
areas and will probably not involve military personnel in any capacity. 

Some persona asked whether defense high-level vastes from Hanford vill·:be 
disposed of in the repository. 

Defense wastes from Hanford, the Idaho National EngineP.ring Laboratory, 
and the Savanna1 River Plant will be disposed of in the repoaitory. 
Appendix A in ti.! EAs has been changed to reflect that fact. 

C.2.6.2 Foreign waste 

Commenters asked whether foreign wastes will be emplaced in the 
repository. 

Response 

Although the Act does not specifically forbid the acceptance of· foreign 
wastes at the repository, the DOE has no plans to do so. 
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C.2.6.3 Other 1~~.!-ltel!!. 

Several pers,ms wanted to knoW" whether the r~po'~!tory will accept 
low-level radioanive W"l:lste from various source.11 or ., tstes, other than apent 
fuel, generated :f~om the decoQJQissionin.g of nuclear _;:.lier plants. 

Response 

The Act authorizes the DOE to site and constru t a repository for 
high-level radioactive waste and spent fuel. Waste1t 'rom the decommissioning 
of military or co~rcial nuclear reactors are not co1~Jidered high-level waste 
at present. a1.d therefore these W"astes will not be accepted in the 
repository. Instead, these wastes are considered lO'o(···Ievel w-astes. 

C .2. 7 THE DRAFT oENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENTS 

Many comments were concerned directly with the !As, The issues they 
raised included the format, content, organization, consiste~cy, and 
documentation of the draft EAs. In addition, many of the comments offered 
editorial suggestions; all of these were carefully considered in revisin8 the 
EAs. 

C.2.7.l General comments on the environmental asgessments and their function 

Some commenters asked why the EAs vere issued or why they preceded the 
DOE's Mission Plan and the EPA final standards. Others ob.jected to thdr size 
and complexity, alleged inaccuracies, or incompleteness. 

Some commenters questioned the place of the environmental impact 
statement (EIS) in the siting process, asking why environmental assessments 
were prepared rather than an EIS. 

Response 

The Act specifically requires an EA to accompany the nomination of a site 
as suitable for characterization (Section ll2(b)(i)(E)). An environmental 
impact statement is one of the documents that will accqmpeny the Secretary's 
recommendation to the President of one site for development as a repository. 

Commenters pointed out that the Act requires the DOE to prepare a mission 
plan that would provide a base of information for the site evaluation and 
selection process. They qUBstioned W"hether the draft EAs, and the preliminary 
site nomination and recommendations they contain, should have been prepared 
before the issuance of the 1aission plan. 
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B:esponse 

Section 3(1: of the Act requires the DOE to dev~~lop a mission plan that 
provides sufficient information for informed decis.·.~ms in carrying out the 
repository prot~·am. A draft mission plan was issut!d in April 1984 (DOE, 
1984a), 8 rnontt:l..1 before the draft EAs. The revise(', mission plan'was issued in 
June 1985 (DOE, 1985a) and was used in revising th final EAs. The process 
and schedule e.1.1tabliRhed by the Act, however, did 11.1t allow the draft EAs to 
be delayed t·,ntil the misaion plan was published. 

Severa~ commenters stated that the EAs do not natisfy the requirement of 
the Act to identify unresolved technical issues and the problems that impede 
the implementation of the Act. In addition, they fdt that the DOE's response 
to data gaps had been to say that issues would be smttled in the f.i.nal EAs. 

Response 

Although not required by the Act to do so, the EAs do identify the 
unresolved issues with regard to the siting guidelines; these issues are 
discussed in Chapter 6 of the £As. The DOE believes that the findings made 
for the guidelines are based on sufficient data and information; the findings 
made at this stage of the site-selection process are to be based on available 
information. Definitive data will be collected during site characterization. 

Some of the statutory requirements identified by the commenters pertain 
to the DOE's Mission Plan, not the EAs. Among them are requirements to 
identify unresolved issues aud problems that may impede the implementation of 
the Act (see Sections 30l(a)(2) and (3) of the Act). These requirements are 
addressed in Chapte.rs 2 and 3, respectively, of Part II in Volume I of the 
Mission Plan (DOE. 1985a). 

A commenter sugges~ed that the DOE issue another aet of draft EAs. The 
commenter exptessed concern that the EAs would be so extensively rewritten in 
response to public comments that the public should be allowed to review the 
revised EAa in draft before they are issued in final form. 

Response 

The DOE will not reissue the EAs in draft for comment for the following 
reasons. First, most of the changes in the final EAs were made in response to 
public comments and are explained in this comment-response appendix. Second, 
the final EA is a final agency action and is therefore subject to judicial 
revie\li, Third, the DOE bali.eves that it has been responsive to comments on 
the draft EAs and that an additional comment period would not result in 
further significant improvements. Finally, interested parties will have 
additional opportunities to comment on the site-selection process through 
hearings and comments on the site-characterization plans, the enviro~~ntal 
impact statement, ftrid d~her program documents. 

' . 
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A number of c(,JQ;nents implied that the DOE tr~atetl the EA procesa in ~ 
perfunctory manner Some cormnenters felt that the OOF. did not Prof;luce f:AS 
that met the inten•. of the Act; some even stated that the docWJ~ff!Rts 'fo'ere 
'fi'Orthless. 

Response 

The Act requires the following six major assesJI·tult& to be. included in 
the EAs: 

1. An evaluation by the Secretary as to whether the site is suitable for 
r-ite characterization under the guidelines. 

2. An evaluation by the Secretary as to whether tbe site is suitable for 
develop~nt as a repository under eacb such 'uideltne that does not 
require ~ite characterization as a prerequisite for the application 
of such gu~del~ne. 

3. An eval~tion by the Secretary of tbe e~fe~ts of $ite
ch~racterization activities at the site on public bealtb and &afety 
an4 the enviro~nt. 

4. A reasonable comparative evaluation by the Secretary of the site with 
the other potentially acceptable sites. 

5. A deacriptj.pn of the decision process by 'fo'hich the site wa~ 
recoaanended. 

6. An assessment of the regional and local impacts of locating the 
repository at the site. 

The EAs contain all of tbese evaluations or descripti~ns. 

The DOE went beyond the requirements of the Act in issuing draft EAs ~nd 
revising the documents in response to the comments, which required subs'tantive 
changes. The EAs provide a 'florkable data base for site nomination and 
recommendation for characterization. 

Commenters said that the draft EAs, and the preliminary site nominations 
and recommendations they contain, should not have been prepared before the 
issuance of the final NRC and EPA standards for geologic disposal. 

Response 

The Act requires the Environmental Protection Agency to establish 
standards for protecting the public from the radioactive material in geologic 
repositories. These standards are to be implemented a~d enforced by the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The EPA standards are Contained in 40 CFR 
Part 191. The NRC technical criteria for implementing the EPA standards are 
contained in 10 CFR Part 60. Both. sets of ngulations were issued in draft 
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form in 1982 and w1;re used in developing the siting LT,ilidelines. The final NRC 
criteria were rel~l·tsed in JuRe 1903~ before the draft: EAa; the final EPA 
standards were rel.~ased in September 1985, after the draft EAs. The schedule 
requirements of tt>~ Act did not allow the draft EAa t<: be delayed until 
September 1985 • bt~.t the final EPA a tandards were usee in revising the EAs. 

Many coltlllanters felt that the size and technic,·l ~omplexity of the EAs 
discourage revi~w by the public. 

Response 

The FJ\s are indeed long docwnents that contain n·:t·ny technical 
discussions. '!heir length is the result of an attempt; to present as much 
information as was deemed necessary for compliance wHh Appendix IV of the 
siting guidelines (DOE. 1984c). which specifies what kinds of information 
should be used to support findings about compliance ~ith the guidelines, and 
as much information as was needed for the evaluations required by the Act. 
For the same reasons, much of the material presented in the EAs, especially in 
Chapter 6, is of necessity technical because it presents evaluations of sites 
against the various conditions specified in the guidelines--conditions that 
are usually specified in technical terms. Every effort vas nonetheless made 
to make the technical presentations clear and comprehensible. 

Some parties criticized the organization of the EAs, saying that it was 
confudng to Hnd certain topics discussed in more than one chapter. 

The organization of the EAs was based on (1) the requirements of the Act, 
which specifies, in Section 111(b)(E), the evaluations, descriptions, and 
analyses that are to be included; (2) the requirements of the siting 
guidelines, which specify the order of certain evaluations (e.g., the 
identification of the preferred site in a geohydrologic setting); and (3) the 
general format and content ust~lly followed in preparing environmental 
assessments. 

Thus, Chapter 2 includes an evaluation of the site against the 
disqualifying conditions of the guidelines as required by the guidelines; for 
completeness, this evaluation is repeated in Chapter 6, which presents the 
Act-mandated evaluation against the guidelines. Chapter 7, which is also 
required by the Act, of necessity repeats some material contained in Chapter 
6, though in a greatly abbreviated form. The repetition is unavoidable 
because Chapter 7 is essentially a summary compilation and comparison of the 
data presented in Chapter 6 for every site. A few colli'Denters felt that the 
EAs should include more information in Chapter 5 about the financial effects 
of site characterization and repository development on local communities and 
the grant programs applicable to individual sites. 
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One commentt, ,: asserted that the analyses perfot·med by a former DOE 
contractor that l'L.ts fired for unsatisfactory pecformance were nonetheless used 
to substantiate L .• a draft EAs. 

Res pons~ 

The comm~nter is incorrect in asserting that tlu. work of a "fired" DOE 
contractor was used to substantinte the draft EAs. ·,he DOE contractor in 
question wae a gen,ual program-management contractc, ·.' t.hat prepared 
area-characterhat.~on studies. This contract expire~· and was opened for bids 
according to ?ederal procurement regulations. The co.ntractQr was not selected 
for further work, but was not dismissed for unsatisfnctory performance as the 
commente·.- alleges. The DOE considers the analysis performed by this 
contractor to be valid and useful. 

Scene contnenters suggested that technical review groups should be 
assembled to verify the data, procedures, assumptiona, and conclusions in the 
draft EAs. 

Res pons~ 

Technical review groups were used to review the EAs at several levels. 
Such groups were used by the DOE Project Offices that prepared the EAa, by the 
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management and ita contractors, and by 
the Office of Environmental Compliance of the DOE's Assistant Secretary for 
Environment, Safety and Health. 

Some commenters objected that, although a significant percentage of the 
residents in the area of Swisher and Deaf Smith Counties, Texas, are 
Spanish-speaking, the reports were released only in English. 

~esponse 

To translate documenta as long and complex as the E.As would require an 
expenditure of time and resources that could not be justified. However, the 
DOE is preparing a variety of public-information materials in Spanish in 
response to requests to provide information to the Spani&h-speaking residents 
of Texaa. The DOE expects that, by being prepared especially for the gene.fal 
Spanish-speaking public, these materials will prove to be a more practical 
means o£ access to inforl118tion about the program than the EAs. 

Some parties suggested that the DOE publish an abbreviated version of the 
EAs. 
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Response 

Like the f nal EAs, the d.raft EAs contained an executivB sutr'lftl\ry that 
briefly describ•"d the site, the process by which it: was selected, and its 
evaluation a.gal"st the guidelines. These executiv~- sunms.ries were also 
distributed sep,<:;:t·ately as overviews. Overviews au ,,'.so available for the 
final EAs. 

Co!IIllenters complained that the DOE issues ina~·r·~rate reports, expecting 
the States and th.·' general public to find the inaccu··acies without paying for 
these services. Others said that the EAs are propaganda for the program and 
do not present scientific findings. 

ResponsE: 

The DOE tried hard to ensure that the draft EAs were correct, .including 
several reviews by the DOE, its contractors, and pee~: review groups. However, 
in documents of the size and the scope of the EAs, some errors are bound to 
occur. 

The objective of issuing the draft EAs, which was not required by the 
Act, was to increase the participation of the public in the siting process and 
to apprise the public of the bases for decisions in the siting process. 
Though the DO~ is ple4sed to acknowledge the many helpful contributions made 
by the commenters, in no sense did the DOE view the publication of draft EAs 
as a means of obtaining free services from the general public. 

Some commenters expressed the view that the technical inaccuracies in the 
EAs caused the public to lose confidence in the entire process. 

Response 

The draft EAs represent the best available information. In accordance 
with the Act, they were prepared before site characterization and hence before 
many site-specific data were available. During site characterization and the 
concurrent environmental and socioeconomic studies, the DOE will collect the 
detailed information required to demonstrate compliance with the guidelines 
and with NRC and EPA regulations. Even with thorough and repeated critical 
reviews by different parties, some technical inaccuracies are unavoidable in 
documents as large and complex as the draft EAs, especially since some of the 
analyses were based on information from the literature rather than studies 
performed at the site. As already mentionedt every effort was made to correct 
the inaccuracies in the final EAs. 

Some commenters objected to the use of averages instead of worst-case 
scenarios in the EAs. 
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Res pons~ 

The use: of ave.·.:ages is appropriate, especially fuz· this stage in the 
site-selection prov'lss. For nomination and recommendation of sites for 
characterization, the siting guidalines (10 CFR Part SI:H)) require only that 
the evidence avaU.--.ble does not aupport findings that du~ sites are 
unsuitable, At aqr stage, worst-case analyses that Ill'.': l)Ot accompanied by 
information on the probabilities of those cases are i ·a'<Jpropriate, The EFA 
nas recognized the latter fact in its enviroruoental st.\ndards for the diaposal 
of spent fuel and ot.her wastes. In those standards~ s~ecific probabilities of 
compliance--repre&el'tative of leal!' than worst-case s•...t•Jarioe--an required. 

C.2.7.2 Supporting 1·eferences 

A number of comments were directed at the references that support the 
analyses and reaults pres~nted in the EAs. Among these were comments 
objecting that these referencea were not available t~ the public or th3t the 
quality of the references was poor. 

Sowe penon& .,tated that the public was not able to participate fully in 
the evaluation of the· ~~s becauae it was not provided with the data base that 
supports the deciaions. 

Response 

The reference documents for the draft EAs are available in the public 
reading rooms of DOE Headquarters and Project Offices (see Appendix B) and 
were mailed to each affected State and Indian Tribe for review. 

Comment2rs said that some of the references that supported the draft EAs 
were either completely unavailable or were not released until half-way through 
the 90-day comment period. This delayed release did not allow the States and 
interested parties adequate time for review. 

~esponse 

The DOE made every effort to make references available for public review 
by collecting them in DOE public reading rooms. Some of the references were 
in draft form at the time the draft EAs were published and were not available 
for public revi~w until later in the comment period. These were added to the 
colhction as they became available. All references cited in the final EAs 
are available for review at the locations listed in Appendix B. 

Some .coamenters _contended that the quality of the references was poor; 
some analyses relied. on personal conmunications for eupportt rather than 
published documents. 
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Res pons~ 

In the abu~nce of published data, it was occasionally ne~essary to rely 
on documents in preparation or on personal comrnunic~tions from the 
investigators p~t:forming the analyses for the EA. lersonal communications, 
DOE memoranda, lH1d DOE correpondence were also used tc· docwnent ihe 
site-selection :.recess, and col!'lnunications obtaine11 in interviews with 
representatives of local governments were used as e~~rces of information about 
local conditions (e.g., availability of community tecvices) for which no 
published data are available. These informal refe,·e,lces could have been cited 
parenthetically in the text or presented in footnol:.e. • The DOE decided, 
however, to treat them as formal references and to ln.t,:.Ca them available to the 
public toget.•.er with the formal references to published documents. The 
locations where these references are available for n.view are given in 
Appendix. B. 

Comroenters requasted that a list of references for Chapter 7 be included 
in the EAs. 

Response 

Since Chapter 7 is based on the information given in Chapter 6 and does 
not rely on additional s~urces of data, no references are included. Otherwise 
it would have been necessary to combine five long lists of references (those 
presented in Chapter 6 of the EAs for the nominated sites). The reader 
interested in the supporting data for the findings on which Chapter 7 is based 
should refer to the section of Chapter 6 that covers the particular guideline 
of interest. 

A commenter requested that the final EAs list the locations where copies 
of the references cited in the EAs can be examined. 

ReBponse 

At the public briefings held in each affected state, the DOE distributed 
booklets listing the locations where copies of draft-EA references were 
available. In response to the above request, a list of all locations where 
copies of references can be examined is given in Appendix B of the final EAs. 

Some commenters pointed out that additional reference material was 
submitted for DOE revie~ and requested that apecific reports and lists be used 
in the final EAs. 

Response 

The DOE recognizes and appreciates the efforts expended in sending 
materials for review. The documents were directed to the appropriate EA 
authors to be considered in revising the EAs. 
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During the Ocah hearings, several persons read pll.gea from the log book 
for visitors to t' e Canyonlands National Park. The '.~o~m~enta of the tourists 
were entered int~ t.he official EA comment8 and were ctnsidered in reanalyzing 
for the final EA the potential effects of a repositor~ on tourism. 

Reference1l u·at were not within the scope of th£: Livilian Radl.oactive 
Waste Management ',rogram were forli'arded to the appro} iate persona in other 
DOE programs~ 

C.2.7.3 Content of the environMental assess~ 

Among the comments lias the objection that the draft EAs did not list the 
rankings of all nine sites studied. 

Response 

As discussed in Chapter l of the environmental assessments, the siting 
guidelines specify the following steps for ranking the potentially acceptable 
sites: 

1. Evaluate the potentially acceptable sites in terms of the 
disqualifying conditions specified in the guidelines. 

2. Group all potentially acceptable sites according to their 
geohydrologic settings. 

3. For those geohydrologic settings that contain more than one 
potentially acceptable site, select the preferred site on the basis 
of a comparative evaluation of all potentially acceptable sites in 
that setting. 

4. Evaluate each preferred site ~ithin a geohydrologic setting and 
decide whether such site is suitable for the development of a 
repository under the qualifying condition of each applicable 
guideline. 

5. Evaluate each prefe~red site within a geohydrologic setting and 
decide whether such site is suitable for site characterization under 
the qualifying condition of each applicable guideline. 

6. Perform a reasonable comparative evaluation under each guideline of 
the sites proposed for nomination. 

Because one site is selected in each geohydrologic setting that contains 
more than one site, it is not consistent ~ith the siting guidelines to rank 
all nine potentially acceptable sites. 
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Some persQ::a felt thot the EAJ did not adequatoly consider the nligious 
attitudes of In._:ians about land. 

Response 

The DO~ recognizes the need to identify and r. 9pect Indi1:1.n values and is 
in the process of developing a prograrrrnatic memot u Jum of agreement with the 
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation. The &. ·uament will ensure the 
consideration of Indian religiuus freedom under tt( American Indian Religious 
Freedom Act. In revising the EAs, Indian cultural '.'dues have been 
considered. The EA for the Hanford site notes that the Yakima Indian Nation 
has ext~nsive historical and spiritual tias to the land on which the site is 
locatad. 

Several cormnenters said that the draft EAs diCI not consider the impl;lcts_ 
of site charnct~rization on Indian Tribes, ceded lands, and t~eaty rights to 
off-reservation fishing. 

Response 

As explained in Chapter 4 of the U. for the Hanfor~. sit~ .• the .QOE 
believes that Indian,J',:ibeB! "'ill not be signific:;ant;ly atf~_pted .by .tJ!Gct 
characterization. 

Commenters stated that discussion of the Jiting procees for tho first 
repository was deficient in the draft EA. Because siting decisio.ns 'fere made 
before the Act wos passed and before the publication of the guidelines, the 
DOE should discuss tqe basis for these decisions in the draft EA. 

Response 

The siting decisions made before the publication of the guidelines ~ere 
based on criteria similar to the guidelines. The bases for theJe decisions 
are discussed in detail in the documents cited in Chapter 1 of the EAs, A 
more detailed discussion of the process in Chapter 1 is therefore unnecessary. 

Specific auggeJtions ,for improving the EAa included tbe addj,tion of a 
glossary and a key-word index. 

Response 

A glossary wlls included in the d~aft EA11 1 as it. is in_ the final· £As. 
However, because of the limited time available to prepare and revise these 
documents, it 'f&S not possible to add a key-word index. 
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A number of 1:.?rnrnenters sugsested specific revisic:.ns to .Chapter 1 of the 
draft EAs. Some ~t those suggestions were editorial; 3om' we{e specific 
suggestions applic::~.b1e to only one site. The suggestt.d general changes can be 
SUJM18rized as fell ?WS: 

l. Chapter J. should describe how the DOE would . ub!ltit~,~ote sites for 
those e·Uminated by characterization, 

2. Chapter 1 uhould point OL'.t; that the Act req·ui. ·es the DOE to issua the 
~ite-ehara~terization plans for review by the 3tates and the public 
as we~l as the NRC. 

3. Cnapter 1 should be revised to indicate tha~ site characterization 
begins only after th~ completion and review of site-characterization 
plans and public hearings. 

4. Chapter l should mention the right of an affected Indian Tribe to 
issue a notice of disapproval. 

Response 

In response to the f.irQt three conment4. Chapter 1 waa re:vised as 
appropriate. 

In regard to comment 4, the Act allows an affected Indian Tribe to issue 
a notice of disapproval if a proposed site is located on its reservation 
{Section ll8{a)), However, none of the potentially acceptable sites is 
located on any Indian reservation, and althoush the DOE welcomes their 
participation in the repository progre.m as affected Indian Iribelil 1 the Indian 
Tribes do not have the Statutory authority to issue a notice of disapproval. 

One commenter said that, the EAs should include a detailed e~planation of 
how the entire process ilil funded. 

Response 

The DOE's program for the management of civilian radioactive waste is 
funded from the Nuclear Waste Fund, which was established by Congress and 
consists of monies paid into the fund by the utilities that generate the 
radioactive waste. A more dete.iled explanation of the funding is. given in the 
Mission Plan (DOE, 1985a). 

One cmmnenter felt, tllal; tbe EAs should inclu4e mor·e information in 
Chapter 5 about tbe finaQeial effects of site ch•racterizbtion and repository 
development on local communities and the grant prQgram8 appljoallle to 
individual sites. 
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The socio~~onomic impact~ expected during site characterization are 
discussed in Sr!·c:tion 4.2 of the EAs, which also ex;,lainll what financial 
assistance wouJd be available to the affected COIM'L•.n1ty. 

The impac: .. s eKpected during repository devel< ·IJ'.ent are eKamined in 
Section 5.4.5 of the EAs; this section includes a •• iscussion of the financial 
assistance that will be available. Information c., financial assistance can 
also be found in the DOE's Mission Plan (DOE, 19~.·;f,r Vol. I, Part I, Chapter 
4). (See also Stctions C,2.1.2 and C.2.1.5.1 for· 1. m~ments and responses on 
the mitigation of fiscal and socioeconomic impacts., 

Some commenters said that more-detailed schedules are needed in the final 
EA. 

Response 

The EAs do not contain detailed schedules because the latter are given in 
the Mission Plan (DOE, 1985a) and the draft Project Decision Schedule (DOE, 
1985b), The schedules of activities for site characterization will be 
pr6sented in greater detail in the site-characterization plans. Plans and 
schedules for the environmental, socioeconomic, and transportation studies to 
be conducted concurrently with site characterization are also being prepared. 

A coamenter felt that the discuuion of qualifying conditions in the EAs 
is given more prominence than the discussion of the disqualifying cOnditions. 

Response 

Disqualifying conditions describe conditions that are considered so 
adverse as to constitute sufficient evidence to conclude without further 
consideration that a site is disqualified; they were formulated to provide 
early evidence of the suitability of a site and hence require fewer data and 
less-complex analyses than do the qualifying conditions. They are discussed 
in both Chapter 2 and Chapter 6 of the EAs. 

Some commentera asked that mora information be included in the EAs about 
the program for public education and participation. 

The program for public information and participation is explained in 
detail in the DOE'i! Mission Plan (DOE, 1985a, Vol. I, Part I. Chapter 4). 
(See also Section c.2.1 for co~nts and responses on this topic.) 
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Cou111enters >:aquested that the discussion of the guideline_IJ in .the EAs be 
clarified .• 

Response 

The format, structure, purpose, and applicatiot. d the guidelines in the 
EAs are discu:~aed in Section 6.1. Additional info;·m1 ::ion can be obtained from 
the "Supplementary lnforii'IQtion" on the guidelines t ·lt-n.'&elves (DOE, 1984c) or 
from the DOE's res·,onses to comments on the proposed '~uidelines (DOE, 1983). 

Comr,tenters suggested that an appendix listing all EA authors and their 
qualifications should be added to the EAs. 

Response 

A liat of contd.butors is not included in the E.As because a fair and 
comprehenaive list would consist of hundreds of names. To prepare such a list 
of persons who contributed to the EAs would be a task requiring a great deal 
of time. The commenter can be assured, however, that the contributors to the 
EAs are qualified and experienced profeRSionals 1 and many of them have earned 
d:latinction in their scientific discipline. 

C.2.7.4 Inconsistencies in the environmental fS&eaamenta 

Inconsistencies in the EAs were the subject of many comments, which noted 
inconsistencies in the assumptions about the age of the spent fu~l, the waste 
package, the exploratory shafts and the shafts for the repository, the 
descriptions of surface facilities, assumptions used in radiological 
assessments, the models and assumptions used in analyses of socioeconomic 
impacts, analyses of worker health and safety, and beveral other topics. 

A number of commenters pointed out inconsistencies between the executive 
summaries and the corresponding chapters in the draft EAs. 

Response 

There were indeed some inconsistencies, resulting mainly from a failur~ 
to update the executive summaries after the last revision (one of several) of 
the draft EAs. In revising the final EAs, the execqtive summaries were 
corrected to reflect the corresponding chepters. 

Some commenters pointed oqt that the draft EA~ were inconsistent in their 
presentation of air-quality impacts. For examplet the EA for the Deaf Smith 
site considers vehicle emissions and fugitive dqst in eval~ting the impacts 
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of repository ow>ration, whereas the EA for Davis Canyon doef; not do so. The 
draft F.:As were a-so aaid to be inconsistent in their. treatmerJt of regulations 
for the Preventi.·n of Significant Deterioration (PSU), 

Response 

The air-qWt .. ity evaluations for each site huvc ·:.ll:'en revised as a result 
of eonvnents from the States 1 the public, and other Hieral agencies; the 
results are rre/ilented in a format that is as consi<~t'·nt as possible. Some 
d.tfferences t·emain, however, because the evaluatio· 19 •!lust ulile available data, 
which can vary among the different sites, and becatvg' the air-quality 
regulations are 1.m,.Jlemented by different agenciea fo4 each site. The revised 
impact analy(..es have reconsidered air-quality models" inputs (e.g., vehicle 
emissions, fugitive dust), operating asswnptions 1 ar·d PSD ltpplicability 
accordin!j: to guidance from the appropriate regulatot·y agencies. 

Many comruenters said that the EAs net'ld to provide a fuller and more 
realistic didcusaion of socioeconomic impacts and to expand the discussion of 
mitigation measures. They also need to addr~ss the· po·sftive socioeconomic 
impacts of a repoaitory. 

Response 

Chapter 5 of the EAs addresses general provisions for financial and 
technical ass !stance to mitigate adverse socioeconomic i.mpac ts. tl i te-spec if ic 
mitigation measures will be developed after the DOE has performed a detailed 
impact analysis and the affected State or Indian Tr.ibe has submitted an impact 
report for the site recommended for repository development. (See also 
Sections C.2.1.2.4 and C.2.1.5 for comments and responses on this topic.) 

The EAs also address some of the positive socioeconomic impacts of a 
repository, such as the potential for new local jobs, total project and local 
purchases, and likely sources of additional tax revenues. The final EA for 
the Hanford site also d-iscusses the potential for greater use oi the ·area's 
available humt'.n and physical resources. 

Some commenters criticized the EAs for using different approaches and 
bases for the socioeconomics analyses--in particular, different labor-force 
estimates, different multipliers for the indirect employment expected to 
r·esult from the reposi.tory, and different assumptions about the in-migration 
of repository workers. One comment objected that no adequate explanation was 
given in the EAs for the differences in the employment and in-migration 
estimates and stated that the population increase estimated in the EA for the 
Yucca Mountain site appears to be due to an "overly conservative analysis." 

Response 

It is true that the EA analyses for the different host rocks used 
different labor-force estimates, employment multipliers, and assumptions about 
in-migration, However, some of the differences to which the commenters object 
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are unavoidable bP~ause of differences in the design of the repository, the 
availability of tl;• ta., and local conditions, ""hich vary significantly among 
sites. Furthermo1~, the socioeconomic analyses were rerformed by aev$ral 
different groups cf analysts, who used assumptions a.r.rl multipliers they deemed 
most suitable for the socioeconomic conditions of the P.ite and the available 
data. 

The popul&t1on increase estimated for the YuccA f1<1untain site did indeed 
differ greatly from that for the other sites, but a •de·nificant part of this 
difference was B.ttributable to the larger work force rt~quired for a repository 
at Yucca Mountain. The work force estimated in the dr .. ft EA for Yucca 
Mountain was a~ much as three times the work force estimated for the other 
sites. In the final EA for Yucca Mountain, the work-force estimate is lower, 
and so is the population increase projected for south.~rn Nevada. The 
employment multiplier, while higher than that for the Qther sites, is the most 
reasonable multiplier for southern Nevada and is based on published analyses 
of historical data on employment in southern Nevad~. The assumption that all 
of the repository workers would in-migrate was recognhed and identified as 
being conservative in Chapter 5 of the draft EA for Yucca Mountain. It was 
chosen because detailed :!.nformation about labor skills was not available and 
because it allowed the DOE to estimate the worst-case impacts on cofiillunity 
services, 

For the Hanford site, the socioeconomic analysis presented two 
scenarios. A maximum population estimate was based en an assumption of 100 
percent in-migration, and a more likely estimate assumed that 75 percent of 
the miners and 25 percent of all other workers would in-migrate. The 
employment multiplier used was only slightly lower than tha~ for Yucca 
Moun·t.ain. Again, the 100 percent maximum estimate was used to preSent a 
conservative analysis that would demonstrate that even worst.-case impacts 
would be insignificant in this area, which has an excess of housing and public 
services. 

For the salt sites, the lack of local socioeconomic data for a project as 
large as a repository led to an approach based on data for the study area and 
the use of multipliers from the literature (energy developments in the western 
States and projects of the Tennessee Valley Authority). This approach 
produced a high and a low range of estimates for in-migration and the 
associated impacts. The case of high in-migration was selected as a 
realistic, though conservative, case and was used for the impact analysis. 
Unlike the Hanford and Yucca Mountain sites, an assumption of 100 percent 
in-migration for the salt sites would have been inappropriate considering the 
socioeconomic conditions of the study area. It would have produced 
unrealistic overestimates of population increases in the smaller communities 
near the sites. 

One commenter noted that the draft 
treatment of worker health and safety. 
inconsistencies were pointed out: 

EAs are inconsistent in their 
In particular, the following 

, .. , 
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1. The EAif for Yucca Mountain and Hanford preBent eatJ.rnates of expected 
"''orker injuries and 'fatalities during sit<'! characterization, while 
the EAr. for Davis Canyon, Deaf Smith, and Richton p~:·esent estimates 
of on:t~· injury and fatal! ty rates. 

2. The Yu( ca Mountain analysis uses 1982 stat ~!.:ics provided by the 
Nation,;l Safety Council. The Hanford ana :Bis is based on a 1980 DOE 
report, while the Davis Canyon, Deaf Smit~., and Richton analyses used 
1976-1979 statistics from the Mine Safet) •.• nd Health Administration 
(MSHA). 

3. The EA for the Hanford site discusses occupbtional safety and health 
in ;Jhapter 5, including specific numbers of expected injuries and 
fatalities during mining and construction. The EAs for Davis Canyon, 
Deaf Smith, and Richton give only rates. 1'he EA for Yucca Mountain 
has no such analyses in Chapter 5. 

4, The EAtr for Hanford and Yucca Mountain dis1•uss occupational safety in 
Section 6,3,3.2. The other three EAs do not. 

5. The EAs for !Ianford, Davis Canyon, Deaf Smith, and Richton diseuse 
the applicability of various Federal and State occupational safety 
and health regulations. The EA for Yucca Mountain does not. 

Response 

The draft EAs for Hanford, Yucca Mountain, and the salt sites used 
different sources for their safety analyses, Hanford cites DOE Order 5480.1A, 
Yucca Mountain cites the National Safety Council (NSC), while the salt-site 
analyses ere based on injury experience reports from the MSHA. Nonetheless, 
the estimates of fatalities, accident rates, etc., are not inconsistent. 
There is a direct correlation between the various sources. 

From 1930 through 1977, MSHA statistical measure& for inj1nies in mining 
used a basis that was somewhat different from that for the other industries. 
However, beginning with calendar yeer 1978, the MSBA adopted measures for 
injury experi~nce that compare closely with the measures used in the Office of 
Occupational Safety and Health Statistics, the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and 
the U.S. Department of Labor. Therefore, beginning with 1978 data, the mining 
industry can be compared on a standard basis "''ith other U.S. industries. 

The MSHA requires all mine owners to report all accidents to the district 
office otl. a prescribed form. Because of the modification in reporting and 
processing procedures that became effective January 1, 1978, injury rates as 
currently computed are not precisely comparable to those of the previous 
years. Fatality rates, however, in which the "incidence rate" (the term used 
after 1977) is one-fifth of the "frequency rate" (the term used before 1978) 
for otherwise similar grouping, remain comparable. 

The statistical data in the MSHA reports cover the "''ork experience of all 
personnel engaged in exploration, development, production, maintenance, 
repair, and construction work, including supervisory and technical personnelt 
and onsite office workers. These activities cover the entire spectrum of the 
exploratory-shaft activities and, as such, are a better tool for statistical 
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projections of p:_·obable exploratory-shaft injuries. As compAred with the 
reported accidenLs in the MSHA report, the National So.fety Council uses 
sampling technio. \ElS for projections of probable injtn•y experience. 

The NSC sta~istics show that in 1982 there wer:: 600 fatalities for 1.1 
million workers {n the mineral-extraction J.ndustry ( '.,l:luding quarries). This 
figure reducet; t"I 0.05 per 200,000 man-hours and co, ''&res with 0.06, 0.04, and 
0.3 in MSHA's rtl)Orts for the years 1976, 1977, and 9i'8, respectively. 
Similarly, tho NSC statistics show 3.1 nonfatal in.'u ie.e with days lost, which 
compares with 3.87, 3. 78, and 5.48 such injuries n. Jct·ted by the MSllA for the 
3 years. The NSC J;lrojected 4.7 total .injuries per:~! "1,000 man-hours for 1982, 
which compares wit.\ 5. 96, 5. 73, and 8. 81 total in jut'! .. s for the 19 76-1978 
period. 

The final EA for Yucca Mountain includes a discu;.~sion in Chapter 5 of 
occupational health and safety. 

Some commenters stated that the analyses for all sites should be based on 
the assumption of 10-year-old spent fuel because this assumption is likely to 
be conservative and will provide a common basis for comparison. 

~esponse 

All analyses in Sections 6.4.1 and 6,4.2 of the final EAe are based on 
the emplacement of spent fuel that is 10 years old. 

One commentor recommended that the assessments of preclosure radiological 
safety under normal conditions should be based on similar assumptions about 
failed fuel rods. 

Response 

The analyses presented in the final EAs are based on the conservative 
assumption that 0.5 percent of the fuel rods arriving at the site have failed. 

Several parties commented that, in estimating waste-package failure, all 
EAs should assume that failure occurs when some portion of the container wall 
corrodes, not necessarily the entire thickness. 

The approach suggested by the commenters is used in the Hanford EA and in 
the EAs for all of the salt sites. The approach of the Yu~ca Mountain EA was 
to use a simple estimate that is based on expected conditions, taking into 
account that few data have yet been obtained for repository conditions at 
Yucca Mountain. Thus, although the estimates indicate a lifetime of 30,000 
years, the value actually used is 3,000 years to provide a very conservative 
lower bound for container lifetime. 
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Issue 

Some commen!. trs complained that. comparisons amc·ug the sitos a~:e difficult 
because the EA 1m·.4lyses are based on different container designs. 

Response 

The design ;1£ the container depends on the cha.:.·.,:terigtics of the site. 
for example• one of the criteria for design is usua~,y the peak rock 
temperature, which depends on both the thermal pro1 .u ties of the rock and the 
amount of heat gen~rat.ed by the Waste in the contaJ.tf'!'• Therefore. container 
sizes a.nd designs ;Ue different for different rock ty.;es. and the asswnption 
of a common cmister size or' design in the EAa would not facilitate valid 
comparisons among the sites. For this reason, the EAs were not changed to 
reflect ~ common canister size or design. 

One conanenter stated that variations in contain~~r-design criteria need to 
be explained o~ jus~ified in the EAs. 

Response 

Each of the repository projects is developing waste-package designs to 
meet the NRC's requirement for a container lifetime of 300 to 1,000 years and 
a radionuclide-release rate of less ~han 10- 5 per year. 

Several commenters asserted that the analysis and findings in the draft 
EAs did. not reflact sufficient conser.vatism, conside~:ing tbe lack of 
site-specific data on which to base site nomination and recommendation 
decisions. 

Response 

Where no site-specific data were available, the EAs ua4d extrapolations 
of regional data or conservative assumptions, in accordance wi~b the DOE 
siting guidelines. A conservative approach was taken in evaluating the site 
characterlstics that are important to the performance of t.he repository. 

One commenter noted that the draft EAs differ in th,e number and the sizA 
of shafts drilled for site characterization and repository operations and said 
that the DOE should explain the technical basis for these va~:iations. 

The draft EAs for th,e Yucca Mountain and the salt sites presented 
analyses baaed on the sinking of only one explo~atory shaft. At the time th,e 
draft EAs were published, the DOE had already decided to sink two shafts at 
each site, but there was no ti~ to revise th,e analyses in the draft EAs. The 
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construction of & second shaft would not S'lgnificant:ly increa11fi!l the impacts of 
site characterindon. The final EAs have been revi!Jed to account for two 
shafts at all sit~s. 

The number o.{": &hafts required for the repositor;.' depends on the ho&t 
rock; thus the mJJ.Jbers of shafts is different for a l',lpasitory in basalt, 
salt, or tuff. 

One co1t111enter stated that th.a surface-facility dt. '!Criptions for all of 
the EAs should be the same, or the variations should be explained. 

Response 

The surface facilities of a repository depend partly on site-specific 
conditions, such as the terrain, and partly on the ho.1t rocki the host rock 
determines the nwuber and size of shafts, the layout L·f the underground 
repository 9 the ventilation requirements, and similar factors that affect the 
design and layout of some surface facilities. Thus thll surface facilities 
vary for repositories in basalt, salt, and tuff. 

C.2.8 MISCELLANEOUS 

Many of the comments in the draft EAs covered various topics, many of 
which were not concerned with the nomination of sites or even repository 
siting in general. These comments have been divided into three categories: 
production of radiaactive waste, alternatives to geologic disposal, and 
general technical issues. 

C.2.8.1 Production of radioa~tive waste 

Several commenters maintained that the production of nuclear energy 
should never have been begun without establishing a method for 
radioactive-waste disposal. Many commenters recommended that the production 
of nuclear energy and thereby the production of radioactive waste be stopped 
until a solution is found for the permanent disposal of radioactive waste. 

Commenters expressed the opinion that the production of nuclear energy 
should not have been begun before the development of a method for the 
permanent disposal of the radioactive waste. 

Response 

1be search for suitable methods of permanent disposal began early in the 
development of nuclear energy. By 1957, for example, the National Academy of 
Sciences had already recommended geologic disposal in salt formations. 
Furthermore, in the early dpys of nuclear~nergy developmentt it was generally 
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asswned that S!H'nt fuel would be reproceued after being discharged from the 
reactor. The lir'ent-fuel rods were stored in water pools at the sites of the 
reactors pendin~ the start of reprocessing, and un(il the U.S. moratorium on 
reprocessing w~~ declared in 1976 (see Section C.2.~.3), there was little 
incentive to de,."!lop disposal methods for spent fu~i-L 

CommenterfJ t·equested a moratorium on the prorlu1·tion of commercial 
radioactive wastes. 

Response 

The production of electricity by nuclear energy is important to the 
national. economy. In 1984, nuclear energy provided about 14 percent of the 
U.S. domestic electricity (DOE, 1985i). Nuclear energy iB able to provide 
economical electric power, independent of foreign energy source.s, while 
allowing the conservation of fossil-fuel reserves fur other critical 
applications; it can help meet the future energy ne~ds of this country. A 
moratorium on nuclear-energy producthm would severoly damage U.S. energy and 
economic security. 

Furthermore, a moratorium on radioactive-waste production would not 
remove the need for a r~pository. A large inventory of spent fuel has been 
accumulating at reactor sites, According to recent estimates, over 12,000 
metric tons of spent fuel currently require disposal and over 130,000 metric 
tons will require disposal by the year 2020 (DOE, 1984d). 

C.2.8.2 Alternatives to geologic disposal 

Many comments suggested methods of disposal other than geologic 
repositories. Other commenters expressed concern that the DOE has not 
adequately considered all feasible options for disposal, such as disposal in 
space or beneath the seabed. 

Some commenters wanted to know whether the DOE has considered space as a 
safe and feasi,ble method for radioactive-waste disposal. 

Response 

Before deciding on geologic repositories, the DOE evaluated many 
alternative waste-disposal concepts, including space disposal (DOE, 1980). 
The DOE, in conjunction with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
{NASA) and others, studied the space-disposal concept, but did not favorably 
consider launching radioactive wastes into the sun because of excessive fuel 
requirements. Disposal on the moon was also rejected as an alternative 
because it might interfere with future lunar exploration. NASA's favored 
concept was to place high-level waste into a solar orbit about halfway between 
the Earth and Venus, This concept would use space shuttles to place the 
packaged waste into the ,appropriate solar orbit. 
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While the \"f.)lume and weight of high-hvel radioactive waste are 
relatively small when handled on Earth, the cost wr.t:ld be enormous to launch 
all of the wastf' 1 into space. A fundamental requir~1i!lent for space disposal is 
to separate the '/aste into short-lived and long-livt_·.~ portions. The 
short-lived wasL that would decay to innocuous lev~·-.s in hundreds of years 
would be managed on Earth. Only the long-lived was\·~. which must be isolated 
for thousands (l:.' years, would be disposed of extrat' ·r·estri.ally. Therefore, 
disposal in spa.::!~ would only reduce, not eliminate, he need for terrestrial 
waste manag~ment. 

The results of these studies led the NASA and \.:l. .' DOE to conclude that 
further study of s~1ace disposal is not warranted at t.ais time. The reason for 
this conclusJ?n was the expected additional cost of space disposal without 
achieving a significant reduction in long-term risk :;,,t comps.risoo with the 
risk of disposal in a geologic repository. The concopt of space disposal will 
b~ reconsidered if, at some future time, the DOE's program for waste-disposal 
technology or space-technology developments by NASA varr4nt the need for 
further study, 

ThB DOE should consider disposal in relatively thick, stable b~ds of 
sediments located in deep, quiet, and remote ragion1 of oceans or disposal in 
volcanic trenches throUghout the world, 

Reaponse 

The DOE is sponsoring a subseabed-disposal project as part of a 
multinational effort through Fiscal Year 1986. The disposal of high-level 
waste in the oceans has never been practiced by the U.S. Government and was 
prohibited by the Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act of 1972 and 
under the London Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping 
Wastes and Other Matter. The uncertainties and issues to be resolved 
regarding subseabed d.t.sposal are significant, and efforts to resolve them are 
under way. 

A number of comments requested the DOE to start over with a safe answer 
to the problem of radioactive-waste disposal. It was noted that the concept 
of geologic repositori~s wns developed in the 1950s. Many comments suggested 
that the DOE should accept new technology as it becomes available, and some 
commenters said that research and development on alternative methods of 
disposal should continue. 

Response 

A number of methods for the dispossl of high-level radioactive waste have 
been examined by the Federal Government during the past 10 years. including 
subseabed, deep-hole, ice-sheet, and outerspace disposal. Of these 
alternative technologies, only subseabed disposal is currently funded by the 
DOE. The remaining alternative concepts were found to have no obvious 
advantages over geologic disposal. The primary consideration in evaluating 
these alternative technologies was public health and safety. The state of 
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technology, tht: ?Otential epvironmtmtal impocts, af).J suitabiUty for 
spent-fuel dispr i&l have been studied for each of t:lmse roethods and are 
discussed in th(; final en,.ironmental impact statement for the management of 
commercially gen1trated radioactive waste (DOE, 1980'1, 

C. 2. 8, 3 Genera} technical issueR 

A n1~ber of connents addressed technical issu s ~hat are not site 
specific. There "'era a large number of such isauet~, and they covered a broad 
range of subjects, including the accuracy and consei!T,'1tism of the enalyses 
used in the ~As, conditions at the repoaitory site after closure, etc. 

Some persons asked whether a large number of smell disposal facilities 
-would be safer. 

Response 

No clear reduction in risk would result from using a large number of 
smaller repositories. No net advantages would be realized in terms of 
monitoring the performance of the repositories. While th~re may be some 
reductions in costs of transportation, these would be greatly outweighed by 
the extra cost of finding and qualifying a larger number of repository sites 
and developing many repositories. 

Several commenters felt that a burden is placed on future generations for 
the disposal of the wastes. 

Response 

Geologic disposal was chosen for high-level waste and 5pent fuel hecause 
it minimizes t~e potential burden on future generations. Once the repository 
is closed, there is no need for maintenance. The use of geologic formations 
as barriers to radionuclide migration helps to ensure that there will be no 
significant health burdens to future ganerationa even if the waste containers 
are eventually breached. 

Some commenters said that the DOE needs to consider how it will prevent 
human int~usion over the long term. 

Response 

The DOE feels that human intrusion can be prevented through prudent 
sitins in locations that have few, if any, natural resource~ and through 
institutional management. Several years ago, the OOE convened a 
human-interference task force to determine whether reason~bla means exist (or 
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could be developed) to reduce the likelihood of unintentional ht~an intrusion 
into a r~pository. The task force concluded that a significant reduction in 
the likelihood of h~..'lll8n intrusion could be achieved, fm: perhaps thousands of 
years into the futucet if appropriate steps are taken Ll convnunicate the 
existence of the n,r;o8itory to future generations. 

One person asked whether the conclusions in the St '1. .on compliance wi.th 
the guidelines are supportable. 

Response 

At the steps of site nomination and recommendatio··'· the requirement for 
disqualifying conditions is evidence that does not sup~ort a finding that the 
site is disqualified. Likawi&e, the qualifying conditions are deemed to be 
pres.:mt if the evidence does !!QS support a finding that the sit;~ is not likely 
to meet the qual if )I ing condition. The DOE believes thHt the available data 
and analyses for each site indicated that no aite has a disqualifying 
condition and that all sites are likely to meet all the qualifying conditions. 

One commenter asked whether the DOE can guarantee that no n~w m~t~tiona 
will occur from the waste-emplacement practices. 

Response 

Absolute guarantees are hardly ever possible, but the DOE believes that 
new mutations are extremely unlikely beca~se there ia very lit~le. likelihood 
that radioactive materials from the repository will reach the human 
environment. 

One person asked whether the hydrogeologic conditions will be known well 
enough to make predictions over lOtOOO years or more. 

Response 

At the time of application for a license for the repositoryt which comes 
after thorough site characterization, the hydrogeologic environment at the 
site '"ill be well knowtl. Not only will nominal values be determined for the 
parameters needed to predict the migration of radionuclides- from the 
repository but also the uncertainties in those values due to measurelltenJ;: 
uncertainties and nonhomogeneous rock properties will have been determined. 

Issue 

One party asked whether the DOE plans to close the site without 
subsequent monitoring or retrieval. 
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ResponsE!_ 

The DOE cu: r:ently plans to be able to begin rei".deval fot' up to 50 years 
after the start. .)f waste emplacement and to monitor the site for aome period, 
not determined t.':: present, 

One co111uenter noted that cs~isters need to s'·a:· intact for 300 years but 
monitoring will be for 50 years. 

Response 

The monitoring referred to by the conmenter ap:1.trently is the 50-year 
period of waste retrievability and plans to monitor selected individual waste 
containers until the repository is closed; the objec~tive of monitoring 
individual containers is to confirm their performance. Monitoring the 
containers aftei' repository closun would be very dHficult and could 
compromise the performance of the repository as a wh~le. 

Some persons asked about the measures that will be used to protect the 
integrity of the controlled area for lon& periods after closure. 

Response 

At present, placing some form of physical markers around the site is the 
most likely method f.or notifyins future societies of the presence of a 
repository. In addition, record• will be kept. 

Hanford will be accepting 60 percent of the Nation's defense waste. 

Response 

Whatever site is chosen for the first repository, it will receive up to 
10,000 metric tons uranium equivalent of defense high-level w-aste. 

One commenter said that phased repository construction will circumvent 
the NRC's requirement to rev'lew and approve complete site construction before 
accepting any waste for disposal. 

Response 

The Act (Section 114(d)) states that "the Coamission shall consider an 
application for construction authorization for all or part of a 
repository •••• " Therefore the Act does not prohibit authorization for phased 
construction. The DOE has discussed this concept with the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission and hac received no objections to the concept. The sequence of 
license applications is described in the Mission Plan (00£, 1985a). 
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C.3 SITING PROCESS AND DECISIONS 

This sectio" addresses conunents on the siting p:.')(:esa and decisions. It 
covers issues re\ated to site screeniog and the sitbtt guidelines (Section 
C.3.1), the evaJ• .. a.tion of sites against the df.squali•:y:ing conditions of the 
guidelines (Secti.on C.3.2), the grouping of sites h ·J geohydrologic 5ettings 
and the selection of the preferred site for each selling (Section C.3.3), and 
the nomination nnd recommendation of sites for char \t t:erization {Section 
C.3.4), The section on nomination and recoTNnendatLfl is concerned with 
general issues related to the DOE's approach in selec ing the sites proposed 
for nomination and recommendation in the draft EA6 anu with issues related to 
the comparative ~~valuation and rankir,g of sites. It does not include issues 
related to the e.,aluntions of individual sites; thesE= issues are addressed in 
Sections C.S though C.8. With a few exceptions, Sec~ion C.3 addresses 
comments on Chapters 1, 21 and 7 of the draft EAs. 

C. 3.1 SITING GUIDELINES ."'.ND SITE SCREENING 

Addressed in this section are comments on the DOE's siting guidelines, 
published as 10 CFR Part 960 on December 6, 198q (DOE, 1984), and comments on 
site-screening issues. The latter are d:i.vided into two parts: geheral' 
site-sc~eening i5sues (Section C.3.1.2) and issues specific to 8 particular 
host rock or site (Section C.3.1.3). 

C.3.1,1 The siting guidelines 

Most of the commentR on the DOE's siting gu:f.delines (10 CFR Part 960) 
addressed general issues like the development of the guidelines, the timing of 
their publication, and their adequacy. These are summarized and answeted in 
Sections c.3.1.1.1, c.3.1.1.2, and c.3.1.1.3, respectively. Comments on 
specific guidelines are covered in Section C.3.1.1.4. 

C.3.1.1.1 Development of the guidelines 

'l'he development of the guidelines drew comments and questions from 
several parties who were concerned about the derivation of the guidelines, the 
level of State involvement, and the content of the guidelines. 

Issue 

Several parties questioned the origin and the derivation of the 
guidelines. 

Response 

After the Act was passed, the DOE assembled a task force of program 
experts to prepare proposed guidelines. The task force began by considering 
the criteria used earlier in the National Waste Terminal St~rage (NWTS) 
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Program, includi 'tg program objec ti veE!, system-performance cri teria, and 
site-performan('l• criteria (DO!, 1981, 1982); other ~.ets of criteria defined 
for geologic re:;,Jsitories by the National Academy of Sciences (NAS-NRS, 1978), 
the International Atomic Energy Agency ( IAEA, 1977), and earlier programs in 
the United Statcl (Brunton and McClain, 1977; DOE, 1 _>80); advance information 
made available b:r the NRC (1980); and tbe requiremet' ·.~; of the Act. 

In the !!~v€<lopment the proposed guidell.nes, gr:... 1C care was taken to make 
them compatible with tbe existing applicable regul. l: 1011s of the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA), published as 40 CFR Part . 9il (EPA, 1977) and the 
Nuclaar Regulator,;r commission (NRC), published as lJ ::FR Part 20 (NRC, 1960) 
and with the regulations that had been recently propc..1.ied by the NRC and the 
EPA concernil;g the disposal of high-level radioactiv(• waste and spent nuclear 
fuel in geologic repositories. The NRC had by then ;.,early completed the 
pertiner,t technical criteria for geologi.c repositori..:·£J, 40 CFR Part 60 (NRC, 
1982), and the EPA had issued, for public comment, p1:oposed environmental 
standards, 40 CFR Part 191 (EPA, 1982), 

Several draft versions of the siting guidelines were released: the 
proposed guidelines of February 1983 and the alternaLive guidelines of May 
1983, both of which were iRsued for review and comment by the States, affected 
Indian Tribes, and the public; the reviaftd guidelinea of August 1983, which 
served as a basis for additional consultation with States, Indian Tribes, and 
Federal agencies; and the revised guidelines of November 1983, which were sent 
to the NRC for concurrence, The NRC held several meetings on the guidelines 
at which the DOE, States, affected Indian Tribes, and Federal agencies 
presented comments. 

The revisions that resulted from this comment and consultation pr:ocess 
are discussed in the "Supplementary Information" for the guidelines (DOE, 
1984, pp. 47714-47751) and in the comment-response document for the guidelines 
(DOE, 1983), After NRC concurrence, the guidelines were published in final 
form (December 1984), and many copies were distributed to States, Indian 
Tribes, and the public. 

Some commenters asked about the level of State involvement in developing 
the guidelines. 

Response 

As explained in the "Supplementary Information" for the guidelines (DOE, 
1984, pp. 47717-47720), the siting guidelines were developed after two formal 
public-comment periods and two rounds of consultation with the interested 
States, including both separate meetings with individual States and plenary 
sessions. The comments submitted by the States on the proposed guidelines of 
February 7, 1983, led to a division of the guidelines into postclosure and 
preclosure guidelines and to the addition of the implementation gu.i.delines. 
Many other changes were made to the guidelines in response to comments from 
the States. In addition, the States and Indian Tribes had opportunities to 
provide comments to the NRC during the concurrence process. 
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One commen1er asserted that the DOE intentionally slanted the content of 
t.he siting gui<klines to faVOt" the selection of a p,.,_ .. ticular site. 

Response 

The guidelines wet"e not prepared with the inten~ of selecting any 
psrticulat• s{te fot" the first repository. The pur-.::J.';~ of the guidelines is to 
provide an objective framewot"k fot" ensudng that pvt·-ntial repository sites 
meet the standardf; established f'lt" radioactive-waste Hsposal. 

C.J.l.l.~ Time of publication 

A number of corrments addressed the timing of tht' publication of the 
siting guidelinet', both in relationship to the s!tc-( •. creening process and the 
publication of the pertinent EPA and NRC regulations. 

Several commenters inquired why the publication of the final siting 
guidelines was delayed. 

g_esponse 

The DOE realized that it was important to get public and State input on 
the content of the guidelines. This was a time-consuming process. but the DOE 
thought that the additional time required for this review was warranted in 
light of the benefits received. 

Several commenters questioned how the nine potentially acceptable sites 
for the first repository could be identified before the final siting 
guidelines were issued and argued that t.he guidelines should have been issued 
before the identification of potentially acceptable sites. 

Response 

When the Act mandated the preparation of the guidelines, the DOE had 
already identified nine sites as potentially acceptable for the first 
repository; the screening that led to them had been based on criteria defined 
by the National Academy of Sciences (NAS-NRC, 1978), the International Atomic 
Energy Agency (IAEA, 1977) and earlier programs in the United States (Brunton 
and McClain, 1977; DOE, 1980). The DOE believes that Congress did not intend 
this screening to be repeated on the basis of the new guidelines required in 
the Act. Section 116(a) of the Act requires that, within 90 days of its 
enactment, the DOE identify the States with potentially acceptable sites ands 
within 90 days aftet" such identification, notify the States and affected 
Indian Tribes of the potentially acceptable sites within their jurisdictions. 
Such a notificati::~n would be impossible if Congress had intended a repetition 
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of the screening against the guidelines, which were to be issued within the 
first 180 days. The scre~ning that led to the ~ine potentially acceptable 
sites did not t:.lh! the guidelines per se, but it was hased on the same 
principles. Thf; guidelines have been and "'ill be u~'··-~d in the remainder of the 
site-selection r·rocess for the first repository and ror screening potential 
sites for the ~·.cond repository. 

Issue 

Several com.menters conteuded that the guideU \E.S should not have been 
developed before the promulgatL:m 6f the EPA stand,>)! tl_s and the NRC criteria 
for geologL disposal because the guidelines are bnB-•d on compliance with the 
EPA standards and the NRC criteria. 

The Act d.'.d not nllow the DOE to delay the guidelines until the 
publication of tbe NRC and the EPA regulations, It. required the DOE to hsue 
guidelines within 180 days of the enactment of the .1\ct (i.e,, in August 1986), 
whereas the NRC and the EPA were to issue their regulations by January 1, 
1984, and January 7, 1984, respectively. 

However, the guidelines were based on proposed EPA and NRC regulations. 
Their compatibility with the NRC's 10 CFR Part 60, which was published in 
final form on June 21, 1983 (NRC, 1983), has been v~rified by the NRC, which 
used absence of ~onflict with 10 CFR Part 60 as one of the criteria for its 
concu1·rence on the guidelines. Throughout the guideline-development process, 
the DOE was able to review the working drafts of the EPA's 40 CFi Part 191 to 
ensure absence of conflict, The final EPA rule, published on September 19, 
1985 (EPA, 1985). ie not in conflict "'ith the guidelines. As explained in the 
"Supplementary Information" for the guidelines (DOE, 1984, p, 47721), in the 
event of any future conflict between the guidelines and either 10 CFR Part 60 
or 40 CFR Part 191, these NRC and EPA regulations will supersede the 
guidelines and constitute the operative requirement in any application of the 
guidelines. The guidelines also contain provisions for their amendment to 
maintain compatibility with the NRC and the EPA regulations. 

C.3.l.l.3 Adequacy of the siting guidelines 

Many of the comments received on the guidelines addn~ssed the adequacy of 
the guidelines. The issues raised ranged from doubts about the ability of the 
guidelines to protect public health and safety to suggestions for revising the 
guidelines. 

A number of comments exp;essed doubt that the guidelines would protect 
public health and .safety and the quality of the environment. 

J 



Response 

The siting e,:.ddelines are based on compliance with the EPA standards for 
the seologic disp\ISal of radioactive wasta (40 CFR P6•.t 191) .and the NRC 
criteria for impl11menting the EPA standards (10 CFR hrt 60). Protection of 
the health and sa~ety of the public and the quality of the environment is the 
basic objective \.I. both the EPA and the NRC regulati.1 .s. 

Several commer .. ters requested that "proximity" bl: ncluded aa a factor in 
selecting and evaluating potential repository sites, a,,d one commenter 
questioned why proximity to dedicated lands is not a disqualifying c:ondition. 

Response 

Proximity is included as a factor .i.n the precloa,Jre guidelines on 
population densit;r and distribution, offsite installa!".ions and operation,s, Lhe 
environment and transportation. Proximity is also implicit in the third 
disqualifying condition on the environment, which is concerned with the 
previously designated resource-preservation use of National or. State parks, 
forest lands, etc, 

Some partiea said that, because no sites have been disqualiUed, the 
validity of the guidelines is questionable. 

Response 

The nine potentially .acceptable sites for the first repository were 
identified in a site-scr6ening process that evaluated regions, areas, 
locations, and potential sites against various criteria that were based on the 
same principles as the siting guidelines. One of the objectives of this 
process was to eliminate sites that do not merit the investment necessary for 
detailed studies and site cheracteri~ation. It is therefore not surprising 
that none of the sites identified as potentially acceptable have not been 
disqualified in evaluations ag8.inst the g:uidelines. 

The guidelines were criticized by some parties for failing to specify 
procedures for verifying findings. 

Response 

The guidelines are intended to provide the framework for a site-screening 
and site-selection process that can lead to the selection of suitable sites. 
They do not contain any procedures for the conduct of site screening, methods 
of date collection end analysis, etc. Such procedures will be included in 
other doc•PDents, such as the site-characterization plana. The plans for site 
characterization will be reviewed by the NRC and the effected State, and the 
information col..ected during site characterization will be reported to the NRC 
every 6 months. The final determination of the suitability of any site will 
be made by the NRC. 
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Some CO!Th!lents ,q,llaKed that, because the guiG'~lineR may be challenged by 
litigation, L.e EA findings are tenuous. 

Response 

As e¥.platned in Section C.3.l..l.l, the sit.'1t guidelines were developed 
through a process of extensive consultation witl'. the States and affected 
Indian Tribes l:lnd review by the public. As requi.t d by the Act, they received 
the concurrencE' of the NRC. The DOE is thereforEl onfident that 1 itigation 
challenger will not bdng about any significant ch<mges in the guidelines or 
require changes in tlle EA findings. 

The DOE \'las advised that the controlled area and the accessiblE: 
envirorunent should be defined before site charactedzation begins. 

Response 

The DOE siting guidelines define the accessible environment as the 
atmosphere, the land surface, surface water, oceans, and the portion of the 
lithosphere that is outside the controlled area. 

The definition of the controlled area is derived from the NRC's 10 CFR 
Part 60 (NRC, 1983); it establishes an area of no more than 10 kilometers 
(6 miles) around a repository that is to be identified by marKers, records, 
and other possible institutional controls intended to exclude incompatible 
activities from the area. The EPA's final standard in 40 CFR Part 191 (EPA~ 
1985) establishes a more restrictive definition of controlled area: it limits 
the controlled area to 5 kilometers in any direction from the outer boundary 
of the original location of the waste in a repository. Furthermore, the 
controlled area is also limited to 100 square kilometers, which is 
approximately the area that would be extend for a distance of 3 kilometers 
from all sides of an undergound repository in a typical configuration. The 
EPA definition thus substantially reduces the area of the lithosphere that 
would be contained if the controlled ares and thus decreases the distance to 
accessible environment. The 5-kilometer distance was chosen to retain 
reasonable compatibility with the NRC's requirement that the 
pre-waste-emplacement time of ground-water travel to the accessible 
environment be at least 1,000 years. 

Issue 

The adequacy of the guidelines for the ranking of sites was questioned. 

Response 

As explained in the multiattribute utility analysis of nominated sites, 
the DOE developed a revised method for using the guidelines to rate the 
technical ~dequacy of sites. This method has been r8viewed by the National 
Academy of Sciences and other peer reviewers. 
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Some partiea suggested that the guidelines should establish procedures 
for determining ~he end point of site characterizatitn. 

~esponse 

The end point of site characte<ization will be 'utablished by the 
siLe-character.ization plans, which will describe i~ :etail the tests to be 
pe<formed, the detn that are needed, and what the aUl will be uaed for. Each 
plan will be spedfic to a particular site and wil.1 ··P. based on the data and 
analyses ne,.ded to resolve outstanding issues about 'll.e suitability of the 
site. Because the end of site cha<acterization depends on site-specific 
conditions, it cannot be defined by general siting Juidelines. As already 
mentioned, these plans will be reviewed by the NRC, the affected States and 
Indian Tribes, and the public through a formal hear:i_ng process. The data 
collected durir'g site characterization will be reported to the NRC every 6 
months in progress reports that will also discuss any needed changes in the 
plans for testing. After site characterization is completed, the NRC may 
request the DOE to collect more data for the confirmation of the results of 
site characterization. 

Issue 

One commenter suggested that the potential impact on system performance 
by discrete hydraulic features (joints, faults, fractures, and dissolution 
conduits) be incorporated into the DOE guidelines and the EAs. 

Response 

The impact on system performance of discrete hydraulic features is not 
included in the guidelines because the guidelines must be general enough to 
cover all types of host rock. The impacts of such features~ if they are 
present, will be assessed during site characterizatio.n. 

U.3.1.1.4 Comments QO particular guidelines 

Issue 

The guideline concerning the 10,000-year travel time from the repository 
to the accessible environment is not appropriate for radioactive waste that 
will be subject to dispersive and diffusive mixing processes. 

Response 

A 10,000-year tra'tel time to the accessible envirorunent is a favorable 
condition in the postclosure guidelines on geohydrology; it was derived from 
the NRC's criteria in 10 CFR Part 60. The qualifying condition for 
geohydrology says that the present and expected setting of a site shall be 
compatible with waste isolation, taking into account the characteristic• of, 
and the processes operating within~ the geologic setting. 
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Ground-wat.<.:r modeling should be specified in tba postclo<Jure guideline on 
geohydrology (a .. 1 the EAs) as a screening tool rath ~• than as a predictive 
tool. Modeling resultfl should not be substituted f:.r "hard data" wherf! 
inadequate dati: would make verification lmpossible. 

Response. 

As already mentioned, the guidelines are not :.r tenr:l.ed to specify 
procedures for dttta collection, date analysis, or tK ·formance assessment. 
Detailed information on the technical approach will •. e presented in the 
site-characterization plans. 

Issue 

Some commenters asked why the technical guideU.ne on preclosure site 
ownership and CDntrol is assigned to the system guirieline for preclot:ure 
radiological safety instead of ease and cost of construction, operation, and 
closure. 

Response 

The primary pu.i.·pose of the preclosure guideline on site ownership and 
control is to ensure compliance with the NRC's requirement that the DOE obtain 
ownership as well as surface and BIJ.bsurface rights to land and minerals within 
the controlled area of the repository (10 CFR 60.121). The objective of this 
requirement is to protect the general public from any radioactivity that might 
be released in the repository, and hence this guideline is concerned mainly 
with preclosure radiological safety. The system guideline on the ease and 
cost of repository siting, construction, operation, an~ closure, on the other 
hand, is concerned with the use of reasonably available technology and 
assurance that the cost of siting, constructing, operating, and closing a 
repository at a particular site is reasonable in comparison with the costs of 
other available and comparable siting options. 

C.3.1.2 General site-screening issues 

Summarized and addressed in this section are comments on several generic 
site-screening issues: the site-screening process, the importance of 
host-rock diversity, the selection of sites on the basis of land use, and the 
screening for sitea in salt. In addition, this Aection includes comments on 
parti~ular siting issues, such as proximity to a national park. 

C.3.1.2.1 Use of ambiguous criteria and lack of uniformity 

The site-screening process was criticized because it allegedly -varied 
from site to site and ·because host rocks other than basalt, salt, and tuff 
were not considered. 
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Issue 

One party c,lleged that Chapter 1 of the draft f.: 1\s reveals the 
site-screening 1_,cocess to be full of ambiguously de.• ~ned criteria, arbitrary 
cutoffs, and she deferrals and said that the crite•'t'l used to eliminate sites 
were aimed at rraching an arbHrary number of sites rather than eliminating 
inferior ones, Size was cited as one such arbitrar factor, particularly the 
2,000-acre minimum that led to the elimination of thr·oe salt-dome sites. 

Response 

The criteria used in screening for potentially CI.I!Ceptable sites ..,ere 
based on waste-isolation requirements, natural procenses and conditlous that 
could affect isolation, engineering design requirements, and facto!'s 
particular to the rock type under consideration (i.C:l., dome size is pertinent 
only to salt domes). The size criterion, for example, was derived from 
repository desi~ns and NRC requirements, The three domes were eliminated 
because the 2,000-acre criterion was established dur.lng the time tho salt 
domes were being screened. 

Chapter 1 of the EAs only highlights the site-screening processes. For a 
complete description of the processes, the supporting references cited in 
Chapter 1 should be consulted. 

The DOE W'AS advised to begin the national screenJ.ng process for the first 
repository again, implementing a uniform proces·s for all sites. 

To begin another national screening process for the first repository 
would violate the requirements of the Act, whic.h specifie9 that the 
potentially acceptable sites for the first repository be identified at the 
time the guidelines are issued--within 180 days of the enactment of the Act. 
The requirement for the identification of potentially acceptable sites W'BS 

derived from the recognition by Congress that the DOE had been conducting 
screening studies for several years. As explained in the "Supplementary 
Information" for the guidelines (DOE, 1984), the screening processes were 
based on principles similar to the guidelines. 

Several commenters questioned why granite? considered by countries like 
Sweden as the best rock for a radioactive-waste repository, or argillaceous 
rocks (shale) are not being considered for the first repository. 

Response 

Because basalt, salt, and tuff are suitable host rocks for waste 
isolation, screening in these rocks had identified promising sites, the cost 
of characterizing more than three sites for the first repository seemed 
unwarranted, and the Act required potentially acceptable sites to be 
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identified withtn 180 days, the DOE decided to resel·ve granite for the second 
repository. Tl us, studies of granite, a crystallirJe rock, have not progressed 
as far as studJ~s of other host rocks. Several years will bo J;"equired to 
identify poter.ti.ally acceptable sites in crystallil <1-rock formations and to 
collect for su<.:~1 tdtes as much information as is a,·, .. ilable for t:he ba.$alt, 
salt, and tt~ff dtes in order for all sites to be C•ltlllidered on a comparable 
basis. 

Argilhceous rocks at the Nevada Test Site w.-t··.' considered for the first 
repository in the late 1970s. As explained in Ch;,_H·er 2 of the EA for the 
Yucca Mountain s·:.te, general studies were made of .l, .t-permeability shale, and 
detailed stndies were made of the argillite-rich Elec~.na Formation. However, 
because the argillite rock was judged to be too complex for characterization. 
further consideration was suspended. 

C.3.1.2.2 Impoctonc~ of ho~t-rock diversity 

The DOE was criticized by some commenters for LISir.g the diversity of host 
rocks as a requirement in the site-screening process. Conversely, other 
commentars wanted to know why sc~eening far the first repository wa4 limited 
to basalt, salt, and tuff. 

There were 'objections t.o the importance assigned to host-rock diversity. 
The requirement for diversity automatically places the Hanford and the Nevada 
sites in the top five and makes it possible for technically superior sites to 
be overlooked in favor of sites in diffel:""ent sett:i.ngs. (See also Section 
C.3.3 for comments and responses on geohydroloQic settings.) 

Response 

The need to recommend and ch~J;"acterize sites in different host rocks is 
well established in the NRC requirements (10 CFR Part 60) to characterize 
three sites in two host rocks, at least one of which is not salt; in the 
requirement of the Act that, to the extent practicable, the DOE recommend 
sites in different host rocks; and in Section 960.3-1--1 of the siting 
guidelines. The consideration of alternative host rocks is also implicit in 
the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The DOE is 
nominating a set of sites that meet both the NRC's technical criteria in 10 
CFR Part 60 and requirements for s diversity of host rocks. Without 
diversity, the discovery of a generic flaw in sotae particular host rock during 
site characterization would lead to unacceptable delays in the siting· process._ 

C.3.1.2.3 Selection of sites on the basis of land use 

MBny comments addressed the screening of sites on Federal lands and the 
identification of the Hanford site in Washington and the Yucca Mountain site 
in Nevada as potentially acceptable on this basis. 
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Commenten. said that the Hanford and the Nevada sites w~re selected on 
the basis of Ff~deral ownership rather than geologi' superiority, whereas the 
Act requires that geologic conditions be the prima,·.r criteria. 

Response 

Geolo~ic conditions are the primary cdteri~:. However, the DOE used two 
approaches to screening for geolog.ically suitable s ll:es for the first 
repository. One approach begaP with the identifica ion of salt as a 
potentially ~uituble host rock and proceeded with a Jcreening procees that 
narrowed tb>:! size of the land unit under considerat.ton from regions to sites. 

T!1e other approach began with the evaluation of: certain Federal lands 
that are dedicated to nuclear-energy operations to •. ;ee which contain 
potentially suitable host rocks; it led to screening at Hanford and at the 
Nevada Test Site, This approach was endorsed by th~ Comptroller Gen~ra.l of 
the United States (General Accounting Office, 1979) and by a resolution by tha 
House of Representatives (1979). Although land use formed the initial basis 
for the screening of Federal lands, the subsequent progression to smaller land 
units was based on evaluations of geologic and hydrologic suitability, using 
criteria that are similar to the siting guidelines. Since the publication of 
the guidelines, the evaluations of these sites have been ba~ed on the 
guidelines. If the results of site characterization cause a site on Federal 
land to be disqualified because of geologic conditions, the site would be 
dropped from consideration regardless of land ownership. 

Issue 

Some cornmenters asked why the DOE did not investigate government-owned 
sites other than Nevada and Ranford and other sites already set aside for 
nuclear-energy activities. 

Response 

Other D0E-owned sites dedicated to nuclear-energy activities were 
considered. However, the geologic and hydrologic conditions at the other 
sites did not seem as favorable as those of the Hanford Site and the Nevada 
Test Site. In addition, preliminary investigations of the Hanford Site and 
the Nevada Test Site had been conducted for defense programs, and experieneed 
staff were available to assist in repository-site investigations. Another 
reason for choosing the Hanford and the Nevada sites for site screening is 
their large geog~aphic area, which increases opportunities for finding sites 
with favorable combinations of geologic and hydrologic characteristics. For 
example, the large size of the Nevada Test Site allowed preliminary 
investigations in nine different host rocks in saturated and unsaturated 
environments before it was shown that the unsaturated environment in tuff was 
preferred to other geologic environments at Nevada. 
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C.3.1.2.4 Screening for sites in salt 

There WE:.·e a number of comments on the 11creening of &!tee in sa..l.t. Some 
of them quest;.•.oned the suitability of salt, in geq<~re.l, whereas others as~ad 
about particu •. Jr regions or sites. 

Issue 

Some eommenters snid that the EAs should exj ln~_n why salt is the best 
host rock or the relative advantage of salt dornec. r 1ld bedded salt:. They said 
that salt seem& to be a candid~te b6cause it is th£ most-~tudied host roc~ 
rather than the hest host rock, and its 6uitability has been questioned. 

Response 

Salt was recommended as a potentially suitable host ror.k for waste 
disposal in 1955 by the National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council 
(NAS-NRC 1957), which made this recolmlendation afteA· evaluating many options. 
This recommendation was reaffirmed in a subsequent re·port (NAS-NRC, 1970) and 
endorsed by the American Physical Society {1978), 

The characteristics of salt that are favorable for waste isolation are 
disoussed in Section 1.2.2 of the EAn. The features of salt beds and salt 
domes were described in Section 1.3 • .Z.2 of the EAs and in the DOE's Mission 
Plan (DOE, 1985, Vol, I, Part I, Chapter 5). The DOE has neve~ claimed that 
salt is the "best" host rock for .,.,.aste i&olation. All of the host rocks 
considered for repositories have both advantages and qusstions to be resolved. 

One commenter wanted to know why the Salina Basin was deferred for 
further study even though it is closer to a larger number of reactors than 
other salt sites and its selection ~auld alleviate the problem of transporting 
waste over long distances. 

Response 

The SGlina region includes portions of Michigan, New York, Ohio, 
Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Canada. Regional analyses had indicated that 
bedded salt potentially suitable for a geologic repository occurs in Michigan, 
northeastern Ohio, ~nd a portion of northwestern New York, Plans for field 
investigations in Michigan were halted in 1977 because of the enactment of a 
State law (Public Act 113) barring the disposal of high-level radioactive 
~astes in the State. Regional studies of the Salina Basin based on the 
geologic literature and geologic data from public and private sources were 
completed in 1978. These studies identified study areas for field 
investigations in New York and Ohio, but no field work was carried out for the 
reasons explained below. 

The studies of the Salina region were not specific or detailed enough to 
judge that any part of the region was suitable or unsuitable for a 
repository. They did reveal, ho.,.,.ever, unfavorable characteristics in several 
parts of the basin. Among the moet important was the high population density 
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and the conc(':l!tration of urban areas (more than SO,OOO inh&bitants) in Ohio 
and Aouthern r lchigan. Another was the abundance of natural resources, 
especially tl11~ oil and gas deposits in Ohio and th~oughout the Michigan 
Basin, When tne State of Ohio objected to further- !ltudies, the DOE was in the 
process of exn•,dning its goals and objectives in t\'\P. management of radioactive 
waste and had 1)cgun investigations of alternativE! Lorst rocks (basalt and 
tuff), Evalu;•.t:ions of salt were restricted to th< Permian Basin of Texas, the 
Paradox Basin in Utah, and the salt domes in the (,.hlf interior region of 
Louisiana ~nd Mississippi. 

The DCE needs to discuss ~hy the first two sit.es selected in the 
salt-screenin8 process--Lyons, Kansas, and the W!P} site--were rejected and 
are not even mentioned in the description of the siting process. 

The site at Lyons, Kansas (an already existing salt mine), was used by 
the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) from 196S to 1967 for a large-scale 
experiment with simulatsd waste and electrical heaters. The purpose of this 
experiment, called Project Salt Vault, was to observe the .response of salt 
beds to heat. In June 1970, the Lyons site was selected as a poten~ial 
location for a geologic repository; the selection, however, was conditional on 
the satisfactory resolution of site-specific issues under study. The concept 
and the location were conditionally endorsed in November 1970 by the waste 
committee of the National Academy of Sciences. A conceptual design for a 
repository was completed in 1971. In 197Z, however, the Lyons site was judged 
to be unacceptable for technical reasons: there were previously undiscovered 
drill holes nearby, and some water used in nearby solution minea could not be 
accounted for. Accordingly, the AEC decided to abondon Lyons as a 
demonstration site and to search for sites elsewhere. 

In 1974, field investigations for a site for the Waste Isolation Pilot 
Plant (WIPP) were begun in the northern part of the Delaware basin in Ne'W' 
Mexico. Selected by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, the site was on the 
Eddy-Lea County line, R.bout 30 miles east of Carlsbad. However, drilling and 
geophysical investigations produced unexpected results showing that the 
geologic structure appeared to he unpredictable because of proximity to a 
major aquifer. The structure could have been delineated by more drilling, but 
extensive drilling would have been contrsry to the principle of minimizing the 
number of holes drilled into the repository. Th~t site was therefore given 
up, and a new survey for sites in the New Mexico portion of the Delaware basin 
was begun by the U.S. Geological Survey and the DOE's predecessor, the Energy 
Research and Development Administration. In 1975, these efforts led to the 
identification of a site in the Loa Medanos area, about 25 miles east of 
Carlsbad. The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant now being constructed there has 
been designated (by Public Law 96-164) a research-and-development facility for 
the national defense effort (to demonstrate the disposal of high-level 'W'aste) 
and for the disposal of defense transuranic waste. This plant is no~ part of 
the DOE's program for the roanagement of commercial radioactive waste. 
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C.3,1.2.5 Put;l..cular siting issues 

A number tJf comments addressed particular siHng issues, such as 
proximity to a national park or the potential for c..Altamlnating water supplies. 

The DOE w~1s urged not to consider a repositOrf site near a national park. 

Response 

The DOE recc.&nizes its responsibility to protect the national parks from 
irreconcilaLle conflicts. Acoording to the siting guideline on environmental 
quality, if the "presence of the restricted area or 1..he repository !lupport 
facilities would conflict irreconcilably with the p~:eviously designated 
resource-preservation use of a component of the. National Park System," the 
site would be disqualified. 

Some persons were concerned that a repository would contaminate water 
supplies and nearby rivars, thus adversely affecting the water supply of 
downriver populations. 

Response 

Water supplies and nearby river8 are protected by EPA and NRC 
regulations, which require complete containment of all radioactive material 
for 1,000 years and limit any releases thereafter to extremely low rates that 
would pose no hazard to public health or safety. Requirements for 
ground-water protection are explicitly included in the EPA's final standards 
(EPA, 1985). 

Issue 

Several comments said that a repository should not be located near prime 
farmland. 

Response 

The siting guidelines provide a number of opportunities to evaluate the 
potential impacts of a repo6itory site on prime agricultural lands. For 
example, the preclosure guideline on socioeconomics llays that the "potential 
for major disruptions of primary sectors of the economy of the affected area" 
ia a potentially advarse condition. The DOE is concerned about impacts on 
prime agricultural lands and will not select any site that would 
irreconcilably damage farm cnpability. 

Many commenters wanted to know why the DOE is continuing to conside~ the 
Hanford site. They claim that the highly fractured basalt rock has been shown 
to be a poor host rock for a repository. 
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Response 

The Hanford dte and the basalt host rock have many favorable 
characteristics for waste isolation and some questio.~.;~.ble characteristics, 
just as the othe>- rock types have. The DOE recogniz•!,J that the hydrologic 
conditions of tbf Hanford site are an important issu•' 1 but the results of 
studies conductel since 1976 have not revealed any t ..::hnical reasons for 
finding the sito unacceptable. If Hanford is select~:J for site 
characterization, the studies performed will provi~' the information needed 
for determ!nint; compliance with the siting guidelin,.s and hence NRC criteria 
and EPA standards. 

C.3.1.2.6 Alternative repository locations 

Many commenters ~uggested alternative repository locations with 
particular characteristics (e.g., location away from populated areas, in an 
arid desert, or on barren government-owned land) or recommend~d specific sites. 

Response 

The characteriatics suggented by the commenters are considered favorable 
conditions in the siting guidelines. However, the geologic conditions that 
are important to waste containment and isolation after repository closure are 
the pri1I18ry considerations. No single site characteristic is sufficient 
becauBe each site must meet the qualifying conditions of every guideline. 
While other possible repository locations may possess particular 
characteristics that are favorable, the DOE is confident that the sites being 
considered for the first and the second repository possess the combination of 
characteristics needed for compliance with the DOE siting guidelines and with 
the regulations promulgated by the EPA and the NRC for the protection of 
public health and safety. 

C.3.1.3 Site-specific site screening issues 

Comments concerning site-specific and site-screening issues were divided 
into three categories: (1) screening for the Yucca Mountain site, 
(2) comparative evaluation of siteB, and (3) issues related to the executive 
summary. 

C.3.1.3.1. Screening for the Yucca Mountain site 

The comments on screening were divided into seven issues: (1) the 
screening process, (2) site conditions, (3) data and documentation for the 
screening process, (4) the adequacy of data base, (5) requests for clari
fication, (6) land ownership by the Western Shoshone Tribe, and (7) miscel
laneous. 
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Nine comnl'E·Ctters questioned the screening proceas, particularly the 
relationship b~!tween the early screening process tl;.,t resulted in Yucca 
Mountain being considered and the later decision tl'• choose the unsaturated 
zone. The P.A liltS interpreted as saying that nine l'-\l:~ types were considered 
in the early E · te screening instead of the three e. .nally used. The policy 
that led to the selection of Yucca Mountain (outsi.JJ the Nevada Test Site) was 
also questi.)ned on the grounds that the screening WHI restricted to area.R 
within the bou11daries of the Nevada Test Site. A .. ii' questioned was the ap
plicability of t:te eady judgments about the attn:.c. \ve attributes of Yucca 
Mountain in light. of data obtained later in the SC1'f!tming process. Other 
commenters 0xpressed concern that the site was chOS(~fl more for political and 
policy reasons than for ability to isolate the waste, and one of them asked 
whethee all potential sites in Nevada had been considered as implied. 

Response 

The comprehensive documentation of the technical b$~is for the assump
tions and data used in the screening study provides adequate support for an 
unbiased set of conclusionB. As already mentioned, geologi-c and hydrologic 
conditions were the primary reasons for selecting Yucca Mountain within the 
area considered by the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations (NNWSI) 
Project. The earlier investigation of the Nevada Test Site were begun, it is 
ture, beacause the site was on Federal l.nads dedicated to nuclear activities, 
but even then geologic criteria were primary. The final EA has been changed 
to reroove the Unintended implication that all sites in Nevada were considered. 

The unsaturated zone was selected as a target emplacement environment 
after the decision to focus exploration on Yucca Mountain. The formal 
screening study considered saturated and unsaturated environments throughout 
the ~creening area, not just at Yucca Mountain, as shown in Figure 2-llb of 
the draft EA. The·.unaaturated Topopah Spring Unit waa one of the most favor
ably rated and subsequently, during the host-rock selection process (Section 
2.2.5 of the draft EA), became the preferred option at Yucca Mountain. To 
date, tlo flalofs have been discovered that would make the saturated zone at 
Yucca Mountaf.n an unacceptable alternative. 

As explained in the EA, nine rock types were considered in the formal 
screening study (Sinnock and Fernandez, 1982) that folloto'ed the earlier, less 
formal exploration activities, which considered only granite, argillite, and 
tuff (Sinnock et al., 1984). 

Part of Yucca Mountain is indeed outside the boundaries of the Nevada 
Test Site; however, this is not incompatible lofith the siting policy of the 
formal screening area shown in Figure 2-8 (map of the area on and adjacent to 
the Nevada Test Site within which screening for repository locations was 
conducted) of the draft EA was designated by the DOE in July 1981. 

The attributes listed in Section 2.2.1 of the draft EA are general 
characteristics of the Nevada Test Site region and are not intended to imply 
that all sites in the region possess all the characteristics:. These 
characteristics were the initial ~easons for believing that potential sit~s 
might exist ne~r the Ne~ada Test Site. 
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One commenter ~tated that the draft EA incorrectlf implied that in deep 
water table was the p~imary reason for the start of invP.stigation~ at Yucca 
Mountain. 

Response 

The identification of Yucca Mountain aD a potent.i .• lly acceptable site Js 
described in Sectiora 2.2 of the E:A. The paragraph rr f,~r.red to in the comment 
was not meant to imply that the site was selected be·,.~·.•se of ground-water con
ditions in the Yucca Mountain area. 

One comrnenter erroneously stated that "bedded tt..ffs" contain numerous 
cooling cracks tllat "store and transmit" water. 

Response 

Bedded tuffs actually tend to be nonfractured because these are rela
tively nonbrittle. Their fracture frequencies are much lower than those of 
welded tuffs; matrix transport is the dominant flow mechanism. 

Several commenters asked that more information, data, or documentation be 
supplied on (1) the surfacemapping methods used to indicate areas large enough 
for a repository. (2) the endorsement by the National Academy of Bcienceg 
(NAS) of the continued study of tuff. (3) the recommendation by the U.S, Geo
logical Survey (USGS) of Yucca Mountain as a potential repository, and (4) how 
the rating system used in the formal screening process accounted for 
three-dimensional differences among the alternative locations. One of these 
commenters also asked why drilling outside the Nevada Te~t Site was begun in 
1978 before the NAS endorsement. 

Response 

The preliminary surface mapping referred to in Section ~-2.3 of the draft 
EA was published by the USGS as geological quadrangle maps (Christiansen and 
Lipman, 1965; Lipman and McKay, 1965). Standard mapping techniques (field 
observations augmented by aerial photographs, sample collection and testing, 
and topographic contour interpretation) were used to prepare the maps. 

A letter from E. F. Gloyna of the NAS National Research Council to S. 
Meyers of the DOE, dated April 23, 1979 contains the qualified endorsement of 
the National Academy of Sciences Committee on Radioactive Waste Management to 
continue the investigation of tuff as a potential host rock for a repository 
in Nevada, confirmi·ng a preliminary oral endorsement given at the close of a 
meeting held on September 20, 1978, in Washington, D.C. Reference to this 
letter has been added to Section 2.2.4 of the final EA. 
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The USGS 1 ecommendation to focus exploration at Yucca Mountain is con
tained in a le ter from W. S. Twenhofel of. the USGS to R. M. Nelson of the 
DOE, dated Apr ·.1 24, 1979, This referenca has bee'1 added to Section 2. 2, 3 of 
the final EA. 

Three-,Jim~.nsional variations in physical attr' 1!\.\ten were acCounted for in 
the formal rat .ng system by geographic maps (horiz \';al variations) and 
host-rock properties (vertical variations) (Sinno"k et al., 1984). In com
bination, t;:tese maps and properties provided prel ·n.:.llat·y three-dimensional 
information for evaluation. 

Tho exploratory drilling in 1978 was conducted within the boundaries of 
the Nevada J.'est Site, as shown in Figure 6-2 of the :!raft EA. 

Some commenters said that the data presented h',, the draft EA wen~ not 
sufficient to scate with confidence that Yucca Mountain is suitable for a 
repository. On the other hand, two other parties suggested that the DOE be 
more positive about the EA data and emphasize the appropriateness of the 
data. 

Response 

The purpose of the EA is to present available inforn~tion about the site 
as a basis for nominating five sites for the more-detailed investigations con
ducted during site characterization in accordance with the Act. The data 
necessary to dt'!termine the suitability of three sites for the first repository 
will be collected during site characterization. According to the Act and the 
siting guidelines, the data base for the EAs is to consist only of currently 
available information. The document is the best available assessment of what 
is known at this time, but because the data are imcomplete, it is necespary 
and appropriate to tell the readers about the uncertainty associ.ated with the 
assessment. 

One commenter stated that the draft EA did not adequately address the 
institutional process associated with Federal; and State jurlsdiction and 
control of the land and water resources needed for the repository. 

Federal and State institutional processes are addressed sepafateiy in 
subject-specific sections (see Sections C.4.1.2.J, C.4.1.3.lt C.4.1.3.6, 
c.7.2.1, C.7.2.6, and c.7.4). 

One commenter said that all site-characterization studies should be com
pleted before the environmental impact statement (ElS) is pt•epared. 

Response 

The site-characterization program, on defined in the site-characterization 
plan to be prepared for each candidate site, will indeed be completed before 
the EIS is issued. It wil~ end When sufficient data have been gathered to 
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support site self .:tion on the basis of the siting guidelines. After the EIS 
is issued, howevtt~, the DOE may continue in-situ testing in the 
exploratory-shift facilities to confirm the data coll."lcted earlier. 

Issue 

One coiT1Jllent:er objected that the DOE prejudged to ;'fironmental consequences 
in Section 2..3 of the draft EA, which stated that nc.o <~dverse environmental 
impact have been identified in the area that would 'E effected a repository at 
Yucca Mountain and no such impacts are expected. 

Response_ 

Secdon 2..3 of the EA present an evaluation of tile Yucca Mount&ln sitt: 
against the disqualifying conditions of the guidelin~\s, The evllluation of the 
site against the disqualifying condition for the predosure guideline on 
environmental qudity says that the evidence collecl;.'td to date indicates that 
the siting, construction, oper.ation, closure, and de···onmissioning of a 
repository at Yucca Mountain would not result in any unacceptable adverse 
environmental impacts that would threaten the quality of the ~nvlronment, 
Section 2.3 does recognize that some impacts are to be expected and lists 
them. More-detailed discussions of the expecte~ impacts are presented in 
Chapters 4 and 5. If the Yucca Mountain site is recommended and approved for 
site characterization, the DOE will collect the environmental data ne.cessary 
to demonstrate compliance with the qualifying condition of the quideline on 
environmental guideline. 

Issue 

A number of commenters provided sugge~tions for clarifying the text or 
increasing the preciseness of measurements presented in metric units. One 
commenter questioned the accuracy of a statement attributed to Snyder and 
Oliver (1981), while another questioned a referenCP to tbe amount of land 
being withdra~. One commenter stated that the draft EA reflected the idea 
that Nevada was part of the geologic "cr-ystalline shield." 

Response 

All of the comments suggesting revisions for classification were care
fully considered and. where appropriate, the EA was revised accordingly. 

The statement attributed in Section 2.2.3 of the draft EA to Snyder and 
Oliver (1991) was corrected in the final EA. 

The comments regarding metric measurements were accepted. Section 2.2.3 
was revised to correct the imprecise numbers. and the discussion of the first 
exploratory hole was modified to ~tate the exact depth instead of giving an 
approximate depth. 

The draft EA erroneously stated that il may be necessary to withdra'ol' 
50,000 acres of Bureau of Land Management (BLM) land. The ~ctual number is 
approximately 5,000 acres. Most of the proposed repository s.urfaca facilities 
would be located on Nevada Test Site pr-operty while most of the underground 
portion would extend ipto BLM land. 
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The discust~ ton in the EA reports that the oldeat cocks anywhere in the 
Basin (the COitune•tt about tha cyratalline shielded h due to a misinter
pretation of thf• text) and Range Province are in cores of mountains and that, 
if present, the r.,rystalline "basement" complex is pa1·t of the "shield." 

A number ot conunentars stated that the Yucca M1 ,ntain site is currently 
owned by the Weatern Shoshone Tribe and that the nnnl' 'lation of the site should 
be withdrawn until the Federal Government can claiv l".t·solute ownership. 

The U.S. Government views considers that the land now comprising the 
Yucca Mo1:.ntain site is federally owned and not subJect to any Indian title or 
right. This position was recently reinforced by the U.S. Supreme Court in its 
decision in United States vs. Dann (February 20, 1985}. In this case, the 
Supreme Court held that the Western Shoshone Tribe hnd already received 
payment in satisfaction of its claim that its ancestl.al territory, a portJ.on 
of which included Yucea Mountain, had been taken. 

Issue 

A eo11111enter asked whether there are any toxtc chemical .,..astes in the pro ... 
posed repository area and requested information on the actions that would be 
taken if toxic waste infiltrated into the repository. 

Response 

No chemical toxic wastes are stored at or near the Yucca Mountain site. 
Lo.,..-level radioactive wastes are at a site south of Beatty, Nevada, whieh is 
approximately 20 miles west of Yucca Mountain. Therefore, no chemical .,..astes 
are expected to reach the repository infiltration. 

C.3.1.3.2 Comparative evaluation of sites 

The comments that were received on tha discussion in Chapter 7 of tho EA 
were divided into the following issues: (1) geohydrology and climatic changes; 
(2} geochemi~try; (3} tectonics; (4) human interference; (5} preclosure radio
logical safety; (6) environment, socioeconomics, and transportation; and (7) 
ease and cost of siting, construction, operation, and closure. 

Four commenters addressed the comparison of the sites against the geo
hydrology guideline, pointing out that the data base available for the un
saturated zone at Yucca Mountain is inadequate and suggesting that uncertain
ties are too great to allow conclusions on most of the favorable and poten
tially adverse conditions. A fifth commenter pointed out the uncertainty in 
predictions of future climatic conditions. 
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Response 

If the YvLca Mountain site is recommended fl.nd approved for character
ization, the l)OE will gather additional informatto-, on the unsatuT~tad zane at 
Yucca Mountain, The additional data will be used :) reevaluate the findings 
reached on the quall fying and disqualifying condit .,Jil.tl of the guidelines to 
support the se•.ect:ion of the site for the first rr. ):..dtory. To compensate for 
the uncertninty i.n predictions of future cli.matic .:mditions, both expected 
and unexpected conditions will be examined in cor. •..: ~·vative analysis of 
potential effects on waate isolat.i.on, 

Three commenters suggested that the behavior .._:: zeolites and clays under 
thermal conditions (as well as other heat-induce-d ld·J;erations of tuffs) could 
adveraely affect the isolation capability of the sice. 

Response 

Section C.5.2 of this document provides a thorough dia<:ussion of ,the -ther
mal stability of clays and zeolites; it indicates that most z.eolit.es a,re lq
cated outside zones that will experience ttignificant temperature :f.nc;r;e_ases. 
The potential host rock is welded and devitrified and is unlikely to undergo 
significant heat-induced alteration. 

Ten COJIJ!lenters addressed vadaus concerns about postclosure tectqn.ic,s at 
the Yucca Mountain site. The favorable condition far absenG6 of volca~ic 
activity was challenged on the basis of inadequate knowledge of the cyclic 
nature of igneous and seismic activity. The absence of faulting younger ~han 
40,000 years near Yucca Mountain was challenged, as was the adequacy of the 
seismic record. One commenter challenged the conclusion that Yucca Mount;.ain 
is not likely to expedence more or larger earthquakes than the region. 
Several commenters challenged the fifth potentially adverse condition by 
suggesting that volcanic activity could cause disruption of the ground-water 
flow system. One commenter noted that reg:f.onal tilting was not considered by 
reliance an leveling surveys; a cammenter pointed out that tilting could 
influence hydraulic gradients. A final commenter claimed that the d~ta base 
is inadequate i..v i!upport the finding that the site meets the qualifying 
condition. 

Response 

Long-term trends in tectonic activity in the weat~rn United St~~~s and 
the Basin and Range are relatively well understood. The confidence placed on 
predictions of future igneoua and ~eismic activity is based on an under
standing of the processes involved. The claim that faulting younger than 
40.000 years may have occurred near the site is entirely consistent with the 
warding in Swadley et al. (1983) which states that "younger movement ca'(lnat be 
ruled aut." During the postclosure period, earthqU-Elkes and faul,t IQove~nt 
alone aTe unlikely to caused loss of containment or isolation (see discussion 
on tectonics di&qU-Ellifier, Section 6.3.1.7.5 of the EA). There are no indi
cations that the Yucca Mountain site is likely to have larger or more-frequent 
earthquakes than those that occur in the aauthern Basin and Range setting. 
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In a hydro! )gic system that is dominated by fructure flow, it is unlikely 
that new faults '·.-ill cause major changes in flow-system characteristics. Slow 
regional tilting cDuld alter gradients, but the time 1'eriods are such that 
isolation is not likely to be affected. More inform!::J.on on tilting and warp
ing with rate5 !\"I'd directions will become available 1 f site characterization 
studies are conihcted at Yucca Mountain. 

Two comments addressed the exploitation of groun· -water resout'ces and its 
effect on waste isolation. 

Response 

Ground water at Yucca Mountain is more than 1,500 feet below the sur
face. Because shallower water sourcen are available to the west, south, s.nd 
east, it is unlikely that water would be extracted fr·>m directly beneath the 
site. In addition, the principal contribution to isolation at Yucca Mountain 
is the thick unsaturated zone, which will prevent radionuclides from reaching 
the water table for more than 10,000 Years (Section 6.4.2 of the EA). For 
this reason, resource recovery outslde the controlled area is highly unlikely 
to affect the isolation potential of the Bite, 

Several commenter asked for an explanatiDn of the basis for a statement 
that energy defense activities taking place in proximity to the Yucca Mountain 
site are n.ot expected to conflict with repository activities, particularly in 
regard to radiological safety. 

Response 

"Conflict with repository activities" pertains to land rights rather than 
radiological safety. (Land use is discussed under Section 5.2.3 of the &A, 
and co(llllents about land use are discussed in Section!! C.4.1,3.1 and C.7.2.1 of 
this document.) With specific regard to radiological safety, analyses of 
construction and maintenance records show that underground tests have had 
little or no effect on tunnels, and therefore the construction and operation 
of the repository are not expected to be affected by activities at the Nevada 
Test Site (NTS), nor are NTS activities expected to result in radiologies! 
releases (see Section C.6.4). 

Two commenters felt that discussion of socioeconomic impacts should have 
been more detailed. 

Response 

The DOE believes that the discussion is adequate for the purpoae of the 
EA and that the analYses and conclusions are valid and justiflable. 
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Four commenters questioned the evaluation of th site against preclosure 
guidelines for c•,rface characteristics, rock charac~· r.lstics, hydrology, and 
tectonics. They were concernod with the permissibiL~~.:' of considering poten
tial for sheet l'<tsh; the nature and extent of the P• •·entia! host rock, and the 
reason for us in~ rock bolts; and the favorable and : ·tentially adverse con
ditions for ~ectonics. 

Response 

1'he pot,·ntial for 6heet wash is present at almost all sites in the 
western United States. In the final EA the DOE has ~~vised the appropriate 
guidel!P . .:! findings to reflect this condition in surf.llc--e characteristics 
(Section 6.3.3.1) and hydrology (Section 6.3.3.3). The areas of potentially 
suitable rock that could be considered for the lateral expansion of the 
repoGitory are s'"10wn in Figure 6-5 of the EA and are discussed in Section 
6.3,3.2.3. Rock bolts are routinely required in underground facilities to 
ensure wot·ker safety and efficiency. The evaluations of preclosure tectonic 
conditions have been substantially improved in the final EAt with better 
support for the conclusions. 

C.3.1.3.3 Issues related to the executive summary concerns 

Several comments noted inconsistencies between the text of the EA and the 
executive summary. One commenter stated that the unsaturated zone should not 
be characterized as dry because of the presence of vadose water. The vertical 
and lateral extent of the potential host rock was questioned, as was the 
nomenclature for the typea of rocks in the region. One commenter ques- tioned 
why guideline statements were not identical with those in 10 CFR Part 960. 
Several commenters stated that guideline summary statements were based on 
incorrect assumptions in Chapter 6 with regard to seismicity, climatic 
stability, infiltration, location of zeolite minerals, mineral resource 
estimates, the water content of the host rock, and estimates of travel times 
to the accessible environment. 

Inconsistencies were also pointed out in the discussions of archaeology, 
site location and land use (particularly with regard to the Nevada Test Site), 
socioeconomic effects, transportation, radiological safety, and emergency 
preparedness. 

Response 

Many of the concerns expressed in the above comments were addressed by 
revisions to the executive summary in the final EA. The unsaturated zone 
should not he referred to as dry. because the moisture content is variable, 
with an average saturation of 60 percent. Errors in the descriptions of the 
major rock types in the region surrounding Yucca Mountain were corrected. The 
comment about the guidelines apparently referred to the "supplementary infor
mation" for the guidelines rather than the explanatory material that was 
included in the text of guidelines themselves. 
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For res!)r 11ses to the comments regarding incorrect assumptions in 
Chapter 6 of ~~e EA, the reade1· should see the following oections in this 
comment respor"Je document: seismicity in C.S.7, cLmotic stability in C.5.4, 
infiltration, -•ater content of host rock, and tra•·r'l·-time estimates in C,S,l, 
location of Zf,.Olite minerals in C.5.2 1 transportat·'0n in C.4.1.4 aqd C.7.3, 
socioeconomic~ in C.4.1.5 and C.7.4, and radiatior in C.7.2,7. 

In anAwer to questions about the location o" ·~e repository facilities, 
most of the underground repository would be outs' "It: the boundaries of the 
Nevada Test Site, but some surface facilities wou,.~ be built on land belonging 
to the Nevada t~.st Site, 

C.3.2 EVALUATION OF DISQUALIFYING CONDITIONS 

No commentD in the evaluation of the Yucca Mountain site agaf.nl't the 
disqualifying condition of the guideline, as sunvna·dzed in Section 2.3 of the 
EA, were received. 

C.3.3 DIVERSITY OF GEOHYDROLOGIC SETTINGS AND THE SELECTION OF PREFERRED SITES 

The DOE's emphasis on a diversity of geohydrologic settings and the 
selection of the preferred site in each setting were the topics of many 
comments. The issues raised included objections to the grouping of sites into 
geohydrologic settings, requests for detailed explantions of the selection of 
preferred sites, and doubts .about the availability of sufficient information 
to discriminate between sites in a geohydrologic setting. 

There were objections that the requirement for grouping sites into 
geohydrologic settings and selecting one preferred site from each setting 
artificially elevates the importance of host-rock diversity over geologic 
conditions. It automatically places the !Ianford and the Nevada sites in the 
top five and makes it possible for technically superior sites to be overlooked 
in favor of sites in different settings. 

Response 

It is indeed true that the second-best site in one geohydrologic setting 
may be in some respects superior to the best she in another geohydrologic 
setting. However, it is not necessary to find the absolutely best site for 
the repository; a research for the absolutely best site could be almost 
endless. It is necessary to find and qualify good sites--ones that meet or 
exceed all of the technical requirements that bear on protecting public health 
and safety during repository operations and over the long term. In order to 
find satisfactory sites in a reasonably expeditious manner, and to satisfy the 
requirement of the Act that sites from different host rocks be recommended, 
the DOE has chosen to amphasize diversity of geohydrologic settings in the 
process of selecting sites for nomination and recommendation. Maintaining a 
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d:lversity of rrck types has the added advantage of minimizbg the possibility 
of a program ,j, lay that could be caused by an as-y·:.~t-unrecognized bl!lsic flaw 
in a particula .. - host rock. 

The fact that the emphasis on geohydrologic d l vt.~sity automatically 
places the ;-Ieuu·ard and the Nevada (Yucca Mountain) sites in the top five is an 
artifact of th_! processes that led to the nine po! ntially acceptable sites. 
The searches that yielded the nine potentially SC(..1 ptable sites were not 
necessat·ily identical. Those that took place on l')(t~-controlled land, ending 
with the selection of the Hanford and the Yucca r-,. •\Pltain sites, were directed 
at choosing a sf.ngl-e site on Foder.al land dedicattJ(, to nuclear activiti~s. 
For example, 9 rock types in 15 alternative locatio·.·1.S wer~ considered :in the 
site-screening process for the Yucca Mountain site. The site-screening 
process for the salt sites had not yet narrowed th~ candidates do~1 to a 
single site per geohydrologic setting at the time the nine potentially 
acceptable sites were identified. 

Several conunenters recommended that the final ~"\ should state more 
clearly the importance to sita selection of est..ablishing candid.ates i'-' a 
variety of gaohydrologic sQttings and that the selection of the preferred.site 
in each geohydrologic setting should be ~Jxplained in de.~_ap, with reference to 
the siting guidelines. 

_!tesponse 

The importance of maintdning divet"aity in geohydrologic;. settings :f.n the 
siting process is explained in the preceding response. 

Section 2,4 of the EAs for the salt sites describes how the prefer.red 
aite in each geohydrologic setting waa chosen, with refer~nc;e to the ~:l.t~pg 
guidelines, 

Issue 

Some pa.rties ,wanted to know why only one tuff and one basalt site were 
considered as comp.ared to seven salt sites. The Nevada and the Hanford sites, 
were compared with no others in the same geohydrologic setting O.t" in the same 
host rock, 

Because the studies of the Nevada (tuff) and the H,anford .(basalt)_ sites 
were started on the basis of favorable land use (Federal. ownership and 
dedication to nuclear activities), they were focused on locating a 
geologically suitabl,e site on a particular Federal reservation. The DOE did 
not need to progress through regional, area, and location studies--the process 
that identifies alternative sites at each major screen.ing step. 
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Some cornm: nters did not believe that the DOE had suffid.ent information 
to diacriminat.<.: between sites in a geohydrologic setting (between Davis Canyon 
and Lavender C,."lyon; among Richton, Cypress Creek, :md Vacherie Domes; and 
between Deaf S1dth County and Swisher County). 

Response 

The basis for selecting the preferred site j : ~' geohydrologic setting is 
discussed in Section 2,4 of each EA, It is the n ..• p·•s position that the 
information CUrJ:"mtly available on the different si es if:; adequate for 
choosing a ?referred site in each setting. 

C.3.4 NOMINATION AND RECOMMENDATION OF SITES FOR CHARACTERIZATION 

In Chapter 7 of the draft EAs, each of the fhe sites proposed for 
nomination (Davia Canyon, Deaf Smith, Hanford, Richton Dome, and Yucca 
Mountain) was assigned a ranking for each technical guideline. Three 
quantitative methods were then used to aggregate these rankings. Two of 
the methods were criticized by the commenters for lacking firm theoretical 
fow1dationa. The third method--described variously as the utility-estimation, 
rating, or weighting-summation method--was criticized because its application 
did not follow the procedures suggested by the professional literature. The 
methods were briefly described in Section 7.4 of the draft EAs, which also 
presented the results of their application--the identification of three sites 
as preferred for nomination, A more detailed discussion of the three methods 
was given in Appendix B. 

In response to these comments, the DOE undertook a more formal application 
of the utility-estimation method (referred to as the decision-aiding methodology) 
to provide a more defensible overall comparative evaluation as a basis for 
determining which three sites appear most favorable for recommendation for 
characterization. The decision-aiding methodology is intended to provide a 
framework for systematically accounting for the technical and value judgments 
required in selecting sites for recommendation. It has been reviewed by the 
Committee on Waste Management of the National Academy of Sciences. 

The various steps of the analysis were conducted by a DOE team consisting 
of experts in decision analysis 5 the technical disciplines corresponding to 
the technical siting guidelines, and repository performance, The technical 
information for the analysis was obtained from the final EAs. The value 
judgments were provided by DOE management and staff. A detailed explanation 
of the decision-aiding methodology, the analyses that were performed, and the 
results are presented in the multiattribute utility analysis of nominated 
sites and the recommendation of candidate sites, which are being issued 
separately. 

The ranklngs reported in Chapter 7 of the draft EAs elicited numerous 
comments, some of which objected to the rankings assigned for a particular 
guideline and some of which auggested different rankings. A number of 
comments were also directed at the methodology used in aggregating the 
rankings, at the weighting used for the postclosure and the preclosure 
guidelines, and at the Choice of preferred sites. 
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In the f bal EAs, Chapter 7 presents only a C•lmparatha evaluation of the 
nominated sltf.,; that does not rank the sltes on i1'.dividual guidelines and does 
not aggregate .;-ankings to identify preferred siten; for recommendation. The 
ranking is performed i.n the multiattribute utilit} analysis of the nominated 
sites. For t:h• . .a reason and because the proces.a ot identifying the most 
favorable sit•~1 for recommendation is significantl!' tlifferent from that 
described in \._l.e draft EAs, comments on Chapter 7 -nd Appendix B of the draft 
EAs that were specifically concet·ned with the ran~ .. ng of sites or the 
methodologr ar.e not add<essed het"e. These inclu~ ~ comments on the specific 
<anking (i.e. , criticisms ot" endorsements) of sit ~" on particular guide lines, 
agg<egate rankirgs, and the met:hodology itself. F(, such comments the issues 
are summarized, nowevet", to show the conce<n& of t:h .. •,; commenters. The t"eader 
interested in the ratings assigned to the sites is referred to the 
multiattribute utility analysis of the nominated 1n.~es and the recolMlendation 
of canjidate sites, 'I'he comment.<J that are addressed here at"e those that 
sought cla<ification about, or commented on, the comparative evaluation of the 
sites in the d<aft EAs rather than simply disag<ee:!ng or agreeing with a 
ranking; they ;.nclude, for example, conments suggesting factors that should 
have been considered in the evaluation or questioning the use of a particular 
assumption. These comments were divided into two categories: (1) comparative 
evaluations against postclosure guidelines and (2) comparative evalU&tions 
ag.dnst preclosure guidelines. 

C.3.4.1 Comparison of sites on the basis of postclosure guidelines 

Comments on the comparative evaluation of sites against the postclosure 
guidelines covered each guideline. They included question.s about the findings 
made for particular conditions of the guidelines, comments about the data 
base, and recommendations for expanding Ot" imp<ovi.ng the analysis. As 
already P.Xplained, comments that were specifically concerned with ranking 
or methodology are not addressed here. Conments abouc the evaluations of 
indlvidual sites against the postclosure guidelines are addres6ed in Section 
C.S of the final EA for the particulat" site. 

C.3.4.1.1 System guideline 

A commenter stated that the DOE's failure to compa<e the sites on the 
basis of the postclosure system guideline masks the Hanford site's alleged 
inferio< performance in comparison with the other sites. 

Response 

A comparison of sites aga:inst the system guidelines was not performed 
for the draft EA, because the available data were deemed insufficient for 
assessing the performance of the total repository. 

Both the draft and the final EAs report the results of preliminary 
performance asseasments 1 •• l>ul: these results were not appropriate for use 
as the basis for selecting sites for recommendation. 
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C, 3, 4, 1, 2 Geot>·rdrology 

The compar,,tive evaluation of the sites agains': the postclosure 
guideline on gt. 'hydrology elicited many comments, The issues raised included 
the definition ·:lf the accessihle environment, the (·:>':-lmates of ground-water 
tt·avel times a-·~-1 the analyses on which they were b~:\ed, risk to regional water 
sources, the cr.mparison of sites in saturated and , waturated zones, the 
adequacy of the data base, and crit:l.cisms of the fi•rlings for specific sites. 

Issue 

One commenter noted that Chapter 7 of the EAs should be revised to take 
into account the 2-kilometer distance to the access.ihle environment rather 
than 10 kilometers. This would be consistent with rl1·aft 5 of the EPA standard, 

Response 

Analyses in Chapters 6 omd 7 have been revised to use a distance of 5 
kilometers to the accessible environment. The 5-kilometer distance is 
consistent with the final EPA standards, which were published in September 
1985 (EPA, 1985). (See also Section C.3,1,1 for comments on the definition 
of the accessible environment in the guidelines.) 

Two commenters felt that the discussion of favorable condition 3, ease of 
characterizing and modeling, was much too brief. This condition is considered 
to be not present at all five sites. 

The DOE agrees with the comment; the text has been revised to indicate 
that favorable condition 3 is a major consideration. The discussion has been 
expanded to more completely discuss uncertainty in characterizing and modeling 
each of the siteH. 

Two commenters asked whether the four subconditions under favorable 
condition 4 are of equal weight and recommended that ground-water flux be a 
factor in assesslng the sites. 

Response 

In terms of making a finding on this favorable condition, the four 
subconditions are of eq~l weight in that the presence of any one subcondition 
results in a finding of present. The DOE agrees that ground-water flux should 
be a factor in assessing the sites and has revised the evaluation of the sites 
against the geohydrology_·guidelina to explicitly consider it. 

Several con~enters were concerned with the uncertainty in ground-water 
travel times in the comparative evaluations of sites against the geohydrology 
guideline. One commenter said that the lack of data on the complexity of 
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ground-water flow p1 ths was not adequately assessed. A110ther pat·ty provided 
alternative travf';l~: ime calculations, including faster travel ti1nes than those 
presented in Chapt~-.· 7, A third commenter contended that the approach to 
ground-water modelL,g in the draft EA is not. conservati'e and therefore does 
not compensate for \J.UCertainty in data, One commenter f :d.t that the range of 
travel times, such JS 87,000 to 361,000 years, is large enough to indicate 
that not enough dar;a are available for an accurate pn1r'iction. Another 
commenter chall,mged the statement that the dry condit ,ns r.t Yucca Mountain 
tilmost compensate for the shorter travel times in ccm-.a.·isou with salt, saying 
that. this conclusion is unsupported, and questioned D' €';; ability to 
ultimately character'ze and model this site. 

Response 

Th~ travel-time analysis has been reviewed and extensively revised in 
response to various comments. A stochastic analysis has been C<Jmpleted for 
all five sites, using ranges of key hydrologic parameters to better represent 
the varying uncertainties in the data base. The DOE agrees that there are 
not enough data to make accurate predl.ctions of ground--water travel times. 
However, the DOE considers that the preliminary modeling is Gufficient for 
comparative evaluations of the five sites for the purposes of the EAs. With 
respect to Yucca Mountain, the DOE has reconsidered the relative ranking of 
the site to reflect the uncertainties in characterizing and modeling and in 
the range of travel times when compared witb the salt sites. However, the DOE 
considers that all five sites can ultimately be characterized and modeled with 
reasonable certainty. 

One commenter questioned whether the four subconditions under favorable 
condition 4 of the geohydrology guideline are of equal weight. If they ere 
not, then the sites are not being evaluated against this guideline in an 
equitable manner. 

Response 

The four subconditions of favorable condition 4 address the components 
of ground-water travel time and therefore bear on a single parameter, In 
that respect. the guideline can be viewed as treating each site Pquitably. 

One comment said that neither Chapter 7 nor Appendix A of the draft EAs 
discusses the relat1.ve risk posed by a repository to various regional water 
resources, such as the Ogallala aquifer and the Colorado River. 

Response 

Risk to various regional water resources is considered under the 
qualifying condition for each postclosure technical guideline: a site will 
be qualified under each vf the postclosure technical guidelines only if the 
repository will not be likely to lead to radionuclide relea&es greater than 
those referenced in the postclosure system guideline. The postclosure system 
guideline requires compUance with the EPA and NRC regulations for waste 
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disposal and n•<,Jires that the g~ologic setting of ;a site allow for the 
physical separat.:.on of radioactive waste from the a:·cessible environment in 
accordance with the specified regulations. The acc~ssible environment by 
definition inclu·Jes regional water resources outsidE.. the c.ontrolled area 
of the reposi_tory. In addition, the guideline on gf .... hydrology includes a 
potentially ad'l--rse condition of the presence of gr(•m.i-water sOurces, 
suitable for cr•JP irrigation or human consumption.,._, .. hout treatment, along 
ground-water flow paths from the host rock to the ..... ~essible environment. If 
this potentially adverse condition is present at !1 s tte and is judged to be 
sufficiently advrrse to preclude meeting the quali. yl.ng condition, then a site 
will be disqualified. 

Some parties said that the flow of ground water through salt may not 
be in accordance with Darcy's law. The process of diffusion and the flow 
of ground watet through fractures in salt may predominate and should be 
considered, 

Response 

The question of Dercian flow in salt and the potential for diffusion 
and flow through fractures are evaluated in the final EAs. The question of 
ground-water flow through a body of salt has not been rssolved at this time 
and will be addressed during site characterization. 

Issue 

Many comments said that the calculations of ground-water travel time for 
the Hanford site are inappropriate. In addition 9 one party noted that the 
Basalt Waste Isolation Project had failed to co~ply with NRC 1 s request in the 
"DrAft Issue-Oriented Site Technical Position (ISTP) for BWIP," Section 1.0, 
pagd 6. 

Response 

Concerns about the onalysis of ground-water-travel time for the Hanford 
site have been reviewed and are addressed in Section C.5.ll of the final 
EA for the Hanford site. Modifications to the conceptual model, the data 
base, and the revised calculation of the ground-water-travel time from the 
repository to the accessible environment 5 miles away have been made in 
Section 6.4,2.6.1 of the final EA for Hanford. Such an analysis is required 
to determine whether the first favorable condition and the disqualifying 
condition for the geohydrology guideline are present. 

Compliance with the "Draft Issue-Oriented Site Technical Position for 
the Basalt Waste Isolation Project" is not in question. The purpose of the 
document was to identify technical issues that would have to be resolved 
during site characterization, The Nuclear Regulatory Commission did not 
request that the issues be resolved before the publication of the final EA. 
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Issue 

One commenter noted that the travel-time discussio1 for the Hanford 
site gives the mifl~~ading impression that the travel t .·.les are based on 50 
transmissivity va),\es. 

Response 

The discussion of travel time has been extensive y revised to be 
consistent with additional analyses completed for the f,11al EA. The point 
raised by the commen:.er has been clarified, 

One conunenter stated that favorable condition 1 of the geohydrology 
guideline should not be considered present at the Hanford site. Hanford may 
be the only site wl<ere this condition is not met. 

Response 

Ground-water-travel times have been ext~nsively reanalyzed for all five 
nites in response to comments on the draft EAs. For the Hanford site. key 
hydraulic parameters were conservatively evaluated over appreciable ranges 
in the stochastic model to account for uncertainty. The results indicate a 
probability of 0.22 for a travel time of less than 10,000 years. However, the 
median travel time is less than 34,000 years. Because the median travel time 
best represents the expecte·d value, it appears that, on the basis of currently 
available data, this favorable condition can be met. The commenter is 
referred to Sections C.S.S and C.S.ll of the final EA for the Hanford site 
for detailed responses to comments on the analysis of ground-water-travel time 
and uncertainties in the key hydraulic par·ameters used in this analysis. 

One commenter argued that, since the ground-water-travet times for the 
bedded-salt sites in Utah and Texas were attributed to secondary permeability 
features and this was untrue, favorable condition 1 of the geohydrology 
guideline is not present at the Utah and the Texas sites. 

Response 

The appropriateness of including secondary permeability features is 
evaluated in the final EAs. 

Issue 

One conunenter suggested that the DOE reconsider the rating of tho Davis 
Canyon site under the geohydrology guideline in Chapter 7. Specific findings 
for Davis Canyon were questioned, with comments including the following: 

• Favorable condition 1 should be considered to be not present, because 
a conservative analysis should include a catastrophic early release to 
the upper and the lower hydrostratigraphic units. If fracture flow is 
assumed, the ground;water-travel times within these units could be 
less than 10,000 years. 
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• Favor .ble condition 2 should be considen,·.l not pres~nt, because the 
effec'~S of potential dissolution featurefl, such as fault R, were not 
consVJered. 

• Favoe;·hle condition 4 should be considered 
not fl., taken for conditions 4(i) and 4(ii 
permf,.:tbility is considered. 

110t present • 
if the effect 

Credit should 
of secondary 

• Potentially adverse condition 1 should b1. -~eevaluated to take into 
account the effects of thermal buoyancy or !;.he hydr~ulic gradient.. 

e Pc.~entially adverse condition 2 should be t:eevaluated to consider flow 
paths upward to overlying unJ.ts wf.th a tot$1-dissolv~d-solids content 
of less than 10,000 ppm. 

~esponse 

The DOE has reconsidered the rating of the Davis Canyon site with respect 
to the geohydrology guideline. The relative ranki.ng of this site with respect 
to the Richton Dome has been lowered. The specific comments on guideline 
conditions can be answered as follows: 

• Favorable condition 1 is still considered to be present. No mechanism 
has been identified for a catastrophic early release to the upper and 
the lower hydrostratigraphic units. Revised trsvel-time calculations 
consider unlikely flow paths that might result from fracture zones, 
although there is no evidence tha~ such zones exist. The revised 
travel times exceed 10,000 years. 

• Favorable condition 2 is also still considet·ed to be present. The 
revised discussion takes into ac~ount the potential for dissolution, 
including fault R. The stratigraphic offset along fault R is 
interpreted to be insufficient to be conducive to dissolution. 
Breccia pipes and other dissolution features are discussed in 
Chapter 6 of the Davis Canyon EA under the postclosure guideline 
on dissolution. 

• The DOE has reevaluated favorable condition.4 and agrees that 
condition 4(ii) is not present. Hot/ever, condition 4(i) is considered 
present because available data indicate that the host rock and the 
immediately surrounding units haV"e low hydraulic conductivities. To 
claim that favorable condition 4 is present, only one of the 
subconditions needs to be present, 

• Potentially adverse condition 1 covers only natural changes in 
geohydrologic conditions; changes related to repository construction 
and waste emplacement, such as thermal buoyancy, are evaluated under 
the post~losure guideline on rock characteristics, 

• The revised travel-time analysis does evaluate flow paths upward 
from the proposed repository host rock because of the potential for 
localized upward gradients at the Davis Canyon site. The re-sults 
of this analysis suggest that upward flow paths would re&ch the 
accessible envi~onment laterally rather than through overlying units 
containing ground-water sources with a low total-dissolved-solids 
content. 
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Issue 

One commer·tel:' noted that Davis Canyon has supr·.·ior geohydrologic 
conditions wher compared with Deaf Smith in terms ;: · the ground-wateJ:"-travel 
time and should rank high. 

The DO[, agrees; the relative ranking on the b •t.hydrology guideline has 
been revised to show that~ with respect to the geof·} ·'rology quideline, the 
Davis Canyon site is preferable to the Deaf Smith sl1 ~. 

Twr, conunenters suggested that the hydr.aulic com~uctivities in the host 
rock and the surrounding units are low at the Richton Dome; therefore 
favorable condition 4(i) and hence favorable conditi(m 4 should be considered 
present at this site. 

Response 

The DOE agrees that the hydraulic conductivity within the host J:"ock is 
very low at the Richton Dome. However, the horizontal hydraulic conductivity 
in the surrounding units ranges from 2.2 to 4.6 x 10- 6 meter per day (7.2 to 
1.5 x 10- 5 foot per day), This range of horizontal hydraulic conductivities 
for the surrounding units does not support a finding that condition 4(1) is 
present. 

One commenter suggested that the ranking of the Richton Do~e should be 
lowered because of the likelihood of radionuclide transport in water and 
pointed out that, according to Chapter 3 of the draft EA, ground water moves 
up from the lower to the upper aquifer, providing a mechanism for radionuclide 
contamination of usable aquifers. Water in the upper aquifer flows toward 
Richton. There are no data on fluid movement in anomalous zones or within 
the salt. In a~dition, consideration should be given to the possible 
contamination of drinking water during site characterization. 

Response 

In the final EA for the Richton Dome, the boundary of the accessible 
environment is considered the edge of the salt dome. Therefore, if the 
Richton Dome is selected for site characterization, any r.adionuclide releases 
to the lower aquifer will have to be demonstrated to be within the limits 
specified by the EPA standards. In addition, the presence or the absence of 
anomalous zones and the mechanism of fluid movement within the dam~ will 
hav~ to be resolved. Preliminary estimates of fluid movement within the 
Richton Dome suggest that ground ..... water travel within the Dome is very slow 
if it happens at all. Therefore, the DOE considers the Richton Dome to be 
more favorable than the other four sites with respect to the geohydrology 
guidelinE~. No contamination of ground water is expected from site 
characterization; the co!'IR1lenter is refen·ed to Chapter 4 of the final EA 
for the Richton Dome for a q~scussion of the possible effects of site 
characterization. 
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Issue 

One commer,,;er noted that the ground-water-tntV(!l times for the Yucea 
Mountain site ·l,J Chapter 7 are inconsistent t</'ith th~ travel time in Chapter 6 
of the draft Er. for Yucca Mountain. The final EA ••'tould contain a consistent 
value or rang0 of values for travel times. 

Response 

For the Yucca Mountain Bite, Chapter 7 of tt.' draft EA cites a minimum 
ground-water-tn,vel time from the edge of the engi1 -·ered ... barrier system to the 
accessible envirorunent of 23,000 years, and not 47,'.\00 years as noted in the 
comment, Estimates of ground~water···trnvcl time for the Yucca Mountain site 
have, ~~owever, been extensively revised for the fb~l EA, and a consistent 
range of trB.vel times is contained in the final document. 

Issue 

For Yucca Mountain, one commenter questioned the finding of "present" for 
favorable condition 2 of the geohydrology guideline, saying that the data on 
cyclic fluctuation~ in precipitation and changes in water-table elevation are 
insufficient to make a positive finding for this condition. 

Res pons~ 

The effects of Quaternary hydrologic processes on the ability of the 
Yucca Mountain-site to isolate waste have been evaluated. These evaluations 
were based on geologic data, preliminary modeling of a rise in the water table 
under pluvial conditions, and a preliminary performance assessment. 
Preliminary modeling of increases in the water table during a full pluvial 
cycle with a 100-percent increase in precipitation suggests that the water 
table would experience a 130-meter rise. If pluvial conditions were 
to recur, signifieant increases in ground-water flux and deereases in 
r,round-water-travel time could occur. However, a preliminary performance 
assessment for a repository at Yucca Mountain does not Ruggest a significant 
effect on waste isolation. 

One commenter noted that, because of the lack of understanding of the 
unsaturated zone and the fact that the DOE concludes that the kno~ledge of the 
waste-isolation capability of Yucca Mountain is uncertain, it is unrealistic 
to compare a site in the unsaturated ~one (Yucca Mountain) with four sites ln 
saturated zones. 

Response 

The DOE acknowledges the lack of understanding of the unsaturated zone at 
Yucca Mountain. However~ there are also uncertainties in the characterization 
and modeling of the four sites in saturated zones. For example, the mechanism 
Df ground-water flow in salt is uncertain, the role of fracture flow at the 
bedded-salt sites is uncertain, and the magnitude of vertical conductivity at 
the basalt site has not been quantified. The DOE has not concluded that the 
waste-isolation oapability of Yucca Mountain is uncertain; on the contrary, it 
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expects that the ·.J! certainties in the data base and in the prel:',minary 
modeling of the ur•··aturated zone can be resolved with ceasonable assurance 
during site che.rac~".erization, The DOE does not consid~tr that a comparison of 
a site in the unsa'~urated zone at Yucca Mountain with ;.~ur sites in the 
saturated zone is .mrealistic. 

One commenter noted that the data base used for L:11 comparative 
evaluation of Yucca Mountain against the geohydrologJ- •;uideline consists of 
two wells in the un~aturated ~one and 30 wells in the ~ ~turated zone, 
Additional datu from the unsaturated zone are required 4o base conclusions 
about geohydrology; data should not be extrapolated fr.om the saturated zona to 
the unsaturated zone, 

Response 

The DOE agrees that additional data from the unsLturated zone will be 
required if the Yucca Mountain site is selected for characterization. 
However, the preliminary data from the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain are 
considered sufficient for comparative evaluations of sites against the 
guidelines. The site-speciftc data base for Yucca Mountain is 1 in fact, more 
extensive than the d$ta base for the three salt sites. 

One comrnenter asked why, in the discussion of favorable condition 2, 
which is related to hydrologic processes during the Quaternary Period, cyclic 
fluctuations in precipitation were considered only for the Yucca Mountain site. 

Response 

The discussion of cyclic fluctuations in precipitation during the 
Quaternary is emphasized for Yucca Mountain because incre~sed precipitation 
affects flow through the unsaturated zone and the elevation of the water 
table, and th~refore favorable condition 2 is not present at Yucca Mountain. 
As stated in the textt similar processes have been evaluated for the other 
sites, but the effects of these processes are not likely to adversely affect 
waste isolation; therefore, the favorable condition is present at the other 
four sites. The text of the final EAs has been revised to discuss Quaternary 
hydrologic processes at each of the sites in greater detail. 

Issue 

One commenter recommended th&t the discussion of ground-water-travel time 
at Yucca Mountain, specifically travel through the Calico Hills nonwelded tuff 
unit, be clarified. 

Response 

The suggestion "'as accepted, and t.he discuuion has been clarified.. 
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C.3.4.1.3 Geo.:hemistry 

The comm~nts about the comparative evaluation of sites against the 
geochemistl"y g'.ddeline covered inconsistencies in 1:1-te discussion of 
geochemical co)ditions in Chapters 6 and 7 of the EAr;, di.sparities.in the data 
available fol" the various host rocks, and specif:i. ... suggestions for the 
findings made for particular sites. 

One commenler was concerned with disparities . a the comparison of 
the sites >lith respect to the availability of data ,and the types of data 
for the geochemis~ry guideli.ne. r·avorable condit~.ons 1 through 4 compare 
sites on the basis of various conditions that lead to a common result 
(i.e., isolation). It i.s not understood how dist1.nct properties like 
oxidation-reduction conditions and sorptivu proper·ties can be equated, 
especlally l.n light of differing uncertainties. 

Response 

Uncertainties in the geochemistry of all sites are admittedly present, 
and the geochemical data base for the sites varies with respect to the tYpes 
as well as the amount of data. The definitive data for each site will be 
collected during site characterization. However, the data that are available 
are adequate for the purposes of thP. EAa. Geochemical data have been 
collectively evaluated in the preliminary performance assessments reported 
in Chapter 6 as the data relate to radionuclide solubility and retardation 
with respect to EPA standards (I!:PA, 1'985) and NRC criteri'e. (NRC, 198-3). 

A commenter criticized the DOE for its subjective treatment of available 
data to arrive at subjective conclusions as to which site is better than the 
other. Statistical procedures were then applied to the DUE's "subjectively 
determined data (rankings under each guideline)'' to arrive at the best of 
five sites. The co~m~enter also felt that the "subjective" conclusions were 
compounded by the ranking method. 

Response 

The DOE used the available data from each site, which includes 
site-specific data as well as regional data, plus professional judgment 
in order to perform a comparative eval1wtion of the sites against the 
guidelines. As already mentioned, the shortcomings of the ranking method 
used in the draft EA ·have been corrected. 

The reviewer states that a major shortcoming with the draft EA for 
the Hanford site is that major concerns are evaluated "with short-term 
projections." Thus, the EA does not addt-ess the long-term problems that 
are posed by long-lived radionuclides {i.e., thousands of years). 
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It is as';L.med that "major concerns" include wnte-package l:ifet:ime, 
ground-water-t.·avel time, and radionuclide release ~ate and retardation, 
Contrary to th>! impression of the reviewer, each o these concerns has been 
evaluated wit!· respect to long-term waste conta!nn :!1:; and waste isolation. 
For example, t;,1e mean lifetime of the waste-packag_ container is expected to 
be approxim.l)tf!.ly 6tl00 years ± 600 years on the b HItS of the corrosion rate. 

One corrunenter said that the Hanfol'd site does r,ot have the advantage,; of 
salt. Salt provides excellent radiation shieldingt is chemically active with 
regard t.o radiation-generated products, and has a higher thermal conductivity 
than basalt. 

Response 

Basalt and the associated ground water have significant advantages over 
salt (e.g., low oxidation-reduction potential, high sorptive capacity). It 
is true that salt and brine are chemically active when exposed to radiation; 
however, this reactivity makes s11lt somewhat less desirable than basalt. For 
example, gamma and alpha radiations produce more oxidizing products (from 
radiolysis) in a brine than in freRh water. In addition, rock salt is a poor 
sorbant for radionuclides. While it is true that salt has 11 higher thermal 
conductivity than basalt, the presence of water in the repository at Hanford 
would aid in the transfer of heat from the area. 

Issue 

One commenter felt that the salt sites should not be asRigned a 
finding of "not present" for favorable condition 5 solely on the basis of 
data inadequacy. This party also questioned why such data needR were not 
investigated in the site-screening process that led to the identification 
of potentially acceptable sites. 

Response 

The mineralogic and chemical properties of salt deposits and the 
associated ground water are not co.ndudve to the physical and chemical 
retardation of radionuclides (e.g., rock salt has poor sorption properties 
and brine further inhibits sorptive processes). On this basis, it was deemed 
conservative to assign the finding of "not present" for favorable condition 5. 

One commenter noted that, evon though high .salinity inhibits the 
formation of colloids and particulates, the discussion for the Deaf Smith 
site suggests that all aquifers at the site contain saline water. It was 
noted that the upper aquifers contain fresh water. 

Respont>e 

The discussion has bet:!n corrected in the final EA. 
' 
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One coiMlent .. ~r noted that the Deaf Smith site h.ar~ no know 
radionuc 1 ide-so~ ''ing minerals. 

Response 

Little wOJ:k has been done on the mineral compc i.tion of the rock 
formulations at the Deaf Smith site. Prellminary ~<~r. .:k by the Texas Bureau of 
Economic Geology has shown that clay minerals may IE present in the muds and 
mudstone interbeds of the Unit f1 halite of the San I ".dres Formation. However, 
because of t:he preliminary nature of this work, no c ·edit is taken for 
sorption at the Deaf Smith site. This is noted in the final EA. 

A commentE.'!r said that the Richton Dome site should be ranked lower 
than the Deaf Smith and the Davis Canyon sites for geochemistry because the 
"accessible environment" is defined as the edge of the salt stock and does not 
include adjacent aquifers and their retardation pro~erties, .Credit for the 
travel of radionuclides through the adjacent aquifers is irrelevant to the 
evaluation of the site, 

Response 

Because of the paucity of data for all of the salt sites, no credit is 
taken at present for the retardation characteristics of adjacent aquifers 
at any of these sites. While it is expected that additional retardation of 
radionuclides within these aquifers will take place, it is not possible to 
estimate the significance of such retardation effects without aite-specific 
data. Thus, for the sake of conservatism, no credit for retardation in 
adjacent aquifers has been taken for any of the salt sites. 

Issue 

One reviewer noted that the radionuclide-complexing effects of carbonate 
are describ~d in Chapter 7, mentioned only in passing in Chapter 3, and not 
ment:i.oned at all in Chapter 6. 

Response 

A more balanced discussion of carbonate now appear.s in all three chapters. 

One reviewer felt that the presence of carnallite, organic matter, and 
hydrocarbons at the Davis Canyon site and their absence at the Deaf Smith site 
should result in Davis Canyon being 1·anked lower than, or at least equal ·to, 
Deaf Smith. 

Reoponse 

In the final EA, the Davis Canyon and the Deaf Smith sites are considered 
to have approximately equal "geochemical properties. The WlCertaintiea 
regarding organic n~terials (including hydrocarbons) are great because of the 
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paucity of data for both sites. The available datr~ indicate that carnallite 
may not be a pr ,blem at the Davis Canyon site becaTu;e the carnallite-bearing 
zone apparently thins in the direction of Davis Can:yon; holo'evar, this is also 
uncertain. Pol.'ntial problems at the Dr:!ef Smith Bite include the presence of 
mudstone interb::~ds and intercrystalline muds that ct;ntain clay lilinerals. Both 
carnallite and ;;he muds and mudstone interbeds may piuvide high-magnesium 
brines during '.he lifetime of the repository. 

A commenter expressed concern that a statement in Chapter 7 to the 
effect that the clays at the Swisher and the Deaf Sn,lth sites would "strongly 
enhance" the sorption of radionuclides is not supported by the discussion in 
Chapter 6. 

Response 

In Chaptet· 7 of the final EAs no credit is talren for the sorptive 
properties of clays at either the Swisher or the Deaf Smith site. 

One commenter noted that, in regard to favorable condition 2 of the 
geocemistry guidelines, Chapters 6 and 7 state that "brines will tend to 
promote the agglomeration of some types of colloids" and that the highly 
saline ground waters at the Richton Dome will inhibit the formation of 
colloids. On the basis of the evaluation in the draft EA, it cannot be 
unequivocally claimed that the evidence supports a favorable finding for this 
condition. 

Response 

It should be noted that favorable condition 2 covers a number of 
geochemical mechanisms, one of which is the formation of colloids. The final 
EA states that too little is known about particulates, colloids, and organics 
at each site to evaluate them at this time; favorable condition 1 is evaluated 
on the basis of other, and better-known, geochemical mechanisms. 

Issue 

A commenter pointed out that the Richton Dome is ranked lower than 
the bedded-salt sites, partly because the ground water at Richton is "less 
reducing than that of the bedded sal!: sites." The commenter claimed that 
the data do not support this statement. 

This discussion has been modified in the final EA. All three salt 
sites are now considered to be equal in terms of geochemical conditions 9 

partly because of the paucity of data. 

' ., . 'I 
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Issue 

Some cOinme;'ters noted that potentially advers~ condition 3 of the 
geochemistry gt~i.dcline (oxidizing conditions) is prf'sent at YLlcca Mountain but 
was not considered in the overall evaluation of the five sites in Chapter 7. 

This omission is acknowledged, 
present only at Yucca Mountain, .has 
five sites in tbe final EA. 

Potentially ad~erae condition 3, which is 
been consider .d in the evaluation of the 

One reviewer suggested that, because the Yucca Mountain site is in the 
unsaturated zone and is not expected to become saturated with infiltrating 
~urface water, the presence of oxidizing conditiony (potentially adverse 
r.ondition 3) is irrelevant. The lack of gt·ound water in the Topopah Springs 
Member of the Paintbrush Tuff suggests that this c.>ndition does not apply to 
this site, 

Response 

Thia condition does apply because ground water, as defined in the 
guidelines• includes the water in the unsaturated zone whether transient or 
trapped in por~ spaces •. 

A commenter noted that a statement in Chapter 7 indicates that no 
heat-induced alteration of zeolites in tuff at Yucca Mountain is expected. ,This 
is inconsistent with Chapter 6, which statea that heulandite and smectite may be 
adversely affected by the heat emitted from the vaste emplaced in the·repository. 

Response 

This inconsistency has been corrected in the final EA. 

C.3.4.1.4 Rock charac-teristics 

Two cornmenters disagreed that "phenomena that could affect isolation, •• 
are not expected to have significant effects at any of the sites," as stated 
on page 7-27 of the draft EAs. One of them said that this statement revealed 
the DOE's intention of not-Using certain guidelines. 

Response 

The cited statement was poorly worded. lt should have read "phenomena 
that could affect isolation ••• are not expected to produce effects exceeding 
regulatory limits at any of the sites." As can be seen from Chapters 6 and 7 
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of the draft and final EAs, each site was evaluated against every technical 
guideline, and f· rery technical guideline was used h1 the comparative 
evaluation of s..i.:-_es. 

Issue 

One comment1~r felt that the summary section di1 not give a detailed 
explanation of the expected effects of brine migrat:i4'1 at each site. 

Response 

Brine migration is discussed in Section 6.3.1.3.6 of each EA. 

One commenter felt that on favorable condition Z for postclosure rock 
characteristics all sites could be given a finding of "present," but should 
not be considereV. equal, The commenter felt that the salt sites should be 
given a higher rating because more of the three conditions specified--high 
thermal conductivity, low coefficient of thermal expansion, and sufficient 
ductility to seal fractures-~have been demonstrated in salt. 

Response 

In the final evaluation of sites for recommendation for site 
characterization, the postclosure guideline on rock characteristics--including 
the cited favorable condition--is only one of the three guidelines grouped 
together in a major consideration that examines the effects of repository
induced heat. 

Issue 

One commenter asked whether rock porosity has been a~equately measured. 

N.espon~ 

Since the largest specimens sampled to date a·re the cores from ezploratory 
drilling, this is the size of specimens on which porosity has been measured. 
Larger-scale measurements of porosity can be made indirectly by geophysical 
logging techniques. Larger-scale measurementH of porosity will be made during 
site characterization. 

Issue 

Ona co1m1enter requested that the differences between the expected 
performance of the saturated and the unsaturated ~ones be ~ntioned in the 
discussion of postcloaure rock characteristics in the EA for the Hanford site. 

Response 

The DOE recognizes that there are distinct and different advantages 
to each of these emplacement conditions. Since the candidate horizon at the 
Hanford site is in the saturated zone, it is inappropriate to describe the 
advantages of the unsaturated zone in the EA for the Hanford site. 
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Issue 

One comrr.e·.~ter requested that the magnitude of the thermal pulse be 
discussed in t .. e EAs, to evaluate its significance for the postclosure 
gui.delines. 

Res pons~ 

The effects of heat are described in Sectio'.6 6.3.1.3.4, 6.3.1.3.6, and 
6.3.1.3.7 of th~ EAs, Not all the expected effe~t! of heat are discussed in 
a particular se.:tion. 

Issue 

One commenter asked whether fractures can be thermally induced. 

Response 

Fractures can be thermally induced, but fractures have not been observed 
to be sizable under dry conditions. Thermally induced fractures usually occur 
from rapid increases or decrea~es in the heat content of a ~ock or through 
heat loadings that would be far more severe than those of a repository, 
Additional data on the potential effects of thermally induced fracturing on 
repository performance ~ill be gathered during site characteri.zation. 

One party felt that, according to the results in Table 7-17, the basalt 
site (Hanford) should be ranked higher than the Deaf Smith site. 

Response 

In regard to Table 7~17 of the draft EAs, the commenter is correct. 

Issue 

A commenter disagreed with the finding for the Hanford site of "not 
present" for potentia.!ly adverse condition 2 of the rock-characteristics 
guideline, saying that "the potential for thermally induced fracturing and 
for the dehydration of fracture (infilling) material is present at the Hanford 
site, though it may occur only in areas near individual waste packages." 

Response 

The reasoning. behind the finding of "not present" for potentially adverse 
condition 2 for this guideline is given in Section 6.3.1.3.6 of the final EA 
for the Hantiord s.f:te. 

Issue 

One commenter questioned the basis for the statement that potential 
stability problems would not affect the containment arad isolation capability 
of the Hanford s·ite, 
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Response 

At the Hau;•ord site, all excavations would be backfilled before closure, 
but there would be some limits to the degree of roc~~- adjustment that can take 
place. The HanZrn·d site is not initially taking crt,.dit for the containment 
capability of t.1e host rock and intends to demonstr~ t~ that the site performs 
acceptably witl.out taking credit for travel throug)- the dense interior. 

One co1M1entQ1r felt that tha evaluation of the 1. :chton Dome site against 
the postclosure guideline on rock characteristics sh.~.uld consider the presence 
of anomnlouo zones. 

Responoe 

The DOE acknowledges this concern and has expanded Sections 6.3.3.2.1 and 
6. 3 .1. 3. 2 in the final EA for the Rich ton Dome to d·l.scuss this topic. 

One comrnenter asked why the Davis Canyon and the Deaf Smith sites were 
ranked close together on postclosure rock characteristics when the discussion 
for the preclosure guideline on rock characteristics indicates 
more-substantial differences between the sites. 

Response 

The term "flexibility" is considered to havl!! a different meaning in 
the preclosure and the postclosure guidelines. Before closure, the DOE is 
concerned about whether a repository can be constructed. For the postclosure 
period, the DOE is concerned about how well the host rock (and other 
components) will isolate the waste from the accessible environment. Thus, 
the flexibility portions of the two guidelines are not equivalent, The 
preclosure and the postclosure evaluations are consistent with the intent 
of each guideline. 

One commenter felt that insufficient credit has b~en given to the Davis 
Canyon site for the higher rock strength that results from a lack of clay 
insoluble& in the host rock. 

Response 

Because of the lack of data from boreholes, rock strength at the Davis 
Canyon site is associated with a high uncertainty. Salt in general is a 
low-strength rock and is described as such in Section 6.3.1.3 of the EA for 
Davis Canyon. To claim an advantage for the Davis Canyon site at this time 
is not considered conservative. 
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One commente, stated that at the Davia Canyon sit.e the carnallite 
contained in the .·ock salt would melt at repository (lj.·Rrating temperatures, 
producing corrosi'le brine and volume changes. 

The corrosive effects of carnallite are discus' e .. ! in Section 3. 2. 7 of 
the EA for Davis Canyon. The volume percentage of Ll"nallite is small, and 
the effect of melt .. ng such a small volumetric fractiot is not considered 
significant a'". present. 

One commenter was concerned that at the Davis Canyon site the repository 
horizon would be the uppermost salt bad (salt cycle 6)~ and hence the salt 
barriet·s to the upward migration of radionuclides wou.\d be minima.!. 

Response 

The significant Pennsylvanian Rnd Permian strata overlying the host rock 
would provide an adequate barrier. Furthermore, the hydrologic gradients at 
the site are predominantly downward. 

One corrunent about the Davis Canyon site !'laid Lhat t.hermsl uplift 
will cause fracturing in the upper 625 f~at of the overburd~n above the 
site, including extensive portions of the Cedar Mesa and the· Elephant Canyon 
Formations, both of which supply water to wells and springs in the Canyonlands 
National Park. 

Response 

Thermal uplift has been calculated to provide a maximum lift of 
approximately 1 meter. Thermal dispersion would probably prevent this 
uplift from seriously displacing strata and interrupting aquifer continuity. 

One corrunenter felt that the Yucca Mountain site should be ranked more 
highly on postclosure rock characteristics ths_n the Deaf Smith site because 
Yucca Mountain appears to be more favorable in Table 7-3. 

Response 

The princlpal reason for this apparent discrepancy is explained in the 
fourth paragraph on page 7-27 of the draft EAs. 
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C.3.4.1.5 Clir,.~;l.ic change 

One reviewe questioned ..,.nether it is worth worl y-ing about an increased 
precipitation an.! runoff in the next 1.0,000 years m:·.' t.he potential for 
perched water tl•:\t might intersect the repository sl eft. 

The POE agrees. Such a scenario does not appe:n in the final EA. 

Issue 

A reviewer said that the Hanford site should be 1:-anked lowest on the 
climatic-change guideline because of thQ potenthl fo.:: catastrophic flooding 
and lakes, as evidenced by recent catastrophic tlood!og, 

Response 

The H&nforct site would not be affected by catastrophic flooding after 
repository clo&ure because such flooding occurs on the surface and the shafts 
and boreholes .would be sealed. 

The reviewer inquired as to ..,.hether changes in surface-water conditions 
at the salt sites could increase salt dissolution and why these changes ll'ere 
not considered. 

Response 

This question is nddre~~ed in Section 6.3.1.4.2 of th~ draft and the 
final ~s for the salt sites. 

Issue 

One party noted that, in the climatic-change guideline, the conclusion 
for potentially adverse condition 1 for the Deaf Smith site is based on 
available data for the Quaternary Period. Yet the discussion on favorable 
condition 2 states that data for the Deaf Smith site are insufficient to 
determine the effects of changes on the hydrologic system. 

Response 

Potentially adverse condition 1 and favorable condition 2 are quite 
different. The latter states that climate changes have had little effect on 
the hydrologic system, whereas the potentially adverse condition states that 
climate changes could affect the ground-~ater flo~ system to significantly 
increase the transport of radionuclides to the accessible environment. Thus 1 

the available data are adequate to address one, but not the other 1 condition. 
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Issue 

One conlflllnt pointed out that an increase :l.n the recharge and discharge of 
aquifers may .. at alter permeability within a salt sequence but might increase 
salt dissolut'on at the salt-rock interface and .S,ltt margins. 

Response 

While d:i.Bsolution in these areas may be inc-<: ~sed during times of 
increased recharge and discharge, the calculated r:,,;:es of dissolution are 
conservative to account for any additional dissoJ:.1 ton that may result from 
the increased arailability of water. 

The sites are ranked equally with respect to climatic change, yet Table 
7-4 seems to rank Yucca Mountain slightly better than the other sites. 

Response 

In Table 7-4 of the draft EAs the Yucca Mountain site shows "not present" 
for a potentially adverse condition related to a potential rise in the water 
table. This applies only to Yucca Mountain; the other sites are below the 
unsaturated zone. 

C.3.4.1.6 Erosion 

A number of commenters expressed concern that the DOE has not adequately 
considered all information in the comparative evaluation of the sites againat 
the guideline on erosion. The issues raised include changes in the ranking of 
sites, the relative importance of the potentially adverse and favorable 
conditions, and specific comments on erosion at Yucca Mountain and Hanford. 

One conu11enter proposed that all sites except. Yucca Mountain be ranked 
equal on the ·erosion guideline; Yucca Mountain should have a lower ranking 
because the repository would be closer to the surface. 

Response 

As stated in the draft EA, the objective of lhe erosion guideline is to 
ensure that erosional process acting on the surface will not be likely to lead 
to radionuclide releases greater than those allowed by regulations. The 
ranking evaluations in the draft EA were based on the qualifying, favorable, 
and potentially adverse conditions as they influence this objective. 

Issue 

One party argued that the favorable and potentially adverse condition for 
the erosion guideline are not of equal importance and should not be treated as 
equal. 
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~esponse 

The DOE a1p·~es. The qualifying condition relatetO to the nquirements of 
'•0 CFR Part 191~ -J.S implemented by the provisions of .\0 CFR Part 60, and 
therefore the second favorable condition, if it is p"r~sent, is the most 
significant bect,1,se, according to 40 CFR Part 191, e·J~ftts with less than one 
chance in 10,00(1 over 10,000 years need not be cons~ ~red in assessing 
postclosure performance, In general, if favorable c:..t ndition 2 is present at a 
site, favorable condition 3 also is likely to be pr's~nt and both potentially 
adverse conditions are likely to be absent. Becaus. ~avorable condition 2 is 
present at all ai1·3s, all sites are rated equal with espect to the qualifying 
condition. 

For the Hanford site, questions were raised regnrding the proposed depth 
of the repository versus favorable condition 1 and the erosion depth from 
regional base levels discussed in favorable conditim·- 2. 

Response 

Favorable condition 1 does not limit the depth of a repositoryi it merely 
says that ability to emplace waste at least 300 meters below the surface iA 
favorable. The regional base levels in the draft and final EA for Hanford 
should be considered as bounding estimates, not as best estimates. Even under 
bounding estimates, Hanford was found to have favorable condition 2 and thus 
is rated the same as the other sites. 

One CoMmenter expressed concern that the evaluation of Yucca Mountain did 
not fully take into account portions of the repository whose depth is less 
than 300 meters. 

Response 

As reported in the draft and the final EA for Yucca Mountain, the 
minimum thickness of the overbutden above the underground facility is about 
230 meters, at the western edge of the primary area. However, for about 50 
percent of Yucca Mountain the overburden is more than 300 meters thick. 
Because all of the repository would be at a depth greater than 200 meters, the 
site would not be disqualified. As stated in the draft r.A, the fact that 
Yucca Muuntain does not possess favorable condition 1 (waste emplacement helow 
300 meters) does not appear significant, because an evaluation of erosion 
rates for Yucca Mountain, applied to the 230-meter minimum depth, indicates 
that erosion would not significantly affect waste isolation over the next 
10,000 years. 
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C.3.4.1.7 Dirsolution 

One reviewer felt that the draft EA did not ctn.'Jistently treat the 
favorable and the potentially advers·e condition u~•H:'t' dissolution fOr the 
three salt sil:es. 

Response 

The diasolt•tion section in the final EAs has 1-lon revised to preBent a 
more consi"ltent discussion of the two conditions for the salt sites. 

One comrnenter objected to the statement that no significant dissolution 
has been ident.ifi'ed at the Deaf' Smith site because the sta·tement is based on 
data from a well 3 miles from the site and seismic~·ref.lect!Lbn data that do not 
"cover" the site. 

Response 

While the available data from the area of the eite do not unequivocally 
show that there h no diuolution at or. near the site, data from boieholes, 
seismic-reflection measurements, as \>lell as surface map)?ing -have uncovered no 
evidence that significant dissolution occurred beneath the Southern Highlands-' 
at any time during the Quaternary Period. 

One reviewer asked why the Pennsylvanian faults that occur 7 mil'es from 
the Davis Canyon site wore not mentioned in the discusaion !)!"! dissolution and 
whether the rates at which dissolution fronts are migrating could inctea·se' 
with the predicted increase in precipitation. 

Response 

The faults described by the reviewer die out in the lower part of the 
Paradox Formation; these faults have no surface expression. In addition, no 
indication of dissolution has been observed to be associated with these 
faults. In regard to the second question, no dissolution fronts have been 
identified i:n the study araB. Discrete dissolution features like Lockhart 
Basin and Beef Basin may be affected by an increase ln precipitation; howeve:.:.·, 
the current rate ·of dissolution is not known, 

Issue 

One commenter objected to Yucca Mountain's rece1v1ng a finding of 
"not present" for the potentially adverse condition under the dissolution 
guideline. The repository would be near the breccia of the Solitario Canyon 
fault zone, which the draft EA does not discount as a dissolution phenomenon. 
Therefore, unless sufficient data are available to show that the fault is 
not related to caldera collapse, it should be assumed that the fault is a 
dissolution feature and the Yucca Mountain site should be considered as having 
this potentially adverse condition. 
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The solubilitv of tuff in ground water is extremP·. y low; furthermore, the 
hypothesis that th:J Solitario Canyon fault i.£1. a disso~ ,tion feature is not 
credible, Any bre~cia associated with the fault zone '..; of tectonic origin, 
and there is no l1·gical n~ason to believe that the fe_ It is the result of 
dissolution. 

C.3.4.1.8 Tectonicb 

A number of commenters exprel'ised concern that tht· DOE did not adequately 
considet.(tll information in determining numerical rat::i.ngs for the postclosure 
guideline on tectonics. Among the issues raised llt'ere 1:he treatment of 
preexisting faults at the Deaf Smith site, the potential for dtapi·rism in 
general and salt n;ovement at the Gibson Dome as it relates to Davis Canyon, 
and the level of tectonic activity at the Yucca Mountain site. 

One commenter wanted to know how preexisting faults at the Deaf. Smith 
site were treated in the comparative evaluation against the pbstdOsure' 
guideline on tectonics. 

The eva.luation of tectonic and igneous events is based on our 
understanding of those processes during the Quaternary Period. Faults that 
have been active during the Quaternary are more likely than older faults to be 
active now a.nd for the next 10,000 years. The Deaf Smith site is different 
from the Davis Canyon site because Quaternary faults have·been identified near 
Davis Canyon but not near Deaf Smith. Thus, Deaf Smith iS more favorable with 
respect to Quaternary faults. 

Some commenters asked why diapirism ~as not discussed in the comparative 
evaluation of sites, citing the Gibson Dome in Utah as a structure in which 
salt movement continues today. 

Response 

Potentially adverse cuudit.ion 1 of the postclosure tectonics guideline is 
based on evidence of aCtive tectonic processes, including diapirism. Although 
not explicitly discussed in Chapter 7, diapirism was evaluated in the draft 
EAs for the 8alt sites. As explained in Chapter 6 of the EAs, there is 
evidence that diapirism has not been active at any of the·three salt sites 
during the Quaternary Period. 

In regard to the Gibson Dome, the final EA for Davis Canyon explainl'i 
that some degree of salt flow has occurred ~ithin the evaporite units near 
the Davis Canyon site, but the area of the site generally contains relatively 
undisturbed bedded salt. 
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Several ~~omments 
Mountain sit:· and the 

Response 

pertained to the level of 
treatment of tectonics in 

,~ctonic activity at the Yucca 
t· •. te evaluation. 

The evaluation of sites against the pasteL st·.re guideline on tectonics is 
primarily concerned with the effects of tectonh e:·vents on waste containment 
and isolation. As stated in the draft EA, the av<. 'lable data do not suggest 
that tectonic !!Vents at Yucca Mountain, Davis Cany•.JI1 1 and Hanford could both 
alter the hydrologic flow system and lead t.:~ radio-nuclide releases after 
repository closure. An accurate evaluation again~~ the postclosure guideline 
on tectonics includes not only an asa,essment of the probabilities of events 
but also an assessment of whether an event could adversely affect the 
repository system. 

In the final EA for the Yucca Mountain site, the discussion of repository 
performance has been expanded in Chapter 6 because the tectonic activity 
warrants additional discussion. The revised discussion adrls perspective to 
issues on postclosure tectonics. It includes such factors as ground-water 
flux and travel time, waste-package integrity, th6 careful consideration 
during repository development of recognizable faults that appear to have 
any possibility of movement, and the geochemical capabilities of the site. 
While many studies remain to be completed, particularly with respect to 
probabilities, preliminary assessments of system performance suggest that 
tectonic events are not likely to lead to radionuclide releases in excess of 
regulatory limits. 

One co~enter argued that the DOE failed to identify or evaluate the 
seismic risk at Yucca Mountain (as shown in a map of aeismic risk produced by 
the U.S. Geological Survey). The map clearly shows that Yucca Mountain is in 
a region of major seismic risk. The seismic risk in this region is much 
higher, in fact, than that at any of the other sites. 

Response 

The draft EAs recognize that the tectonic hazard at the Yucca Mountain 
site is higher than that for the other sites (page 7-116). Both the postclosure 
and the preclosure rankings (pages 7-44 and 7-115) reflect this relative 
comparison. 

If the Yucca Mountain site is selected for characterization, site-specific 
estilll8tes of oeiamic hazards will be made during characterization. In parallel 
with this, e~ch site will be evaluated for the significance of tectonic hazards 
with respect to the total risk. 
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C.3.4.1.9 Naturdl resources 

A number oi commenters expressed concern that t!·e DOE did not adequately 
consider all inf'·,rmation in ranking the sites for t! •' J>Ostclosure guideline 
on natural resot:rces. The issues raised include tht: L'"aluation of future 
resources e.nci t~·.! use of artificial markers as well "S specific comments 
on resources 1t Deaf Smith, Davia Canyon, Hanford, •· C Yucca Mountain. 

One commente1: pointed out that the resources of · oday may not be the 
resources people will seek in the distant future. 

The evaluation of uatural resources has been based on "reasonable 
projections of value, scarcity, and technology," as stated in the qualifying 
condition of the guideline, This statement is meant to reflect the NRC's 10 
CFR Part 60, which states that the evaluatJ.on of the resource potential should 
consider whether economic extraction is currently feasible or potentially 
feasible during the foreseeable future. Thus the goal of natural-resource 
assessment is to ensure an acceptably low likelihood of postclosure human 
activities that would be detrimental to waste containment or isolation. 
This does not mean that the future development of a "new" resource can be 
absolutely ruled out, but, on the bas:l.s of our prese·nt und~rstanding, this 
potential can be minimized. Furthermore, it is expected that permanent 
markers and records will also reduce the potential for human interference 
at the repository site. 

One party commented that Chapter 7 of the draft EAs contained no more 
than a passing mention of artificial markers and asked whether there are any 
site-specific factors affecting the use of such markers. 

Response 

As stated in the qualifying condition for the postclosure guideline 
on natural resources, in assessing the likelihood of postclosure intrusion, 
the DOE will consider the estimated effectiveness of permanent markers 
and records. In evaluating the sites against the guidelines, the EAs 
qualitatively considered the effectiveness of markers and records in 
reducing the likelihood of human intrusion within the controlled area. 

One party ~aid that the Hanford site has a potential for ground-water 
resources and natural gas and should be disqualified for that reason. 

Res pons~ 

As discussed in the final EA for the Hanford site, the finding for 
potentially adverse condition 1 has been changed from "not present" to 
"present" because of the po~tential uses of ground-water resources and 
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natural gas, 't should be noted, however, that although source beds (for 
hydrocarbons) ·~111y exist beneath the basalt, present exploration activity has 
not found ttdt~q··at:e evidence of significant concentrations of any mineral or 
rock that is tnique to the Hanford site. The geotn~o.mal potential of the site 
is conaidet·ed IJonfavorable. Tho revised evaluatlo:'. 0f the Hanford site is 
bused on th.e 1. test information on thfl potential f :-r hydrocarbon and oth.er 
resources. As the potential for reAource extract) n is by nature speculative 
and the use o( permanent markers and records will < qsist in reducing the 
likelihood of human intrusion within the cantrall .o ares to very low values, 
the Hanford site should not be disqualified becam.c of the potential for 
natural resource9. 

One conunenter suggested that the EA for Davis Canyon evaluate ground 
water and the Colorado River as valuable natural resources. Another commenter 
noted that, although Chapter 7 suggests that only minor aquifers exiet above 
the boat rock at Davis Canyon, the Cedar Mesa sands.:one aquifer, which 
overlies the bast rock, is used as a water supply for the Canyonlands 
National Park. 

Resour<;cs 

As discussed in the final EA for Davis Canyon, ground•water use in 
the area and vicinity· of the site is minimal. Existing wells yield small 
quantities of ground water from the Glen Canyon Group as well as the Cedar 
Mesa and Cutler 'stratal however, thttse wells are less than 400 feet deep. 
As such, ground water is not expected to have an adverse effect on the 
ground-water flow system, Section 3.3.1.5 of the final EA discusses water 
availability and demand, including the amounts of water available from the 
Colorado River in a Davis Canyon region. Because the Colorado River is too 
far for its use to be practical, it was not considered significant as a 
potential resource that would directly affect the Davis Canyon site. 

The conunentet' is correct in noting that the Cedar Mesa sandstone aquifer 
supplies water for Canyonlands; however, this aquifer is not highly productive 
at the Davis Sanyon site. As sumn~rized in Chapter 3 of the draft EA, this 
aquifer produced only a few gallons per minute from its entire thickness at 
well GD-1. 

One party questioned the assessment of natural resources at Yucca 
Mountain, saying that the mineral potential had been ineffectually evaluated. 

Response 

As discussed in the final EA for the Yucca Mountain site, there are no 
energy or mineral resources for which economic extraction is f~asible in the 
foreseeable future. The DOE does not agree that the mineral potential of the 
site has been ineffectually evaluated. The evaluation is based on a review 
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of the literatun:, exploration and geologic mappins by the U.S. Geological 
Survey, and geocJ,!!mical analyses of cores and cuttil1Jl'l> taken from boreholes at 
and near Yucca M~- ;,ntain. 

C.3.4.1.10 Site ownership and control 

The draft EA states that there is no basis for d !ltinguishing among the 
sites in terms of dte ownership and control at the bt ~inning of the 
postclosure f~:riod, and therefore all sites ~ere ranked equally on this 
guid-eline. One commenter asked ~hy, if this is corn!ct, land ownership is one 
of the g• .. idelines. 

The postclosure guideline on site ownership and .:antral is included 
in the siting guidelines to ensure consistency with the portion of NRC 
regulations in 10 CFR Part 60 that addresses the long-term control of the 
site by the DOE (10 CFR 60.121), In addition, this postclosure guideline is 
distinguished from the preclosure guideline on site ownership and control in 
t.,..o ways. First, the favorable condition for the preclosure guideline refers 
to the control of ''.,.all surface and subsurface mineral and .,..ater rights by 
the DOE," whereas the favorable condition for the postclosure guideline refers 
to the "control of land and all surface and twbsurf8.ce rights by the DOE." 
Second, the preclosure guideline is directed at the DOE's ability to control 
access to the site during repository operation, under the requirements of 
the system guideline for radiological safety. The postclosure guideline, in 
contrast, is a part of the human-interference guideline (960.4-2-8), which is 
intended to ensure that future generations will not compromise the integrity 
of the repository. Thus, although the DOE does not believe that there is 
currently a basis for t!iacriminating among sites on the basis of postclosure 
site ownership and control, the guideline serves a necessary function in the 
siting process. 

C.3.4.2 Comparison of site~ o!l the basis of preclosure guidelines 

'!he preclosure guidelines are divided into three groups, in order 
of decreasing importance: (1) preclosure radiological safety; (2) 
socioeconomics, environment, and transportation: and (3/ ease and cost 
of siting, construction, operation, and closure. The issues raised in 
comments on the evaluation of the sites against these guidelines are 
summarized and addressed in this section. 
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C,3,4.2.1 Pr~~losure radiological safety 

The prec.1 ')sure guidelines on radiological safety consi~lt of four separate 
guidelines: <'l) population density and distribut 1.:m, (2) site ownership and 
controlt (3) nteteorology, and (4) off site instalL dons and operations. 

C.3.4.2.1.1 Population density and distributiot 

Many commenterR stated thRt the evaluation of the Hanford site against 
the guideline on· population density end distribut"\•m did not take into account 
the approximately 12t000 workers that the DOE and its contractors currently 
employ at the Hanford Site or the 3,500 of these J 2,000 workers who work in 
the vicinity of the potential repository site. These commenters stated that 
the objective of the guideline is to protect the !"malth nnd safety of both the 
public and repository workers and that the evaluation presented in the draft 
EA ignored the safety of the Hanford workers. Several of these COIMlenters 
said that it is ridiculous to argue that the 3,500 Hanford workers in the 
vicinity of the site are "not members of the general public" as the draft 
EA states on page 7-57. Othet·s insisted that the presence of these Hanford 
workers constitutes a high daytime population density for the site. 

Response 

The DOE agrees that the 3,500 Hanford workers must be considered members 
of the generel public for the purposes of this evaluation. However, these 
persons work in the general vicinity of the site and not, as the guideline 
condition stipulates, "within the projected site boundaries." 

One commenter noted that the draft EA reported the population density 
for the Hanford site as 43 persons per square mile and for the Richton Dome 
site as 4G persons per square mile, but nonetheless the Hanford site received 
a much higher score on this guideline than did the Richton Dome. 

Response 

The guideline on population density and distribution requires the DOE 
to evaluate the remoteness of the site from highly populated areas in 
addition to the population density of the general region of the site. While 
the population density is similar for both sites, the controlled area of a 
repository at the Richton Dome site would be adjacent to the town of Richton. 

A few commenters stated that the evaluations of sites against the first 
favorable condition of the guideline on population density and distribution 
should consider transient populations. These commenters suggested that this 
condition might affect the population density given for the Davis Canyon site. 
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Response 

Transient populations are explicitly consider ~d by the first potentially 
adverse condit~on, which addresses high residential~ seasonal, or daytin~ 
population den,·>ities within the projected site bou-daries. Chapter 7 of the 
final EA also 1ddresses such transient populationt' dS users of offroad 
V12hicles. 'l'h~!lie considerations do not significant;y affect the population 
density for the Davis Canyon site, 

C.3.4.2.1.? Site ownership and control 

Issue 

Many commenters stated thll.t the ranking of the Yucca Mountain and 
the Davis Canyon sites--both of which are on land o•.rned by the Fede.:al 
Government-- below the Richton Dome and Deaf Smith sites is indefensible 
and highly artificial. They insisted that to transfer land belonging to the 
Federal Government is easier than obtaining private land. One person said 
that persons who face the loss of their property will go through every legal 
means possible to keep their land, Another pointed out that the acquisition 
of private land is time consuming and expensive and that affected landowners 
have testified that they will not enter into voluntary leases or purchase-sell 
agreements; this commenter claimed that even identifying all of the affected 
owners of surface and subsurface rights will take time, given the large number 
of owners involved. 

Two commenters noted that the Congressional action described as necessary 
.in the draft EA for the Yucca Mountain and Davis Canyon dtes would not be 
necessary until the time, or aft~r, Congress approves the site for a 
repository, pursuant to Section 115 of the Act. They felt that it was 
ridiculous to argue that Congress would override a State veto of a site 
selection and then fail to expeditiously transfer land title to the DOE. All 
of these commenters therefore recommended ranking the Yucca Mountain and the 
Davis Canyon sites above the Richton Dome and the Deaf Smith sites because 
they believe that the transfer of land between Federal agencies is easier than 
obtaining private land. 

One commenter stated that to obtain land at the Richton Dome site would 
create major, negative, and highly disruptive impacts for innocent citizens 
and that these impacts could be avoided at either the Yucca Mountai.n or the 
Davis Canyon site. Another party suggested that the Richton Dome site should 
be ranKed below the Deaf Smith site because the privately owned land at Deaf 
Smith is agricultural land, of W"hich there is no shortaga. 

Response 

The guideline addresses only the complexity of procedures for acqu~r1ng 
the needed land. The complexity of these proce~ures does not necessarily 
reflect the value of the land or the associated social or economic impacts. 
The DOE is aware of the socioeconomic impact of acquiring lands, especially 
privately owned lands, and the socioeconomic aspects of land acquisition are 
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considered und('·J the socioeconomics guideline. For €Xample, the DOE 
recognizes that ~.he condemnation of privately owned l.ands could disrupt the 
lives of displaced landowners. 

Issue 

One commenler recommended that the Richton Dome site be ranked last, just 
below the Dec>.£ Smith site, because there are more J..U\:'.owners at Rlchton Dome 
than at Deaf Smith. 

Response 

The DOE has not determined exactly how many lanc:io..,.ners there are at the 
Deaf Smith and the Richton Dome sites. If one or bolh of these sites are 
recommended for site characterization, the DOE ..,.ill identify the affected 
landowners as part of the formal land--acquisition process. 

C.3.4.2.1.3 Meteorology 

One commenter stated that it is not possible to make a comparative 
evaluation of the sites against the meteorology guideline, because of the lack 
of data and inconsistencies in the types and quantities of data available for 
the various sites. 

Response 

The siting guidelines acknowledge that complete data ..,.auld not be 
available for all evaluatlons Of the sites against the guidelines. The 
guidelines i.lrovid~ for ev;lluating sites on the basis of available data. In 
evaluating the sites against the meteorology guideline, the DOE used beat 
estimates based on available data and conservative assumptions. 

Issue 

Several persons commented on population considerations under the 
guideline on meteorology. One commenter stated that the size of offs!te 
populations has not been appropriately considered under the ranking. 
Another noted that site comparisons would be facilitated H all EAs expressed 
population density as "persona per square mile" rather than "population 
densities higher than average." Another coiUl\enter requested that the 
workers employed at the Hanford Site be considered under this -guideline. 

Response 

The meteorology guideline is concerned primarily with meteorological 
conditions and events that could affect the transport of radioactive materials 
to persons beyond tb~ boundaries of the site. The characteristics of offsite 
populations are considered separately under the guideline on population density 
and distribution. Meteorological information is combined witb·inforroation about 
the population to evalUJtte the sites under the system guideline for preclosure 
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radiological saf•1ty. If in comparing the sites against the mttteorology 
guideline the DC·~ used population characteristics other than those specified by 
the guideline (1.e., location and density relative t:n regional density), double 
counting for population conditions would result. 

The worl,ert at the Hanford Site have been cons)tl11Ced in determining the 
regional popul.~1· .ion density and in the final EA aro ~pecifically addressed under 
the guideline no population density and distribut:l.o , 

Issue 

Some comrnenturs noted that the draft EAs for th, Davis Canyon and the 
Hanford sites were inconsistent in the evaluation of the first potentially 
adverse condition of the meteorology guideline, and this inconsistency is 
reflected in the comparative evaluAtions of Chapter 7. The draft EA for Davis 
Canyon states that the town of Moab, 33 miles downwind, is close enough for the 
first potentially adverse condition to be present. However, the draft EA for 
Hanford says th,\t the downwind city of Richland is sufficiently far from 
the site (22 miles) for the first potentilllly adver!i·.~ condition to be not 
present. Similarly, the Hanford site, which appears to have n~re stagnation 
episodes than Davis Ca1lyon, was ranked highl!lr for dispersion conditions. 

Response 

The EAs have been revised to take a consistent approach on this 
condition. They define "prevailing meteorological conditions" to mean the 
most common annual average wind direction in any 2.2.5-degree sector and 
consider nearby population centers to be within a radius of .50 miles from 
the site, unless it is possible to documeGt that atmospheric dispersion is 
sufficient to permit a smaller radius. As a result of this approach 9 the 
final EAs for both the Davis Canyon and the Hanford sites consider this 
potentially adverse condf.tion to be present. 

The Hanford site is not considered to have the second potentially adverse 
condition, wbich pertains to extreme weather, although Chapter 3 of the EA 
shows that part of the site would be inundated by the probable maximum flood 
and that the area has experienced a maximum snowfall of 24.5 inches. 

The second potentially adverse condition refers to the historical 
frequency of extreme weather. The probable maximum flood is a statistical 
worst-case flood. The DOE considers the 100-year flood to be an appropriately 
severe flood for this condition. The record snowfall occurred in 1916 and is 
not considered representative of recurrent conditions in the area:,of the si.te. 
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C.3.4.2.1.4 Ofhite installations and operations 

Issue 

One person asked the DOE t.o explain how two si; 's with the same number of 
deleterious con:'itions can have different utility vt.·L,l3&. Another corm~enter 
suggested that ·.:.he Hanford aite be disqualified unrl .. this guideline because 
of conflict with nearby atomic-energy defense activ ~.lea oc, if it can be 
demonstrated that the conflict is not icreconcilat 1.~:, that the canking of the 
site be significantly lowered. 

Response 

Se(.tion 6.2.1.5 of the EA for the Hanford site demonstrates that there 
will be no irreconcilable conflict between a reposito>ry and nearby 
atomic-energy defense activities. 

Issue 

One party asked the DOE to identify the other nuclear installations that 
contribute to radioactive relea~es in the area of the Davis Canyon site. 

Response 

The contributing facilities are three uranium mines. 
in Section 7.3~1.1.4 of the draft EA for the Davis Canyon 

C.3.4,2.2 Environment, socioeconomics, and transportation 

They are discussed 
site. 

This group of preclosure guidelines consists of separate guidelines on 
(1) envirorunental quality, (2) socioeconomic impacts, and (3) transportation. 

C.3.4.2.2.1 Envirorunental quality 

Issue 

A commenter requested that the sites be compared on the basis of their 
relative risk to water resources. 

Response 

The final EAs contain an evaluation of compliance with the ground-water 
protection requirements of the final EPA standards, 40 CFR Part 191 (EPA, 
1985). These standards require that the repository may not cause the 
radionuclide concentrations in "a special source of ground water" to 
exceed specified limits for 1,000 years after waste emplacement. 

The presence of sources of ground 
human consumption without treatment is 
postclosure guideline on geohydrology. 

water suitable for crop irrigation or 
potentially adverse condition 2 of the 

The comparative evaluation of sites 
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did include this condition (see Sections C.3.4.1.2 and C.S.l fo~ comments on 
geohydrology), n addition, the comparative evaluation inclu.Jed in the 
disqualifyinK co· .. dition for the preclosure guidelin~ on socioer.:onomic impacts 
pertains to Dig·nHicant effects on the quantity ot tt-e quality of water from 
major water supp'.les (see Sections C.3.4.2.2 and C.7.t\). 

Issue 

One cmnr.1enter contended that the EA for the bas,,lt (Hanford) site Hhould 
acknowledge the presence of potentially adverse COT Lt:ions regarding (1) 
projected major cnnflicts with environmental requit·lr~~nts and. (2) significant 
adverse envir.onme·.·.tal impacts that cannot be avoided lr mitigated. This 
contention "'·Ia based on claims of uncontalned hazardous materials and 
controversy over the discharges of radioactive materials from DOE facilities 
at Hanfurd. 

Response 

The guideline on environmental quality is conce.rned with significant 
adverse environmental impacts at the repository site, It does not address 
the effects of unrelated activities. 

One commenter stated that the DOE has not done the work to determine 
whether or not significant Yakima Indian cultural or religious resources would 
be adversely affected, especially in light of previous effects on Gable 
Mountain. He felt that the fifth potentially adverse condition should be 
considered present at the Hanford site. 

Response 

Parts of Gnble Mountain have been examined by a reconaissance-level study 
that identified Gable Mountain and Gable Butte as having religious 
significance to local Indian groups. The DOE maintains that site 
characterization and repository development can be performed at the Hanford 
site without exerting any significant adverse effects on any significant. 
Native American religious or cUltural resources. 

One per&on felt that the ranking of the Richton site should be lowered 
because environmental impacts would be experienced by the persons living at 
the site, 

Response 

The nearness of the town of Richton has been given due consideration in 
the evaluation of that site against the guideline on population denlity and 
distribution (see Sections C.3.4.2.1 and C.6.1 for comments on that guideline). 
To consider the population of Richton in evaluations againat the guideline on 
environmental quality would result in double counting. 
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Several c.mmenters said that greater ompha6is 8hould be placed on the 
proximity of tba Davis Canyon site to the Canyonlanis National Park. 

The guidl!l.ine on environmental quality calls ·:H' an assessment of effects 
on sny nat:ionH.l parks and of irreconcilable confHc•·.s with a park. The final 
EA for the Davis Canyon site presents ouch an ev~ · uutlon for the Canyonlands 
National Park; the evaluation uses criteria develtpd by the National Park 
Service to test ~or irreconcilable conflicts. (Bee also Sections C.3.3 and 
C.l.l.) 

One person said that the comparative evaluations should consider the 
uncertainties qbout the ability of the Deaf Smith !lite to comply with the 
requirementn of the Texas ·Mine Shaft Aot, 

~esponse 

The DOE acknowledges that uncertainties about compliance with environmental 
requirements should be considered in the oomparative evaluation. The evaluation 
of the Dsaf Smi·bh· site has been revised to address the uncertainty about 
compliance with bhe Texas Mine Shaft Act. 

Issue 

One commenter asked whether the DOE will guarantee protection of the 
Ogallala aquifer or. if not, how the DOE proposes to mitigate any releases 
into the Ogallala. 

Response 

It is the DOE!-s ·position that the quality of the environment- atl ,the Ded 
Smith site can be ;adequately protected. Sections 4..2..1.4 and 5.·2-.2- of .the .. 
Deaf Smith EA address protection of the Ogallala aquifer. 

Several issues were raised about the Davis Canyon site. One commenter 
stated that air-quality impacts are double counted, being considered both 
under the environmental quality and the meteorology guidelines. Several 
commenters questioned the DOE's ability to determine the presence of an 
irreconcilable conflict with the Canyonlands National Park, since it appe•ra 
that the DOE is not fully aware of the Park's designated uses. A commenter 
felt that, since neither favorable condition is present, the Davis C•nyon site 
should possess both corre.sponding potentially adverse conditions. A comenter 
agreed that the 'site hu the third potentially adverse condition, but beliGves 
it should have the fourth- as well. I-t was noted by one cormtenter that the 
Davis Canyon site discussion should include the possibility of critical 
habitat. A commenter noted that the findings for the Davis Canyon site under 
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the first and t~'e third disqualifying conditions were baaed on insufficient 
date and questt .ned the statement that reposilory-1:elated act.ivities will be 
conducted withi•· the park, 

The only ··11aluation of a.ir-quality impacts oCt1tl."ll under the environmental 
quality guideli-ne. The meteorology guideline is <:· ·:.~cerned pr.imarily with 
radiological safety; it addresses only those meteo- llogical conditions and 
phenomena thAt affect the transport of radioacti~' uaterial to offsite areas. 

The DOE has expanded the evaluation of Canyor.l nds National Park and 
possible il..pacts throughout Sections 4.2 and 5.2, w-~th swnmaries presented in 
Sections 4.4.1 and 5.5.1. The results of the evaluations show that there will 
be no irreconcilable conrlict with the uses of the ~ark, 

The guideline did not intend for the pairs of first and second conditions 
to be reciprocal. Bach pair delineates a possible range for that condition. 
Therefore it is posaible to not have either condition •. For example-, on the 
second set the favorable conditiou is not present because it cannot be 
projected that impacts will be mitigated to insignificant levels. The 
corresponding potentially adverse condition is not present, however, because 
it is projected that significant impacts can be mitigated to acceptable levels. 

Because of potential effects on the Newspaper Rock State Historical 
Monument, the evaluation of the Davis Canyon aite was revised to state that 
the fourth potentially adverse condition is present. A summary of -possible 
critical habitats was added to the comparative evaluation, but the finding for 
the sixth potentially adverae condition was not changed. 

The evaluation of potential effecta on the Canyonlands National Park has 
been revised 8nd expanded, but the finding that the site is not diqualified 
(see Section 6.2.1.6.4) was not changed. It remains the DOE's position that 
no repository-related activities will need to be conducted in the Park. 

The DOE considars the revised comparative evaluation to place an 
appropriate emphasis on the proximity of the Davis Canyon site to Canyonlands 
National Park. Thia evaluation is supported by Sections 4.4.1 and 5.5.1, 
which have been added to the EA for the Davis Canyon site. 

·.;11 

C.3.4.2.2,2 Socioeconomic impacts 

One cornmenter stated that, in evaluating the sites on Federal land, 
acceptance by the- local population at present should no.t .be weighted too 
highly "becausP. t11e acceptance must persist for 1,000 to 10,000 yeaJis,. 
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Response 

Accepta.n.·e l>y the local population is not directly considered in the 
comparative e-··duation of sites because it is not tncluded in the siting 
guidelines. ~'l!blic acceptance, holoo'ever, may affe,· ~ the degree of conflict 
between old ar-,d new residents and can be used as ,,1 indicator of social 
impacts. In this light, the DOE does consider pu :.ic acceptance as a 
contributing :actor to the potential for social L.)acts, 'rhe long duration 
of the repository is acknowledged by the siting ,:u .de lines, which assign 
primary importance to postclosure conditions. 

One commenter expressed concern over the choi..:-J of Hanford as a site for 
characterization, saying that whether a repository 'otould help to "stabilize 
general economic conditions" is not as important as the long-term safety of 
the site. The corrrnenter stated that the Columbia R,iver, which borders on the 
Hanford Site, is used for irrigation and that site <:haracterization at Hanford 
could adversely affect the agricultural economies of the States of Washington 
ctnd Oregon, 

Response 

In order to be considered for a repository, a sit~ must meet the 
qualifying conditions of all the siting guidelilieS. Failure to meet even 
one condition will disqualify the site. The objective of the guidelines is to 
ensure that any site selectad for a repository will meet all the regulatory 
requirements for the protection of the health and safety of the public and the 
quality of the environment, The a.bility to meet these requirements will have 
to be demonstrated to th~ satisfaction of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
which will issue the authorization to construct the repository. 

The DOE does not expect that site characterization for the Hanford site 
would adversely effect agriculture in the State of Washington or Oregon. 
Since no radioactive waste would be accepted at the site during this phase, 
there is no potential for radioactivity to enter the Columbia River through 
ground-water seepage. 

One commenter suggested that the comparative evaluation of the Deaf Smith 
and the Richton sites against the guideline on socioeconomic impacts should 
rank Richton lower. This commenter stated that Deaf Smith's ranking was based 
on impacts to agriculture, but that we currently have more agricultural land 
in production than needed. Another commenter suggested that ranking the Deaf 
Smith site higher than Davis Canyon on socioeconomic impacts was arbitrary 
because the discussion states that in-migration requiring mitigation will 
occur at both sites and that effects on agricultur~, a major sector of the 
economy of Deaf Smith County, are possible. TWo commenters objected that the 
DOE had failed to consider any of the most important socioeconomic impacts. 
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Response 

Chapter 7 of the final EAs presents a revised dincussion of the 
comparative eval' '\tion against the soci.oeconomica gu:.deline, including 
the reasons the Pichton Dome site is believed to be n .. ightly more favorable 
in terms of soc:i0economic impacts than the Deaf Smitll ;site and why it is 
expected that SC11.ioeconomic impacts would be most sc •.!t'e at the Davis Canyon 
site. For example, Chapter 7 e}(plains why the poter.dal for effects on 
community services is greatttr at the Richton Dome a't."J than at the Deaf Smith 
site and why in-migration would e}(ert more severe e. f:">cts at Davis Canyon 
site than at Deaf 'mith. Chapte1 7 also discusses th· agricultural industry 
near the Deaf Smlth site as an important primary secto.c of the economy that 
supports significant employment and business sales. The DOE does not believe 
that the 0valuation of potential socioeconomic impact~:; at the Deaf Smith site 
can be based on the amount of agricultural land in production in the United 
States. 

The guideline on socioeconomics addresses the m( st significant imvscts 
that may be induced by a repository. The favorable and pot~ntially·adverse 
conditions of that guideline were widely reviewed by the Statea, affected 
Indian Tribes, Federal agencies, and the public during the consultation 
process for the guidelines, 

Many commenters objected that the 1980 data presented in the draft EA for 
the Davis Canyon site are out of date and lead to a mierep~esentatjon of the 
potential socioeconomic impacts of locating a repository in the area. One 
con~enter stated that housing is available in the area, the vacancy rate being 
15 to 20 percent. Other persons said that the current unemployment rate 
reported by the Utah Department of Unemployment Security is 23 percent whereas 
the draft EA reports 7 percent. Another conunenter noted that the area has an 
abundance of water to sell and that the sewage-treatment plant was built to 
accon~odate an increase in populations, but the area has recently exp-erienced 
a decrease in population. Similarly, several other parties noted that, 
whereas in 1980 the area's population was booming, the area is losing 
population. Others explained that Grand and San .Juan Counties had experience 
in handling "boom" conditions and had successfully handled two uranium and one 
oil boom. Many commenters pointed out that the testimony at the public 
hearings in Utah and Texas showed that some residents of southeastern Utah 
feel that the socioeconomic impacts would be both favorable and manageable, 
while the residents of the Texss Panhandle believe that the socioeconomic 
impacts on the town of Vega and the general agricultural economy would be 
dramatic and severe. All of these commenters, therefore, suggested that the 
Davis Canyon site should be ranked higher on the socioeconomics guideline and 
at least above the Deaf Smith site. 

Response 

Having considered and evaluated the comments and the information included 
in them, the DOE has revised the discussion of milling operations i~ the area 
of the Davis Canyon site. The recent suspension of mining and milling 
operationa in the area has caused local socioeconomic conditions to change, 
with currently greater hqusing availability, higher unemployment. rates, lower 
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school enrollmPats, lower per capita incomes, and greater o~.;.t-migration. 
Section 3.6 of the EA for Davis I'Janyon has been updated in regard to 
information on 'lousing, personal income, unemployme'1t rates, school 
enrollment~ a.n-:1 the total population, 

The DOE, !·.owever, does not believe that the D< ,r:l,s Canyon site should 
be considered t:Jore favorable than the Deaf Smith s ~~~ for socioeconomics. 
Davis Canyon :l.s still the only site whore t:he analyd.R predicts significant 
repository-related impacts on community services, h.;•.1sing supply, and local 
government agencies in the affected area (see the y-aluations of t:he sites 
against the firs·. favorable and the first potential 'I adverse conditions of 
the socioecunomics guideline). 

One comrnenter asked the DOE to clarify the first full paragraph on 
page 7-84. This paragraph, which discusses potenti.:~lly adverse conditions 
for .Qocioeconomics, states that "at Davis Canyon, w,Jter requirements are also 
not expected to adversely affect future development; however, this judgment 
is preliminary, as there is some uncertainty about potential short-term 
disruption of the ar.ea water supply during !."epository conatruction at this 
site." The comrnenter. asked whether this statement implied disruptions of 
ground water at the site, 

Response 

The statement does not imply disruptions of ground-water systems at the 
site. The judgment is preliminary because it depends on the completion of two 
new reservoirs in the Blanding and Monticello areas. The San Juan Planning 
Council expects to build these two new reservoirs to take care of economic 
development needs and is willing to sell or lease part of its appropriations. 

One commenter asked how the repository's effect on the High Plains 
aquifer in Texas would change if fllrmers move to dry-land crops or significant 
reductions it. water use. 

Trends toward dry-farming could make the relative impact of withdrawing 
water for repository-r,i!lated uses muCh more severe. The final EA does 
consider this trend and the potential for relatively more severe effects 
on water rights as well as consequent effects on future development near 
the Deaf Smith site. 

One commenter recommended that the DOE use the disqualifying condition 
for the socioeconomics guideline to disqualify the Deaf Smith site; thia 
disqualifying condition pertains to adverse impacts on water quality or 
quantity. The same eommenter stated that, even if the DOE proceeded to 
rank the five nominated sites, it should not rank the Deaf Smith site as 
a preferred site. 
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!lesponse 

Because th~ )QE can mitigate or compensate for t:'1e adverse impacts on 
water quality SOl, quantity, the Deaf Smith site is n(/l' dhqualified on the 
basis of the aodoeconomics guideline, The need to t-.C!':Iuire water rights that 
could affect tut; re development in the area was cons• Jt>,red in the comparative 
evaluation o[ ttw five nominated sites againHt the s :ioaconmnics guideline. 
The selection of preferred sites, however, depends on a comparative evaluation 
of the nominated sites against all of the siting gu d.~Hnes. 

C.3.4.2.2.3 l'ransportation 

Several commenters stated that certain factors were not adequately 
accounted for in the relative ranking of the sites. ~\xamples of such factors 
are cost, the emergency-rasponse capabilities of affected States, and weather 
hazards. One commenter alleged that only distance waH considered. 

Response 

All of the factors in the transportation guideline were considered 
during the comparative evaluation of sites. These factors include, but are 
not limited to, those mentioned by the commenters: cost, emergency-response 
capabilities, weather hazards, and distance. The evaluations of the favorable 
and potentially adverse conditions for each site in Section 6,2.1.8 of the 
final BAs discuss the information used to reach the findings on the guideline 
condi tiona, 

Commenters noted that the draft EAs do not state what weight was given to 
the various conditions of the transportation guideline. It vas also suggested 
that certain favorable conditions, such as cost and risk, should be weighted 
more heavily than others. These commenters contended that the DOE had stated 
publicly that national cost arid risk would be weighted at half the total 
transportation ranking, but no similar statement i& contained in published 
documents. 

Response 

The DOE agrees that national cost and risk should be weighted more 
heavily than the other factors in the transportation guideline, In the draft 
EA, the DOE considered national cost and risk (favorable condition 5 of the 
transportation guideline) to be weighted at 50 percent of the total importance 
of that guideline. A detailed explanation of the process used to evaluate 
the transportation conditions of the nominated sits& for recommendation is 
contained in the multiattribute utility analysis of the nominated sites. 
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Several c.Jmmenters expressed disagreement wiL' the finding made by the 
DOE on the tn .. 'lsportation-guideline conditions. '~''-ey felt that, on the 
basis of the (lata presented, several of the findi1 ll·' for the favorable and 
potentially w:'verse conditions were unjustified, ,·;ne commenter qullstioned 
that only the Richton site received a finding of 1resent" on favor-able 
condition 5 (national cast and dsk), and not De •.f Smith and Davis Canyon as 
well. Also noted were inconsistentcies in the d< w. for the various sites. 

Several of the findings far the favoi·able and ootentially adverse 
conditions of the transportation guideline have be'''" revised ln the final 
EA8. These revisions are based on responses to public comments, additional 
data, and additional analyses. To ensur-e consistency among the sites for the 
guideline-condition findings, a common set of critE,ria was applied. The DOE 
believes that all the findings reported under the transportation guideline in 
the final EAs are valid at this stage of the site-s-election process. The 
rationale for each finding for each condition is presented in Section 6.2.1.8 
of the final EAs, 

Some of the favorable and potentially adverse conditions require a 
compari~on among sites, and hence only one site can receive a finding of 
"present." These conditions are so noted in Section 6q2.1.8 of the final 
EAs. For example. favorable condition 5 contains the phrase "which are 
significantly lower than those for comparable siting options"; for this 
condition, only~ site--the site with the lowest costs and risks--can 
receive the finding of ''present," It should be noted, however, that in the 
comparative evaluation of sites all available data for each site for each 
guideline condition were considered. 

C.3.4.Z.3 Ease and cost of siting, construction, e.nd closure 

A commenter questioned why the DOE did not rank the sites with respect to 
the system guideline on the ease and cost of siting, construction, operationt 
and closure. The commenter argued that a "ballpark" figure would be useful 
and implied that the DOE avoided this because the result would be unfavorable 
to the Hanford site. 

Response 

As explained in this appendix and in the EAs • only preliminary 
assessments of performance against the system guidelines are possible at 
present (i.e., before site characterization), and the DOE feela that the 
results of such preliminary assessments would be inappropt'iate as baseS 
for site-selection decisions. 
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Issue 

Another coaunente~: pointed out that the way the, the EAs report costs 
makes ranking t:r.e sitl's on this b.asis difficult. ':;' e use of reference 
cases does not 11low the site-·specific constructior •. ~nd lifetime costs to be 
considered. T1 -~ co!Mlenter was critical of the DO~:··· estimates of uncertainty, 
pointing out that cost overruns on some nuclear pr• •ucts heve exceeded 100 
percent. 

Response 

The co..t estimates in the EAs were based on the estimates of the 
total-system lifecycle costs that the DOE prepares 1nnually each year for 
submittal to Congress as part of the fee-adequacy rf'port, The repository 
is not 'comparable to nuclear power plants, some of .,.:hich have indeed 
experienced .1 arge coat overruns. Furthermore, the om; is financially 
accountable to '::ongress, and the expend.i.turea of th•:t repository program 
are audited by the General Accounting Office. 

C.3.~.2.3.1 Surface characteristics 

Some commenters felt that the interpretation of the potentially adverse 
condition of the guideline on surface characteristics was inconsistent in the 
various EAs and that the sites that are subject to potential flooding were 
not evaluated equitably: the Hanford, Yucca Mountain, and Richton sites were 
given credit for flood protection through engineering measures, whereas the 
Dav.is Canyon, Lavender, Cypress Creek, and Vacherie sites were not given 
credit for flood protection. 

The DOE has decided that flood protection through engineering measures 
cannot be considered in evaluations against the potentially adverse condition 
of this guideline because by allowing credit for such flood protection the 
DOE would eliminate a discriminating condition for this guide:line. As a 
result, the Hanford, Yucca Mountain~ and Richton sites were given a finding 
of "present" for this condition. 

Some commenters pointed out that the Davis Canyon site was penalized in 
two guidelines (transportation and surface characteristics) fat• the rugged 
terrain that would be traversed by the acce8s road and railroad. This penalty 
could be avoided by locating the surface facilities eastward in the flats away 
from the cliffs. 

Response 

Each site must be evaluated against every guideline regardless of any 
apparent duplication of penalties for site conditions. The Davis Canyon site 
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contain£ rugge. terrain; therefore, the favorable :ondition is not present. 
If the site i!3 c::haracterizeq, the plana for the layout of the surface 
facilities couid be changed. 

C.3.4.2.3.2 R"ck characteristics 

Issue 

One cornment~r asked why the Hanford site was rt<aked lower on preclosure 
rock charac."~aristics than the Deaf Smith and the Yueca Mountain sites. 

Responr.e 

Since more exploration a.ctivity has occurred at the Hanford site than at 
the other site.s, more data have been collected. S011e of these data indicate 
that there arc more conditions posing potential problems at this site than at 
the other sites. The conditions underground will n{)t be adequately sampled 
until exploratory shafts have been sunk and undergt·ound excavations have been 
made at all sites. 

One COJmlenter asked '1\•hather a change in the buffer zone at Richton could 
change the desree of flexibility available at Richton and even require the use 
of a two-level design. 

Chapter 6 of the EA for the Richton Dome site has been revised to 
identify the assumptions and meaBurements made in claimina sufficient 
flexibility in preclosure rock characteristics. Several changes (not just 
the size of the buffer zone) could require the use of a two-level design 
at the Richton site. 

OI'le commenter questioned the Hanford site's being given a finding of "not 
present" for.· potentially adverse conditions 2 and 3. 

Response 

Chapter 6 of the EA for the Hanford site has been revised to explain the 
bas is for these find,ings. 

One commenter took issue with the small difference in rating between the 
Deaf Smith and the Davis Canyon sites for both preclosure flexibility and for 
ease of operation. 
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Response 

Flexibility is oo.~y one of eight conditions conside!iaO. in evalu-ating the 
sites on preclosure rv:k chBracteristics. 

Issue 

One coiTUTlenter felt that the potential for high-press· .. e water f.nflow in 
reg~ons of fractured rock will require "innovative engin. e ·ing" and incur high 
costs at the Hanford site. 

Response 

The measu~·es that would be required to mitigate thea~;~ condition~> are 
routinely used in mining. They are ttxplainad in Section f-.,;3.3.2.6 of the 
final EA for Hanford. 

C.3.4.2.3.3 Hydrology 

Several commenters questioned the appropriateness of the r:elative 
ranking of the five sites on the preclosure guideline on hydrology. One 
comment noted that the importance of the complexity of ground-water-control 
measures should not be equated with the potential for flooding or the 
availability of water. Another stated that the potentially adverso condition 
of ground-water conditions requiring complex engineering measures that are 
beyond reasonably available technology is present at Hanford. and therefore 
this site should be disqualified or heavily penalized in the relative 
ranking. A few connumts stated that the relative rankings .o:f Deaf Smith 
and Hanford were too favorable and should not be equal to those of Davis 
Canyon and Richton. 

Response 

As explained ln Chapter 7 of the final EAs, the complexity of 
ground-water-control measures is indeed considered more important than 
the potential for flooding and the availability of water. The DOE does 
not agree, however, that the potentially adverse condition for the 
hydrology guideline is present at the Hanford site. The design features 
and construction techniques that would be used to minimize ground-water inflow 
into shafts and drifts at the Hanford site are based on mining experience 
under saturated conditions. The range of ground-water inflow conditions 
that are expected at Hanford can be accommodated with conventional design and 
construction methods; requirements for engineering measures beyond reasonably 
available technology are not expected. However, the relative complexity of 
ground-water-control measures at Hanford, as compared with the other sites, 
was taken into account. 
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One commen~ar noted that the Davis Canyon site ~as not correctly 
ranked on the hi-:\rology guideline. Davis Canyon hn·; enough flat land above 
the floodplain lor construction and, unlike the oth·•r salt sites, has no large 
aquifers that r< quire freezing for a haft sinking. 

Response 

The DOE agrees that, unlike. the other two salt '.ttes, the Davis Canyon 
site has no aquiL~rs that require freezing for shaft ,:;inking because only 
minor aquife>:"s are present above the host rock. Th:i.R favorable attribute 
was considered in the comparative evaluation of sitf'!: against the hydrology 
guideline. However, the location of the surface fad.UtiP.s of the repository 
is dictated by the need to mitigate vistwl aesthetic impacts to an acceptable 
level. Therefore, the DOE does not have the option of to locating a 
repository at the Davis Canyon site on flat land abo~e the floodplain. 

One commenter felt that the finding for favorable condltion 3, the 
availability of water required 'for repository construction, operation, and 
closure, should be changed to "not present" for the Davis Canyon site. The 
estimated water requirementn for the project do not include the water 
needed for mitigation measures, such as site revegetation and water sprays 
to suppress dust. Moreover, purchasing existing Wbter rights would foreclose 
uses dependent on existing water rights and would adversely affect new 
development in the area. 

Response 

The DOE has revised the table on repository characteristics in 
Chapter 5 of the final EA for the Davis Canyon site to clarify the 
water-resource requirements for the repository. The DOE acknowledges 
thst withdrawal from the Colorado River, if this resource is used, would 
contribute to the increasing demand on the region's sparse water resources. 

Issue 

One commenter asked what preliminary data indicate that at the Deaf Smith 
site adequate quantities of water can be obtained from the Dockum Group. 

Response 

Well yields in the vicinity of the Deaf Smith site are in the range .of 
llDO to 900 gallons per minute. 

One comment noted that Yucca Mountain is not as favorable as the text 
suggests and that the difference between Yucca Mountain and the other sites is 
not substantial. 

i 
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With respect \ .. ) the Yucca Mountain site, the abili.t.y to locate the 
r.epository in the unsaturated zone, where minimal measv:-·es for ground-water 
control will be req•.dred, minimal potential for flood!• ··, and an ample supply 
of water at the sit~ for repository si.t:l.ng, constructiPl .. op~ration, and 
closure are favor.!l.l'·le for this site. It is not clear ~ 'Tm the comment what 
features of the Yu.::ca Mountain site were considered ad !r.'Se by the commenter 
with respect to the favort\ble ranking on the hydrolog" ·,uideline. 

C.3.4.2.3,4 Te .. :tonics 

A number of commenters expressed concern that the DOE hal!l not adequately 
considered all infcrmation in ranking sites on the preclosure guideline on 
tectonics. 

Response 

The comparative evaluations of sites in the draft EAs were based on the 
information available for the qualifying, favorable, and potentially adverse 
conditions as they influ~nce the potential for ground motion and fault 
displacement. The final EAs more explicitly discuss the expected effects 
of earthquake ground motion and fault displacement for each site; the 
discussion is based on the evaluations. 

Some parties questioned the evaluation of the Yucca Mountain site. 
particularly with respect to the potential effects of nearby faults and 
in-situ stress, the derivation of ground-motion estimates, and the potential 
use of NRC criteria for nuclear reactors (10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A). 

Response 

Ae discussed in Chapter 7 of the final EA, there are uncertainties 
about potential ground motion and the time of the last movement on faults 
near the slte. However, these uncertainties are not so large as to preclude 
the findings that must be made at this stage of the site-selection process. 
The data needed for higher-level findings will be collected during site 
characterization. 

The NRC has said that (see page 103 of the NRC comments on the draft EA 
for Yucca Mountain) "at the present tlme. it is premature to state that the 
de£ign requirements for nuclear power plants are the same as those required 
for a waste repository. The DOE should consider stating at this t.i.me- that 
the design requirements of structures important to safety will comply with 
10 CFR 60 and appropriate EPA regulations." The DOE agrees and has never 
intended or stated that reactor criteria would or should be used. The DOE is 
developing an approach to determining the appropriate earthquake inputs for 
repository design. An annotated outline of this approach was sent to the NRC 
for comment on June 20, 1985. 
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No quan·;.i.\ative statements about earthquake probability and magnitude 
can be made at present on the basis of stress dat;t. In deriving estimates of 
potential grou.·.d motion for Yucca Mountain~ the DOl? did not 1gnore the nearby 
faults, but di~- not explicitly consider each fault because the magnitude and 
the probabili1:., of earthquakes on these a:re not kl"'.t'll. The DOE's judgments 
are based on tl·.e data base for strong ground motio·\ end on the t'ype and levels 
of ground motic.n that other facilities have been C ,o;;_igned for. 

C.3.4.3 Decision method 

The method used to identify the preferred sites for rec.oiWilendation, 
described L• SeCtion 7.4 and Appendix B of the draft EAs, elicited many 
comments. As already mentioned in the introduction to Section C.3.4, the DOE, 
in response to these c.o!JUllents, developed a more forrl'al dec:l.sion-aiding 
methodology that was reviewed by the National Acadeflly of Sciences. A detailed 
description of this methodology is presented in the multiattribute utility 
analysis of the nominated sites, which also shows ho·w the methodology was 
applied in terms of the siting guidelines. Thus, comments on the methodology 
applied in the draft EAs, the process used for identifying preferred sites, 
and the choice of preferred sites are not addressed here; only summaries of 
the various issues that were raised in these comments are presented in order 
to show the concerns of the commenters. 

Among the comments was an objection to the statement in Section 7.1.2 of 
the draft EAs that "disqualifying conditions did not enter directly into the 
comparison of sites." This happened because the disqualifying conditions 
could not be used to discriminate between sites. Each of the potentially 
acceptabLe sites was evaluated against the disqualifying conditions (see 
Section 2.3 of the EAs), and no disqualifying conditions were found at any 
site. Had a disqualifying condition been found at any site, that site would 
have been removed from further consideration and would not have included in 
the evaluations of Chapter 7. 

Many co!JUllenters said that the importance of individual guidelines in a 
group of guidelines should not be equal, and some suggested specific 
guidelines that should be considered more important than others in the same 
group. Some suggested that the importance of specific gutdance should vary 
from site to site. These suggestions contradict the provisions of the 
implementation guidelines, ~hich specify the relative importance to be 
assigned to each group of guidelines and state that, within a group, all 
guidelines are of equal importance. 

The issues that were raised in the comments on the decision method are 
summarized below. 

• The evaluation process described in Chapter 7 of the draft EAI is 
arbitrary and confusing. 

1t There is little··correlation between the findings reported in Chapter 
6 and the rankings in Chapter 7. 
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• The method llogy is unnotisfoctory, inadequate, undocumE-nted, and 
biased. ~.~le averaging and the pairwise compacison methods are not 
satisfnct('·q becat!Re the spread in rankings i~; artificiaLly 
determiner'; the utility estimation method con .'e valid for 
comparison!l ,'lgainst the preclosure guidelines ,ut is not adequate for 
assess~ng postclosura performance, 

• Aggregatl.on procedures are valid only if the ,-c tldelines are complete 
and not redundant, but some guide:ines are r~d .. ndant (i.e., 
population is considered in the guidelines o ;upulation density and 
distributio'1. meteorologyr environmental qua1} y, sol!ioeconomics, and 
transp0 rta t10n). 

• .The aggregation of rankings compounds the sub.:~~ctiv:l.ty of the 
application of the guidelines, 

• Alternat'cve decision methodolol!ii.es might result in the identification 
of differtmt sitos as preferred for characte:r!.zation. 

• The rnebhodology of comparison should be highLighted os a stand-.alone 
issue. 

• A sensitivity analysis should be performed and dol!umented. 

• The DOE should find a site adequate under the postclosure guidelines 
before considering its rank under preclosure guidelines. 

• The .aggregate ranking does not consider interactions among major 
factors. 

• The w-eighting used for tho:! various conditions of each gu-ideline is 
not explained.; hence the basis for the score on each guideline is not. 
clear and cannot be replicated. Furthermore, if all conditions a-r.e 
of equal weight, then any one condition is not very important. 

• The ueighting of the postclosure guidelines w-ith respect to the 
preclo>ure guidelinos is too low and not justified. 

• Because three postclosure guideliltP.s cannot be used to d;i.sc:riminate 
among sites (climatic changes, erosion, and site ownership and 
control), the inclusion of these guidelines in the aggregate rankings 
reduces the weight assigned to the other postclosure guidelines. 

• The weighting of 35:33:32 for the three groups of preclosure 
guidelines assigns similar weights to the three groups, contradicting 
the requirement of the implementation guidelines that the three 
groups be assigned a specified order of importance, 

• Because the weigbt:l.ng was adopted witho1,1t rulemaking proceedings, its 
use violates the public participation and rulemaking requirements of 
the Act, the DOE Organization Act, and thP. Administrative Procedures 
Act. 
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• Becautw .:he application of the methodology is contingtmt on the 
profess:.. .'nal qualifiCation and experience of the members of the 
evaluation te11m, the DOE should provide such information about every 
team meJ:Joer. 

The DOE car·\fully considered these issues in th•J development and 
application of the decision-aiding methodology. 

C.3.4.4 Miscellan.!lous comments on the nomination at~, _;:econunendation process 

The DOE received many comments that addressed various aspects of the 
process of site nomination and recommendation and th·.! results reported in 
Chapter 7 of the draft EAs. Many of these comments 1.1pproved of the sites 
identified as preferred for recommendation; one party submitted sn independent 
evaluation that supported the choice of sites reported in Section 7.4. Many 
other commenters, however, disagreed with the sites identified as preferred. 
As already explained, the DOE developed a formal decision-·aiding methodology 
for the ranking of sites. The results will be presented in the multiattribute 
utility analysis of the nominated sites and the recommendation of candidate 
sites, which are being issued separately. 

St~rized and answered below are various other issues raised in comments 
on the nomination and recommendation process. 

Some commenters said that four of the potentially acceptable sites should 
not have been excluded from the comparative evaluation in Chapter 7 because 
the exclusion of the four sites might have altered the outcome of the site 
rankings. Some parties also asked what happens to the four potentially 
acceptable sites that were not evaluated in Chapter 7. 

Response 

Section ll2(b)(l)(E) of the Act requires each EA to include a reasonable 
comparative evaluation of the nominated site against the other sites and 
locations that have been considered. The siting guidelines (Section 
960.3-2-2-3) require that the nominated site be evaluated against all other 
such sites. In this context "such sites" has been taken to mean other 
nominated sites. Therefore the comparative evaluation of sites against the 
guidelines considers the five sites proposed for nomi.nation. 

!t is not true that the four remaining site have been excluded from a 
comparative evaluation against other potentially acceptable sites. As 
specified by the siting guidelines (Section 960.3-2-2-1) 1 the selection of the 
preferred site in each geohydrologic setting that contains multiple sites was 
based on a co~parative evaluation of the aites in that basin (see Section 2.4 
of the EAs for the Davis Canyon, Deaf Smith, and Richton Dome sites). 

The four sites not eval·~ted in Chapter 7 are not being recommended for 
characterization. They could, however, be considered again in the first
repository program if none of the ehal'acterized sites is accepted for 
repository development. They could also be considered in the second~ 
repository program. 
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Commenter6 sta· ed that the DOE should use the guiddines that do not 
require site charac~crization ln selecting the preferre'.j sites for 
characterization be·..;~use the data are more available an·l more reliable. If 
this approach had b1 en used, the rankings of the salt. e ·.::.Hs would have been 
different. 

Res pons~ 

The Act, in Section ll2(b)(E)(i). requires that the 3ites be evaluated 
against all of the siting guidelines. Furthermore, many of the guidelines 
that require data from site characterization for the de~•nstration of 
compliance pertain to postclosure conditions that \'I'Ould affect the long-term 
safety of the repository. 

Issue 

A commenter applauded the DOE's use of conservative assumptions for 
preliminary performance assessmentfi of the repository sys:t~m and far present 
evaluations of potential environmental impacts, but suggested that the DOE 
should emphasize that actual repository performance at all sites is likely to 
be better than predicted because of these conservative assumptions. 
Commenters also noted that there are inconsistencies in the application of 
conservatism throughout the EA~. 

Response 

In its evaluations, the DOE used, where necessary, assumptions that 
approxim~te the characteristics or conditions considered to exist or expected 
to exist in the future at a site. These assumptions are realistic but 
conservative enough to underestimate the potential for a site to meet the 
qualifying condition of a guideline. The results of the analyses indicate 
that all of the sites are likely to meet the performance requirements. Given 
the limitations and uncertainty in the available information, statements that 
actual performance is likely to be better than predicted would be 
inappropriate. Th~ DOE has attempted in the final EAs to ensure reasonable 
comparability among the sites in the degree of conservatism applied to similar 
analyses, Auch as ground-water-travel times. 

Issue 

Several commenters felt that nonconservative positions were taken when 
evaluating the sites against the guidelines in spite of a statement in Section 
7.1.2 to the contrary. One commenter stated that a conservative assumption 
stated in Chapter 7, involving the vertical ground-water-travel time, was not 
implemented for the Davis Canyon site. 

Response 

The DOE feels that it has used conservative assumptions where 
insufficient data were available. It should be borne in mind, however, that 
at this stage in the site-selection prl)cess (i.e., nomination for .site 
characterization) the qualifying and disqualifying conditions in the 
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guidelines ned only meet the tests that evidence does !JOt support a finding 
that the site ··:;;disqualified or does 901;._ support t1 finding that the site is 
not likely to v·.H!t the qualifying condition. 

Regarding the specific comment, the conservat>'ft! as~Jumption stated in 
Chapter 7 invo'·1es a time of vertical travel thr01J1 '·· the interbeds in the 
evaporite sequl'nce. Chapter 6 does not indicate t•. L anything other than zero 
was used in estimating travel time through the in e. oeds when the total travel 
time through the evaporite sequence was estimated, 

Comrnenters were concerned because the DOE did .1'1t rank the sites on the 
system ~~idellnes. Some suggested that the DOE del~y ranking the siteo until 
enough data for performance assessments are available and repository 
technology is more developed. 

Response 

The DOE described the basis for site evaluations in Section 960.3-1-5 of 
the guidelines. This Rection indicates that comparisons between and among 
sites shall be based on the system guidelines to the extent practicable, and, 
if the evidence is not adequate to substantiate such comparisons on the basis 
of the system guidelines, then the compa~isons shall be based on the groups of 
tehnlcal guidelines. As discussed in t.he EAa, the results of p~eliminary 
evaluations based on the system guidelines were presented in the EAs, but the 
objective was to demonstrate the status of capability at this point in the 
program, not to provide the basis for recommending sites for: characterization. 

The information needed to develop system performance assessments with 
sufficient confidence to use them for applying the system guidelines can be 
gathered only during site characterization. This fact, together with the 
schedule mandated by Congress for repository development, makes it imperative 
that the sites to be characterized be chosen expeditiously. 

Consistent with the Act, the applicable NRC regulations in 10 CFR Part 
60, and the DOE's siting guidelines, the DOE believes that it is appropriate 
and prudent to proceed with site characterization in order to obtain the 
information needed for selecting one site for development as a repository, 
advancing the designs of the repository and the waste package, and completing 
a license application to the NRC. 

Some commenters criticized the data bases for the analyses presented in 
the EA.s. 

Response 

The DOE has met the intent of the Act to use available information to 
recommend sites for characterization (see Section 112(b)(3)) and has been 
consistent with the guidelines in making the findings required for nomination 
and recommendation (10 CFR Part 960, Appendix III). 
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Issue 

Saveral cornme;.ters e~press(ld concern over differe·.cas in the data bases 
for different ait.e .. , 

The information available for the various sites t~ admitt~dly nonuniform 
in accuracy and extent. However* it meets the requh ·fl~<..h1ta of the Act and of 
the siting guidelines for this stA.ge of the site-seled. on process. The 
detailed data needed for later decisions will be collec1..ld dudng site 
characterizatio~. 

Issue 

One commenter stated that the DOE does not have sufficient data to 
compare the Deaf Smith site with the other four nominat·"!d sites. The 
commenter cited a lack of site-specific data in many technical areas. 

Response 

The DOE recognizes that the data used .i.n comparing the sites are not 
uniform. However, the DOE feels the data are sufficient to choose the sites 
for nomination and recommendation for site characterization; meet the 
requirements of the Act and of the siting guidelines. 

One cvmmenter remar~ed that site selection for characterization is 
pointed toward ease of public acceptance rather t:han the technical quality of 
the site. The commenter pointed to the proximity of DOE facilities to two of 
the sites as evidence that prior public acceptance of DOE installations was a 
n~jor consideration. 

~espouse 

The process to be followed in recommending sites for characterization is 
specified in the Aet. Inc-luded in that process is evaluation s.gainst the 
siting guidelines. In this evaluation, each site must be shown likely to meet 
all of the technical guidelines. Public acceptance is not directly 
considered. (It is considered indirectly as part of evaluations against the 
socioeconomics guideline). The proximity of DOE installations to two of the 
sites is, at least in part, a consequence of a Congressional mandate to search 
for sites on Federal lands dedicated to nuclear activities. That search led 
to the Hanford and the Yucca Mountain sites. 

One commenter said that, whereas the Act requires a comparative 
evaluation in an EA for each nominated site, Chapter 7 compares only five 
sites. Therefore, only those five can be among the sites finally nominated. 
The cOilD'Jlenter said that to nominate any other site 1Y'Ould require new draft EAs 
or EA supplements for that site and new comparative evaluations. 
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While Chapter 7 .. mly compares five sites, the compa1:lsons of sites within 
each geohydrologic nc~ting, when taken together with Cha~~·:er 7, provide a 
comparison of all nh.e sites, The procedure of comparin! sites .i,n each 
geohydrologic settir., to identify sites for nomination B•:J then performing a 
compartive evaluatiu't of the nominated sites follows the cequirements of the 
siting guidelines, S(~ction 960.3. New draft EAs will pot be necessary unless 
thFJre is a change in the preferred sites within a geohy r·Jtogic setting. 

Issue 

One commenter noted that no worst-case analyses werfl done for the sites, 
but courts hcv.re ruled that such anlllyses are required for demonstrating 
compliance with the National E:nvironmental Policy Act, 

Response 

The EAs for geologic repositories are prepared under the statutory 
requirements of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act rather than the National 
Environmental Policy Act. 

Issue 

Several commenters suggested considerations that should be given the 
greatest importance in site evaluations. One said that the potential for harm 
to the Canyonlands National Park outweighs all other considerations. Another 
felt that safety is the most important criterion, followed by cost. Another 
commenter listed geologic stability, absence of groun~-water intrusion, simple 
and regular transportation routes, and the ability to maintain repository 
integrity in spite of social upheaval as most important. 

Response 

The siting guidelines require that primary consideration be given to the 
post~losure guidelines. These include guidelines devoted to safety 
(postclosure), geologic stability, ground water (geohydrology), and long-term 
repository integrity. Furthermore, the preclosure guidelines are divided into 
three groups: radiological safety; environment, socioeconomics, and 
transportation; and EAs and cost of siting construction, operation, and 
closure. Those groups are speciff.ed to be in decreasing order of importance 
as listed above. It can be seen that the siting guidelines provide 
considerable constraint in the weighing, or at least in ranking the importance 
of, different factors used in evaluating and comparing sites. 

One comrnenter felt that Chapter 7 did not explain how the evalu.ation of 
the favorable and potentially adverse conditions in the guidelines were 
related to the rankings given the sites. 
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Response 

The approach ''sed in the comparative evaluation of sites in Chapter 7 of 
the draft EAs was t-~xplained in Section 7.1.2, which dif:,:ussed, among other 
things, the relt~ticnship between the favorable and pot1·ntially adverse 
conditions and th1~ site rankings. It explained that tl ,~ favorable and 
potentially adveriH} conditions, coneidered on balance ·1d in relation to the 
qualifying concdtion, constitute the basis for rankillg o:he sites. 

Issue 

One commenter suggested that all of the sites be ci1aracterized. 

Response 

Because of its high cost, the characterization of all nine sites would be 
an imprudent and t•.nnecessary use of the funds collected from utility 
ratepayers. 

Issue 

A number of cornmenter·a stated that the waste should be disposed of at its 
point of origin and that the DOE should weigh regional considerations in 
siting the repository. Approximately 80 percent of the waste to be stored in 
a West Coast repository is generated east of the Mississippi, yet no States in 
the east are being considered fo1· a repository. 

Among the nine sites found to be potentially acceptable for the finlt 
repository, and the five sites nominated aa suitable for characterization is 
Richton Dome, which is in the State of Mississippi. In addition, the DOE is 
investigating potential repository sites in the north-central, northeastern, 
and south3astern regions. The study is investigating crystalline rocks of the 
eastern Appalachian region, but it was not sufficiently advanced to allow a 
crystalline-rock site to be included in the site-selection process for the 
first repository. The crystalline-rock program will be part of the effort to 
select a site for the second repository. 

The Act requires consideration of regionality in selecting the second 
repository. Therefore, if the first repository is located in the west, the 
second repository may be located in a region closer to eastern nuclear power 
plants. However. it is important to remember that all sectors of the society 
benefit from nuclear power, either directly or indirectly, through the 
distribution of electrical power and decreases in the consumption of foreign 
and domestic oil. Therefore, the disposal of radioactive waste is a national 
problem. Although a State may not have a nuclear power plant within its 
boundaries, it is very likely that the State is, or will be in the future, 
consuming electricity produced by nuclear power plants outside the State. The 
paramount consideration in siting the repository is public health and safety, 
which cannot be sacrificed solely to ensure a regional distribution of 
repositories. If all host rocks and sites in the eastern United States were 
found unsuitable, then no repositories would be sited there. 
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Commenters were t1ritical of the abllity of DOE officb.1.s to makt1 unbiased 
decisions. Some stateU that political issues interfered w~ ··h the site 
selection procesi. SpC:~ific concernij were stated as follo;1·>1 

• Secretary H.od«Jl' s statements in Texas during the "<)tlgressional 
election tace of Phillip Graham may have influenr <i site-selection 
decis:l.ons. 

e The EAs were released one month after the elect),,· , rather than 
before, WHen they would have been a campaign i.esu.t The conmenter 
allegP.d that the schedule is being dl'iven by poli t:ics. 

• Political pressure may be brought to bear on the !JOE to change the 
ranking of nominated sites, Several commentera felt that the 
residents of small towns and sparsely populated .~;egions near the 
nominated sitea do not have enough political clo11t to affect the 
choice of sites. 

• Political and socioeconomic considerations should not outweigh safety 
and environmental considerations. Many comrnenters stated that the 
choice of Hanford was influenced by economic conditions in the 
region, and one co~m~enter suggested that the government may be 
considering paying off the WPPSS bond in exchange for the State of 
Washington's agreement to locate the repository ~t Hanford. Other 
conunenters stated that both the Yucca Mountain and the Hanford sites 
were recommended for characterization because, as federally owned 
sites, these would be less public opposition to these sites. 

Recognizing that the selection of a geologic repository should not be 
subject to political pressure, Congress specifically directed the DOE to issue 
guidelines to be used in selecting sites far a repository and specifi~d the 
process to be ua~d in Bite selections. The nomination and recannendation of 
sites for characterization were based on evaluation of the sites against ·the 
guidelines. 

Farmer Secretary of Energy Donald Hodel did campaign in texas on behalf 
of Representative Phillip Graham during the Congressional election of 1984. 
During that campaign, Secretary Hodel expressed his personal view that Mr. 
Graham would effectively 1·epresent Texans in the repository-development 
process. However, Secretary Hodel's part-icipation in the 1984 campaign did 
not influence the evaluation of the potentially acceptable sites in the EAs, 
The identification of the Deaf Smith County as a preferred site for 
characterization was a technical decision that was not influenced by political 
considerations in view of the widespread opposition to a repository in Texas, 

The collection and analysis of data for nine draft EAs was a complex and 
time-consuming process. The schedule was driven by the requirement of the Act 
for the DOE to prepare environmental assessments that include specific 
evaluations and analyses; the timing of the election had no influence on the 
schedule. 
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The DOE release 1 the draft EAs for public comment dnd held briefings and 
hearings in the afft" ·ted States. The DOE carefully con.-;idered the issues 
raised by individuaL, public interest groups, States anci. Indian Tribes, and 
other Federal agenci:s submitted in writing or as testin.:.ny in the bearings. 
The DOE is confident that all citizens had ample opportvt..i!:y to comment on the 
EAo. Any change in che rankings of the nominated siter. "Ould be due to 
additional data lea•:,ing to changes in g1ddelines findin~··''• and not to 
political pressur.e. 

The guideline·s ar~ structured to ensure that the J,C•Hection of health and 
safety is heavily wei 1;hted in selecting sites for charuc ·~rization. In no way 
do the economic -:onditions in an area override considerat.~ons of health and 
safety. 

The Hanford site's close proximity to the WPPSS project has no influence 
on its nomination or recommendation for site characteriz-ation. The WPPSS 
program is an entirnly separate program, and there has been no "tradeoff" 
agreement with the State of Washington. 

While the DOE did initially look as Yucca Mountain and Hanford sites as 
part of its program to screen FeQerally owned sites, this is not the basis for 
nominating or reco!Miending these sites for characterization. Each of these 
sites has buen evaluated against the guidelines and has been found suitable 
for site characterizaticm. 

Issue 

Some commentars observed that the draft EAa do not prove that the DOE has 
chosen the best sites for nomination and characterization, One conunenter 
requested that the DOE repeat the ranking process for the nine potentially 
acceptable sites after site characterization completed, to make sure that the 
three sites characterized are the best sites. 

Res pons~ 

It is not necessary to choose the best sites for nomination and 
characterization; it is necessary to choose site; that are likely to meet all 
applicable regulatory requirements for the protection of public health and 
safety and would allow the geologic repository program to proceed in an 
expeditious and cost-effective manner. 
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C.4 OATA BASE, PROPOSED ACTIVITIES, REPOSITORY DE:1IGN 

This sectir); addresses comments on the accuracy or adequacy of baseline 
information about the reposito-ry system, oite charll\.. :erization activities, 
and the site it~:<df, that is used to evaluate site suitability and the 
impacts of deve11>ping the site. It includes almost .1ll comments on Chapte-r J 
and on sections r .I, 4.3, and 5.1 of the Environment 1 A!:u:~essment. 

C.4.l BASELINE CONDITIONS AT THE SITE 

Thls cat·1gory introduces subsequent discussion rt!garding baseline condi
tions et the site. General CO\,.menta 'oi'ill be dealt \tjlth here; specific com
ments arE> sddt>essed in later sections. One comment t'<.•.ceived in this category 
statod that fault activity, volcanism, and hydt>othermal activity, ground
water travel-tiroe calculations, free drainage of hoHI: rock, ground-water 
chemistry of the unsaturated zone, and other hydrol')gic and geochemical 
isaues suggested that there may be significant problems in licensing because 
all of the issues are related directly to the isolation capability of the 
site. It was stated that these baseline conditions are adverse to the iso
lation capability of the site and cannot adequately protect the environment 
or the health and safety of the publ tc. It was also suggested that Sec'tion 
J.l be revised to clearly state that Yucca Mountail"' is no·t on the tlevada Teat 
Site. 

Response 

Analyses addreeslng the above topics in Chapter 6 of the Environmental 
Assessment (EA) show that no present evidence suggests that the Yucca 
Mountain site will not meet isolation requirements. IL should be noted that 
the u.s. Department of Energy has taken the position that varying degrees of 
confidence are appropriate at different steps in the site selection process. 
Appendix III of 10 CFR Part 960 (1985) defines the findings for both quali
fying and disqualifying conditions that are required at the time of selection 
of potentially acceptable sites • at nomination and recommendation of a site 
as suitable for characterization, and when repository site selection is made. 
The recommendation as suitable for si.te characterization is to be based on 
" ••• available evidence, evaluations, and resultant findings for the guide
lines ..... (10 CFR 960.3-2-2-5, 198.5). 

Duri~g site characterization, additional site data, laboratory studies, 
and mathematical modeling ~ill address the list of concerns cited in this 
comment, and extensive interactions with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
and the State of Nevada will help to establish 'ol'hen the degree of information 
.is approaching that which will satisfy the appropriate regulations. 

Section 3.1 of the EA accurately portrays Yucca Mountain's location as 
being immediately adjacent to the Nevada Test Site. 
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This cat€,jory addresses 67 comments and queHtions on the accuracy or 
adequacy of c~--":! baseline geologic conditions at ':i'le Yucca Mountain site. 
Because of the large number of comments received :.n this category, and the 
variety of att"Jects that the category covers, it i•fiiH been divided into five 
issues, as fo:Uows: (1) Regional Stratigraphy .ld Structure, (2) Site 
Stratigraphy and Structure, (3) Seismicity, (.) Mining and Mineral 
Resources, and (5) Miscellaneous. 

Iosue: Regionn_l. stratigraphy and structure 

Twenty-two questions were asked relating to t:1is iAsue. Ma.ny commenters 
contended that the draft Environmental AssessmenL (EA) did not adequately 
discuss either the regional fault zones in Ne\'<ldl\ and southeastern 
California, specifically the Walker Lane and Las Vegas shear zones, or the 
structural def.ormat:Lon near these zones that has been triggered by nuclear 
explosions. A few comwenters stated that the relationship between fault 
length and oR.rthquake magnitude is a nlatively reliable indicator of the 
expected size of future earthquakes. Statements in the draft EA were 
questioned regarding Quaternary fault displacements within 20 kilometers 
(12 miles) of Yucca Mountain as being represented by " ••• a fev very small 
degraded scarps less than a meter or so in height." Also questioned was the 
statement that no "unequivocal" offsets younger than about 40,000 year a old 
have been identified along faults near the site. 

Several commenters questioned conclusions that V"olcanic and tectonic 
activity at Yucca Mountain and other parts of the Great Basin haV"e decreased 
over the paat 10 million years. Some commentere stated that the Basin and 
Range is geologically the most unstable region in the United States. 
Finally, the statement in the draft EA that moat cores of mountain ranges are 
composed of granite and gneiss more than a billion years old was challenged 
by one commenter. 

Response 

A more detailed discussion of the fault systems in southern Nevada 
(particularly the left-lateral offsets throughout this region) has been added 
to the final EA. The intent of Chapter 3, however, is to provide the reader 
with a synopsis of the geologic setting of the region in vhich Yucca Mountain 
lies. Chapter 6 contains the details from wh.ich the descriptions in Chapter 
3 were derived. 

Many of the comments receiV"ed, such as requests for more information on 
the regional stress regime, will be addressed during site characterization. 
Present information, however, indicatee that explosion-induced aftershocks 
are all within about 14 kilometers (9 miles) of the detonation, whereas Yucca 
Mountain is more than 40 kilometers (25 miles) from the nearest underground 
tests. Figures contained in the draft EA have been updated on the basis of 
the most recent fault map of the Yucca Mountain area. This map, prepared by 
Scott and Bonk {1984), was unavailable vhen the draft EA was prepared. 
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It is tnu! that the relationship between fault length and earthquake 
magnitude hns ht· ,~n demonstrated for some earthquake~?. in the United States for 
which historic !.nformation exists. However, determlning fault length for 
poorly tlXposed or relativc=:ly old faults is a subje'.t:lve procass and could 
lear:\ to erroneou<; estimates of future earthquake ma~.·,itudes. 

It is true that Quaternary displacemen!:A alan; the Bare Hountain Fault 
at distances g·reater than 20 kilometers (12 miles. from the site exceed 
1 meter (3 feet) • Although the statement in the ·h ...1ft EA is accurate, 1.t 
could be misleading and has therefo-re been modi '':!.e.d in the final EA. 
Several other text reviaions in the final EA regad ;'lg fault dhplacements 
have been made on the basLB of documents that were p1 ~pared concurrently with 
the draft EA" The statement in the draft EA regardirlg no "unequivocal" fault 
offsets younger than 40,000 years has been modified in the final EA to read 
"Where dge constraints have been inferred from radiometdc dating and from 
stratigraphic correlations of faulted and unfaulted deposits at a trenched 
sHe, no offset younger than about 40,000 years hns been demonstrated. 
Holocene offset has not been demonstrated in the atudy area nor can it be 
ruled out." In addition, recently available but unevaluated thermo-
luminescence dateo may indicate on the order of 1 to 10 centimeters (0.39 to 
3.9 inches) of fault displacement in eastern Crater Flat more recently than 
6,000 years ago (Dudley, 1985). 

The text of the draft EA states clearly in several places that ~olcanism 
and tectonism ha~e continued in south-central Nevada during the past 10 mil
lion years, but at a reduced rste compared to pre-10 JUillion years ago. 
Many geologists have concluded that during the paat 10 million years. 
volcanic and tect1>nic activity have gradually shifted toward the east and 
west margins of the Great Basin. Viewed as a whole, it cannot be denied that 
the Basin and R&nge is one of the most tectonically active regions in the 
United States, although parts of the Basin and Range, such .o.s the Yucca 
Mountain region, have prohably remained relatively stable for many millions 
of years. 

The paragraph in the draft EA describing the core of mountain ranges and 
the age and extent of crystalline rocks has been modified in the final EA. 

Issue: Site stratigraphy and structure 

Sixteen comments were made regarding this issue. Host of the commenters 
stated that the discussion in the draft EA of the site geology omitted many 
topics such as a discussion of the northeast-trending faults at the site and 
sU.ckensides found in a core at the site; conflicting data on the geologic 
history and stability of the site; the fractured nature of the rocks over
lying the potential host rock in regard to possible venting of gases from the 
repository; the possible presence of low-angle detachment faults beneath 
Yucca Mountain; the degree of certainty associated with estimated fault 
displacements at the slte; and the definition of a "moderately sized fault" 
as applied to the Ghost Dance Fault. 

Other commento concerned inaccuracies in the description of the genesis 
of luff at the site, and noted that the most recent references on calderas 
and caldera-forming eruptions were not used. Finally, a few commentera 
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claimed that ·"he th1c:knesswJ reported in the draft f';A fo·,· some formations 
W"ere inaccuu•tely reported from source referenu~s, and that Figure 2-3a 
{Schematic c~·-·,sa sections portraying the ge.ologV: comphxity surrounding 
Yucca Mounta1'1) in the draft EA should show the ti!ldera in Crater Flat. 

Response 

The final EA containa the most current int'c.-~.nation on faults tbat may 
affect thu construction and opera.tion of a repot 'L.ory tit Yucca Mountain. The 
!:lource. of this information is a ~»Sp that was put :.1 lj,hed by the u.s. Geological 
Survey (USGS) l.'t the same tirne2 that the draft EA 1. :~s issued (Scott and Bonk, 
!964). 

It is true that volcanism and faulting have ~..ontinued at or near Yucca 
Mountain during the past ll million years, The conclusion that the site is 
relatively stable on the basis of field evidence, however. is not incon
sistent with the sentence above. Field evidence reported by Rogers et al. 
(198J) indica:;es that faults at Yucca Mountain ha1·e not had significant move
ment in at least the last 500,000 years, although the orientation of certain 
faults s~ggests that slip in the present-day stress regime is poasible. Sit~ 
characteriz.ation studies to be conducted at Yueca Mountain will investigate 
why faults have been stable for such a tong period of tim~, and what the 
likelihood is that the~:~e faults will become active in the future. 

The venting of gases described by one commenter has on occasion occurred 
shortly after nuclear explosions. Because a repository at Yucca Mountain 
would be located in the unsaturated z.one, the possibility of vapor transport 
of waste elements exists. Only the noble gases such as xenon, krypton, or 
radon; carbon as ca~bon dioxide; tritium as H2 gas or as water vapor; or 
iodine as 1

2 
vapor are possible waste elements that can be transported as 

gases or vapors. The aqueous phase in the unsaturated zone. however, can 
retard the movement of some of these waste elements because they are soluble 
tn liquid water. Fractures in the rock above the repository horizon should 
have no bearing on the release of gaseous radionuclides from the repository 
principally because the waste will be sealed inside stainless steel waste 
disposal containers for hundreds of years. After about 300 years, most of 
the gaseou5 radionuclides will have decayed to nonradioactive products. This 
subject will be the object of intensive study during ~ite characterization. 

The possibility that low-angle detachment faults occur beneath Yucca 
Mountain will be investigated during site characterization. Because of the 
widespread occurrence of these structures ia the Basin and Range, it would 
not be surprising if they were detected below Yucc.a Mountain. 

The description of the Ghost Dance Fault has been modified in the final 
EA to reflect information that became available concurrently with the release 
of the draft EA. In brief, the Ghost Dance Fault dips steeply to the west, 
and has about 25 meters (82 feet) of displacement (USGS, 1984). 

The description of the genesis of tuff and calderas has been modified on 
the basis of references suggested by the commenter. 
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Error~:~ itl the thicknesses of stratigraphic units ~'l.eve been corrected in 
the final EA. lllll'~tration of an inferred caldera in Crater FLnt on the 
cross section i11 Fi·.·ure 2-3a (Schematic cross sections portraying the com
plexity surrounding Yucca Mountain) in the draft EA is J_nappropriate because 
the positlon, depth, and lateral extent of the Crater 'FLat Caldera are 
unknown. Illust~BI:\on of an inferred caldera in the pJ ,_,n·Mview map on Figure 
3-3 (Southern end ·>f southern Nevada volcanic field ·-,<,wing location of 
calderas in the vidnity of Yucca Mountain) of the drsfr EA is shown with a 
question mark, indicating the uncertainties described ,h,·ve. 

Issue: Seismicity 

Fifteen queations were asked relating to this isau~. Several commencers 
stated that ~eismic activity along the Pahranagat Shear Zone, and the Mine 
Mountain, Rock Valley, and Frenchman Flat fault zones (incluliing focal 
dept he), should be discussed in the final EA. Commencers questioned the U.S. 
Department of Energy (DOE) assumption that faults at "(ucca Mountain are 
inactive and that the peak ground acceleration at the sHe is most likely to 
be- 0.4g. A few cornmenters asked how the Walker Lane and Las Vegas shear 
zones could impact the project. Several commenters askHd why the site was 
considered to he outside the bounds of the southern Nevada East-West Seismic 
Belt, and at the same time was included in a zone of "major seismic risk" on 
o map published by the USGS (1984). Finally, a few commenters questioned 
whether the design of structures at Yucca Mountain could withstand the maxi
mum estimated earthquake in this area, and requestecl a discussion of what 
would happen to the surface and subsurface facilities in the event of a large 
earthquake. One commenter questioned the purpose of the dots on Figure 3-9 
(Historical seismicity in the western United States) of the draft EA. 

!espouse 

The fault and shear zones mentioned in the comment are chiefly north
east trending, left-lateral fault zones of Tertiary age. In the preliminary 
calculation of maximum ground accelerati~ns at Yucca Mountain from an earth
quake, the fault zones noted in the comments were considered. However, the 
greatest impact on the site was predicted for the Sare Mountain ~·ault, which 
is approximately 6 kilometers (4 miles) closer to Yucca Mountain than the 
closest of the above-mentioned faults (USGS~ 1984). Information on focal 
depths for recent earthquakes in this region is contained in a report by the 
USGS (!984). 

Calculation of 0.4g as the probable peak acceleration at the site under 
the assumption that faults in the immediate vicinity of Yucca Mountain are 
not active is explained in the USGS (1984) repor~. This calculation required 
a listing of faults that were thought ta present the greatest hazard to the 
site for which a reliable fault length could be estimated. Then, assuming a 
full-length rupture of these faults, the likely maximum magnitude for the 
earthquake was estimated from empirical relationships between fault length 
and earthquake magnitude. Peak accelerations at the aite due to each event 
then were estimated using attenuation curves and the shortest distance to the 
site. Th:ts is the analysis that resulted in identification of the lla.re 
Mountain Fault, as noted ea~lier in this section. Although current thinking 
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is that some foH,lts in the immediate vicinity of Yucc~ Mountain are oriented 
ao that slip is possible in the present stress field, the confidence in fault 
lengths is not .;ufficient to esti.mate magnitudes a\: this time. See Section 
C.8.4 and EA S<3Ction 6.3.3,4.5 for a description d thf! procedbre to be 
followed to eaL·Jbltsh aeismic risk for repository (!•;sign purposes. 

Possible ·arthquakes associated with the Walkh.' Lane and Laa Vegas shear 
z.ones will he ·!!Valuated quantltatively during ail:• c.horacterization, Addi
tional information on regional and local aeismicit} from USGS (1984) has been 
added to Section 3,2.3 of the final EA. Carr (1' g .. ,) suggests that activity 
along these zones has slowed considerably in the , ('·:.Jthecn Great Basin during 
the past 10 to 14 million years. 

It is true that the draft EA did not specify why Yucca Mountain was 
placed outside the southern Nevada East~West Seismic Belt, The placement of 
this boundary is very subjective and it has been t:omovod from Figure 3-9 
(Historical seis1nlclty in the western United States) in the final EA. Calcu
lations of maximum accelerations do not depend on ·1. precise location of this 
boundary. The Assignment by the USGS (1984) of t.1is part of Nevadt~ to a 
"major selsmic risk area" represents a broad analysis of overall seismic 
hazards in the United States, including regions of very limited seismicity. 
The seismic hazards of 9mllll areas Within broad high-risk areas also may be 
lower, as the data for Yucca Mountain thus far indicate, 

The deaign of a repository at Yucca Mountain will require extensive 
studies and reviews with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to determine 
the appropriate seismic-design requirementa for facilities in this region. 
The NRC has not yet written standards for the design of geologic repositories 
with regard to sel9mic considerations, AnalyBefl of potential effects on pre
closure repository operation and po9tclosure repository performance from 
earthquakes or faulting will be conducted during aite characterization. The 
reader is aleo referred to Section c.a.t~ for further discussions of tectonics 
considerations. 

Figure 3-9 of the draft EA and the accompanying descripti.on have been 
modified to explain the. dots, which i.ndica.te the centers of previous seismic 
activity. 

Issue: Mining and mineral resources 

Seven comments were maile relating to this issue. Several commenters 
noted that mineral exploration has been banned at the Nevada Test Site (NTS) 
for the past 30 years. They indicated that an adequate evaluation of the 
mineral resources potential could, therefore, not be made solely with a 
l'lterature revtew of past exploration and mining activities, such as Bell and 
Larson (1982). These commenters suggested that geochemical surveys should be 
conducted and that additlonal references should be cited in the EA. One 
commenter argued that there are insufficient data to conclude that Yucca 
Mountain does not contain commercially attractive geothermal reflources. 
Finally, a feW' conunenters pointed out that the Bare Mountain district, west 
of Yucca Mountain, contatns the largest fluorite mine in Nevada, and that the 
gold reserve est1m3tes for the Sti"rling-Panama mine reported in the draft EA 
are five times too small. 
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The DOE ill EI.Ws:re of the large mineral depositB west of the site in the 
Bare Mounta.in dl ':ltrict, On the basis of current rc·1 )urce-accunlulatioo models 
and the informa~ i.on currently available for Yucca htuntsin, the site has a 
low potentittl fe-r metallic mirHHal resourceR. Thh (:\mclusion is based on 
the follO\II'!ng t~"'f.ormatlon: 

1. Minerol inventories were conducted by liL~l~ture review (Bell and 
Larf:lon, 1982) and by combined literature 'ell" lew and f leld investi
gEltion (Quade and Tingley, 1983). The resu~ :s indicated that there 
is no ev:dencc of paat mining activity at ':.ctcca Mountain nor any 
evidence of existing economic mineralization, A number of drill 
holes at and near the site support the conclusion of no economic 
minet'alization. Result9 also indicated that there are no econo
mically significant non-metR.llic mine:ra.l deJ,osits located at Yucca 
Mountain. 

2. Field explorat:l.on and geologic mapping was eonducted by the USGS 
(Chdstiansen and Lipman, 1965; L:l.pman and McKay, 1965; Scott and 
Bonk., 1984) for Yucca Mountain al\d surrounding areaa. No evidence 
of economic mineral i.zation was repor.ted or mapped, 

1. Exploratory boreholes at and near the Yucca Mountain site have been 
drilled. Cores and cutr.tngs derived from those boreholes are rou
tinely analyzed by geochemical methods for the Nevada Nuclear Waste 
Storage Investigations (NNWSI) Project. No mineralization has been 
found of economic importance. A sample from drill hole USW G-1 
taken at 1,072 meters (3,515 feet) below the surface showed", •• an 
abrupt increase in the intensity of alteration, presumably caused by 
hydrothermal solutions •• ," (Spengl~r et al., 1981). An analysis of 
the sample showed that 1t contained 0.64 ounce per ton silver and 
0.02 ounce per ton gold (reported as parts per million in the 
reference). These concentrations are not economical at the surface, 
let alone at a depth of 550 meters (1,800 feet) below the water 
table. 

Drill hole~ at Yucca Mountain are up to 1,829 meters {6,000 feet) deep. 
Thermal gradients measured in these boreholes suggest that economically 
attractive (emphasis added) high-temperature water9 are unlikely to occur at 
Yucca Mountain. Fut'thermore, geothermal systems that have some potential for 
development generally are associated with siliceous magmas (or their volcanic 
products) t.hat are less than 2 million ye<Jrs old. The. caldera systems at and 
near Yucca Mountain are between ll and IS million years old. 

Tho final EA has been modified to ackno~ledge that widespread fluorite 
mineralization in the Bare Mountain district is judged to be of local signi
ficance (Bell and Larson, 1982), A reference supporting the comment that 
gold reserves at the Stirling-Panama mine are about 10,000 pounds has not 
been found; the final EA has beer\ changed to read: "Reserves have not been 
reported by the mine operators of the Stirling-Panama mine, but Bell and 
Larson (1982) estimate ore reser ... es in excess of 100,000 tons at 1:1 grade of 
about 0.3 ounces of gold per ton of rock." 
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Issue: Miaeel;aneous 

Seven eom-o~entn were assigned to thi9 issue. One cornm.e;.)ter stated that 
there are aub~tantial, though unstated. uncertal1 ,,ies in the quantitative 
models used ir1 the draft EA to evaluate the suitHi'.Uty of the site, as well 
as uncertainti.!s in the geotechnical data upon w-h.i··h these models rely. Not 
identifying t·,\ese uncertAinties, contend the eon'~ .. ·nters, leads to overly 
optimistic fin.dings relative to the guidelines. Another commenter Rtated 
that haat-.mduced dehydration of 2:eolites w-as n'- ~. discussed in Chapter 3 of 
the draft EA. A discussion of soil condition was requested by one 
commenter, who .nrgued that wind and water erosion . ·:e, in part, a function of 
soil type. Several commenCers found typographies.:. errors and errors in 
converElion from the English to the metric system. Finally, one commencer 
requested that a lotter from URS/John A. Blume SL.j Associates to Science 
Applit;ations International Corporation, regarding the design and construction 
of nuclear facilities in tectonically active are~1s, be included in the 
references for the EA. and that a copy of the letter be JUBde available to the 
State of Nevada for its review. 

Response 

A more complete conslderation of uncertainties in geologie models and 
the information used to develop these models has been included in the final 
EA. In some cases w-here reasoned judglDent and opinions were used, the text 
has been modified to indicate the subjectivity of the interpretations and the 
uncertainty of the opinions. It is noted, however, that by making conser
vative assumptions at several points in an analysis. the conservatism may in 
fact be multiplied several times, resulting in an overly pessimistic or 
unrealistic finding in regard to the suitability of the site for a waste 
repository. 

Poas:l.ble heat-induced dehydration of zeoUte,s ia described in Sec
tion 6.3.1.2 (Geochemistry). Chapter 3 discusses only the baseline geologic 
conditions at the site, not the effects that a repository may have on the 
rock. 

Because of the arid climate and resultant low water availability in 
southern Nevada, ~oil development in this region has been limited. During 
site characterJ.zation, however, soil conditions will be studied for the 
purposes of siting the surface facilities and eventual reclamation. Studies 
to determine the potential effects of wind and water erosion will also be 
performed. 

All errora pointed out by reviewere (typographical and conversions from 
the English to the metric system) have been corrected in the final EA. The 
letter referred to by the comment (from John A. Blume and Associates to 
Science Applications International Corporation) 1s not a reference and is 
therefore not included in the final EA. However, this letter has been made 
available to the State of Nevada. 
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C.4 ,\,2 Hydrologic _cy ndttions 

Comments addres8~ng hydrologic conditions were aesiF;ned to the cate
gories of: (l) Surfac·') Water, (2) Ground Water, and (3) (\.rrent Us~, and are 
addressed below, 

C.4.t.2.1 Surfacl! water 

This category add·1·esses four com:nenta on the accurPJ~ or adequacy of the 
baseline surface-water conditions at the Yucca Mountain al.te. The comments 
were assigned to two issues: (1) Floods attd Flood-plailliJ and (2) Clarifica
tions, 

Issue; Floods and ~ad-plain! 

Two commenterg gtated that sheet wash and channel rwtoff can cause c:or~

siderable damage to surface and subsurfsce facilities in the desert southwest 
and that these processes should be considered during siting of surface and 
subsurface facilities at Yucca Mountain, 

Response. 

lt is true that sheet wash and channel runoff can be eKpected during 
severe storms at Yucca Mountain. Each will be considered i.n the siting and 

. design of the exploratory shaft and the repository. The maximum probable 
flood eKpected in this area will be determined during site characterization; 
this is the design flood to which American National Standards Institute stan
dards will be applied in order that the repository and associated facilities 
may comply with safety standards as recommended by the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission in Regulatory Guide 4.17 (NRC, 1982) or other requirements as 
eutablished, Due to the potential for sheet \1/'ash, the potentially adverse 
condition related to flooding of the surface and underground facilities 
(Section 6.3,3,1) has been changed to present, 

lusue: ClarificaLiona 

Two comments were made on this is8ue. One commenter argued that state
ments pertaining to internal drainage in the Great Basin are Lncor.rect and 
cited the Colorado River as an example of external drainage. Also questioned 
were statements in the draft Environmental Assessment (EA) about the Great 
Basin 1 a "lim! ted agricultural potential." Finally, one commenCer suggested 
that F:lgure 3-11 (Drainage basins in the Yucca Mountain area show-ing direc
tion of flow of surface water) of the draft EA could be made clearer by minor 
editorial and drafting modifications, 

Response_ 

The Colorado River drains part of the Basin and Range province. ;yucca 
Mountain, however, lies within the Great Basin, a segment of the Basin and 
Range defined as having internal surface drainage, 

,,... ... ,,, ,. 
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The potential for agricultural development in Nevada may be large 
assuming that auff .. cient amounts of water are applied to the land. It is 
true that. crop yit!!ds for some crops in parts of Nev.~:da have been large. 
However, because o.r Nevada's overall arid climate and relativel~r poor soil 
conditions • agric.t: l tural production haa not been signi 1 tcant compared to many 
other parts of the nation. 

The fina1 EA includes the changes suggested for Flgure 3-11 in Sec
tion 3.3.1 of the draft EA. 

C.4.1.2.2 Grvund water 

Thi~ category addresses the accuracy or adequacy of the baseline ground
water conditions at the Yucca Mountain site. The 36 comments received were 
assigned to the following issues: (1) Direction of Ground-weter Flow, 
(2) Ground-water Travel Time, (3) Recharge at the S:lte, (4) Ground-water 
Supply and Availability, and (5) Miscellaneous. 

Issue: Direction of ground-Water flow 

Thirteen comments were made on this issue. Several asked the 
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) to discuss in more detail ground-water move
ment through. and between aquifers, along fault zonea, and through inter
stitial pores. One <'.ommenter stated that fracture flow in the welded-tuff 
and lava-flow aquifers requires that zeolites be present along these 
fractures to retard migration of radionuclides; otherwise, bedded tuff would 
be more advantageous to use as a host rock. 

Several of the commenters stated that there is an extreme lack of 
information about ground-water movement f.n the Basin and Range, especially 
the delineation of ground-water basins in southern Nevada and the relation
ship among theae basins, the deep carbonate aquifer beneath Yucca Mountain, 
and the spr1.ngs at Ash Meadows and Death Valley. 

One commenter asked that the DOE discuss more fully the likelihood of 
discovering minor aquifers in the vicinity of the site and their relation to 
other aquifers in the area. Informst:l.on was a1so requested regarding aquifer 
size~ recharge rates, and production potential of all regional aquifers. 

Other commentera requested that the DOE discuss vertical mixing among 
aquifers, in view of the possibility that the deep carbonate aquifer could be 
used as a water source in the future. Information was also requested on the 
potential to contaminate wate1.· in Well J-13 which could be the water source 
for the repository. 

Finally, one commenter requested that the distance between recharge and 
discharge points be stated in the discussion in Section 2.1 of the draft 
Environmental Ass~ss~ent (EA). 
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The diacus~~on of ground-water movement along iQults at Yucca Mountain 
(Section 6.3.t.l) has been modif.hd to be consistent with the. exact wording 
in Hontazer and 'liilson (1984). Studies to date ind.l.!~ata that ground water 
beneath Yucca Jok untain flows to tho southeast and fwuth and discharges at 
Alkali Flat, an,! possibly near Furnace Creek in Dt!al b Valley. This ground
water basin, referred to as the Alkali Flat-Furn&cii (:reek Ranch ground-water 
basin, is thought to be separate from the Ash Mell<.!·~ws ground-water basin 
which supplies water to Ash Meadows. 

The unit evaluation report (Johnstone et al., \984) established that 
both zeolittzed and non-zeolitized rock units considf:red as candidates for a 
potential host rock would be suitable. However, the greater distance of the 
Topopah Spring Member from the water tllble gives 1t. an advantage in torms of 
travel time. It is also clear that the presence of zeo\it1zed rock units 
below the repository horizon is an advantage when flow paths are likely to be 
oriented vertically downward. 

Because hydraulic head pressure is higher in the carbonate aquifer than 
in overlying tuffaceoua rocks (at least in Well UE-25!)111), water from the 
tuff aquifer cannot enter the carbonate aquifer. It is also stressed that 
the repository is above the water table. Much additional work will be 
conducted during sits characterization to investigate if other aquifer areas 
occur. That fact, and the estimated ground-water travel ti~e from the repos
itory to the water table (even eseuming it does occur; Section 6•3olol•.5), 
would preclude contamination of water in Well J-13. 

Minor aquifers or perched water tables do occur in the Yucca Mountain 
region. The watcn· would be expected to drain rapidly during excavation. 
Moreover, it is highly unlikely that large aquifers re.main undiscovered in 
and near the Nevada Test Site because of the extensive drilling programs that 
have been conducted in this region during the past several decades. A 
thorough summary of the known regional hydrology is presented by Waddell 
et al. (1984). 

Appro>:imate distances between recharge ".l:nd discharge points can be esti
mated from Figure 2-5 (Location of Yucca Mountain site with respect to the 
basins of the Death Valley ground-water system), where the ground-water 
basins are illustrated achemet:lcally. 

Issue: Ground-water travel time 

Two comments were received on this issue. One commenter suggested that 
rapid water flow along fractures near the repository to wells in the regiun 
(if it occurs) could be determined by tritium injection and later water 
analysis. Another commenter sugge1:1ted a modification to the executive 
summary in regard to ground-water travel time. 
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Response 

Some triti••m analyses have been conducted (Bell~')n et al,, 1983) and more 
will be conduct.~.d during site characterization usir,~. ~amplea frdm well water 
and from any pel ched water zones found during com~t:u(.tion of the exploratory 
shaft. Tritium injection plana t'emain to be final:l. ''!J. 

The ExecuU.ve Summary has been revieed to acc·1t '"tely reflect the infor
mation in th·B final EA. 

Issue: RechargP. ~\t the site 

Thirteet. comments were received on this issue. Many commenters ques
tioned the annual recharge rate at Yucca Mountain by noting that the 
available data base is inadequate to support the DOE estimated percolation of. 
l millimeter (0,04 inch) per year, Some of these comments suggested that the 
uncertainty of these estimates be stressed in the final EA. Another \l:OPI .. 

menter suggested that recharge slang fractured tuffaeeoua rocks during 
intense storms could be very high. 

Response. 

The estimate of flux at Yucca Mountain is not a direct measurement, 
since there is no water removal from drill holes within the unsaturated zone, 
as explained by H.ontazer and Wilson (1984), It was derived by Jneaauring the 
in situ potential gradient and effective permeabilities from core samples and 
using these to estimate flux. Sevoral testa are planned during site char
acterization to better underBtand infiltration and to determine the amount of 
flux in the host rock, Section 6.3.1.1.5 has been ~xpanded to include a 
discussion on the range of flux rates that are considered reasonable at Yucca 
Mountain. In this regard, however, informacion from Cza~necki (1985), Rush 
(1970), and specifically Montazer and Wilson (1984) and Monta:ter et al., 
(1985) indicate that less than 0.5 millimeter (0.02 inch) per year 18 
currently passing through the p~oposed repository host rock (the Topopah 
Spring Member). 

Issue: Ground-uater supply and availability 

TYo commenters questioned the production potential of the- aquifers in 
the site area (including the deep carbonate aquifer) by noting that little 
inform~tion is provided on the potential future use Qf these aquifers for 
domestic and irrigation resources, Another commenter que.<~tioned why the DOE 
did not evaluate possible reductions in the discharge of water at springs in 
Ash Meadows that might be caused by repository development at Yucca Mountain. 

Response 

With regard to production potential, the final EA includes a discussion 
of the wells chat are eKlrRcting water from the Alkali Flat-Furnace Creek 
Ranch ground-water basin. Much of the irrigation in the Amargosa Valley 
south of Yucca Mountain is provided by springs that discharge along or near 
faults that bring water from the deep carbonate aquifer to the surface, It 
does seem possible, however, that exploitation of deep aquifers throughout 
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Nevada could occur at tW! e point in the future, assuming that the ah~.llow 
aquifers are eventually 'epleted. The likelihood that the relatively small 
Alkali. Flat-Furnace Cree· .. Ranch ground-water basin would be ~~xploited for its 
water w:l.ll be evaluated •iuring future studies. 

With respect to A11,·1 Meadows, it is correct that in Chafi .. er 3 the DOE did 
not r>valuate poasible reductions in the diR~harge of water >t springs in Ash 
Meadows caused by repository development at Yucca Mountain This ia because 
springs nt Ash MeadO\~S discharge from a different aquifer ,.lid could not be 
affected by activitiea r t Yucca Mountain. Section 5.2.2 < i the final F.A, 
however, doe a desc :ibe the hydrologic impacts that coult,; 1e expected from 
development of a repository at Yucca Mour.ta:f.n. Moreove:cr as stated in 
Section 5.2.2, ". ,, the aquifers underlying Yucca Mountai~t can produce an 
abundant quantity of ground ~ater for long periods of tim~ without lowering 
the regional ground-water table •• ," (Thorda.rson, 1983). 

Issue: Miscellaneous 

Six comments were received on this issue. One com11enter stated that 
much of the information about the Alkali Flat-Furnace Creek Ranch ground
water basin is speculative because hydrologic testing will not begin until 
the aite is already in the characterization stage. Thuo, conservative ground 
water travel times for the site cannot be confidently estimated. Another 
commenter pointed out errors in the text of Chapter J concern:tng an 
historical review of ground-water studies in this area. Several commenters 
found an error in Table 3-3 (Dual claasificatlon of Tertiary volcanic rocks 
at Yucca Mountain) and on the identical Table 6-16 of the. draft EA. A last 
commenter asked that the basins be referred to in terms of the Hydrologic 
Basins delineated by the• State of Nevada Engineer, 

A major, regional ground-water study of the Yucca Mountain area has 
already been completed by Waddell (1982) and a SummBry of studies is given in 
Waddell et al. (1984) and the results are included in the EA. Although much 
has already been learned about the hydrology of Yucca Mountain, much more 
information will bs gathered during site characterization. Ground-water 
travel times reported in the final EA reflect the range of uncertainty of the 
available data. 

The comment about inconsistencies in the historical review of ground
water studies in this area is partly correct, Yucca Mountain was not placed 
within the Ash Meadows ground-water basin by Winograd and Thot·darson ( 1975) 
as stated in the draft EA, but rather in their Oasis Valley-Fortymile Canyon 
basin. This has been correc.ted in the final EA. Basin designations were 
revised by Waddell ( 1982) and Yucca Mountain was placed in the Alkali Flat-
17urnace Creek Ranch ground-water basin. 

The reversal of atrat1g~aphic order of the Pah Canyon and Yucca Mountain 
members in tables 3-3 and 6-16 of the draft EA has been cotrected in the 
final EA. With ~egard to accurate. designation, the one used by Waddell 
(1982) and Waddell et al. (1984) represents the most recent interpretation by 
the U.S. Geological Survey. 
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C.4.1.2.J Current I'AO 

This category .•.ddresses comments on the accuracy or adequac.y of the 
baseline conditions in the Yucca Mountain area concernir.g current water use. 
The 15 comments W!HH assigned to the following ieauea; (1) Water Use, 
(2) Wat~r D<:mand, 'hid. (3) Water Rights. 

Issue: Water use 

Six questions were asked on this issue. Several commentera stated that 
the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) could have eat im"'· t- ,d water use ( i rriga
tton and d.omestic) :t.n the Ama.rgo~a Valley by indirect ~nethods, including 
LANDSAT imng~s. Other co~nenters stated that up-to-date figures for water 
use in the Amargosa Deew.rt ground-water basin (includi,lg the acreage under 
irrigation) are available from the State of Nevada. A few commenCers stated 
that although the draft Environmental Aasessment (EA) pointed out that the 
ground-water table. in the Ash Meadows area has declined because of irrigation 
pumping, there is no discussion of the impact of the declining water table on 
the DOE proposed water supply for the repository. Mc..-reovar, there is no 
discussion of the impact to local water users from ground-water pumping at 
Yucca Mountdn. 

Although various indirec.t methods for estimatlng water use in the 
Amargosa Valley could have been used, a study by the State of Nevada was 
selec.ted. After the draft EA was prepared, a study of water use in the 
Amargosa Desert ground-water basin, as designated by the State Engineer, was 
issued by the Nevada Department of Conservation and Natural Resources 
(Coache, ca. 1984). The Amargosa Desert ground-water basin, as designated by 
the State Engineer, draws its water from the Alkali Flat-Furnace Creek Ranch 
ground-water basin, and from the Ash Meadows ground-water basin. Agri-
cultural water use in the Amargosa Desert designAted ground-water basin was 
estimated to be 9,105 acre-feet in 1983. Industrial, commercial, and quasi
domestic water use was estimated to be 1,070 acre-feet ill 198/h From well 
log data, non-permitted pumping for domestic use is estimated to be 400 
acre~- feet per year (Coache, c.a. 1984). Thus, the estimated water use in the 
Amargosa Desert designated ground-water basin in 1984 (assuming that agricul
tural water use was not significantly different from l98J to 1984) wae ~bout 
10,575 acre-feet. This information is included in the final EA. 

Drawdo"ffi of the ground-water table discussed in Chapter 3 refers to the 
Ash Meadows ground-water basin. On the basia of current information, Yuc.ca 
Mountain lies within a separate basin referred to as the Alkali Flat-Furnace 
Creek Ranch ground-water basin. Ground-water pumping at Yucca Mountain is 
therefore not expected to have any affect on water users in the Ash Meadows 
basin, nor will water use in the Ash Meadows basin have any affect on the 
water supply for the repository. 
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Issue: Wat~c demand 

Four qut~, tions were recetvod in. this area as'· !.ng that the final EA con
sidor various growth patterns in southern Nevada l.n terms of future watet' 
needs and pot..:ntial uttlizatiOl\ 1 eapectally con.-tf.ering that a future 
Las Vegas ('.ou} d obtain water from the lower cart. :-\';lte aquifer near Yucca 
Mountain. Qt;,ar commenters stated that because f· 1 i!Cific water requirement!~ 

for the project were not included tn the draft E. , potential impacts such 1111 

r-egional drawdown or contaminat I. on to future w. ':.<.\t" supplies cannot be 
evaluated. Finally, one commenter Rtated that tl!4... title to Section 3.3.3 
(Present and projected water use in the area) is mh..i.eading because there is 
no assessment of future water needs in this 6eCtion~ 

Response 

The ground-water basin in which Yucca Hountain lies is called the Alkali 
Flat-Furllance Creek Rnnch ground-water basin and !11 relatively small; it 
rangeR from approdmataly 32 to 6d kilometers (20 to 40 miles) in width and 
is approximately 161 kilometers ( 100 111iles) long. Ground water discharges 
from th.is basin at Alkali Flat and near the Furnace Creek Ranch in Death 
Valley. All analyses to date indicate that part of the Amargosa Valley is in 
an adjacent basin known as the Ash Meadowo ground-water basin. Ground 
waters in the two baaina are not connected. Development and operation of a 
repository at Yucca Mounta.ln is not 1 tkely to have impact on future 
developments in the Amargosa Valley. Furthermore, in 19"19 the Nevada State 
Engineer designated, or fonnally recognized the presence of, the Amargosa 
Desert Ground-Water B6Sin (Newman, 1979), which placed iaeuance of new water 
permits on a preference basis rather than a prior-appropriation basis 
(Morros, 1982). Consumptive usa of ground \ll'ater for irrigation was ruled not 
to be a preferred use in this basin. 

lt 1e possible that an expanding population in southern Nevada may even
tually exploit other ground-water basins in Nevada, It would, be very 
unlikely, however, that future water needs for the City of Las Vegas would 
lead to exploitation of a ground-water basin as small as the Alkali Flat
Furnace Creek Ranch ground-water basin when basins that are larger and closer 
to Las Vegas are available. 

Estimates of the water requirements for the repository are included in 
the final EA. A qualitative evaluation of water use in the Alkali Flat
Furnace Creek Ranch ground-water basin is included in the final EA by com
paring the expected water use at the reposl tory with other water uaera in 
this area, The DOE retains its preliminary conclusion that ground-water 
pumping at the repository will- not cause a regional drawdown of the water 
table. This conclusion is based on records for 18 years of pumping of Well 
J-13, which is the well that is being considered aa a possible water source 
for the repository (see Section 6.3.3.3). Additional atudiea conducted 
during site characterization will help predict future water demand in the 
Alkali Flat-Furnace Ct-eek Ranch ground-water ba8in. 
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Issue: Watet:_.dght s 

Six comru•!,1ts were made on this J.asue. One co!<ltnenter stated that because 
Yucca MountEd !"I is not a Congressionally aBtabliehc·.~ "reservation," the final 
EA should contain ll discussion of unappropriated 1·ar.er, cit:l.ng that Nevada 
law requir('s the State Engineer to reject new apr..: u:ot:l.ona for water rightR 
for any purfl( ::le where there ia no unappropriat!f' W"ater. It was also 
questioned whfJther the DOE has the necessary wate. dghts for a repoe.ttory at 
Yucca Moun':::dn. Another commeilter wanted to knt'll lf the DOE currently has 
water rights from Well J-13, and if eo, what th lfmitat!ona are on these 
rights. 

Response 

7.f it becomes necessary to acquire privately held water rights for the 
repository, a tdtuation not expected based on Sllei.i.able information·, the DOE 
would purchase these rights or begin Federal c.onderunation proceedings. Such 
negotiations or proceedings at·e not expected or phoned. Because no existing 
privately held rights or encumbrancea hs11e been identified at the site, the 
DOE considers that the qualify:ing condition has be-en mel. Whether auperior 
rights to the water in the same underground source exist with respect to 
points of extraction oulaide the Nevada Test Site has not yet been 
determined. 

C.4.1.3 Environmental conditions 

Comments addressing environmental conditions were assigned to the 
categories of (1) Land Use; (2) Ecosystems; (3) Air Quality and Weather; 
(4) Noise; (5) Aesthetic Resources; (6) Archaeological, Cultural and 
Historical Resources; and (7) Background Rad:iation. These subject areas are 
addressed below. 

C.4.l.3.l ~and use 

The baseline land-use section of the Environmental Assessment (EA) 
presents the existing situation in the region with respect to land use. Also 
presented is a discussion of projected developments in the area, baaed on 
available dato and information. A number of comments were received in this 
category, and these have been aggregated to the following issues: (1) Land 
Withdrawal, (2) Agricultural Concerns, (3) Future Development, and 
(4) Mineral Resources. 

Issue: Land withdrawal 

Eleven comments were received on the issue of land withdrawal for the 
repository and railroad spur. Most commentera questioned the large amount of 
land to be withdrawn (50,000 acres), end requested information on how such a 
withdrawal would proceed. Some also asked that the area of land to be 
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withdrawn be llJ.ustrated. 1'he same commenters also requested that the total 
required acrea1~' for the repository be identHied, 

Response 

The tot/\1 ~0quired controlled acreage for th' repository is 24,710 
acres, Thie ar,•a includes Bureau o€ Land Managemen {BLM), Nevada Teat Site, 
and Air Force l~nda. The BLM portion, which is the ?ortion that would have 
to be withdr.:uro, is approximately 5,000 acres, not ~.(',QQO. The EA text has 
been corrected in several placeB to reflect this ch.c~. '.~e. 

At present a rail corridor through BLM lends h only one of three 
options bein11, studied for the repository program. :H a corridor were to be 
sited through BLM lands, the land may consist of a simple right-of-way rather 
than withdrawal of many acres solely for that purpose, Regardless, deta lied 
studies of competing land uses will be done during si.te charactel'ization and 
in conjunction with the. Environmental Impact Statement process, 

Issue: Agrlcultural concerns 

Five comments addressed this issue, Several comment era claimed that the 
EA neglected to address the effects of the project on prime farmland or on 
farmlands of statewide importance, Another CoiJIJDenter noted that desert soils 
are among the most fertile soils and that productivity is limited primarily 
by the availability of water, Also mentioned was the possibility that 
Federal activities involving shipments of highly radioect1ve materials 
through the State of Nevada could result in the contaminati"n (and therefore 
loss of use) of large tracts of range or agricultural lands. 

The Yucca Mountain site does not contain prime farmland or farmland of 
statewide importance sa defined in the Farmland Protection Policy Act. Pos
sible impacts to lands adjacent to transportation corridors are discussed in 
Section 5.3.2 of the EA. While it is true that water is the most limiting 
factor to desert land development, nutrient content of soil is also an impor
tant factor in agricultural land development. Since nutrient content at the 
Yucca Mountain sire is low, these lands are not considered conducive to agri
cultural development, 

Issue: Future development 

Seven commente:rs addressed future development concerns, and asked that 
the EA discuss in greater detail topics such as State and local land-use 
regulations (regarding incol'porati.on, annexation, zoning, flood plain 
control), infrastructure planning, construction design, and so on. Two of 
the coromentera also asked that the EA include more information on the timing 
and size of sub-division development!l planned for Ash Meadows n.nd Pahrump 
Valley. A "future•oriented" water-use analysis related to projected 
developments was also requested. 
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It is too ear-l v in the planning process to incotp•Jrate future develop
m~ntR, such as loc·,} subdivision expansion, and infrastructure data because 
the data will che~nJe in the next five years as the E· vironmentsl Impact 
Statement is dev~J,.<Jped and studies associated with it 'L'e implemented. Site 
characterization and repository aetivities will complJ• 1ro11th ali applicable 
State and local land-use regulations. Further, multi'' l'""'Use priorities will 
decrease once the site becomes a controlled area. 

Issue: Miner·:! resources 

The discussion of land use for mining activities :Ln the ares of the site 
was considered inadequate by two commenters, since it refers only to the pre
sent condition, and does not address the future potendal for mineral explor
ation and extraction. 

Response 

It is beyond the score of this EA to predict future mineral 
exploitation; only the currant situation can he described. At present, no 
economically exploitable resources exist in the Yucca Mountain area. A 
detailed discussion of the resource potential of the area is presented in 
Section 6.3.1.8 of the EA. 

C.4.1.3.2 Ecosystems 

The comments discussed in thi9 category questioned the description of 
the baseline ecosystem and the description of the floral and faunBl 
communities presented in the dr!Jft Environmental Assessment (EA). Five 
comments were received in this area, and they are subdivided into three 
issues: (1) Threatened or Endangered Species, (2) Revegetation, and (3) 
Mixed Transition Plant Association. 

Issue: Threatened or endangered species 

Three commentars expressed a eoncern that the threatened and endangered 
species listing cited in the EA was incomplete. Both the Mojave fishhook 
cactus and the desert tortoise we~e given as candidates for addition to such 
a listing. 

Response 

Information gathered during a literature review, during intensive site
specific surveys, and through diseuss!ons with the u.s. Fish and Wildlife 
Service indicated that no listed thre~tened or endangered species occur in 
the study area, and accordingly, Federal protection under the Endangered 
Species Act of 1973 (USFWS, 1973) is not appropriate in this ares. Both the 
Mojave fishhook cactus and the desert tortoise are candidates under review 
but have not yet been officially added to the list of federally protected 
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species. Should their status change, the DOE "1111 tske the nppropriate steps 
required under he Endangered Species Act, The d(Jsert tortoise is also a 
State-protected, "rare" species. The text in Section 3.4.2.3 of the final EA 
has been reviseG to indicate the above condition. 

Issue: Reveget~tlon 

One commetli:er questioned how much "organic act ... ,ity" would be contained 
in topsoil that was disturbed and banked for 25 to 11.1 years. 

Response 

Topsoil th&t is removed during site charsct~riz~tion will not be banked 
for 25 to 30 years; rather, it will be stored only tur the short amount of 
time that an exploratory hole is in operation (all s1te characterization 
activities arc to be completed within 4 to 5 yeara), and then used for the 
reclamation and restoration of exploratory holes. Longer-term revegetation 
procedures for the repository will be investi.gated ,luring site character
ization. "Organic activity" of soil may be measured in several ways. All 
soil, whether disturbed or undisturbed, undergoea aging and chemical trans
fornations. It ia not anticipated that soil banking will significantly 
affect the potential of the banked soil to be used in reclamation activities. 

Issue: Mixed transition plant associatio~ 

One commanter noted that the description of the mixed transition plant 
community was descri.bed only in terms of absent species, and that the des
c.ription would benefit through the inclusion of dominant species names, 
general description of the community, and reference to bordering communities 
and ausoc!ated transitional zones. 

Reoponse 

The text of Section 3.~.2.1.4 of the final EA has been changed to pro
vide a more detailed description of this community. However, because of the 
highly variable nature of the plant association, it is difficult to describe 
or quantify it in exact terms. 

C.4.1.3.3 Air quality and weather 

The 13 comments that address this category have been divided into four 
issues: (l) Meteorological Oats Collection, (2) Precipitation and Evapotran
spiration, (3) Climate. and (4) Fugitive Dust. 

Issue: Meteorological data collection 

Four cornmenters questioned the adequacy of the baseline data base for 
meteorological and air-quality conditions in and around the propoaed repos
itory site. For example, it was felt that not enough information was 
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provided on d~ffuaion cl:lmatology and potential .'lmbient air-quality levels in 
the area of t le Yucca Mountain site. It wa~;~ further suggeated that infor
mation on wiw.'. speed, wind direction, atmospheric iitability, and interference 
with national ambient air-quality standards be p:· ,vided. As a consequence, 
the text of th1se comments also questtoned the e\:J::lat!on of the effects on 
sit· quality hom such thinga as the release of rn i'lonuclides. 

~esponse 

The baseline evaluation and description of r ··teorologicai conditions 
presented in the draft Environ1nental Assessment (E/1,' w-ere based on data from 
sites around tht:: proposed repository site because site-specific data were not 
available. The onsite program was inithted by Sa.viia Nations! Laboratories 
to atd in the Qestgn of heating and air cond1tioni11g systems for ttle surface 
facilities 1 not to provide the data requ:L red to ad,~quately assess diffusion 
climatology at the site. Furthermore, the data collec.ted by Sandia were not 
available in a referenceable form. 

The air-quality analysis presented in Chapter S of the draft EA specifi
cally excluded radionuclide emissions and their subsequent impacts, Radio
logical impacts are discussed in sections 5.2.9 (Radiological effects) and 
6.4.1 (Preclo~;~ura radiological safety assess~enta) of the draft EA. These 
impacts, however, are not compared to limits set forth in 40 CFR Part 61 
because Subpart H of 40 CFR Part 61 exclud~a the u.s. Department of Energy 
facilttt.ea that are regulated under 40 CFR Parts 190 1 191, or 192. The 
repository at 'l'llcca Mountain would comply with conditions set forth in 
40 CFR Part 191 (Environmental Radiation Protection Standards for Management 
and Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel, High-Level and Transuranic Radioactive 
Wastes, 1985), rather than 40 CFR Part 61. 

Environmental documente published subsequent to the F.A, such as the 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), will evaluate in detail the impacts 
ssaoc.iated with the various aspec.ts of development of Yucca Mountain as a 
repository. At that time, impacts due to waste transportation end commuter 
traffic and potential interference with attainment of national arnbient sir
quality standards will be evaluated in greater detail. Presently, the 
collection of data on transportation routes, transportation modes (truck, 
train, or both), and several other aspects of the project have not been 
completed. Additionally, complete onsite meteorological and air quality data 
will be available at the time the EIS is prepared. 

Issue: Precipitation and evapotranspiration 

Four commenters questioned che annual average evapotranspiration and 
precipitation rates presented in the EA 1 and the statement in the EA that 
annual precipitation averages one-third of evupotranspiration. Postulated 
extreme event and antecedent moisture conditions were thought to be more 
meaningful thao average precipitation and evapotranspiration. 

Response. 

Records for Yucca Flat show monthly data as well dS annual averf.lges so 
that variability in moisture conditions c.an be predicted. For climate and 
air-quality modeling that will be part of site characterization, additional 
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site-specific meteo'"ological data will be available, nnd details of annual 
variations in pre(.•,pitation and evapotranspiration wfll be understood. 
General understandHg of these values for the arid soul".!lWestern United States 
will also be usefnl for comparing site data and imp·oving predictive 
capabil {ty. 

For the draft EA, potential evapotranspiration u, estimated by an 
empiric.al method (the Thornl'.hwaitH method) reviewed Rosenberg ( 1974). 
Potential evapotranspiration for Yucca Mountain has ':l~ ..!n estimated to be 
about 0.6 meter {2 feet) p~r year. No reference wa~ .:1.ted for the evapo
transpiration value ~ontained in the comment. Estimat( · in Craig and Robison 
{1984) suggest 1 to 1.5 meters (3.5 to 5 feet) of pol.'!ntial evl":potran
spiration. The U.S. Geological survey, in its comml:'ntA on the draft ~A. 

states that potential evapotranspiration is between J ,2, and 2.4 meters (6 and 
8 feet) per year. Either of these estimates is conois,ent with the estimates 
of precipitation that are 20 percent or less of annual potential evapotran
spiration as reported at the end of Section 6.3.1.1.3 of the draft EA. These 
estimates are preLiminary a.nd speculative, and the finnl EA has been revised 
to reflect this uncertainty. The climatic regime will be studied in more 
detail during site characterization. 

The EA was rnodlfied to reflect new studies by Claassen (1903) which sug
gest that infiltration may be limited to pluvial and near-pluvial conditions 
and that current recharge is very limited, even at higher. el~vatlons. 

Issue: Climate 

Three commenters addressed the adequacy of the data presented in the 
draft EA and the validity of the interpretation of that data in accurately 
assessing long-term climatic effects on the repository. Extupolation of 
climatic conditions at Yucca Flat to higher elevations at Yucca Mountain were 
not considered appropriate. 

Response 

A review of alternative interpretations of Pleistoc.ene climates has been 
added to the final EA. An indication of the point~:~ for which agreement has 
been reached, or where there is no consensus among recognized experts, has 
been included to prov:f.de balance to the discussion of paleocl:l.mates. If 
Yucca Mountain is selected for further consideration as a repository, data 
needed to fully characterize the diffusion climatology and meteorolog.r of the 
stte will be collected durtng site characterization. 

Issue: Fugiti~e dust 

Two commenters expressed concern that the baseline meteorological and 
air quality conditions at the site were such that development activities 
associated with the repository (cLearing of land, travel over unpaved roads) 
would reduce the effectiveness of particulate-control strategies {e.g., the 
aridity of the area would make watering unpaved roads for dust control 
impto~ctical). 
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Response 

Although l.:t e climate of the are8 could requirl~ that special consider
ation ba given .~.o control strategies proven effect;ve in similar meteor
ological condit'tJns, the inherent weather conditi,, ~s would not prevent 
reasonable, efh·ctive particulate control. Waterir1; .lot only controls the 
dust as long a~~ the surface is wet, but also helr, · in compacting loose 
pat"ttcles and Ct!lllenting them into the surface as L dries. It a.lso washes 
fiue particlea (wh.ich are more likely to be susp~'lc.:d) down into the road 
surface. Co~mercislly available duat-control chem CllS can be mixed with the 
water to ai.d in more thorough wetting of the sue ;,ce ~nd to inhibit 
particulate emiss."ons. 

This category concerns the data on ex!sting noJ se conditions presented 
in Chapter 3. Tne one co~ent received in this cat:~gory asked whether the 
ambient noise levels estimated tn the draft F.nvironm~ntal Asse$sment (EA) for 
rural communities and desert areas will be confirmed. 

Response. 

The only way in which the estimated ambient noise levels presented in 
the EA can be confirmed i.e through a monitoring program. The conduct of such 
a program is outside the scope of activities allowed during the a.eses.ement of 
existing information about Yucca Mountain. 

The subject of ambient noise levels will be addressed during the 
Environmental Impuct Statement process, and a decieion will be made as to the 
type and extent of studies to be conducted. If monitoring is deemed 
necessary, a plan will be developed at that time. 

C.4.1.3.5 Aesthetic resources 

This catego}:'y concerns the data on ex!Rting aesthetic resources pre
liUmted in Chapter 3; one comment w-a.e received. The commeuter questioned if 
more discussion should be provided on vi.eibllity and 1f a view ... ahed anal.ye!s 
should be performed. 

Response 

The final Environmental Assessment was changed to explain that some 
facilities may be visible from U.S. Highway 95, especially at night ~hen 
facilities are lighted. Additional visibility and view-shed analyses may be 
conducted during the Environmental Impact Statement process. 
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C.4. 1. 3. 6 Archaeolo~.ical, cultural, and historical resources 

This category r.·.ldresses the baseline description of archaeological, 
cultural, and hisl · deal resources found in the vicin1. ':y of the propossd 
study area of Yuc.c.a Mountain. The 15 comments ~r~ere gr :·Jped into the fol
lo~r~ing issues: (1) .]uff.iciency of Data, (2) Conaultatftll ··tith Other Organi
zations, (J) Site c~.mparison, and ('~) Bibliography. 

!.A sue: Sufficiency of data 

Seven comments ~·1ne received which pointed to a fl'J -::eived lack of data 
in several sreaa. First, it ~r~as felt. that the final Env:-.:-onmental Assessment 
(EA) should reference the planning and procedural steps of legislative man
dates in the compliance process and should discuss the results of 1984 teat 
excavations (including methodology and intensity level). This and other 
COTillllents asked that the significance of the sites and tt1eir eligibility for 
listing on the National Register of Historic. Places be presented in the final 
EA. In a related observation, one commenter suggested that the EA describe 
all site significance with reference to the Archaeologi.eal l'~lement for the 
Nevada State Historic Preservation Plan (1982). Another COIJIIJientar was con
cerned thBt the Tule Springs Archaeological District was not mentioned in the 
EA. Finally, it was requested that historic cultural resources be discussed 
in greater detail. 

Response 

With respect to the archaeological sites surveyed in the area, a table 
has been prepared and added to the text of the EA (Section 3.4.6) which lists 
all sites and their eligibility status. The Tule Springs site is indeed 
cited in the referenc.ed report, contrary to the commencer's impression. 

Field survey methodology and survey intensity have been outlined in spe
cific technical reports and are not considered appropriate for inclusion in 
the EA. However, Section 3~4.6 of the EA has been amended to reference the 
Nevada Historic Preservation Plan (1982). 

Issue: Consultation with other orgsnizat~"!_ 

Five comments were received under this issue; all addressed or requested 
that consultation procedures with other organizations be initiated as soon es 
possible. These organizations are sa follows: the National Park Service 
(Western Region), the Nevada State Historic Preservation Office {SHPO), the 
Advisory Council for Historic Preservation, and Native American groups. The 
u.s. Department of Ene:rgy (DOE) was asked to coordinate with the State 
Deportment of Conservation end Natural Resources on the number of teat units 
to be placed in each site, and on the site survey selection itself. 

Response 

This concern will be addressed by the establishment of a Programmatic 
Memorandum of Agreement between the DOE, the Ne~ada SHPO, and the Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation. Such a Memorandum of Agreement will also 
prevent future disagreements on site selection and site survey procedures. 
With regard to Native Americans, no affected Indian Tribe haa been identified 
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at the site; however, should such an identificatton bo mad1~, the appropriate 
Tribal Councl will be contacted, advised, and confiUlted, In addition, 
archaeologiclll. reports prepared under the auspict!;~ of this project will, 
whenever posuible, be sent to the National Park St•:-vic.e as reque8ted. 

Issue: ~~e .. ~:omparison 

One c.onur,<:~nter noted that the number and typ, of prehistoric sites in 
the Yucca Mountain vicinity suggeat that the ar ~a has experienced more than 
casoal or transient occupation. The commenter , .;1,;ueated that the type and 
quantity of archaeological findiugs on and near Y -~ca Mountain be compared 
with those of o~her areas of the State. 

Res pons.!. 

Yucca Mountain was probably never heavily occupied, as its archaeo
logical record reflects the remains of nomadic hunters and gatherers who 
rarely stayed very long in any one 11rea. Archaenlogical site dent:ity at 
Yucca MountEdn is greater than that recorded for the Yucca Flat area, 
situated 48 kilometers (30 miles) northeast of Yuc.ca Mountain (Reno and 
Pippin, 1985), but is much less than that recorded for the Pahute and Rainier 
Mea~ areas, situated 48 kilometers (30 miles) to the north (Pippin, 1986), 
Regardless of the specific site density, the archaeological record at Yucca 
Mountain does have the potent.ial, as outlined in the EA, to address questione 
important in understanding the prehistory of Nevada.. 

Issue: Bibliography 

Four commentera filed questions regard.ing the bibliographic record; the 
first noted that it seems as if very little in the cited literature was 
derivod from historical sources. Another identified a reference that was 
cited io the text, but not found in the bibliography (Pippin and Zerga, 
1983). The last commenter asked that a specific report be cited in the 
bibliography. 

Historical references are noted in Section 3.4.6 of the final EA, and 
the Pippin and Zergs (1983) reference is included in the final EA 
bibliography. The last report requested is an unpublished report prepared 
for the DOE, Nevada Operations Office, by URS/John A. Blume and Associates 
(Kensler, 1981). It is entitled "Survey of Historic Structures; Southern 
Nevada and Death Valley." It is important to note that this last report 
concentrated only on standing historic structures that had been previously 
recorded and did not involve cultural resource surveys.. Other historical 
assessments of the region are underway. It has been reviewed during 
preparation of the final EA. 

C, 4, 1.3. 7 'Backgro1.1nd; radiation 

The comments in this category concern the backgtound radiation data 
presented in Chapter 3. Seven comments were received. Five c~romentera noted 
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that the site may 
weapons testing. 
radiation levels. 

alr:r 1dy be unsafe due to radiation in th~ soH ft·om nuclear 
AM~ her commenter questioned the definition of background 
Th~ levels of radioactivity in Yucca Mo:.mtain ground water 

were eleo questioned .. 

Response 

At present, the Yucca Mountain site is deemed to be ~contaminated from 
Nevt~da Test Site (NTS) activities. However, the con t' .button of NTS 
activities to the baseline radiation environment will b.· determined during 
site characterization. Soil will be tested for contaminJ. ton. Workers would 
not be allowed !.1 arear. where contamination levels exc•::cad applicable 
standards unless stringent precauti.ons were used (e.g., ~!"rotective clothing 
and monitoring). 

In the context used here, radiological background refers to the baseline 
radiological conditinns resulting from all sources (i.e.~ artificial as well 
as natural). This includes penetrating radiation from the earth's crust and 
cosmic sources, primordial radionuclides and their decay products, and radio
activity deposited in the area from previ.oue activities at the NTS or from 
atmospheric nuclear testing on a global scale. 

The level of radioactivity in Yucca Mountain ground water will be deter
mined during site characterization. The general ground-water flow pattern is 
illustrated in Figure 6-2 (Maps of the Yucca Mountain site) of the draft EA. 
'l'he flow tends to be toward the south or southeast under Yucca Mountain. No 
radionuclides other than tritium were present in detectable concentr~:~otions in 
NTS wells. The "other radionuc.lides" mentioned in the draft EA were measured 
in wells in New Mexico as part of the Environmental Protection Agency's off
site monitoring program for formerly utilized underground teet areas. The 
text has been revised to specify tritium as the only detectable radionuclide 
in NTS wells. 

C.4.1~4 Transportation 

Twenty-seven comments were received in the transportation category and 
these were divided into the following issues: (1) Highways, (2) Railroads, 
and (3) Miscellaneous. 

Issue: Highways 

Ten comments were assigned to this issue. More specific existing and 
projected local highway data for communities in Clar:k and Nye counties, 
regional data for Nevada, and interstate data were requaeted. Two commenters 
suggested that the many trucks coming into Nevada would greatly increase the 
chance for an accident, and asked what provisions had been OlBde for. schedul
ing regular driver stops, and for accoiiDUodating unscheduled etops due to 
weather or other emergency conditione. Another comwenter requested more 
traffic count data for u.s. Highway 93 to Arizona, Interstate 15, and local 
roads. One commenter asked why Table 3-8 (Traffic service levels and char
acteristics) was included in the draft Environmental Assessment (EA). In a 
related comment, it was asked ~qhether project-related studies will consider 
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the cumulative effe<:.t that growth in outlying areas may have on the existing 
tt·snsportstion netw rk. Another commencer asked if any consideration had 
been given to provf,i.f.ng access to Yucca Mountain through the northeast side 
of the Nevada Test h!te (NTS), thus allowing more repos.: tory and workers to 
reside in Lincoln Co..;nty. 

Response 

The request for mere site-specific data will b·~ -;ddresaed in the 
E•;vironmental Impact Statement. Site-specific data wi J. be provided for each 
proposed and alternattve road and rail route. The u.s .. ~~partment of Energy 
(DOE) will comply witlt sll applicable laws, regulations, 'lnd codes pertaining 
to the shipment ,Jf radiological and nonradiological mate~:iale. A brief over
view of such regulations ia contained in Appendix A of the final EA. Some 
additional ·:~pecific data along poetulated regional rout~.gs is provided in 
Chapter 5 of the final EA. 

The comments en Chapter 3 conctlrning impacts and mitigatlon were 
addressed in Chapter 5 and Appendix A of the draft EA. Regardless, it must 
be emphaeized that transportation impacts and mitigation will be evaluated in 
the Environmental Impact Statement. This will include the concern ragarding 
growth in outlying areas and subsequent strain on the existing transportation 
network. 

The truck8 that bring waste to Nevada would increase the chance for an 
accident. Section 5.3~2 of the draft EA provides an accident-risk analysis, 
based on the methodology described in Appendix A. More traffic count data 
for local communities, U.S. Highway 93, and Interstate lS were not provided 
because Chapter 3 was to focus on areas of potential maximum impact (U.S. 
Highway 95) to the site. Table 3-8 wss included in the draft EA co provide a 
better description of different service levels and to provide crit~?rla by 
which to judge the information provided in Table 3-9 (Evening-peak-hour 
(S-6 p.m.) traffic patterns on u.s. Highway 95, 1982) of the draft EA. 

A formal transportation plan will be developed as site characterization 
and environmental impact studies progress. When final routing is selected, 
this transportatjon plan will include information regarding scheduled reet 
stops, and stope due to unexpected conditions such as weather. 

With regard to access through the northeast side of the NTS, such a 
route would be impossible to establish, since this portion of the NTS is a 
restricted ares which cannot accommodate pass-through traffic. 

Issue; Railroads 

Fourteen comments were assigned to this issue. A few commEmters asked 
for the location of Dike Siding end the location of the railroad near the 
Desert National Wildlife Refuge. Several commencers requested more railroad 
information for such parameters as operation management plans, Federal and 
State regulations, rail routes, disaster insurance, accident ~isks, and 
existing arrangements. Other commencers questioned the extent and adequacy 
of the tests that the Union Pacific Railroad muet rneet to be a Class A main 
line. 
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Response 

A better descript..ion of the location of Dike Siding may be found in 
Section 5.1.1.4.2 of ·cho final EA. Figure 5-2 (Proposed highway Elnd rail 
access routeR to the ~ucca Mountain repository) of the t't aft BA shows the 
proposed railroad mor ~ clearly. The railroad will not ... r0ss the Desert 
National Wildlife RE.'!.-uge. Therefore, Corn Creek Spring1- <1ad the Pahrump 
killifish will not b~ affected. 

More railroad operation, infrastructure, and usagt. J 1.1format1on will be 
provided in the Envir(•nmental Impact Statement. In ac \Jtion, rail regu
lations and routing are diBcussed in Appendix A of the. i1 al EA. 

The tests resulting in the Union Pacific Railroad !".Jain line through 
Las Vegas being classified as Class A are not relevant t.v the discussion in 
Chapter 3. The classification system will be reviewed during the Environ
mental Impact Statement process. 

Issue: Miscellaneous 

Three col!llllents were assigned to this issue. One commenter suggested 
that the draft EA did not fully recognize No~th Las Vegas. Another raquested 
the written communication from the Union Pacific Railroad noted in Table 3-10 
(Recent railroad-traffic patterns) of the draft EA. A third commenter cited 
a typographical error in the EA text. 

Response 

The DOE recognizes North Las Vegas as a city but to simplify the many 
figures, the title "Las Vegas" serves the entire Las Vegas metropolitan area. 
The written communication from the Union Pacific Railroad noted in Table 3-10 
(Recent railroad-traffic patte~ns) in Section 3.5.2 of the draft EA has been 
cited in the f.tnal F.A and included in the references. The typographical 
error haG been corrected. 

c.4.l.S Soc.ioeconomic conditions 

The u.s. Department of Energy (DOE) received many comments on the 
adequacy and accuracy of the draft Environmental Assessment (EA) description 
of baseline socioeconomic conditions in southern Nevada. Responses to com
ments on specific isAues in the areas of economic conditions, population, 
community services, and government and fiscal conditions are in sections 
C.4.l.S.l through C.4.1.5.5. Twenty-eight general questions were received on 
the scope and quality of the socioeconomic baseline description. These 28 
general comments are grouped into four issues under this section: (l) Overall 
Approach, (2) Exclusion from Baseline Descriptions, (3) Native Americans, and 
(4) Statewide Concerns. 

Issue: Overall approach 

Four commenters felt that the information contained i.n the draft EA 
!'"t!flected haphazard data collection and generally pMr· data integration' lind 
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analysis. In partl.,:ular, it was felt that the information provided in 
Chapter 3 of the EA on background social and economic conditiOI1S in Clark 
County suffered fror.: a lack of detail and analytical dfJpth. References were 
c.ited as missing anJ the way in which specific numbers were developed was 
unclear. Some infiJt·mation wag referenced as having bee.< obtained from news
paper articles, and. the feeling was that newspapers et.t•u.ld not be used as 
primary sources of: .information. Finally, the validity ~ . .f using various years 
in the 1980s (rath1:r than census years 1960, 1970, ancl 1980) to establish a 
socioeconomic. bneeline was ques'tioned, 

Response 

The focua c)f the socioeconomic data-gathering effor·t: was on information 
necessary to evaluate the Yucca Mountain site against the socioeconomic
related eHing guidelines. Thus, data collection, allhough not compre
hensive, was certainly not haphazard. Also, the purpo!:ie of Chapter 3 was to 
present background data which were used in the actual analyses presented in 
chapters 4 through 6. The final EA has been revised il' a number of places in 
order to show more clearly how various data were obta!.1ed and analyzed. In 
addition, newspaper references have been deleted in those places where 
alternative information sources were available. However, newsp&per refer
ences have been retained in cases in which their main purpose is to help the 
reader understand a community better. 

An advan"tage of using the decennial census as ll data source is that 
those data constitute an internally consistent and highly credible infor
mation base. A major disadvantage of using census data is that they are 
generally available only every ten years. In preparing the EA, the DOE did 
not rely solely on census data because timeliness of information is important 
in understanding the characteristics of a rapidly growing region such as 
southern Nevada. An evaluation of the requirements for additional socio
economic data will be an important part of the investig&tions to be conducted 
if the Yucca Mountain site is approved for site characterization. 

Issue: Exclusion from baseline descriptions 

The DOE rt'.ceived 16 comments which pointed out that the draft EA did not 
discuss socioeconomic conditions in Lincoln County and the City of Caliente, 
despite the possibility that waste shipments by rail would pass through the 
county. Also, it was stated, individual communities in Clark County were not 
described in sufficient detail to enable an accurate portrayal of the county 
as a whole. For example, the statement that I,as Vegas is an "adult com
munity" was used to characterize Clark County, ignoring differences among 
communities. For example, it was pointed out that the city Df North Las 
Vegas was not identified on any of the EA maps of the area of interest. 

Since actual transportation routes have not yet been identified, com
munities that could be affected by transportation of high-level radioactive 
waste have not yet been identified. If a repository were located ot Yucca 
Mountain, social and economic impacts would occur in areas where repository
related expenditures would be made and where the inmigrating repository
related work force would r~side. To the extent that resources ,re available 
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at competitive prices, it is expected that the majority of reposito(y-related 
expenditures would be !.ade ln Nye County, w·here the site !a located, and in 
neighboring Clark Cour. ~y, the major metropolitan area in southern Nevada. 
The Nevada Test Site ·:NTS), adjacent to the Yucca Mountl',n site in Nye 
County, employa OOE a:1d contrac.tor per~onnel with skill;; similar to the 
construction and mini':']; skills which would be required by !.:lr) repository work 
force. Historical ~H!'.I:tlement patterns of workers at th NTS provide a 
reasonable indication of where repository workers and th4 t· families would 
set:le. Recent settlement patterns of these NTS workers ~;,re snalyzed using 
their ZIP codes. The results of this analysis were sumrn. rl!:ed in Table 5-26 
of the final EA. This <tnslysis indicated that moat (96 ;l ~:cent) of the NTS 
workers reported 'UP codes in Nye and Clark counties f.n 1981+• The 
socioeconomic baseline conditions presented in Section 3.6 of the EA focus on 
this bicounty area, where almost all of the Yucca Hounta:;.,, work force ~orould 

be expected to settle. However, since the data summarizEd in Table 5-26 of 
the final EA also indicate that about 1.5 percent of the recent NTS workers 
reported ZIP codes in other Nevada counties (Douglas, Landet' 1 Lincoln, Lyon, 
White Pine, and Carson City, a consolidated municipality). the DOE intende to 
consider a larger geographic area in future studies, if the Yucca Mountain 
site ls appt·oved for site characterization. 

As is discussed in Section 6.2.1.7.3 of the draft EA, the favorable 
conditions of the socioeconomic impacts siting guideline were evaluated at 
the county level. The first potentially adverse condition (Section 
6.2.1.7.4) wss evaluated at the community level. As is explained in Section 
C. 7.4 of this Appendix and Section 6.2.1. 7.4 of the final EA, population 
growth rates were used as measures of impacts on community serviees, housing 
supply and demand, and the finances of State and local government agencies. 
Insufficient information was available from published eourcea to perform 
detailed community-specific analyses. Information on community services in 
individual Clark County communities is presented throughout Section 3.6.3. 
The statement (i.n Section 3.6.3.1 of the draft EA) that Las Vegas is primar
ily an adult community was not intended to characterize Clark County as a 
whole. In order to correct the impression of unwarranted generalization, the 
statement was deleted from the final EA. Figure 3-21 of the draft EA 
(Bicounty area surrounding the Yucca Mountain site) was reviNed to show the 
location of North Las Vegas. 

Further research at the community level would be undertaken if the Yucca 
Mountain site is approved for site characterization. 

Issue: Native Americens 

Six comments were received which ststed that the document fails to con
aider potential repository impacts on Native American communities. The com
menters suggested that the Moapa River Paiute Reservation and the Las Vegas 
Paiute Tribe will be directly and significantly impacted by the transpor
tation of waste, both by rail and by road. The draft EA was also thought to 
be silent regarding the wider range of Native American issues and potential 
conflicts. A commencer noted that the Western Shoshone continue to claim the 
land upon which the repository is proposed to be built, and contend that 
there is no consideration in the EA of present-day Indian conc.erns such as 
cultural persistence, quality of life, anthropological issues, and Indian 
religious freedoms. 
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Response 

Native Americt.\1S in southern Nevada have nat been certit!ed as 
"affected" tribes within the meaning of the Nuclear Wa.;~e Policy• Act (NWPA, 
1983), A petitior1 for certification under Section 2(1: J(B) of the Nuclear 
Waste Policy Aet •ll·ll'l denied the Moapa Band of Paiutes ·:Frit, 1984), There
fore, Nativ~ Amerll.!lns have not been singled out for a~ •c.ial analysis in 
the EA. 

In preparing lhe draft EA, the DOE was aware of .:h"'shone claims to the 
land upon which the J'epository is proposed to be built. HoweYer, the land 
claim issue was ·not t.~ddressed in the EA because of the .t<ederal Government's 
position that L.e Shoshone had no legal right to the land. This position was 
sustained by n recent U.S, Supreme Court decisiol"l \ll'hicl1 effectively eMtin
guished the Wefltern Shoshone claim of aborj_ginal title to much of Nevada, 
including the Yucca Mountain site (United States v. Dann and Dann, February 
1985). Two additional comments that voiced similar con(~erna regarding Natj.ve 
Americans were incL1ded in Section C.4.1.5.4. 

American Indian reservations, being relatively disl:ant from the Yucca 
Mountain site, are not expected to be affected significantly by the inmigra
tion of repository~related workers and their dependents. Tho EA has been 
revised to im•.lude more detail regarding the number of American Indians 
residing on reservations in the bicounty area end the location of these 
reservations relative to the Yucca Mountsi.n site. Specific note was made in 
Section 5.4.4.2 of the draft EA of the potential for impacts on Native 
American cultures from transportation activities. If the Yucca Mountain site 
is approved for site characterization, thie aspect will receiV'e appropriately 
detailed treatment in research to be performed during the Environmental 
Impact Statement process, In addition, the potential impacts of the reposi
tory project on Native Americans who live outside of reservations (as well as 
on other cultural groups in southern Nevnda) would be the subject of 
detailed, community-level data gathering and analysis if the Yucca Mountain 
E:ite is approved for site characterization. 

Issue: Statewide conc~rns 

Two commencers suggested that it may be useful to define the entire 
State as the "site" for the purpose of socioeconomic analyses. Broad, state
wide conditions which should be described include the overall character of 
the State economy, the relationship of various sectors of the aocial and 
economic f8bric of the State to counterpart components at the couhty and 
local levels, and the rel8tionship of State government and finances to local 
and county governments. Social and economic analyses pertaining to areas of 
the State outside the bicounty area were thought by some comruentere to b~ 

missing entirely from the draft EA. 

Response 

One of the functions of the EA is to support the evaluation of the 
siting gu:ldelines. !l"l neither of the guidelines which address population and 
other socioeconomic issues (10 CFR 960.5-2-1 and 10 CFR 960.5~2·6) is there a 
requirement to evaluate impacts at the level of a state. Indeed, for the 
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qualifyf.ng condition, favorable conditions, and potentially advenoe condi
tione under the guid line on Socioeconomic Impacts (lO Cfl'R 960.5-·2-6), the 
DOE ie to address poiential impacts on and in "the affett~d area,·· which has 
been defined as Clar,., and Nye counties (as noted previot::aly, in the issue 
regarding exclusion ~com baseline description, the analy'"o-I..S focused on those 
two counties, where <1hout 96 percent of the reposilory- · ~lated workers and 
dependents are expe.1 ted to reside), The State would, l:nwever, be an 
important unit of arJ.!llysis in future investigation of et ·t.e~economic impacts, 
if tht! Yucca Mounto.in site is approved for site charact4 ization, 

C.4.1.5.1 Populition density and distribution 

Three comments addressed population density and .Hstribulion. One 
commenter requested more detailed information to asses;.~ the validity and 
accuracy of the population forecasts presented in the Kwironmental Assess
ment (EA). Another at a ted that a more thorough dh~:ussion of the reasons for 
the recent growth of Nye County population and project1ons of future growth 
are necessary. One comment was received which requested more informa~ion on 
average commuting distance, modes of travel during commuting, average hour.s 
per day spent in commuting, and commuting information for other (i.e., non
Federal employment. 

Response 

It is true that an understanding of the reasons for recent and forecast 
population growth will be important to the future and more detailed aeeees~ 
ment of social and economic impacts of locating a repository at Yucca Moun
tain if the Yucca Mountain site is approved for site characterization. It is 
not true that such a discussion is necessary to the analysis appearing in the 
EA. 'the Nye County population forecast. presented in Section 3.6.2.2, 
Table J-15 (Population of Nye County 1970-2000) of the final FA, is the most 
recent available forecast for that county. It we.s developed in 1984 by ·the 
Bureau of Business and Economic Research (University of Nevada, Reno) for the 
State of Nevada. That forecast will be out 0f date by tha time that an 
Environmental Impact Statement would be prepared for the Yucca Mountain site. 
Thus future studies will necessarily address the reasons for growth and 
projected growth in the area. More information on tbe population forecasts 
appaaring in Chapter 3 of the EA may be requested from the Nevada Office of 
Community Services. 

Inclusion of more detailed information on commuting patterns would not 
contribute significantly to the analyses described in chapters 4 through 6. 
Additional research on worker settlement patterns would, however, be c.on
ducted if the Yucca Mountain site is approved for site characterization. 

C.4.1.5.2 Economic Conditions 

Twenty-seven comments addressed economic conditi-€0ns. Responses ,,were 
divided into six issues: (1) General Employment, (2) .Nye County Employment, 
(3) Tables 3-11 and 3-12 of the draft EA, (4) Industrial Employme_nt Sector 
Percentages, (5) Clark County Employment Growth Rates, and (6) Miscellaneous. 
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Issue: General emplo~ 

~o commentars 1sked for a reference date for the r..,:·ported employment of 
121,000 persona in tlle hotel, gaming, and recreation eer.tor. Secondly, it 
was questioned why I?Hning was not included under "othe:: key employers" in 
Section 3.6.1 of the draft Environmental Aasl!ssment (E/:), even though the 
mining industry m&bs 11 significant dollar contributi( ·. to the State of 
Nevada. 

Rt.aponse 

The EA has heen Levised to show that direct wage nn• salary employment 
in the hotel, ga~dng, and recreation industry in Nevada ~·sa about 120,000 in 
1963. 

The mining sector was not mentioned in the discussion of key employers 
since it has the smallest number of employees of any sector in Nevada (State 
of Nevada, ESD, 198·'1). However, Section 3.6.1 of the final EA has been 
revised to discuss the importance of the mining industry to the State 
economy. Mining activities are important in the analysis of the employment 
impacts of the repository discussed in Chapter 5. 

Issue: Nye County employment 

Eight comments were assigned to this issue. Four commenters noted that 
Section 3. 6.1.1 of the draft EA says that there were 7, 508 workers in Nye 
County, while Nevada Employment Security Department (ESD) records place 1982 
employment at 8,640 jobs. Furthermore, they noted that the EA states that 80 
percent of the industrial employment was in mining, service, or government 
while ESD records show 87.6 percent. Three commenters also noted that the EA 
characterizes construction as· a "large employer" in Nye County, whlle 
according to ESD administrative data, construction ranked seventh and 
represented 1.3 percent of industrial employmli!nt in the County in 1983. 
Three commenters noted that employment data for Nye County are present-ed for 
various years; this was considered confusing. Lastly, one of these com
menters felt that the EA should describe historical Nye County agric.ultural 
employment in grelter detail. 

Response 

The EA was revised, using the ESD data, to indicate that 89 percent of 
the 8,630 nonagricultural wage and salary jobs in Nye County in 1983 were in 
the mining industry, service industry, and civilian government. Since 1983 
is the most recent year for which ESD data are available for both Clark and 
Nye counties, the EA was revised to show 1983 ESD data wherever the most 
recent values for wage and salary employment are discussed. 

While employment in the construction sector is small, the construction 
sector is nevertheless important in the analysis of the employment impacts of 
a repository. Furthermore, according to ESD data. construction employment in 
Nye County has fluctuated considerably, and has represented as much as 
5 percent of the total wage and salary employment in recent years (State of 
Nevada, OCS, 1985). 
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With respect to tl·,~ confusing presentation of Nye Caur1ty employment 
data, the EA was revisf~-1 to clarify that BSD nonagric.ultural wage an-1 salary 
employment data are ua~d to show actual Nye County employ\Jent in 1980 and 
1983 and that Bureau a~ F.conornic Analysis (BEA) OBERS dat.fl were used for 
employment projecti·m~, (See Table 3-12 of the final EA.) 

The u.s. Departm.:.nt of Energy (DOE) felt that the pr.vision of greater 
det...:il concerning ilifltorical agricultural employment in W , County would not 
contribute to or affect the impact analyses presenterl •. n chapters '' 
through 6. 

tsaue: Tables 3-ll and J-12 of the draft EA 

Seven comments were assigned to this iasue. Some CO!Umenters indicated 
that it was unclear whether the data in tables 3-ll (Employment in sele.cted 
industries in Nye County, l978-2000) and 3-12 (Employment in selected indus
tries in Clark Gauntt, 1978-2000) of the draft EA are supposed to estimate 
the number of persona employed by industry or the number of jobs provided by 
employers, since these are different concepts. The DOE :1ae asked to clarify 
the EA definition of employment. The comment c.ompared total 1978 Nye and 
Clark county employment, as shown in tables 3-ll and 3-12 of the draft EA, 
with ESD administrative data and concluded that t.here was a 46. 7-percent 
discrepancy for Nye County and a l3.9-percent discrepancy for Clark County. 
It was felt, on the basis of this comparison, that the data in the two tables 
were questionable. 

Response 

Section 3.6.1 of the EA wns revised to clarify that two sources of 
employment data are shown in the EA, and to discuss their differences and the 
reasons for using both. Briefly, where the text of the final EA prese.nta 
totals or the percentage distribution in selected industries for 1980 and 
1983, wage and salary employment data developed by the Nevada Emplojlllent 
Security Department (ESD) are used. These data are a count of the number of 
jobs. Since ESD does not produce long-term employment projections, data from 
the u.s. Bureau of Economic Analysis' OBERS projections were used to develop 
the projections appearing ln tables 3-12 and J-l3 of the final EA. These 
data represent the number of persons employed. A new Dection was added to 
the final EA (Section 3.6.1.3) to discuss the methodology used to develop 
tables 3-12 and 3-11 of the final EA. 

The total number of persons employed has been deleted from tables 3-12 
and 3-13 of the final EA {tables 3-11 and 3-12 of the draft EA). 

le~ue: Industrial employmenL oector percentages 

Three commenters identified minor diacrepanciee between reported Clark 
County employment percentages and indu~:~trial employment percentages according 
to the ESD administrative data. One of these commenters ga.ve the following 
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percentage distribuUon of industrial employment for Clark County, taken from 
the State of Nevada fnployment Security Department: 

Mining 0.2% F.I.R.E. 4. 7% 
Construction 6.4% Service 47.2% 
Manufae.turing 3. 1% Hotel, Gaming, R€ '. cea tion 31.7% 
T.C.P.U. 6.0% Government 11.7% 
Trade 20.1% 

Response 

Section 3.6.1.2 of the final EA waa revised to show the percentage dis
tribution Urling 1983 ESD values for wage and salary er.t·loym~nt (State of 
Nevada, ESD, 1984). The new percentages are 

Sector 

Service 
Trade 
Government 
Transportation and Public 

Utilities 
Construction 
Mining 

Issue: Clark County employment growth rates 

Percentage of Total -Jobs 

49 
20 
12 

6 
5 
o. 1 

Two commentere stated that the Clark County 1978-1985 employment growth 
rates presented in Table 3-12 (Employment in selected industries in Clark 
County, 1978-2000) of the draft EA will be difficult to achieve. Further
more, it was felt by both commenters that the draft EA projection of 370,221 
persons employed in 1990 is significantly greater than the ESD forecast of 
327,000 jobs. 

Res pons~ 

The primary purpose of Table 3-12 in the draft EA ttas to show emllloyment 
projections for primary sectoro. ~'or this reason, the total shown in that 
table has been deleted from the final EA (Table 3-13). Some of the dif
ferences between ESD data and OBERS data used to develop tables 3-12 (of the 
draft EA) and 3-13 (of the final EA) are discussed in Section 3.6.1 of the 
final EA. Additionally, a discussion of the methodology used to develop 
Table 3-13 of the final EA appears in Section 3.6.1.3., a new section of the 
final EA. 
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Issue: Miscellaneo\IR 

f'ive comments ~or.•re categorized into the m.tscellaneuos issue. Theee are 
described in the fol"'.owing text. 

In the second tHragraph of Section 3.6.1 of the doft. EA, Nevada real 
personal inr.ome is vrojected to grow at an average annu•.•l rata of 4.8 per
cent. The DOE was asked to presont the method used to ·llain this value. 

One commentet noted that. the written communica! Lon from L. Ryan, 
Director, St.ate Offic'<! of Community Services, cited in f·~ction 3.6.1.1 of the 
EA should be added to t.he reference section. 

One co~menter requested that the EA include a more detailed description 
of the method used to develop the baseline employment forecasts pres~nted in 
Table J .. ll (Employment in selected industries in Nye County, 1978-2000) of 
the draft EA. 

Two commenters considered baseline data concerninB labor and materials 
markets to be inadequate. Increases in demand for these resources could 
cause price increases or supply delays, and it was noted that the EA does not 
discuss elasticity of supply in these markets. It was suggested that the 
DOE use examples from studies of "boom towns" to show .whether "these local 
inflation conditions" would appear in the area surrounding the Yucca Mountain 
site. 

Section 3.6.1 of the draft EA was revised to diseuse the method used to 
calculate the real personal income growth rate. As a resul-t of using updated 
population information (DOC, 1985), t.his growth rate was revised to 4.6 
percent in the final EA. 

The EA was revised to include two letters from L. Ryan in the references 
for Chapter 3; they are cited as Ryan, 1984s and 1984b, when they both appear 
in the same chapter as references. 

The final EA presents a more detailed description of the method used to 
develop the baseline employment projections for Nye County, in Section 
3.6.1.3. 

The possibility that increases in demand for labor and U1ster:1als could 
cause price increases or supply delays will be the subject of more detailed 
investigations t.o be conducted if the Yucca Mountain site is approved for 
site characterization. Elasticity of supply could be one of the topics for 
research. Possible impacts on labor and materials marketa could include 
changes in the level of activity in those markets, changes in quality of 
service, and changes in price levels associat.ed with repository-related 
act.ivit.ies. However, "boom town" examples may not be relevant for the entire 
affected area end, given the planning and mitigation procedures provided in 
the Nuclear Waste Pol-icy Act (NWPA, 1983), boom town conditione may not 
necesoarily arise. (See Section C.4.l.S.4 of this Appendix.) 
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C. 4. 1. 5, 3 Community services 

The u.s. Depar!~ent of Energy (DOE) received 24 co&~ents regarding the 
draft Environmental 1\asessmcnt (EA) description of baee\tne conunun:f!:y ser
vices in the affect<'d area. The discussions within tht d.cc.ft EA addressing 
community services • onsisted of assessments of houaing 1 <!duration, water 
supply, sewage tre~:tment, solid waste, energy utilit.i '<) 1 public safety 
servic.es, medical !ilervices, and library facilities. a .. _ 'ore discusBing par
ticular issues t'aiaed by these comments, it is necet·,u~·y to outline the 
rationale for the approach taken in preparing Section ·.6.3 of the draft EA. 

Two of the_ ma:ln purposes of the EA are to make inte· .. site comparisons and 
to identify potential impa~ts, To make the most effective use of its 
resources, t:he DOE conducted s coarse screening so th~>.t detailed studies 
would not be performed on sites which ultimately would <iOt be chooen for site 
characterization. Two measures were used in the YllC<'-.9. Mountain EA to 
evaluate potential impacts on community services: (l) total population growth 
rates with the repository and (2) existence of major f'Otential impacts on 
delivery of community services, housing supply, and J.ocal government 
finances. 

In evaluating the Yucca Mountain site against the Socioeconomic Impacts 
Guideline (10 CFR 960.5~2-6), favorable condition 1 was considered to be 
present as long as the annual county population growth rate in the affected 
area with the repository was forecast to be less than that eKperienced his
torically in the area. Potentially adverse condition 1 was evaluated by con
sidering esti.mated community population growth rates with the repository and 
qualitative informatlon on the ability of service providers to furnish the 
incremental levels of services and housing required by the repository-related 
inmigrants. The maximum one-year growth rate of the total population (Le., 
baseline popul&tion plus estimated repository-related population) of each 
community in the affected area was used as an indicator of the potential for 
impacts on housing and community services, since these depend directly or 
indirectly on population. The qualitative information was obtained primarily 
from published sources and discussions with major service providers in the 
bicounty area. 

By limiting the analysis of these favorable and potentially adverse 
conditions to these measures, the DOE was able to use readily available 
information and avoid the false impression of precision which wou.ld reeult 
from the combination of a more sophisticated analytical approach with insuf
ficient data. Therefore, the information presented in Section 3.6.3 of the 
EA was limited to that which was readily available. The extensive primary 
research which would be necessary for a thorough evaluation of existing 
services and projection of future service needs, and which will be conducted 
in future site investigations, was therefore beyond the acope of the EA 
investigation. However, published information was used, whenever possible, 
to gain insights into the adequacy of existing services and to provide 
background information on individual communities. Finally, an analysis of 
the settlement patterns of recent Nevada Teat Site (NTS) workers indicates 
that relatively few repository workers and dependents would be expected to 
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settle outside of Ny'~ County, Indian Springs, and the Las Vegas •Jrban area 
(see Table 5-26 of · hfl final EA). Therefore, extensiu,a· background infor
mation on other ru:r •. <l Clark County communities was not necessary for this 
preliminary analysi~ 

Sections 3.6.3, 5.4.3, and 6.2.1.7.4 of the final i~ have been revised 
to incorporate the otegoing discussion. 

The comments and responses have been grouped into l1 issues: (1) State 
Services, (2) Housing Information, (3) Education, (4) \!'.Qt~r Suppl:les, (5) 
Waste-Water Treatment and Disposal, (6) Public Safety, (7) Solid Waste, 
(8) Energy in N'"e County~ (9) Radloactive Emergency Re.,ponse, and (10) 
Miscellaneous. 

Issue; State services 

Three commenters asked that the EA examine service:s provided by the 
Stat£> of Nevada which directly affect local govermr't!nts and local 
communities. 

B-espons~. 

Section 3.6.3.8 of the final EA has been revised to include a brief 
description of social services provided by various levels of government, 
including the State of Nevada. Detailed information on other services 
provided by the State of Nevada were not necessary, as explained in the 
introduction to this section, for the type of analysis performed. 

Issue: Housing information 

Three comments were assig!!t-d to this issue. Two commenters pointed out 
that the Center for Business and Economics Research (CBER) at the University 
of Nevada, Las Vegas has more recent data on housing in Clark County. One 
requested that recent housing vacancy infor!'lation and reasons why the Nye 
County hous:f.ng vacancy rate was 17.9 percent in 1980 be present.ed~ Another 
commenter described "housing" as a complex integration of many key sectors; 
and suggested it is affected not only by existing supply and demand but also 
by extra!leous variahles as diverse as the behavior of interest rates and the 
ability of local contractors to hire workers and obtain materials at reason
able costs. The commenter suggested that the financial snd building industry 
underpinnings of "housing" in the affected area should be examined 1n great 
detail. 

Re!lponse 

The data mentioned by the commenters were requested from the CBER. How
ever, the information provided did not update the housi.ng character.'Lstics 
data presented in the draft EA. Neither data on recent housing vacancy rates 
in Nye County nor reasons why the vacancy rate was 17.9 percent in i980 were 
available from published sources during preparation of the draft EA. This 
type of information will be sought as part of research planned if the Yucca 
Mountain site is approved for site characterization. 
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Housing is indeed a ".,. complex integrat:l.on of many key secto·rs of area 
ac.tivit.y." To assess ~he effects of repository developmellt. on housing at the 
county or community lt·rel8 would require a depth of analysts w-hich was out
side t.he acope of th~ EA. Because a comprehensive hou8iw.: .tlnalysis was not 
available, the types 0f detailed information identified i, this comment were 
not presented in Ul!? community ser-vices background sec.\. '.,n of the EA. 
Additional research on housing in the affected area will ·--~ undertaken if the 
Yue:l!a Mountain aiLe is approved for site characterizatior· 

Issue: Education 

The DOE received three comments on the level of deta 1 provided in the 
description -:.f educational services. Conunenter~J noted that school9 per ltOOO 
residents 18 not a useful basis for comparison of capaci.:.y. It was suggested 
that considerably more detailed information on schools ~.n each coromunity 
(e.g., extent of overcrowding, busing requirements, student-teacher ratios, 
maintenance requirements, financing) should be provided in the EA. 

Reeponse 

Numbers of schools. teachers, and other services per 1,000 population 
were presented in order to be able to perform a preU.minary analysis of com
munity service impacts in a consistent way for several types of services and 
for the two counties. The shortcomings of this approach are recognized; 
indeed 8 caveat on the comparison of the educational ratios for Nye and Clark 
counties is made in Section 3. 6. 3. 2 of the final EA. While detailed informa
tion on classroom space. special education space. common areas, and other as 
yet umnet needs is certainly relevant to an analysis of the ability of local 
school distric.ts to accommodate increased demand for educational services, it 
was felt that the information prenented waa suitable for the preliminHry 
evaluation approach described above. 

Issue: Water suppli~ 

Two comments were received on this issue. One commenter stated that a 
much more in-depth evaluation of water capacity by source and location and 
use by demand segment in Nye County is required. Another coro.menter noted 
that the information provided in Chapter 3 of the draft EA does not indicate 
that 8 water-well inventory was atteJDpted. 

Response 

The DOE agrees that a more thorough review of water supply and demand in 
southern Nye County is required in order to gain a complete understanding of 
potential impacts of repository--induced population growth in the area. 
InformHtion available from published sourees was, however • suffic:i ent to 
reach the preliminary conclusion that water supplies would be suffieient. 
given solution of some existing problems. The analysis presented in Section 
3.6.3.3 of the draft EA showed that if the present trend of conversion of 
land use in the Pahrump Valley from irrigated agriculture to residential 
development continues. then the valley-fill aquifer ~an support up to about 
16,900 people without a decline in usable storage. The situation in the 
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Amargosa Valley, whose ground-water basi.r1 has been designated by tlw State 
Engineer, is l~ss c.lcc,-··. Although the basin ia over~appropriated, actual 
irrigation water use i1· less than half of the sustained y.~(ild (see Section 
3.3.3 of the final EA).. If agricultural development t·~msins limite<!, then 
th~re would be conaid<~rl:lble opportunity for expansion o: domestic and 
quasi-municipal uee3, ~:hich would have the highest preferehce; conversion of 
agrieultural land use to residential as in Pahrump would l'llprove the water 
supply situation further. Beatty's water supply problem! are discussed in 
SE>ct-ion 3.6.3.3 of the EA. If new high-quality water. sou1 ces are not found 
for that community, then its growth potential could be ~l'IIited. Section 
3.6.3.3 of the EA has 'Jeen revised to in!;'orporate new .. dormation about 
Amargos."! Valley, including water-well information for tho: ·l portions of the 
Amargosa Desert ground-water basin designated by the St~te lngineer. 

l!!ue: Waste-water treatment and diapos~ 

Four comments were assigned to this issue. Information on waste-water 
disposal regulations or planning guidelines for Nye County was r~quested. It 
was asked if existing sewage treatment facilities are at, or close to, capac
ity. An estimate was requested of the impact of projected future growth in 
the various areas on the adequacy of treatment systems~ An explanation was 
requested of how local governments finance improvements and/or additions to 
sewage facilities. 

Twa carom.enters pointed out that the Boulder City, Clark County, and 
Las Vegaa waste-water treatment plant capacity data presented in Table 3· .. 2l 
of the draft EA are inaccut'ate, and that the "Peak Demand" column does not 
make any sense. Facilities in 12 additional communities in Clark, Nye, and 
Lincoln counties should be :l.ncluded in the table. 

Itesponse 

Waste-w-ater disposal regulations and/ or planning guidelines provide 
:lndirect evidence of a county's ability to absorb future papulation growth. 
H.owever, the method used to evaluate favorable condition l of the socio
economiC' impacts guideline (see sections 3.6.3 and 6.2.1.7.3 of the final EA) 
precluded the necessity of examining local regulations in d~tail. 

Peak load and capacity of major waste-water treatment facilities in 
Clark County ar~ compared in Table 3-21 of the draft EA (Table 3-22 of the 
final EA). On the basis of new information (Walker, 1985) th2 EA was revised 
to state that the w-aste-water treatment capacity of the Beatty Water and 
Sanitation District has been reached. Information on the capacity and load 
on other systems in Nye County ia unavailable from published sources. 
Section 3.6.].4 of th~ draft EA has been revised to include more information 
on the C.B;pacit.y of waste-water treatment systems in Clark County. 
Information on local government measures for financing couununity services 
improvements was not necessary for the level of analysis conducted for the 
EA. This topic will be explored if the Yucca Mountain site is approved for 
site characterization. 

The plant capec:!.ty figure for Boulder City irl the draft EA wae 
incorreC'.t; it waR obtained from a reference (Nevada Development Authority, 
1984) which contained the erroneous value of 2.0 million gallons per day. 
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Table 3-21 of the dt'H''t EA (Table 3-22 of the final EA) haa been revised to 
show a c.apac:ity of J,.d million gallons per day. The capacity for the City of 
Las Vegas waste-water treatment plant is correct as shmro, as verified in a 
letter from the City of Las Vegas (Donovan, 1984). A ne11 reference for the 
capacity of the Clarlr County plant (which is correct as '!i>own) has been added 
(Brown and Caldwe.1.1 tnd Culp/Wesner/Culp, 1980). 

Table 3-21 was Jllso revised to show that Henderson sea a different type 
of waste-water t1·ea1:ment proce{H> than was reported in th~ draft EA. The 
heading "Peak Demand" was changed to "Peak Load." 

Given the community services evaluation approach de&·.·ribed in the intro
duction to this section, it was not necessary to include descriptionB of the 
waste-water treatment system in each community in the flffected area. As 
discussed ir, Section C.4.1.5 of this Apperldix, Lincoln County waa excluded 
from the analysis because the focus was on the areas in lll'hich most (i.e., 96 
percent) the repository-related work force would likely 9ettle. 

Issue: Public aafety 

Three c.omments were assfgned to this issue. Two commenters requested 
additional information on public safety services in Nye County, including 
station capacity, jail facilities, number of marked and unmarked cars, and 
communication and dispatch services. Another commenter pointed out that 
detention faoilities are currently overcrowded and could be impacted by the 
influx of people. Inct"easea in crime rates are a likely occurrence if 
population growth exceeds employment growth. Additional information on fire 
protection was requested, including numbers of fire departments, number and 
location of stations, personnel, fire ratings, condition of stations and 
equipment, number of inc.idents re!:lponded to, response time, and emergency 
medical services provided by fire departments. It was stated that the EA 
should contain standards of adequacy for rural and urban police and fire 
operations. 

Response 

Detailed information on police servj.ces in Nye County was unavailable 
from published sources during preparation of the draft EA. Furthermore, the 
leo,rel of detail requested in this c.omment is not necessary for the evaluation 
approach described in the introduction to this section. 

The inadequacy of some of the detention facilities in Clark County was 
mentioned in Section 3.6.3.7 of the draft EA. Information on the extent of 
overcrowding of detention facilitiea in other parts of the affected area was 
unavailable from published sources during preparation of the draft EA. 
Similarly, available information was insufficient to support a judgment of 
whether "Increases in crime rates are a likely occurrence if population 
growth exceeds employment growth." 

Detailed information on fire protection and emergency medical services 
was unavailable from published Gources during preparation of the EA. 
FurthermorE>, details of the nature requested were not necessary for the 
evaluation approach desr.ribed in the introduction to this section. 
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The main reason f-Jr not comparing community serviCIH~ levels with 
standards is presented ,mder the "Miscellaneous" issue, ·:-:~1ere are SJeveral 
other reasons why use (,f nalional or regional police and fire prote-~tion 

standards was deemed iu!jppropriate, In the Las Vegas i..ilblu area, the large 
visitor population roeh s problematical the use of standar•IJ derived from 
studies of cities with .ut such a large tourism component. A~, so, an unknown 
number of private secul·ity officers are employed by the he ·:.le and casinos in 
the Las Vegas area, Thus it is difficult to relate protecdve service levels 
to national data. In rural areas, especially in Nye Cour1 ·y ·' per capita stan
dards may also be inapp::opriate, gillen the large distanc. u· which must be 
covered by police and fice services. 

Issue: Solid waste 

One commenter requested additional information on tbe capacity and 
nuro.ber of years remaining in expected landfill life 1 mote:.: isla accepted at 
landfills, and met~ods of disposing of hazardous waste materials. 

Response 

Information on landfill capacity in Nye County was unavailable from pub
lished sources during preparation of the draft EA. This info.r10.ation would be 
obtained in future investigations if the Yucca Mountain site is approved for 
site characterization. Consideration of materials ecceptad at the landfills 
and the method of disposing of hazardous waste materials is not directly 
relevant in consideri.ng the impact of future population growlh on conununity 
services. 

Iasue: Energy in Nye County 

One commenter pointed out that the energy utility information provided 
in Section 3.6.3.6 of the draft EA does not give details on suppliers, 
Cllpacity, and use in Nye County. This information, plus information on 
g~neration, transmission, distribution, and service facilities and capacity 
should be provided. 

Response 

Table 3-22 (Energy distributors in Nye and Clerk counties) of the draft 
EA (Table 3-23 of the final EA) reports that the principal supplier of 
electrical energy to the communities of Nye County nearest the Yucca Mountain 
site is the Colorado River ColO-mission. The utility which distributes the 
electricity is the Valley Electrical Association. Information on capacity 
and usc in Nye County was not available from published sources, The 
remainder of the information requested by this commenter was not necessary 
for the evaluation approach described in the introduction to this section. 
However, the EA was revised to specify more clearly the service area of the 
Sierra Pacific Power Company and to show that Mount Wheeler Power supplies 
electricity to northwest Nye County. 
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Issue: Radioar.tiv€: emergeney response 

Two commenterR felt that the EA should provide mole information on the 
capability of lac.<~.'. polic.e, fire, and medical care f~·~ilities .to handle 
emergencies involv.i'lg radioactive exposure. 

Response_ 

Published information on emergency services nnd p10cial trauma nnd burn 
treatment facilities in Clark and Nye counties was U\1.6. •ail able during prep'"' 
aration of the draft EA. In addilion no e-stimates of t .. e number of emergency 
cases involvinl'i radiation ell.poaure have been developed. It io therefore 
unreasonable at this point to assess the demands upon ;•::o:·otective services and 
existing tJnd proposed medical facilities by accidents of this nature. 
Further research into both the demand for emergency ~wrvires and medical 
tre~tment of radiological accident cases and the propo~ed means for handling 
them will be condl.cted if the Yucc.a Mountain site is approved for site 
characterization. 

Issue: Miscellaneous 

Two commenters felt that the EA should not only express community aer
vi.ce conditions quantitatively, but should also draw substant-iated con
clusions as to the adequacy of these conditione as they currently exist. The 
same observer reflected that no treatment of community services for Clark 
County can be considered adequate unless it specifically addresses the 
effects that massive numbers of tourists have on the type, level, adequacy, 
and overall statue of each service category. 

Response 

In preparing the EA, comparison of levels of va·d.oua ser•Jices with na
tional or regional standards was considered. It wae decided, however, not to 
use these types of standards. Actual average historical service leveh (in 
the form of per capita ratios) reveal citizen preferences; they implicitly 
Lake into ac.cot..nt community judgment as to the adequacy of services. It is 
true that an analysis at the margin (i.e., of the addit.ional serv!cea 
required by each additional member of the community) would be preferable. 
However, sufficient datil for such an analysis were not available. More 
detailed investigations, to be undertaken if the Yucca Mountain site is 
approved for site characterization, will include consultation with com
munities to ascertain appropriate measures of service levels. Nevertheless, 
qualit<1tive statements about the adequacy of water supply, public safety, 
medical, and recreation services are presented in final EA sections 3.6.3.3, 
3.6.3.7, 3.6.3.8, and 3.6.3.10, respectively. Because the issue of the 
capability of State, county, and local service agencies to accommodate 
reposhory-related population growth is so important, detailed research in 
this area will also be conducted if the Yucca Mountain site is approved for 
site characterization. 

The effects of large numbers of tourists on the ability of local 
agencies to provide community services are discussed briefly in sections 
3.6.3.7 and 3.6.3.8 of the final EA. Further research in thls area will be 
conducted if the Yucca Mountain site is approved for site characterization. 
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C.4.1.5.4 Social cottd tiona 

The u.s. Departme\\t of Energy (DOE) received 19 commel'ts on sections of 
the Environmental AfiSl~':lsment (!!:A) devoted to background H.Jdocultural char
acteristiC'.s in the af11?cted area, From these, the follo',if-.lng seven issues 
were identified: (I) Nye County Hor11ogeneity 1 (2) Worker ~.,ttlement Pntterns, 
(3) Urban Culture, (4;,- Social Organization and Structure, ~·) Indian Tribes, 
(6) Boom-Bust Comm.Jnities, and (7) Attitudes and Perceptto~s. 

Issue: Nye County homo_{eneity 

One commenter ststed that the description of the population of Nye 
County as "fairly homogeneous" may be somewhat mislead111g Bnd that in 
actuali.ty (when the data are disaggregated) there are s:lgnificant racial 
divisions, This commenter [)elieved that a more IJSeful approach would be to 
describe each community in terms of ita unique ethnic, agE!, sex, racial, and 
even religious compos.ltion. 

A second commenter questioned whether it was consistent to describe the 
population as ''fairl}' homogeneous" if there were also rell:ltively high numbers 
of Native Americans and if half of some areas are Hispanic. 

_REieponse 

The statement regarding the homogeneity of Nye County population was 
based upon the aggregate data presented in Table 3-24 of the draft EA, Table 
3-26 in the final EA (Comparison of selected social characteristics by 
region), The table RhowFI that t.hP Nye Cn11nt.y pnpullltion for 1980 was 
cla.-;sified by the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census (DOC, 
1983), as 100% rural and 92% white; both percentages were higher than the 
average for the United States, Mountain States, Western States, the State of 
Nevada, and Clark County. 

The approach suggested by the first commenter would be useful. Data 
were, in fact, disaggregated, as much as possible, in the discussion of 
individual communities located close to the site (see section 3.6.4.1 • .1), 
However, only limited community-level information is available at this time. 
Additional community~level primary data will be sought if the Yucca Mountain 
site is approved for site characteri~ation. 

The description of Nye County as "fairly homogeneous" is not incon
sistent when read in context. As noted above, ~he statement regarding the 
homogeneHy of Nye County popultion was based upon aggregate data (presented 
in Table 3-?.6 of the final EA). These data also show relatively less vari
ation in racfal composition (with the exception of Native Americans, as 
noted) in Nye County than in other areas included in the table. The state
ment regarding the Hispanic population did not draw on the county-level data 
presented in the table and was attributed to only one small community within 
the county (the Town of Amargosa Valley; see section 3.6.4.1.1 of the draft 
and final EA), 
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Issue: Worker s~~!~ment pa~ter~s 

Two comments ·cJere received relative to worker settlement patterns. It 
was stated that according to Section 3.6.4.1.1 of the draft EA, "••• inmi
granta would be mCr'>t likely to settle in those rural f'~mmunities that provide 
services and amenj.ties." Other variables, such as d·.IJtance from the work 
site and the fH •>etween the inmigrating workers anti the raclal, ethnic, 
religious, Bnd e<:·~momic composition of the comrounity w-ere considered by 
these commente;rs to be of equal or greater influence. 

Response 

The DOE c.greee that worker settlement patterns sre ll product 
factors in addition to levels of community services ancl amenities. 
tence in ,~uestion has been deleted from the final EA. 

Issue: Urban Culture 

of many 
The sen-

The five comments aasigned to this issue address three topics: descrip
tion of urban culture, alleged cultural bias of the invesLig.ators, and 
:Lnfluence of tourism. 

Description of urban culture. Although the DOE oays in Section 3.6.4.2 
of the draft EA th1:1t " ••• the rich diversity of cultures and lifestyles 
exhibited in Nye and Clark counties is outlined in the following sec
tion ••• ", the ac.tual discuss.ton of the issue consists only of broad 
generalizaLions, according to two commenters. In particular, the attempt to 
describe the "urban culture" of Clark County in one short paragraph in the 
draft EA was considered inadequate • 

. Response. The two subsections on rural and urban cultures (3.6.4.2.1 
and 3.6.4.2.2. respectively) contain more than generalizations. Insufficient 
material was Slfailable from published sources to provide more detail and 
depth. However, the data presented in Section 3.6.4.2, along with those pre
sented in Table 3-24 (Comparison of selected social characteristics by 
region) of the draft EA (Table 3-26 of the final EA), are adequate for the 
purpose for wt:ich they were intended. The purpose of Section 3 .. 6.4.2.2 
(Urban culture) was not to present a detailed portrait of urban culture, but 
rather to provide a basis for assessing the likely cultural compatibility of 
inmigrant workers and existing residents. As is emphasized in Section 5.4.4 
of the EA, the assessment does not claim to be anything other than prelimi
nnry at this stage. At a minimum, there is an adequate basis for making the 
preliminary assertions that (1) considerable di~erstty of cultures exists in 
the affected area and (2) inmigrating workerg are likely to be able to select 
a compatible cultural environment. 

Alleged cultural bias of the investigators. One commenter objected to 
the cited conclusion by Adams, and Gottlieb and Wiley in the draft EA that 
" ••• all citizens must reach some accommodation between gaming and other 
cultural values." The commenters claim that this reflects the cultural bias 
of the investigators rather than the reality of the attitudes and beliefs of 
those citizens who live in a community where gaming ls legal, socially 
acceptable, and almost excessively regulated. 
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Another commenter £ .. llted that those associated with g.:>.illing and tout' ism 
are not necessarily t.nw:'lients, but are generally part of che "more flettled 
population groups." ThE:y stated that Section ).6.4.2.2 of the draft EA was 
obviously written by someone not familiar with the area. 

Response. In the ·_,bsence of primary data gathering an·l <Jnlllysis (w!lir.h 
would pe.:mit explorati(H1 of deeply felt attitudes and bell· 1:!'.), the DOE was 
limited to dorumenti.'tion of the overt part of the culture nd to published 
statements concerning cultural values. Documentation ""'H! deliberately 
selected from regional and local sources in order to av01t 'he possibility of 
cultural bias. Section i.6.th2.2 of the E.A h£ls been revir-.1 •1 to del.eta the 
reference to Gottl:..f!b and Wiley. References in that sen on have been 
limited to Nevada sources. 

The statement to which the second comment refers is, "tt basic division, 
how-ever, may be discerned between the life styles of the transients 
(associated with gaming and tourism) and relatively more nettled population 
groups." The roviewers evidently interpreted "transients" to mean local 
employees in the gaming and tourism sectors. This was not the intention of 
this statement. Not all of those associated with g,;ming and tourism are 
necessarily transients. However, the 12.5 million visitors who stayed an 
average of 4.) nights in 1984 (Las Vogas Review-Journal_ et al., 1985) could 
certainly be classified as transients (i.e., persons who era passi.ng through 
or by a place with a brief stay or sojourn). The EA has been revised to 
exclude the word "transients". 

Influence of tourism. Statements in Section 3.6.l~o2 of the dt:-aft EA 
suggested to one reviewer that there is a basic division betw-een people who 
work in gaming and people in other occupations. This commenter noted that a 
more signific.ant impact resulting from gaming is the large influx of tourists 
and that Lhe EA should focus on the influences of tourism~ including its 
importance to the social, cultural, and economic fabric of the community. 

Response. The DOE did not intend to suggest thal there is a basic 
division between people who work in gaming and other Clark County residents. 
It is true that msny people who work in gaming-related capacities also hold 
other jobs. The basic division is between persons who are settled members Qf 
the community and those 1<10 are "passing through." The "two faces" of 
Las Vegas which are noted in Section ).6.4.2.2 of the draft and final EA are 
part of its uniqueness. The influences of tourism and gaming are closely 
int~rwoven. Section 3.6.4.2.2 of the EA has been revised to clarify the two 
major aspects of the Clark County culture: The image of Las Vegas as the 
"Entertainment Capitnl of the World," and the cultural diversity that exists. 

Issue: Social organi~ation and structure 

The five comments assigned to this issue address four topics: social 
organization and dynamics, imbalance in the description of Las Vegas, 
comparison between Nye County and Clark County, and influence of tourism. 
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Social organi.~<.tton and dynamics. lt was stated that sections 3.6.4,1,1 
and 3.6.4.1.2 of th! draft EA contain no deecription of the dynamic interplay 
of relationships v-at characterize each community and make it unique. 
According to two cc·nmenters the EA should examine the f'~'cial organization and 
structure of each jurisdiction, with special attentiot~ ~iven to those com
munities, or even '~eighborhoods, where prospective t'e;::.sitory workers are 
most likely to set de. 

Response. The types of irrformation and analysea r _quested by these com ... 
menters are more appropriate to an Environmental Imps- t 3tatement them to an 
Environmental AsseSfPDent. In the absence of co!Mlunit: .. level primary data 
gathering and C~nalysis, it is not possible to provide t'1e type of portrait 
requested. AddHional primary data gathering and analy-sis to be undertaken 
as part of the Environmental Impact Statement (IUS) poceaa, if the Yucca 
Mountain site is approved for s1te characterization, Bhould perm:Lt a more 
detailed treatment of social organization. 

Imbalance in ~.he description of Las Vegas. One cttuunenter aMpreased the 
opinion that the statements made about Clark County in Section 3.6,4.1.2 of 
the draft EA shou.ld be balanced by a dis-.ussion regarding the "normal 
community" aspect of Las Vegaa, 

Respo~. The discussion requested by the comrnenter is in Section 
3.6.4.2.2 of the draft EA, 

Comparison between Nye County and Clark County. One commenter stated 
that comparh:ons between Nye and Clark counties are worthless. This same 
commenter felt that the draft EA discussion of rural social organization nod 
structure (first paragraph, Section 3.6.4.1.1) is self-serving, and that 
oper~ting from a small population base it is easy to show rapid gro~th and 
low social problems. 

Response. The paragraph in question was not intended to be self
serving; it is more appropriately viewed as one part of an entire section 
w-hich points out differences between the urban and rural sections of the 
affected area. This section of the final EA has been ~evised to include a 
CiJv-eat regarding the small numbers and the small population bthJe in Nye 
County. 

Influence of tourism. The comment was made that atati~tics presented in 
Section 3.6.4.1.2 of the draft EA should reflect the influence of tourists, 

Response. Section 3.6.4.1.2 has been revised to include the statement 
that certain social indicators such as rates of divorce, homiclde, and crime 
are inflated by the large number of nonresidents. Suicide rates for Clark 
and Nye counties were calculated from data on suicide by county of residence, 
and therefore are not inflated. 

Issue: Indian Tribes 

One comrnenter felt that little information on Indian Tribes was provided 
in the draft EA. A second commenter, noting that the Shoshone people con
tinue to claim the land on which the repository is proposed to be built, 
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emphasized that an tmderstanding of their culture and itc reverence for the 
land would be essent.-' al if conflic.l between repository Interests and Indian 
interests and cultut'l: is to be avoided. 

Response 

As was diacusse,i in Section c.4.1.5 of this Append-' , Native Americana 
in southern Nevada h1rve not been singled out tor special !?lnalys.i.s in the EA 
because they have not: been certified as "affected" trib• 'i wi-thin the meaning 
of Section 2(2)(B) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1:!;;-1 (NWPA, 1983). A 
petition of certificat~.on under Section 2(2)(8) was sped ically denied the 
Moapa B.and of Paiutes ~Frit, 1984). Therefore, Native AirMricans have been 
addressed in the ~A in a manner similar to other cultUrfll units in the 
affected area. 

Furthermore, American Indian reservations, being relatively distant from 
the Yucca Mountain site, are not expected to be offected Elignific.antly by the 
1nm1grstion of reposirory-related workers and their depenC.enta. The final EA 
has been revised to include more detail regarding the number of Americnn 
Indiana reoiding in the hicounty area and their location relative to the 
Yucca Mountain s.ite. Specific note wafl made (in Section 5.4.4.2 of the drnft 
EA) of the potential for impacts on Native Am.eticarl cultures from trans
portation activities. This discussion has been expanded further in the final 
EA. When actual transportation routes are identified, additional resear.ch on 
this subject will be undertaken. In addition, the potential impacts of the 
repository project on Native Americans who live both on and off reservations 
(as well as other cultural groups in southern Nevada) would be included in 
the more detailed, comi:Dunity-level data gathering and analysis to be con
ducted if the Yucca Mountain site is approved for site characterization. 

In preparing the draft EA, the DOE was aware of the Shoshone claims to 
the land upon which the repository is proposed to be built. However, the 
land claim issue was not addressed in the EA because of the Federal 
Government position that the Shoshone had no legal right to the land. This 
poaf.tion was sustained by a recent UeS. Supreme Court decision which 
effectively extinguished the Western Shoshc11e claim of aboriginal Litle to 
much of Nevada, including the Yucca Mounta1.n Site (UnHed Stales v. Dann and 
Dann, 1985). Awareness of Native American (including Shoshone) reverence for 
th~ land is indicated in the wording and references of Section 5.4.4.2 of th~ 
final EA. As noted in the preceding paragraph, the potential for impacts on 
Native American culture, as on other cultures in the nffected area, will be 
assessed during the detailed community-level data gathering and analysis to 
be conducted if the Yucca Mountain site is approved for site 
characterization. 

Issue: Boom-bust communities 

The comment assigned to this issue addresses two top:!.cs: boom-bust 
cycles, and community-specific examination of rural culture. 

Boom-bust cycles. One commenter suggested that since the effects of 
boom-bust economic cycles have had such major impacts on rural communities in 
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Nevada, a fairly C<Allpreheosive discussion of the extem'live litEil"Gture on 
boom-bust communiti :S in the West might 1.1~ very appr·:1priste in section 
3.6.4.2.1 of the EA, 

Response. A c .. mprehenslve review of the bocm-bus~ literature was not 
considered appro!)ri.l'te for the EA because (1) the boom-·:.ust literature, which 
has been undergoin1:1 revision (see Murdock et al., 1985~ >1:1d Wilkinson et al., 
1982), is not relev.1mt for the entire affected area anG <2) a focus on boom
bust lHerature presupposes that the repository would tl'.so cause boom-bust 
C:Hlditions, which is by no means certein given the pl. n·llng and mitigation 
procedures provided in the Nuclear Waste Policy Ac':. (NWPA, 1983). 
Nevertheless, several references were tdentified in the. (~aft EA so that the 
reader could pULaue additional materi.'il if desired. An .!!dditional reference 
(Murdock et al., 1985) has been included in the final ~A.. Together, the 
references ~:!ted in Section 3.6.4.1 of the final EA pruvide a comprehensive 
overview of the early boom-bust literature and more rec,.~nt thinking in the 
field. 

Community-specific l!lxl:lmination of rural culture. One commenter felt 
that to be useful, an examination of the characteristics of rural culture 
should be community-specific, so that the key elemenls of unique c:ulLural 
manifestations in each community and the potential fol· repository impacts can 
be examined. 

Response. While it is true that it would be more meaningful to address 
community-specific cultural characteristics. insufficient information was 
available from published sources during EA preparation to provide the com
munity specificity, detail, and depth called for by this comment. This kind 
of detailed data will be sought during studies undertaken if the Yucca 
Mountain site is approved for site characterization. 

Issue: Attitudes and perceptions 

The two topics in this issue concern the incomplete survey data in 
Section 3.6.4.4 of the draft EA and the need to study attitudes towards the 
r.epository on a statewide basis. 

Incomplete survey data. One commenter stated that accordi.ng to the 
survey cited in Sectiou 3.6.4.4 of the draft EA, a majority of those surveyed 
opposed Lhe idea of locating a repository " ••• on the Test Site in southern 
Nevada ••• " and 6 percent were undecided. Since the 6-percent figure is 
known for thos~ undecided, it was asked why th€ figure for those opposed was 
not expressed in terms of a percentage. The commenter also asked whether 
respondent answers would have been even less favorable if they had known that 
only part of the proposed repository site is actually on the Nevada Test site 
(NTS). 
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Responae. The f (nal EA has been revised to summP.rize all the 
percentages a~ follows: 

Stro_._,gly favor 
Fav0: 
OppcJt"'! 
Str;;-.Jgly oppose 
Und1~cided/don 1 t know 

6.4% 
23.9% 
26.7% 
37.4% 

5.6% 

The complete survey responses are included with Ell! /:h(! other EA refer
ences on file for publir viewing (UNLV, 1984). It is not npropriate for the 
DOE to speculate on the respondents' answers under alterna.·_.ive hypothetical 
situations. 

Attitude.surveys. A final commenter felt that attitudes toward the 
repository should be gathered on a statewide and interstate basis, since to 
identify one or two counties as the only recipients of major impacts is 
misleading at best. 

Response. As noted in Section C.4.1.5 of this Appenrlix, none of the 
siting guidelines which address socioeconomic issues requires evaluation of 
impacts at the level of a State. For the qualifying cond:l.tion, favorable 
conditions, and potentially adverse conditions under the Guideline on Socio
economic Impacts (10 CFR 960.5-2-6), the DOE is to address potential impacts 
on and in "the affected area," which is defined as Clark and Nye counties. 
Historical settlement patterns of workers at the NTS, adjacent to the 
proposed repository site, indicate that most (96 percent) of the repository 
related population could be expected to settle in these two countiea. It is 
expected that studies undertaken in preparation for the EIS would encompass a 
larger geographic area, as appropriate, based on the EIS seeping process, if 
the Yucca Mountain site is approved for site characterization. 

C.4.!.5.5 Government and fiscal conditions 

The u.s. Department of Energy (DOE) recei~ed four coromenta on the draft 
Environmental Assessment (EA) presentation of background information on 
government and fiscal conditions in the affected area. These have been 
grouped into two issues: (1) Additional Data and (2) 2ffeets of 1983 
Legislation. 

Issue: Additional data 

Three commenters thought that although the draft EA does contain some 
data on government services and revenues by source, baseline data needed to 
conduct an analysis of fiscal impacts to State and local governments as a 
result of the repository were insufficient, even as a starting point. 

It is 
conditions 
impacts. 

true that s broad base of information is required on the fiscel 
of potentially affected jurisdictions in order to assess financial 
This information would be acquired during 9-ludies conducted 
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concurrently with ai.te characterization and form the basis of ~;~nalyses 

sppeartng in the E.n· ironmentsl Impact Statement, if th(': Yucca Mountain site 
is approved for sii·e characteriztion. The informatf.on presented in 
Section .3.6.5 of th. draft EA is a starting point; it tdentifie.s the govern
ment entities roost i.lkely to be affected by a Yucca Mo:J'1ta1n repoaitory and 
the sources of revt.••,ues that are important to those entl~fee~ 

Issue: Effects of 1983 legisla~ 

One commenter asked that th.e EA provide some men: ir>l\ of the impact that 
the 1983 legislativE: changes have had on local goven ''ents, saying that 
revenues are fa~ less prevalent than before 1983. 

Response 

The 1983 State Legislature made some adjustments .1.n the State property 
tax lawa. How-evet·, it is not believed that these changus would affec.t the 
results of the soc . .loeconomic impact analysis. Detailed analyses of govern
ment fiscal structures will be undertaken during site investi.gatons to be 
conducted if the Yucca Mountain site is approved for site charscteri~at!on. 

C.4,2 ACTIVITIES PROPOSED FOR SITE CHARACTERIZATION 

This category addresses co~ments and questions received on the site
characterization activities proposed for Yucca Mountain. It does not include, 
however, questions on the environmental and aocioeconomic impacts from th~se 
activities (see sect:l.ons C.7.2 and C.7.1+ of this document). Specific 
questions regarding site characterization field studies and the exploratory 
shaft are answered in the following subsections. Seven general comments were 
received on this subject and they are answered below. One commenter asked 
how the equipment used during site characterization will be moved to and from 
the site and how it wi.ll be stored, and another asked that the Environmental 
Assessment (EA) include a discussion of California State regulations regard
ing equipment use and construction activities. Another cornmenter suggested 
that site characterization should be conducted with great care because the 
preferred depth of emplacement 300 meters (984 feet) may not accommodate all 
the waste. A fourth commenter stated that the standard operating practices 
identified in the EA should include provisions for storing and managing 
hazardous materials such as waste oil and solvents from the maintenance of 
heavy equipment. The last two commenters addressed site characterization 
studies in general (including geochemical surveys}, saying thAt these testa 
should be completed prior to completion of the Environmental Impact Statement 
in order that their results may be evaluated by the appropriate reviewing 
agencies. 

Response 

Equipment will be moved to and from the site by conventional methods 
(e.g., by the motor power of each piece of equipment or on flat-bed trucks). 
The equipment will be stored• used, and removed in a conventional manner. 
The amount of equipment is insignificant compared to that which will be used 
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during rt!pository coo~ truction and operations. Federal r~gulations are 
included in the sped.Ilcattons that dictate the design of· all Bystterus in the 
exploratory shaft fac.·lity. Calf.fornia Mine Safety Ordl:!rs are referenced 
because they have bee·~ historically used on the Nevada Te'lt Site (NTS) and 
are judged to be sufflc·.ient to meet all applicable Federa1. regulations. The 
California Mi.ne Safef:•.· OrderH are also specified in U.S Dr~partment of Energy 
Order 5480.1A (DOE, 1981) and 5480.4 (DOE, 1984), In a(J.Iition, the Nevada 
mining regulations incorporate the Federal regulations b 1.·eference. 

The favorable condition regarding adequate host-ro k ~lexibility was not 
claimed for the site, ·lince only site characterization e.c·;lvitias can r.eoult 
in a clear definit1.on of the three-dimensional variab~ aty in rock 
properties. The data will allow the DOE to position ttJa repository to 
enhance wast~ containment and isolation. 

The standard operating practices used on the NTS for storing and 
managing materials such as waste oil and solvents will be used by the 
contractor during thd conatruction of the exploratory Shift facility. These 
substances will not be disposed of on the ground at Yucc~ Mountain. 

WhUe geochemical surveys and field activities have been included under 
the category of "Exploratory Drilling" (Section 4.1.1.1 of the final EA), the 
overall site characterization activities described in Section 4.1.3 of the 
final EA will result in considerable data that will be used to prepare the 
Environmental Impact Statement. It will not be possible to complete all 
activities scheduled for site characterization before the En'lironmental 
Impact Statement is released. Therefore, monitoring will continue beyond 
release of the Environmental Impact Statement and interim data and technical 
reports will be published so the appropriate reviewing agencies can have 
access to the results. 

0.4.2.1 Field studi~R 

This category contains all questions and comments on the adequacy and 
accuracy of the field studies proposed for aite characterization. Seven com
ments were recei'led on this subject. One commenter asked for the locations 
of boreholes that would be drilled at the site to map the water table. Other 
commenters stated that although geologic and nongeologic data will he col
lected during Bite characterization, only the plans for collecting geologic 
data are presented in the draft Environmental Assessment (EA), and a fourth 
specifically requested that ground motion studlea be not only continued, but 
also expanded. It was also requested that a detailed site characterization 
plan be released after the final EA is published, and reviewed by the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commissf.on (NRC) to assure that key licensing issues will be 
addressed. In a related comment, a sixth commenter suggested that further 
drilling studies be conducted to assure that no pressurized brine pockets, 
water, or to~ic gases are present in the repository horizon. Lastly, it was 
suggested that an independent contractor, responsible to the State of Nevada, 
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monitor all site chat';tcterizatlon activities in order to cross-che~ck and 
validate the u.s. Dep.•.rtmant of Energy and u.s. Geologlcill. Survey 'Jt:udtea and 
results. 

~esponse 

About twenty O€l r exploratory holeR will be drilled l'l'tdng site charac
ter1zacion. The exa~:t locations of ench drill sitl3 wil be included. in the 
Sit:e Characterh:ation Plan (SCP) Which lol'lll be i.saued af~.~r the final EA has 
been published if Yucca Mountain 19 recommended for ai ·e characterization. 
Further ground rnotJ.on studies are also planned. 

The nongeol.ogic data to be ~athered during aite characterization will be 
described in two separate documents. These documents will address environ
mental and socioeconomic subjects. The EA is not an app.topriat:e documen.t for 
a thorough description of data-gathering activities pbmned during site 
characterization. 

After the EA ia published, a very d~tailsd plan f ·1r site characteri
zation will be released if the Yucca Mountain site is recommended. The NRC 
along with the State and other members of the public will review this plan to 
assure that key licensing iasuos have been identified in the SCP, and to 
assure that the plans for testing provided in the SCP will result in infor
mation thllt will help resolve Ucensing issues. However, State of Nevada 
100nltoring of site characterization activities must occur at the discretion 
of State authorities:. 

C.4.2.2 Exploratory s~ 

This category includes 27 comments on the construction, operation, and 
decommissioning of the ex:ploratory shaft, related surface fac.tlities, and the 
teata that are planned from the exploratory shaft. Because of the variety of 
subjP.cts that are covered by this category, it has been divided into four 
issues: ( 1) Exploratory Shaft Facility, ( 2) Potential Contamination, 
(3) Tracer Studies, and (4) Miscellaneous~ 

Issue: Exploratory shaft facilttr 

Six comments were received on thls issue. A better explanation was 
requested of why the faults shown on lithologic log.9 were not shown on erose 
sections in the draft Environmental Assessment (EA). Also requested were the 
dimenelons of the underground facility. Another commenter suggested using 
long drifts and srnall-dialtletet: holes during site characterization. Other 
recommendations were that deaign of the exploratory shaft should take into 
consideration the Probable Maximum Flood rather than a 100-year flood. 
Finally, one commenter wanted to know how much time would be required to 
construct the facility. 

Reaponse 

The scale of the erose sections in the EA, such ae Figure 5-5 (East-west 
cross section of the proposed Yucca Mountain repository) of the draft EA, at:e 
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too small to illustr1~::e faults observed in corea, since the ratiolil aeeded to 
illustrate these woul be on the order of 1:1,250. Furtiw.rmore, these faults 
may not intersect the surface, and thus would not be included on maps that 
show surface locatio:1•l of faults. 

The exact dimens tons of the undergraund openings ar··· ryot known at this 
time because the Exp.' ::~ratory Shaft: Test Plan has not be· 11 completed. The 
relative magnitude of the openings, however, can be esth ted from Figure 4-l 
(Three-dimensional illustration of the ex.ploratory sha~t facility) in the 
fin <1.1 EA. 

The technical feat\ib!lity of using long-hole dt'illint techniques with 
air as the drillir g fluid is of concern to the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage 
Investigations (NNWSI) Project. Expansion of the drifts ~o obtain necessary 
site characte:ization data is being conside~ed. 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) agrees that it will consider the 
Probable Maximum Floo·i rather than only th~ 100-year floc·d. This has been 
indicated in the final EA. 

In Section 4.1.2.1 of the draft EA it states that the surface facility 
should take 6 to 7 months to complete, and the underground facility an 
estimated 23 months to complete. 

Issue: Potential contamination 

Nine comments were received on this 19sue. Two commencers requested 
information about the quantity and content of liquid effluents that might 
percolate into the alluvium from the sewage lagoon and the rock-storage area 
and potentially interfere with planned hydrologic tests. The commencers also 
suggested that liners be used to reduce this potential infiltration and 
recommended that all sewage be disposed of to the east or w~st of the site. 
Environmental impacts of the proposed design were requested. It was also 
as!(ed whether the design included a 100-year storm specification. Another 
corarnenter stated that the requirements of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act in 
regard to the use of radioactive rnate~ials should be described in the EA. 
Finally, one commel'lter suggested that the draft EA was inconsiatent by 
stating that radioactive materials would not be used for testing during site 
characterization and then stating that radioactive tracer materials would be 
used. 

ResponsE!. 

Even though the quantity of effluents in the seepage fields probably 
would not interfere with testing in the exploratory shaft, a decision has 
been made to extend the sewer line off the repository block.. The sewer
lagoon concept has been abandoned in favor of a aeptic tank and drain field. 
Discharge from the septic system will be sufficiently above the water table 
that there will be no impact to ground water. The design of the exploratory 
shaft facility will be modified to remove the sewage to drain fields to the 
east of the proposed repository block. Mine refuse water will be removed 
from the site, and disposed of in the lined rock-storage pile. Finally, the 
details of the storm-runoff drainage design around the exploratory shaft 
facility site are being modified. H~wevert 1t was not intended that the 
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